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CONHEDf '
ABSTRACT

1. (U) Type of Test: Service Test.

2. (C) Nomenclature of Test Items:

Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14
Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14E2
Rifle, 5.56-mm, XM16EI
Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-R
Rifle, 5.56-mm, A-R
Rifle, 5.56-mm, H-R
Carbine, 5.56-mm, S-C
Carbine/Submachine Gun, 5.56-mm, C-SMG
Automatic Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-AR
Automatic Rifle, 5.56.-mm, C-AR
Machine Gun, 7.62-mm, M60
Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S

3. (C) Test Activity Responsibilities: USAIB was responsibile6
for planning, conducting, and reporting on service and service-type
tests of individual, vehicular (other than combat vehicle), and
ground-mounted, crew-served weapons; and support of tests conducted by
USABRL and USAHEL as directed by USATECOM.

4. (FOUO) Purpose of Work: To measure performance of SAWS
weapons agaiirst stariards provided by USACDC.

5. (U) Test Location and Duration: Testing was conducted at
Fort Benning, Georgia, from 6 July 1965 to 15 November 1965.

6. (C) Test Methods: Testing was conducted in such a manner as
to permit a comparison of effectiveness between weapons.

(7. (C) summaryt

a. Findings . There are no significant differences between
the SAWS weapons except for reliability. The current standard weapons
are the most reliable.

b. Conclusions. The M14, M14E2, and M60 are significantly
more reliable than their ccounterpart SAWS weapons. The use of duplex
ammunition significantly increases hit capability..

c. Recommendation. USAIB recommends that no consideration be
given to adoption of new weapons systems until a significant improve-
ment over the standard 7.62-mm systems can be achieved.
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CONFIDENTIAL
SECTION 1 -- GENERAL

1.1 (U) REFERENCES (U)

See Appendix I

1.2 (U) AUTHORITY (U)

Letter, AMSTE-BC, USATECCM, 1 February 1965, subject: "Small
Arms Weapons Systems (SAWS) Program (with Change I dated 30 April
1965) (USATECCt Project Nos. 8-5-0400-01 thru 8-5-0400-07) (U)."

1.3 (FOUO) OBJECTIVES (U)

1.3.1 (FOUO) To measure weapons performance against standards provided
by the US Army Combat Developments Command (USACDC).

1.3.2 (FOUO) To provide, through the US Army Ballistic Research
Laboratories (USABRL), data resulting from tests for use in parametric
design/operational effectiveness/cost analysis studies to be conducted
by USACDC.

1.3.3 (FOUO) To develop sufficiently comprehensive data, as appropriate,

to provide a basis for choice if type classification is desire~d.

( 1.4 (FOUO) RESPONSIBILITIES (U)

1.4.1 (FOUO) The US Army Development and Proof Services (USAD&PS)
was responsible for:

a. Planning, conducting, and reporting of engineering and engineering-
type tests to achieve the objectives stated above,

b. Support of tests and experiments conducted by USABRL and the
( US Army Human Engineering Laboratories (USAHEL) as directed by the US

Army Test and Evaluation Command (USATECOM).

c. Coordination of shipment of materiel, including ammunition,
from sources of supply to USATECOM test agencies and return.

d. Conducting safety and function-firing, and providing USATECaMIi with recommendations as to safety release as soon after receipt of
materiel as practicable.

e. Submitting recommendations to, USATECOM and to test agencies,
as appropriate, as to ammunition lots and types to be used in this
program.

* .- ( Getup 4 (downgraded at 3 year Jntelk s
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1.4.2 (FOUO) The US Army Infantry Board (USAIB) was responsible
for:

a. Planning, conducting, and reporting on service and service-

type tests of individual weapons and vehicular (other than combat
vehicle) and ground-mounted, crew-served weapons.

b. Support of tests and experiments conducted by USABRL and USAHEL,
as directed by USATECOM.

1.4.3 (FOUO) The US Army Armor Board (USAARMBD) was responsible for:

Planning, conducting, and reporting on service and service-type
tests to determine handling, transportability, and suitability •6r
use of individual weapons designed specifically for combat vehicle
crew members.

1.4.4 (FOUO) The US Army Aviation Board (USAAVNBD) was responsible
for:

Planning, conducting, and reporting on service and service-type
tests to determine handling, transportability, and suitability for
use of individual weapons designed specifically for use by aircraft
crew members.

1.5 (U) DESCRIPTION OF MATERIEL (U)

1.5.1 (U) The candidate weapons furnished for this test include current
standard and test weapons.

1.5.1.1. (U) Standard Weapons (U)

1.5.1.1.1 (U) Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14 (M14), (Fig 1, 'AppV.)

1.5.1.1.2 (U) Rifle, 5.56-mm, XMl6El (XM16EI). (Fig 2).<App V.)•.

1.5.1.1.3 (U) Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14E2 (MI4E2).. (Fig:3, App V.)

1.5.1.1.4 (U) Machine Gun, 7.62-rai, M60 (M60). When mounted on
the bipod the M60 will be referred to as the M60LMG, and when
mounted on the tripod it will be referred to as the M60-MMG. (Fig 4,

App V.)

1.5.1.2 (U) Test Weapons (U) (See Manufacturers' Code Sheet - last page
of report. Removed from copies distributed outside DOD)

2
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1.5.1.2.1 (U) .Rifle, 5.56-mm Code S-R (S-R). (Fig 5, App V.)

The S-R is a gas-operated 5.56-mm rifle capable of firing semi-
automatic or full automatic fire from the closed-bolt position, by
means of a selector lever, The S-R hds a plastic removable stock
with rubber recoil pad and a plastic rear pistol grip. It contains
a dual sight system with the front post sight adjustable for ele-
vation and a rear, two-positdon, peep sight adjustable for windage.
The rifle is fed from a 30-round capacity box-type magazine. A
bayonet and adjustable snap-on bipod is provided for the rifle. The
flash suppressor serves as a grenade launcher for launching rifle
grenades. The rifle has a reported muzzle velocity of 3,250 feet
per second. Its full automatic cyclic rate of fire is 700-800 rounds
per minute.

1.5.1.2.2 (U) Rifle, 5.54emm, Code H-R (H-R). (Fig 6, App V.)

The H-R is a 5.56-mm delayed blow back-operated rifle, capable
of firing semiautomatic or full automatic from the closed-bolt position
by means of a firing selector lever. It contains a fixed front p6st
sight and an adjustable rear 4-position sight, that includes an open
and peep capability, and is adjustable for windage and elevation. A
plastic stock and a plastic rear pistol grip are provided. The H-%R
is fed from a 20-round capacity box-type magazine. The full automatic
cyclic rate of fire is 650N.50 rounds per minute. The reported muzzle
velocity is approximately 3,150 feet per second. A bayonet and a
detachable bipod are provided.

1.4.1.2.3 (U) Rifle, 5.56-mm, Code A-R (A-R). (Fig 7, App V.)

The A-R is a gas-operated, 5.56-mm, air-cooled, magazine-fed
rifle capable of firing semiautomatic or full automatic fire from
a closed bolt posi~on b.y means of a selector lever. A fiberglas front

naudguard'# pf.-oWdd9-,.The. AR-.contains a front post sight adjustable..
for elevation and a rear peep sight adjustable for windage. The receiver
and other parts are of sheet steel stampings. A bayonet and snap-on
bipod are provided. The rifle contains a plastic pistol grip and a
butt stock which can be pivoted to the side and folded to shorten the
overall length of the rdLfl. The rifle is fed from a 20-round box-
fype magazine. Full automatic cyclic r4e of fire is 700-800 rounds
per minute. The reported muzzle velocity is approximately 3,2•50 feet
per second. The muzzle flash suppressor serves as a grenade launcher
for launching rifle grenades. ..
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1.5.1.2.4 (U) Carbine, 5,56-mm, Code S-C (S-C). (Fig 8, App V.)

The S-C is a 5.56-mm gas-operated carbine, identical to the

S-R rifle except for the following:

a. A 15.7-inch barrel is substituted to reduce weapon length.

b. The butt stock is hinged and designed to fold to the side
to reduce weapon length.

c. It does not have a grenade launching capability as does the .S-R 0

d. Its muzzle velocity is less than the S-R; however, the cyclic
rate of fire is the same.

1.5.1.2.5 (U) Carbine/Submachine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code C-SMG (C-SMG). (
(Fig 9, App V.)

The C-SMG is a 5.56-mm, gas-operated carbine/submachine gun.
It is identical to the standard XMI6El rifle except for the following:

a. A 10-inch barrel, with noise suppressor attached, is sub.-

stituted.

b. The front handguard is shorter than that on the XMI6E1 rifle.

c. The butt stock is shorter, and telescopes to reduceiweapon length
for underarm firing. The stock is extended, and locked in the extendgd
position, for shoulder firing. It has no grenade launching capability.

d. The C-SMG wi not accept a bayonet.

e. Its muzzle velocity is less than the XMI6EI however, the
cyclic rate of fire is the same.

1.5.1.2.6 (U) Automatic Rifle, 5.56-mm, Code C-AR (C-AR). (Fig 3,
App V.)

The C-AR is a 5.56-mm automatic rifle. It is identical to tht•
XMI6EI rifle except for the following:.

a. The C-AR is fitted with a heavier barrel of the same length.

b. The C-AR is equipped with a 30-round box-type magazine.

c. The C-AR will accept either the M2 or XM3 bipod mount,

4



1.5.1.2.7 (U) Automatic Rifle, 5.56-mm, Code S-AR (S-AR). (Fig 3,
App V.)

The S-AR is & 126-mm, gas-operated automatic •rifle cap.•,ic
of firing only in the automatic mode. It fires from the open bolt
position. It utilizes many of the same components as the S-R 0.
Sights are offset to the left, the front post sight is adjustable for
elevation, the rear sight is a peep type adjustable for wind age.and
elevation for ranges out to 1,100 meters. The S-AR fires.from a 30"-
round box-type magazine which is inserted from the top. Cyclic rate
of fire is 700-800 rounds per minute. The reported muzzle velocity
is 3,250 feet per second. A snap-on bipod is provided which is
interchangeable with the S-R rifle and S-LMG. The S-AR is equipped
with the same butt stock and pistol grip assembly as the S-R.

1.5.1.2.8 (U) Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S-LMG (S-LMG). (Fig 10,

App V.)

The S-LMG is a light machine gun identical' to the S-AR except
for the following:

a. The offset sights of the S-AR are replaced with in-line
sights, having the same construction and capability of the S-AR sight.

( b. The magazine adapter for the S-AR is replaced with a feea.t

tray and cover, to permit firing belted 5.56-mm ammunition.

. c. Belted ammunition is packaged in 150-round capacity plastic
bandoleers. The bandoleer is attached to the weapon utilizing a
dovetailed bandoleer supporter.

d. The same bipod used with the S-R and S-AR is also used
with the S-1MG.

1.5.1.2.9 (U) Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S-MKG (S-NKG). (Fig 10,
App V.)

The S-MMG is a medium machine gun and is identical to the S-LMG
except that it is mounted on a standard M122 tripod mount, with a
mount adapter which uses the standard traversing and elevating
mechanism. In additi.on to the 150-round bandoleer, an M2Al ammunition
box packed with 800 belted cartridges may be used with the S-MMG.

1.5.1.2.10 (U) The S-LMG and S-NMG are referred to collectively as
the Code S machine guns.

F 5



1.5.1.3 (U) Weapon Families (U)

Some of the candidate weapons have assemblies and sub-assemblies
common to one or more other candidates. The S-R, S-C, S-AR, S-IMG, and
S-IIMG belong to a family, have common parts, assemblies, and sub-
assemblies, and are referred to as the Code S weapons system; the same
receiver and butt stock component is used in all configurations of
this famhily. The C-SMG, C-AR, and XMI6El rifle are of the same family
and have the same receiver, The M14 and M14E2 are-members of
the current standaid family of weapons.that have comnmon parts and
assemblies.

1.5.2 (U) Ammunition (U)

1.5.2.1 (U) The ammunition used with candidate weapons was as follows:

a. M14 and M14E2 rifles.

(1) Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, Ball, M80 (M80).

(2) Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, Tracer, 1462 (M62).

(3) Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, Duplex, M198. (M198).

b. XMI6EI Rifle, S-C, StR, A-R, H-R, S-AR, C-SMG, and C-AR.

(1) Cartridge, 5.5- Ball, B211, M193 (M193).

(2) Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Tracer, M196 (M196).

c.. M60 Machine Gun.

(1) Cartridge, 7.6 2 -mm, NATO, Ball and Tracer, linked, 4-1.

(2) Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, Ball, M80, linked (MS0 linked).

(3) Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, Duplex and Tracer, linked, 4-1.'.

(4) Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, Tracer, M62, linked (M62 linked).

d. S-L24G and S-MMG.

(1) Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Ball, M193, linked (M193 linked).

(2) Cartridge, 5.56.-mm, Balliand Tracer, linked, 4-1.

(3) Cartridge, 5.56-mm, Tracer, linked (M196 linked).

C
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CONFIDENTIL
1.5.2.2 (U) Lot numbers of ammunition used in testing were as
follows:

a. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, M80 - FA 5374, WRA 22386, LC 12532,

*LC 12036, *LC 12047.

b. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, m62 - LC 12266.

c. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, M198 - RA 451, RA 452, FAP 762449.

d. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, M193 - WOC 6089, RA 5101, RA 5100, RA 5072.

e. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, M196 - Ri 5119, RA 5019, RA 5018.

f. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, M80 linked - LC 12308, LC 12016,
LC 12022, LCL 12566, LC 12532.

g. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, M80 and M62, 4-1 - WCC 86083,

RAL 85027, LCL 104201.

h. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, M62 linked - LC 12352.

i. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, 14198 linked- FAP 762-L448.

( J. Cartridge, 7.62-mm, NATO, M198 and M62, 4-1 - FAPL 452, FAPL
454, FAPL 462.

k. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, M193 and M196, 4-1 - RA 51ss/RA 5023,

RA 5123/5025.

1. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, M193 linked - RA 5123, RA 5122, WCC 6089.

m. Cartridge, 5.56-mm, M196 linked - RA 5019, RA 5023, RA 5024.(
* Match ammunition.

1.6 (C) 'BACKGROUND (U)

1.6.1 (C) The adoption of the 5.56-mm M16/XM16EI rifle for US air
Force use and limited US Army use has stimulated the interest of
industry in developing other weapons in this caliber for military use.
In 1963-64, the Advanced Research Projects Agency (ARPA), Department
of Defense, directed, and coordinated with US Army and Marine Corps,
tests of the Code-S Weapons System. US Army tests were limited to
those necessary to determine the military potential of the system,
while the US Marine Corps conducted service and troop tests. The re-
suits of the US Army tests indicated that the Code-S weapons were
accurate and of good basic design, but that the machine guns appeared

WNEIDENTIAL



CONFIDENTIAL
to be marginal in operating power and deficient in barrel life. From
the final report of the US Marine Corps test, it appeared that the
Marine Corps favored the Code-S system-as a replacement for caliber
.30 and 7.62-mm weapons currently in Marine Corps use.

.. 6-.2. (C) In November 1964, the US Army Materiel Command (USAMC)
requested that USATECOM prepare plans for engineering and service
test of the Code-S Weapons System. A USATECOM directive was issued,
but planning was suspended in December 1964 when it became apparent
that the Code-S system would be tested as a part of a larger, more
comprehensive program.

1.6.3 (C) On 17 December 1964, the Chief of Staff of the Army di-
rected a review and evaluation of Small Arms Weapons Systems (SAWS)
either in being, or feasible for adoption within the time frame
1967-80. This evaluation includes the current standard system of
small arms (M14, M14E2, M60, and XMI6EI). The objective of this pro-
gram is to develop data upon which to base a program for replenish-
ment of stocks of small arms as the inventory drops below require-
ments, and/or replacement of current small arms with weapons of
demonstrated superiority.

1.6.4 (C) A military potential test of the Code-S Weapons System
under arctic winter conditions was completed in April 1965.

1.6.5 (U) SAWS testing at USAIB began on 6 July 1965 and was com-
pleted on 15 November 1965.

1.7 (C) FINDINGS (U)

1.7 .1 (C) PREOPERATIONAL INSPECTION AND PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS (Sub-
Test No 1) (U)

1.7.1.1 (Cý All of the candidate weapons are suitable with respect
to physical characteristics.

1.7.1.2 (C) Except for the sight systems (ref Sub-Test No 4, Sights),
there is no significant difference in simplicity of design and construc-
tion of the candidate weapons.

1.7.1.3 (C) The candidate weapons had the following number of

shortcomings:

C-SMG - I

S-AR - 1

1.7.2 (C) TRAINING (Sub-Test No 2) (U)

8 C
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ONFIDENTIAL
1.7.2.1 U() The firing positions and techniques of fire described
in appropriate FM's and USAIS special texts are suitable and com-
parable for all candidate weapons.

1.7.2.2 (C) With respect to ease of training, all of the candidate
weapons are suitable.

1.7.2.3 (C) The comparatively low scbres ,achieved by the test soldiers with
±tbk.M1•.4whan',fi'riri• the .initial Sralinihg marksman'ship c0urge are
attributed to some degree to recoil. Initially, after limited training,
test soldiers were able to achieve higher scores with the light recoil
5.56-mm weapons (rifles and carbines). However, when record fire was
repeated 10 weeks later, higher scores were obtained with the M14 than
with the light recoil 5.56-mm weapon (rifles and carbines) indicating
that firers had improved with the M14 during the course of testing
and had learned to compensate for recoil.
1.7.2.4 (C) Test soldiers scored higher in qualification firing with

the M60 than with the Code S machine guns.

1.7.3 (C) RATE OF FIRE (Sub-Test No 3) (U)

1.7.3.1 (C) Fiters are able to achieve close to all attempted
size bursts with'each of the candidate weapons.

1.7.3.2 (C) Of the burst sizes evaluated (excluding the attempted
one round/trigger pull), the optimum number of rounds per burst in
the full automatic mode for each of the candidate rifles, carbines,
and automatic rifles, except the A-R, is the 3-round burst. The A-R's
optimum burst size is 3- to 5-rounds.

1.7.3.3 (C) Of the burst sizes evaluated, the optimum number of
rounds per burst for each of the candidate machine guns is the 6-round
burst.

1.7.4 (C) SIGHTS (Sub- est No 4) (U)

1.7.4.1 (C) It was not possible to determine standard sight settings
oi adJtistments to achieve best accuracy results due to variation of
each range in sight settings between candidate rifles, carbines, and
automatic rifles.

1.7.4.2 (C) All candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles
have the inherent capability to align on the target at night provided
the target can be detected with the unaided eye.

( 9
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CONRDE TIALc
1,7.4.3 (C) The M14, M14E2, and M60 sights are superior to all the
other candidate weapons sights except for durability.

1.7.4.4 (C) With respect to durability, all the other candidate
weapons sights are superior to the M14, M14E2, and M60 sights.

1.7.4.5 (C) The candidate weapons have the folluwing number of
shortcomings (ref App IV):

a. S-R - 3

b. S-C - 3

c. XM16E1 - 3

d. A-R - 3

e. C-SMG - 3

f. H-R- 3

g. C-AR - 4

h. S-AR - 6

i. M60 - I

J. Code S machine gun- 5

1.7.5 (C) MAGAZINES (Sub-Test No 5) (U)

1.7.5.1 (C) With respect to the requirement for. a. .pimuni maggzine
capacity of 50 rounds, all of the candidate weapons are unsuitable.I,,(

1.7.5.2 (C) All candidate weapons are suitable with respect to
their capability for being loaded in one operation from all firing
positions.

1.7.5.3 (C) Poor functioning of the XMl6EI, A-R, H-R, S-C, and
C-SMG magazines contributed to the incidence of bolt overrides and
double feeds with these weapons.

1..7.5.4 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
deficiencies (ref App IV):

10
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a. S-R - 1

b. XM16EI - 1

c. H-R - 1

d. A-R - 1

e. S-C - I

f. C-S G -1

g. S-AR - i

h. C-AR- 1

1.7.5.5 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of

shortcomings (ref App IV):

a. M14-1

b. S-R-l

c. &116EI - 1

d. H-R-1

e. A-R - I

f. S-C - 1

g. C-SMG- 1

h. M14E2 - I

i. S-AR-I

j. C-AR-i

1.7.6 (C) AMMUNITION AND PACKAGING (Sub-Test No 6) (U)

1.7.6.1 (C) With all candidate weapons tracer elements of both
7.62-mm and 5.56-mm tracer ammunition are satisfactorily visible
under all light conditions.

1.7.6.2 (C) With all candidate weapons tracer ammunition is"
significantly more effective as a means of target ranging and
target/sector of fire designation then ball and duplex ammunition.

CONFIDENTIAL
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1.7.6.3 (C) With all candidate weapons tracer is more effective
at night than other types of ammunition used.

1.7.6.4 (C) With 7.62-mm candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic
rifles, there was a significant increase in hit capability during
daylight with duplex ammunition at the shorter ranges.

1.7.6.5 (C) With the M60 machine gun there was a significant
increase in hit capability with 4 duplex - 1 tracer ammunition mix
at the shorter ranges.

1.7.6.6 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
deficiencies:r

C-SMG - 1

1.7.6.7 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
shortccmings:

M14E2 - 1

1.7.7. (C) DEFENSE, DAY AND NIGHT (Sub-Test No 7) (U)

1.7.7.1 (C) The XM16EI firing tracer ammunition and the M14 firing
duplex ammunition are significantly more effective in the day defense
than the other candidate rifles. The A-R firing tracer ammunition
.iac significantly more effective in the night defense than the other
candidate rifles.

1.7.7.2 (C) With respect to effectiveness of the candidate carbines,
the M14 firing duplex ammunition and the S-C firing ball ammunition
are the most effective in both the day ,and night defense.

1.7.7.3 (C) There is no significant difference in effectiveness (
between the candidate automatic rifles.

1.7.7.4 (C) The M60 firing 4 duplex - 1 tracer is significantly
the most overall effective machine gun in both the day and night
defense.

1.7.8 (C) ASSAULT (Sub-Test No 8) (U)

1.7.8.1 (C) In the day assault, the H-R, and the M14 firing duplex,
are overall significantly more effective than the other candidate
rifles. In the night assault, thL A-R firing tracer was significantly
more effective in hit capability than the other candidate rifles.

12
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1.7.8.2 (C) In the day assault, the M14 firing duplex has a
significantly higher hit capability than the other candidate
carbines. In the night assault, the M14 firing ball anmmunition has a
significantly higher hit capability than the other candidate carbines.

1.7.8.3 (C) In the day assault, there is no significant difference
between the candidate automatic rifles, and in the night assault the
S-AR firing tracer is significantly more effective than the other candi-
date automatic rifles.

1.7.8.4 (C)k In the day and night assault there is no signifibant
difference Netween the candidate light machine guns.

1.7.9 (C) MOUNTS (Sub-Test No 9) (U)

(' 1.7.9.1 (C) Both the M60 and Code S machine guns have the capability
of being used as hand-carried weapons fired from supported positions

.and-as ground-mounted machine guns on sustained fire mounts.

1.7.9.2 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
shortcomings (ref App IV):

Code S machine gun - 1

1.7.10 (C) RECORD AND TRANSITION FIRING (Sub-Test No 10) (U)

1.7.10.1 (C) The M14 average scores for the Record Marksmanship
Course are higher than tho~e of the other candidate rifles and
carbines.

1.7.10.2 (C) The S-AR average scores, firing 4 ball to I tracer in
transition firing, are higher than those of the other candidate
automatic rifles.

1.7.10.3 (C) The M60-LMG average scores, firing 4 ball to I tracer
in transition firing, are higher than those of the S-LXG.

1.7.11 (C) SIGNATURE CHARACTERISTICS (Sub-Test No 11) (U)

1.7.11.1 (C) There is no sign~ficant difference between the canhidate
rifles with respect to signature effects and firer exposure.

.1.7.11.2 (C) Signature effects and firer exposure characteristics
of the candidate carbines are comparable and acceptable except for
the C-SMG. The C-SMG produces unacceptable flash and noise with
ammunition loaded with ball type propellant (standard 5.56-mm
ammunition). The use of CR propellant corrected this to an acceptable
degree.

13
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1.7.11.3 (C) Signature effects and firer exposure characteristics
of the candidate automatic rifles are comparable and acceptable
except for the M14E2. The M14E2 produces excessive flash with M62
tracer ammunition.

1.7.11.4 (C) Signature effects and firer exposure characteristics
of the candidate machine guns are comparable and acceptable.

1.7.11.5 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
deficiencies (ref App IV).:

C-SMG - 2 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 6, Ammunition)

1.7.11.6 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
shortcomings (ref App IV):

M14E2 - 1 (previously reported, Sub-Test No 6, Ammunition and
packaging)

1.7.12 (C) POINTED FIRE ACCURACY (Sub-Test No 12) (U)

1.7.12.1 (C) The effectiveness of the candidate rifles in the
aimed and pointed fire accuracy (quick fire) role is comparable
e.cept for the XMI6El •which is significantly less effective in the
semiautomatic pointed fire role.

1.7.12.2 (C) The S-C is significantly more effective in the
aimed ant pointed fire accuracy (quick fire) role than the other
candidate carbines.

1.7.12.3 (C) The S-AR is significantly more effective in the
automatic aimed and pointed fire accuracy (quick fire) role than the
other candidate automatic rifles.

1o7.13 (C) 'PORTABILITY AND AERIAL DELIVERY (Sub-Test No 13) (U)

1.7.13.1 (C) All of the candidate weapons are suitable with respect
to portability and aerial delivery.

1.7.13.2 (C) During the conduct of this sub-test the S-AR was
found to be unreliable after exposure to sand, mud, and water.

1.7.13.3 (C) The C-AR and S-AR bipods tend to become detached
from the weapons when the soldier "hits the ground."

14
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1.7.13.4 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
deficiencies (ref App IV):

S-AR - I

1.7.13.5 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number
of shortcomings (ref App IV):

a•". iS -AR: -1I

bJ S-C-AR• - 1

1.7.14 (C) ACCESSORIES AND TRAINING AIDS (Sub-Test No 14) (U)

1.7.14.1 (C) Special tools are needed for rear sight adjustment
and zeroing of the H-R. This is undesirable.

1.7.14.2 (C) The M11 type cleaning rods lack durability.

1.7.14.3 (C) No cleaning rods were furnished for the S-R, H-R,
C-SMG,,S-C, C-AR or the S-AR.

1.7.14.4 (C) Only the M14 type (M2 bipod) bipod is both adjustable

for height and capable of being folded when attached to the rifle.(
1.7.14.5 (C) The candiate weapons have the following number of
shortcomings (ref App IV):

a. S-R - 1

b. XM16EI -'1

c. A-R - 1

d. H-R - 3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, Sights)

e. S-C -2

f. C-SMG- 2

g. S-AR - '3 (1 previously reported, Sub',-Test No 13, Portability and
Aerial Delivery)

h. C-AR - 4 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 13, Portability
and Aerial Delivery)

i. MI1 cleaning rod - I

( ACONRDENTIAL 1
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1.7.15 (C) MAINTENANCE (Sub-Test No 15) (U)

1.7.15.1 (C) The ease of disassembly and assembly of the candidate
weapons rit: suitable and the differences between weapons are not
significant. The C-AR is significantly easier to disassemble and
assemble than the other candidate automatic rifles.

1.7.15.2 (C) The ease of maintenance of the candidate weapons
is acceptable.

1.7.15.3 (C) The maintenance packages furnished with the candidate
weapons except for the. M14, M141E2, and M60 were incomplete and $•AA.equate.

1.7.15.4 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number:of.
deficiencies (ref App IV):

:(

a. S-R -2

b. S-C - 2

c. S-AR- 1

d. Code S machine guns - I

1.7.15.5 (C) The candidate weapons have the following numberiof.
shortcomings (ref App IV):

a. M14 -1

b. S-R -3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 14, Accessories
and Training Aids)

c. A-R - 3

d. XMI6EI - 2

e. H-R - 2 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 14, Accessories
and Training Aids)

f.. S-C - 4 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 14, Accessories
and Training Aids)

g. C-SMG - 4 (l previously reported, Sub-Test No 14, Accessories
and Training Aids)

h. MI4E2 - 2

i. C-AR - 3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 14, Accessories
and Training Aids)| (

16
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j. S-,AR - 3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 14, Accessories
and Training Aids)

k. M60 - i

1. Code S machine guns - 5

m. MI1 cleaning rod - 1 (previously reported, Sub-Test No 14,
Accessories and Training Aids)

1.7.16 (C) DURABILITY AND RELIABILITY (Sub-Test No 16) (U)

1.7.16.l (C) All of the candidate weapons were rugged enough to
withstand normal usage. ) It is the opinion of test personnel that
the M14, M14E2 and M60 were the most rugged candidate weapons overall.

1.7.16.2 (C) The M14 haB a significantly lower, and the XMl6E1
has a significantly higher, malfunction rate than the othei candidate
rifles and carbines.

1.7.16.3 (C) The M14E2 has a significantly lower malfunction rate
than the other candidate automatic rifles.

1.7.16.4 (C) The M60 machine gun has a significahtly lower mal-
( function rate than the Uode S machine gun.

1.7.16.5 (C) The candidate weapons haveithe following number'of
deficiencies (ref App IV)#

a. S-R - 2

b. XMl6E1 - 3

"C c. A-R -5

d. H-R - I

e. S-C - 2

f. C-SMG - I

g. C-AR -1

h. S-AR -2 (1 previously roeported, Sub-Test No 13, Portability
and Aerial Delivery)

i. Code S machine guns - 12

CNRFDENTIAL
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1.7.16.6 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
shortcomingE; (ref App IV):

a. M14 - 5

b. S-R - 3

c. H-R -4

d. A-R -3

e. XMI6E1 - 6

f. S-C - 3

g. C-SMG- (
h. M14E2 - 2

i. C-AR- 3

j. S-AR 2

k, M60 - 4 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, Sights) .

1. Ccude S machine guns - 4

1.7.17 (C) VERSATILITY OF WEAPON DESIGN (Sub-Test No 17) (U)

1.7.17.1 (C) It is assumed that interchangeability of parts
between different weapons in Infantry squads and platoons provides
an operational advantage.

1.7.17.2 (C) Operational advantage provided by component C
interchangeability is greatest with the Code S family.

1.7.17.3 (C) The Code S family is the only candidate family
that provides for versatility and component interchangeability
in the weapons of the rifle platoon.

1.7.17.4 (C) Versatility of weapon design in terms of modes of
fire and commonality of parts with other platoon weapons is best
provided by the Code S family.

1.7.17.5 (C) Maximum commonality is achieved with both the 5.56-mm and
7.62-mm ammunition. Ammunition packaging is best provided by the
current standard 7.62-m.m family.

18
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1.7.17.6 ( The Code S family provides the greatest interchangeof assemblies between weapons.

1.7.18 (C) SAFETY (Sub-Test No 18) (U)

1.7.18.1 (C) The safety selector switches of all the candidate
weapons are easily identifiable and conveniently located.

1.7.18.2 (C) The safety selector switches of the M14 and the
M14E2 were positive in action. The XMI6El,A-R, C-SMG, C-AR, S-AR,
and Code S machine guns will fire with the safety selector
switch between the semiautomatic position and the fully automatic
position.

1.7.18.3 (C) The safeties of the XMI6EI, S-R, A-R, H-R, S-C, C-SMG,
C-AR and S-AR are also s~lector switches. This is confusing.

1.7.18.4 (C) Safety restrictions requiring the use of ear plugs,
because of noise and blast, are dnuacceptable. in combat; the need for
this safety restriction was not evaluated by the Infantry Board.

1.7.18.5 (C) The other safety restrictions imposed by the appropriate
safety releases on the employment of all the candidate weapons
except the M14, XMI6EI, M14E2 and M60 machine guns are unacceptable
for employment and use of the weapons by the infantryman.

1.7.18.6 (C) The frequency of runaway guns experienced with the
S-AR is excessive.

1.7.18.7 (C) The gas and particles emitted by the Code S machine
gun is, a bsa.fety hazard.

1.7.18.8 (C) The low cook off level of the Code S machine guns
is a safety hazard.

1.7.18.9 (C) The tendency of the feed cover latch of the Code S
machine gun to fly apart when the feed cover is opened is a safety
hazard.

1.7.18.40 (C) The candidate weapons have the following numbers of
deficiencies (ref App IV):

a. S-R -1

b. H-R - 1

c. A-R - I

d. S-C-I

19
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e. C-SMG - 1

f. C-A.R - I

g. S-AR- 2

h. Code S machine guns - 4 (2 previously reported, Sub-Test
No 16, Reliability and Durability)

1.7.18.11 (C) The candidate weapons have the following numbers of
shortcomings (ref App IV):

a. M14 - I

b. M14E2 - 1
I

c. S-R - 2

d. S-C- 2

e. XM16E1 - i

f. C-AR - 1

g. C-SMG- 1

h. A-R -2

i. S-AR - 2 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No lý, Durability
and Reliability)

j. Code S machine gun - I

1.7.19 (C) HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING (Sub-Test No 19) (U)

1.7.19.1 (C) There-is no significant difference between the

candidate weapons as to:

a. Capability of being fired from eigher the right or left
shoulder, except the S-AR which has sights offset to the left.

b. Effects of smoke, blast, flash or noise, except for the
C-SMG firing standard ball propellant ammunition which produced
excessive flash and noise.

c. Heat absorption from the sun.

d, Heat transfer.

20
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1.7.19.2 (C) The M14 and M14E2 have the most effective safeties
of all the candidate rifles, carbines and automatic rifles.

1.7.19,3 (C) The Code S machine guns demonstrated more rapid
heat build up than the M60 machine gun.

1.7.19.4 (C) Dangerous gas and particles are emitted in the area
of the assistant gunner's face with the Code S machine gun.

1.7-19.5 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number of
deficiencies (ref App IV):

Code S machine gun - i (previously reported, Sub-Test No 16,
Reliability and Purability)

1.7.19.6 (C) The candidate weapons have the following number,
of shortcomings (ref App IV):

a. M14 - 3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 16, Durability
and Reliability)

b.' S-R - 2 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, ,Sights)

c. H-R - 3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, Sights)

(' d. A-R - 3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, 0ights)

e. XM16EI - 3 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, Sights)

f. S-C - 2 (1 previously reporteýd, Sub-Test No 4, Sights)

g. C-SMG - 2 (1 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, Sights)

h. M14E2 - 3 (1 previously reportedd, Sub-Test No 16, Durability
and Reliability)

i. C-AR - 2 (1 previously reported, Sub-fest No 4, Sights)

J. S-AR - 4 (2 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4, Sights)

k. Code 8 machine gun - 5 (3 previously reported, Sub-Test No 4,
Sights)

1.7.20 (C) VALUE ANALYSIS (Sub-Test No 20) (U)

(.
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1.7.20.1 (C) No nonessential or "nice-torhave" features were
present on any of the candidate rifles, carbines or automatic rifles.

1.7.20.2 (C) The S-LMG and S-NMG should more properly be referred
to as a single weapon which provides for use of the bipod and
tripod whenever appropriate.

1.7.20.3 (C) A bipod case would not be needed with the Code S
machine gun if a pocket for the bipod were added to the spare
barrel carrying case.

1.8 (C) CONCLUSIONS (U)

The US Army Infantry Board concludes that:

a. There are no significant differences in the overall suit- (
ability for US Army use of the candidate rifles, carbines, and
automatic rifles, except for reliability.

b. The M14 rifles and M14E2 automatic rifles are significantly
more reliable than their counterpart candidates.

c. The M60 machine gun is significantly more suitable for
US Army use than the Code S machine gun.

d. The use of duplex ammunition significantly increases hit
capability.

1.9 (C) RECOMMENDATIONS (U)

The US Army Infantry Board recommends that:

No consideration be given to adoption of new weapons systems
until a significant improvement over the standard 7.62-mm; systems
can be achieved.

II
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SECTION 2 -- DETAILS AND RESULTS OF SUB-TESTS

2.0 (C) INTRODUCTION (U)

2.0.1 (C) GENERAL (U)

2.0.1.1 (C) Testing was conducted in such a manner as to permit a
comparison of weapon effectiveness between candidate weapons.

2.0.1.2 (C) Testing was conducted in such a manner as to permit the
evaluation and comparison of candidate carbines to fill the rifle
and automatic rifle role, the candidate rifles to fill the carbine
and automatic rifle role, and the candidate machine guns to perform
in the squad automatic rifle role.

2.0.1.3 (C) The candidate rifles and carbines were tested utilizing
30-man matched groups each firing two candidate rifles, and one
30-man group firing all candidate carbines. The M14 rifle was
included in each test group, to equalize the effect of recoil and to
provide comparative data. (Ref pare 2,O04.2,).

2.0.1.4 (C) The candidate automatic rifles and candidate machine
guns were each tested using two matched 12-man groups of test
soldiers.

2.0.1.5 (C) Throughout all testing when possible,firing was con-
ducted in such a manner as to equalize learning within the different
candidate weapon groups.

2.0.1.6 (C) To facilitate reporting and assist the reader, tables
are included in results of testing, and are numbered within each
sub-test in the sequence in which they appear. The sub-test number
appears on each table as a prefix to the table number. Test data

( included in Appendix II are referred to as Charts, to differentiate
this data from the tables located in Section 2 of the report.

2.0.1.7 (C) Objectives of sub-tests are stated in terms of sperific
objectives as required by the characteristics and standards; and
general objectives not required by the characteristics and standards,
but which are pertinent.

2.0.1.8 (C) It was intended that all candidate weapons be subjected
to the same test condit4tns. However, delays in delivery of some
test weapons and periodic teat suspensions throughout the period of
testing, resulted in weapons beinig tested under varying temperatures,
light, weather conoitions, and state-of-troop motivation.

&WGro 4 (downgraded at 3 year Intervals
Decksfed After 12 Years

PM100 Dir 5200.10)
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2.0.2 (U) METHOD OF ANALYSIS (U)

2.0.2.1 (U) In order to provide data with which to determine the
effectiveness of the candidate weapons, three statistical measure-
ments were recorded in each tactical exercise:

a. Hit capability (RC), computed as a function of target hits/
rounds fired and expressed as a percentage.

b. Hit probability (HP), computed as a function of targets hit/
roundsfired and expressed as a percentage.

c. Percentage of targets hit (PTH), computed as a function of
targets hit/total number of targetsppresented.

2.0.2.2 (U) In analyzing differences between candidate weapons,
this Board determined the HC, HP, and PTH in each sub-test to be
significant (where appropriate) by analyzing the methods used in
the sub-test, and applying military judgment.

2.0.2.3 (U) It should be noted that numerical differences between
candidate weapons were small in some sub-tests, and were not clearly
significant differences. No effort has been made in this report
to weight differences, but results obtained with the candidate weapons
have been shown in appropriate charts and tables.

2.0.3 (U) OPINIONATIVE DATA (U)

Where appropriate, qualitative observations and judgments of
experienced test personnel concerning performance, effectiveness,
and suitability of candidate weapons were recorded separately from
factual data, and were so indicated in this report.

2.0.4 (U) WEAPONS GROUPING (U)

2.0.4.1 (U) Throughout this report, the weapons will be referred
to as Candidate Weapons, and Weapon Candidates. These are defined
as follows:

2.0.4.1.1 (U) Candidate Weapons are weapons of a specific type,
being considered in that type role only, for example, a rifle being
considered in the rifle role. Candidate Weapons are defined as
follows:

Candidate Rifles:

M14 rifle
S-R rifle
XK16EI rifle
H-R rifle
A-R rifle 24,



Candidate Carbines:

C-SSMG carbine
S-C carbine

Candidate Automatic Rifles,

Ml4E2 rifle
S-AR rifle
C-AR rifle

Candidate Machine Guns:

S-LMG machine gun
M60-LMG machine gun
S-MMG machine gun
1M60-MKG machine gun

2.0.4.1.2 (U) Weapon Candidates are weapons of any type, being con-

sidered in a specific type role only, for example, a rifle being

considered in the carbine role. Weapon Candidates are defined as

follows:

Rifle cOtdidates:

( 1M14 rifle
S-R rifle
XM16El rifle
H-R rifle
A-R rifle
S-C carbine
C-SSMG carbine

( Carbine Candidates:

S-C carbine
C-SMG carbine
M14 rifle
S-R rifle

o4I!6El rifle
1R-R'rifle

A-R rifle

25
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Automatic Rifle Candidates:

M14E2 rifle
S-AR rifle
C-AR rifle
M14 rifle
XMI6EI rifle
S-R rifle
H-R rifle
A-R rifle
S-C carbine
C-SMG carbine
M60-LMG machine gun
S-LMG machine gun

Machine Gun Candidates: -

M60-LMG machine gun

M60-MMG machine gun
S-LMG machine gun
S-MMG machine gun

2.0.4.2 (U) Weapons were grouped for testing as follows:

Candidate Rifles:

Group I - M14 rifle and S-R rifle.
Group II - M14 rifle and XK16EI rifle
Group III - M14 rifle and H-R rifle
Group IV - M14 rifle and A-R rifle

Candidate Carbines:

S-C carbine
C-SMG carbine

Candidate Automatic Rifles:

M14E2 rifle
S-AR ri f 'e ...
C-AR rifle

Candidate Machine Guns:.

S-LIAG machine gun
M60-LMG machine gun
S-MAG machine gun
M60-MMG machine gun

26
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S2.1 (C) SUB-TEST NO 1, PREOPERATIONAL INSPECTION AND PHYSICALCHARACTERISTICS (U)

2.1.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.1.1.1 (C) Rifles. Catbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.1.1.1.1 (C) General (U)

To determine if the candidate rifles, carbines, automatic
rifles, their components, and accessories were in the proper
condition for test.

2.1.1.1.2 (C) Specific (U)

To determine capabllity of (ref para 2, Part I, App III):

a. Delivering selectively, semiautomatic, full automatic,
ad controlled burst automatic fire.

b. Independent use as a lightweight rifle, separately from
the area fire portion of the weapon.

c. Accepting a folding type bipod for use in th'e full auto-
matic mode.

d. Minimizing length by substituting a stock group that
folds or slides forward.

To evaluate:

a, Simplicity in Design and Construction: Maximum permitted
by other required characteristics (ref para 3a(l), Part I, App III).

b. Weight: Minimum permitted by other required characteris-
tics (ref para 3a(2), Part I, App III).

c. Length: Minimum permitted by other required characteris-
tics (ref para 3a(3), Part I, App III).

d. Bayonet: The weapon's capability of accepting a bayonet'

(ref para 3a(7), Part I, App III).

2.1.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.1.1.2.1 (U) General (U)

To determine if the rzandidate machine guns wer6,,in.proper(,cofndi-
tion for test.

27
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2.1.1.2.2 (C) Specific (U)

a. (C) To determine ".f the bipod is lightweight, durable,

attachable and detachable (ref para la(7). Part II, App III).

b. (C) To evaluate:

(1) Simplicity in Design and Construction: Maximum
permitted by other required characteristics (ref para la(l),
Part II, App III).

(2) Weight: Minimum permitted by other required
characteristics (weapon and mount) (ref para la(2), Part II,
App III).

(3) Length: Minimum permitted by other required
characteristics (ref para la(3), Part II, App III).

(4) Shoulder Stock: Configuration, lightweight, and

ruggedness (ref para la(9), Part II, App III).

2.1.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.1.2.1 (C) Rifles, ,arbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.1.2.1.1 (C) Throughout all other tests, data pertaining to
the above were noted.

2.1.2.1.2 (C) The candidate rifles, carbin'es, 'ati. omatid rifleA,
their components, and accessories were examined for completeness
using the manufacturers' Preliminary Operating and Maintenance
"Manual (PCHAM) and current instructional material as a guide.
The r-andidate rifles, carbines, and automatic r'ifles were ihi'ttially
hand-operated and subsequently fired to ascertain that they were
in proper operating conditi•n. In the examination, particular
attention was given to the determination of the following:

a. The provision of a selector to permit firing in the semi-
automatic, full automatic, c controlled burst automatic modes
of fire.

b. The provision for the attachment and removal of the area
fire weapon and independent use as a rifle.

c. The provision of a folding bipod which could be readily
detached from or attached to the candidate rifles and carbines.

d. The provision of a means of minimizing the length of the
weapons by means of a folding or sliding butt stock.
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e. The ability to detach from and attach the area fire

portion of the weapon to the candidate rifles.

f. The provision of a tamper-proof means to render the
automatic fire and/or controlled burst group mechanism inoperative.

2.1.2.1.3 (C) A comparative evaluation was made with respect
to simplicity of design and construction.

2.1.2.1.4 (C) The candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic
rifles were weighed and measured.

2.1.2.1.5 (C) The bayonet provided was attached and detached
to confirm this capability.

2.1.2.1.6 (C) Photographs were taken of each type candidate rifle,
carbine, and automatic rifle.

2.1.2.2 (C) Nachine Guns (U)

2.1.2.2.1 (C) The candidate machine guns and their components
and accessories were examined for completeness using the manu-
facturer's POMM and current instructional material as a guide.
The candidate machine guns were hand-operated. Upon receipt of
a safety release all weapons were fired to ascertain that they
were in operating condition. In the examination, particular
attention was given to the determination of the following:

a. The provision of a lightweight, adjustable, attachable,

and detachable bipod, and tripod.

b. The configuration and weight of the shoulder stock.

( c. The functioning of the manual safeties.

2.1.2.2.2 (C) A comparative evaluation was made with respect to
simplicity of design and construction of the candidate machine guns.

2.1.2.2.3 (C) The (.andidate machine guns were weighed and measured.

2.1.2.2.4 (C) Photographs were taken of each type candidate
machine gun.

2.1.2.2.5 (C) The durability and ruggedness of the bipod and
stock were noted during all tests and reported in Sub-Test No 16,
Durability and Reliability.

2.1.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

( 2.1.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)
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2.1.3.1.1 (C) An examination of the candidate r ifles, their
components, and accessories revealed that they were in the proper
condition for test.

2.1.3.1.2 (C) All of the candidate rifles had selector switches
for firing in the semiautomatic and full automatic mode. None of
the candidate rifles were equipped with a controlled burst device.

2.1.3.1.3 (C) All of the candidate rýifles were capable of inde-
pendent use as a lightweight rifle, separately from an area fire
capability. Each candidate rifle,, according to the manufacturer's
brochure, could fire rifle grenades as the area fire portion of
the weapon; however, this capability was not confirmed. The M14
required a grenade launcher to be attached for firing rifle
grenades.

2.1.3.1.4 (C) The M14's and H-R's were the only candidate riifle (/
equipped with a folding bipod. All of the candidate. ii.ifles were
equipped with a quick detachable bipod. The M14 bipod was not as
quickly attached and detached as were the bipods for the other
candidate rifles.

2.1.3.1.5 (C) The A-R was the only candidate rifle possessing a
means of minimizing stock length. The A-R achieved this through
the use of a folding stock. The other candidate rifles possessed .
a fixed length butt stock.

2.1.3.1.6 (C) Except for the sight systems of the XM16EI, S-R,
H-R, and A-R, all of the candidate rifles were simple in design
and construction. The XM16EI was considered by the test soldiers
to be the simplest to disassemble and assemble.

2.1.3.1.7 (C) All of the candidate rifles would accept a bayonet
except that the bayonet could not be attached to the A-R when the
bipod was attached.

2.1.3.1.8 (C) Photographs of the candidate rifles appear in
Figures 1 and 2, and 5 through 7, Appendix V.

2.1.3.1.9 (C) Weights and measurements of the.candidate rifles
are shown in Table 1-1.

2.1.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.1.3.2.1 (C) Using the manufacturer's P@IM, the candidate car-
bines were found to be complete, in operating condition, and in
proper condition for test.
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S2. 1. 3. 2.2 (C) S-C's and C-SMG's were equipped to selectively
"provide semi-automatic or full automatic fire capability. The
M14's were received without automatic selector switches, but the
automatic selectors were installed prior to the requirement for
use of automatic fire in testing. None of the candidate catbines
were equipped with a controlled burst device.

TABLE 1-1

WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS (AVERAGE) - RIFLES

Weights in Pounds, Measurements in Inches

WEIGHTS M14 XMitEI S-R A-R- H-R
4 Rifle w/o magazine

and sling 9.1 6.6 7.9 6.8 7.8

Magazine, empty .5 .2 .5 .2 .3
*

Magazine, full 1.5 .7 1.5 .9 .8

Sling .3 .3 .3 .3 .2

Bipod w/case 1.7 1.0 1.4 1.0 1.2
Rifle fully lc.ded
•tlin . 11.5 7.6 9.5 7.8 8.8

Rifle fully loaded
w/bayonet 12.2 8.2 10.2 8.4 9.4

Bayonet w/scabbard 1.0 1.0 1.0 1.0 .9

MEASUREMENTS

Length of Rifle 44.1 38.8 40.3 38:0 36.9

Length of Bayonet 11.8 ll.8 11.8 11.5 12.1
Length of Rifle
w/Bayonet 51.0 44.0 45.3 42.8 ý3.0

Length of rifle
w/stock folded -.--- --- 28.8

Height of sight
above the bore 1.2 2.4 2.1 1.6 3.3

200-2% Ocl
Sight radius 26.8 19.8 21.94 400-19.50119.00

* 30-round magazines
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2.1.3.2.3 (C) Weapon length could be minimized by utilization of
a folding-stock group in S-C's and by a slide-lock group on the
C-SMG'so The m14's had no provision for minimizing weapon length.

2.1.3.2.4 (C) Except for the sight systems of the S-C and C-SMG,
the candidate carbines were simple in design and construction.

3.1.3.2.5 (C) S-C's and C-SMG's had no provision to render the
automatic fire mechanism inoperative, other than moving the selec-
tor switch to the semiautomatic firing position. The M14 automatic
fire selector mechanism can be removed from the weapon, restricting
the weapon to delivery of only semiautomatic fire.

2.1.3.2.6 (C) There was no provision for mounting a bayonet on
the C-SMG. The S-C has provision for a bayonet, but none was
furnished.

2.1.3.2.7 (C) Photographs of candidate carbines appear in Figures
1, 8, and 9, Appendix V.

2.1.3.2.8 (C) Weights and measurements of candidate carbines

are shown in Table 1-2.

2.1.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.1.3.3.1 (C) Upon examination, it was noted that:

a. Seven of the M2 bipods issued with M14E2's were not
modified by the addition ot a sling swivel.

b. All of the C-AR's were initially issued without cleaning
materials or magazines. The magazines were subsequently received;
however, the cleaning materials for the C-AR's were not received
during the course of testing. Cleaning materials issued for the
XMI6EI rifle were used.

2.1.3.3.2 (C) Preliminary inspection indicated that all candi.-
date automatic rifls appeared to be in proper operating condi-
tion for test. Initial firing disclosea that four S-AR's repeated-
ly failed to fanction properly and were not in proper operating
condition. After an approval had been obtained from USATECOM, a
modification was made by the manufacturer's representative to
enlarge the gas port diameter; thereafter, the S-AR functioned
more satisfactorily.
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TABLE 1- 2

WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS (AVERAGE) - CARBINES

Weights in Pounds, Measurements in Inches

WEIGHTS M14 S-C C-SMG

Carbine w/o magazine and sling 9.1 6.8 5.0

Magazine, empty 0.5 0.5 0.2

( Magazine, full 1.5 1.3 1.0

Sl n .... . . ... 3 .3 .3

Carbine, fully loaded w/sling 11.5 8.3 6,3

Carbine, full loaded w/bayonet 12,2 ......

Bayonet w/scabbard 1.0 ......

MEASUREMENTS

Length of darbine 44.1 37.4 30.0

Length of bayonet 11.85 --- ---

Length of carbine w/bayonet 51.0 ... ..----

Length of carbine w/stock folded -,.. 26.6 ---
Length of carbine w/stock
-compressed --- --- 27.3

Height of sight above the bore 1.2 2.1 2.4

Sight radius 26.2 21.5 14.8

* 30-round magazines (S)
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2.1.3.3.3 (C) The M14E2 and the C-AR contained a selector to
permit firing either in the semiautomatic or full automatic mode
of fire. The S-AR could be fired in the full automatic mode only.
None of the automatic rifles were equipped with a controlled burst
device.

2.1.3.3.4 (C) All of the candi4date automatic rifles were equipped
with bipods; however, only the M14E2 bipod could be folded while
attached to the weapon. The C-AR td " the S-AR came with pouches
designed for carrying their respective%4ipods attached to the
pistol belt. The C-AR was designed to acdept the M2 rifle bipod
as well as the design furnished for test. -•

2.1.3.3.5 (C) None of the candidate automatic rifle's made pro-
vision for minimizing the length of the weapon by means of a
folding or sliding stock.

2.1.3.3.6 (C) None of the candidate automatic rifles were pro-•.....1
vided with a separate area fire weapon. It is not known whether
the C-AR or the S-AR had the capability of launching rifle grenades.
The M14E2 can fire a rifle grenade, but this requires the addition
of an M76 grenade launcher.

2.1.3.3.7 (C) The automatic fire capability of the M14E2 could .
be rendered inoperative by removal of the selector switch. The
automatic fire capability of the C-AR and the S-AR could not be
rendered inoperative. The C-AR had a non-removable selector
switch, and the S-AR was capable of automatic fire only.

2.1.3.3.8 (C) Except for the sight systems of the C-AR and S-AR,
all of the automatic rifle candidates were simple in design and
construction.

2.1.3.3.9 (C) The weights and measurements of the automatic
rifle candidates are shown in Table 1-3.

2.1.3.3.10 (C) The M14E2 was not designed to Tount a bayonet.
The C-AR and the S-AR appear to have been designed to mount
bayonets and contain a bayonet stud, but no bayonets were provided.

2.1.3.3.11 (C) Photographs of the automatic rifle candidates
appear in Figure 3, Appendix V.
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k TABLE 1- 3

WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS (AVERAGE) AUTOMATIC RIFLES

Weights in Pounds, Measurements in Inches

WEIGHTS M14E2 C-AR S-AR
Rifle w/o magazine, sling,

and bipod 10.1 8.3 10.2

Magazine, empty .5 .2 .5

Magazine, full 1.6 1.0* 1. 3*

Sling .4 .3 .3

Bipod 1.8 .5 .9
Bipod w/case containing cleaning

equipment and bipod N/A .8 1.5
Rifle fully loaded w/sling and
bipod 13.9 10.1 12.7

MEASUREMENTS_________

WEAPON: Length 44.5 38.8 40.3
Width at buttof stock 2.1 1.6 1.4
Width at front handguard 1.3 2.8 2.1
Height at butt of stock 5,3 5.1 4.6

BIPOD: Height, extended 16.1 10.2 12.9
"Height, cldged 12.1 N/A 9.1
"Span at base w/bipod

extended 20.3 14. 7 12.8

SLING**: Length 67.2 45.3 45-.3
Width 1.6 1.6 1.6

MAGAZINE" Length 6.2 7.3 7.4
Width 3.0 2.5 2.5
Thickness 1.0 0.9 0.9

BIPOD CASE: Length N/A 13.5 11.9
Width NIA. 2.9 4.5
Thickness N/A 1.3 1.1

SIGHT RADIUS 26.8 19.8 22.2

• 30-round magazines

•** Slings for the C-AR and the S-AR were not provided by the
manufacturers. M14 rifle slings were used for the C-At,
and S- AR.
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z1.3. ' (C) Mac .ii.,, G11.' (U)

2.1.3.4.1 (C) Upon examination of the candidate machine guns,
it was notecL tlat:

C..Uo m 1c 11owr'es POM's were initially provi..eu for the
Codýe S macinýn 'uu-v;

b. No Vliugs ,i.lre pi'o\iue• for the S-I!G' '; M0.,O m..ehine .'-1
8lings were usei throuptioLit the test for these weapons.

c, The M60 machine guns proviCdCe for this tA:t•.re not L.
latnst design.

2.1.3.4.2 (C) Buffer assemblies, bolt plu•:s,% drive spring jui-tes,
and operating rods of a later design were requested for, and placed "
in; the M60 machine guns. These modificatioas ý.iere completed on
24 August 1965.

2.1.3.4.3 (C) Preliminary inspection aun limited firin- `4.ndicated.
that all candidate machine guSns were in proper operating condition
for test.

.13. 4.4 (C) Vihe MOO machie -1n: n. :eSLM' eeeip•

WitLi tipo I-. o Tahle I-': -.. &.epict1L Cthe &cLa:cacteristiCs of the aiffer- (
aat tLpeo,; of 'i)[po!'s.

TABLE 1--4

BIPODS - MACHINM GUNS

WEAPON WEIGHT (Ibs) METHOD OF ATTACHMENT ADJUSTABILITY
Adjustable for

M60-IMG 2.02 Not removable at unit length, folds (
level, back underneath

weapon when not
_ __...._ in use.

Adjustable for
M60-MMG 2.02 Not removable at unit length, folds

level. back underneath
iyeapon ,.4%en not

....___ in use._ _
Adjustable for

S-lIG .88 Clamps on w/o use of length, will
tools not fold back

unci erneath
Weapon

No bipod, but will
S-MMG N/A accept same bipo&

as S-IMG. (
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2.1.3.4.5 (C) The M60 machine guns annd the S-LMG's were equipped
with stocks. Table 1-5 depicts the characteristics of the differ-
ent types of stocks.

TABLE 1-5

WEIGHTS - MACHINE GUN STOCKS

WEAPON WEIGHT (ibs) UTILITY

Hinged shoulder rest, cannot be fired

M60-LMG 1.40 w/o stock.
Hinged shoulder rest, cannot be fired

M60-MMG 1.40 w/o stock.
No hinged shoulder rest, can be fired

S-LMG 0.67 w/o stock.
No stock, but will accept same stock

S-MMG N/A as S-LMG.

2.1.3.4.6 (C) Preliminary inspection and firing indicated that
all manual safeties of the candidate machine guns were functioning
properly.

2.1.3.4.7 (C) The M60 machine guns were simple in design and
construction. The Code S machine guns were simple in design and
construction, except that the sight system was complex, requir1
ing adjustments to both front and rear sights (ref Sub-Test No 4,
Sights).

2.1.3.4.8 (C) The weights and measurements of the candidate
machine guns are depicted in Table 1-6.

2.1.3.4.9 (C) Photographs of the candidate machine guns appear in
Figures 4 and 10, Appendix V.

2.1.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2,1.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.1.4.1.1 (C) The candidate rifles, carbines, and automztic rifles,
their components and accessories, except the S-AR, were rec2ived
in proper condition Cor test.

2.1.4.1.2 (C) All of the candidate rifles, carbines, and auto-
matic rifles are capable of delivering selectively, semiautomatic
and full automatic fire with the exception of the S-AR, which fires
full automatic only. None of the candidate rifles, carbines, and ' I
automatic rifles are capable of delivering controlled burst auto-
matic fike.
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TABLE 1- 6

WEIGHTS AND MEASUREMENTS (AVERAGE) - MACHINE GUNS

Weights in Pounds, Measurements in Inches

WEIGHTS M60-1MG M60-MMG S-IMG S-MMG
Machine gun w/o l-.iing,
mount, or accessories 23.3 23.3 11.3 10.8

Bipod_ _ 2.2 2.2 .9 N/A

Tripod N/A 11.9 N/A 10.9
Traversing and
elevating mechanism N/A 3.8 N/A 3.1 (

Sling .3 .3 .3 N/A

Pintle and platform N/A 3.5 N/A 3.6

Spare barrel 8.6 8.6 4.1 4.1
Accessory case,

spare barrel,,
and maintenance equipment 13.3 13.3 6.1 6.1 i

Bipod case N/A N/A .3 N/A

Bandoleer w/150 rounds N/A N/A 4.9 N/A

Assault case w/100 rounds 7.5 N/A N/A N/A

MEASUREMENTS

Length of machine gun 43.8 43.8 40.3 30.8
Width of machine gun at

widest point 4.8 4.8 4.0 4.0

Length of barrel 25,8 25.8 21.8 21.8

Height on tripod N/A 18.8 N/A 15.8

Height on bipod 14. N/A 12.5 N/A

Sight radius 21.3 21.3 22.4 22.4
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2.1.-,4,1.3 (C) All of the candidate rifles, carbines, and auto-

matic rifles are capable of independent use, separately from the
gvea fire portion of the weapon.

2d,4,1l,4 (C) All of the candidate rifles, carbines, and auto-
uatic rifles accept a bipod, except the S-C and the C-SMG; however,
thi X14, the h1-. anc the MI4E2 are the only candidate rifles, car-
bines, or automatic rifles capable of accepting a folding type
bipod. With minor modifications, the C-AR will accept the M2

however, the M3 Bipod issued with the. C-AR does not fold.

2,i.41*l5 (C) The A-R, the S-C and the C-SMG are the only
candidate rifles, carbines, or automatic rifles with which a
folding or sliding stock group is used to minimize length.

2,1.4.1.6 (C) Except for the sight systems, there is no sig-
nificant difference in simplicity of design and construction of
the candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles.

2.1,4,1.7 (C) In the opinion of the test officer, the weight of
each of the candidate rifles, carbines and automatic rifles, with
the exception of the M14 as a carbine candidate, is the minimum
peamitted by other required characteristics. The C-SMG is sig-
utficantly lighter than any of the other candidate weapons.

÷ 2,1.4.1.8 (C) in the opinion of the test officer, the length of

each of the candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles, with
the exception of the M14 as a carbine candidate, is the minimum
permitted by other required characteristics.

2,,l4,1.9 (C) All of the candidate rifles, carbines, and auto-
mattc rifles satisfactbrily accept a bayonet with the exception
of the C-SMG, the Ml4EZ and the C-AR. The C-AR will not accept

( any of the bayonets furnished for test. The A-R does not accept
a bayonet with the bi.pod attached.

2l.,442 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2,4ý4,2.1 (C) The candidate machine guns were in proper
condition for test.

2,1.4,2.2 (C) The M60-1MG, M60-MMC, and the S-1MG were the only
candidate machine guns capable of accepting a bipod. The bipod
of the M60-.4G and M60-MMG is lightweight and durable but not
attachable and detachable. The bipod of the S-1MG is lightweight
and to attachable and detachable.
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2.1.4.2.3 (C) Except for the sight systems, there is no sig-
nificant diLference in simplicity of design and construction of
the candidate machine guns.

2.1.4.2.4 (C) In the opinion of the test officer, the weight
of each of the candidate machine guns is the minimum permitted
by other required characteristics; however, the Code S machine
guns are significantly lighter than the M60 machine guns.

2.1.4.2.5 (C) In the opinion of the test officer, the length
of each of the candidate machine guns is the minimum permitted
by other required characteristics; h6weverpthe length of the
Code S machine guns is more suitable than the length of the
M60 machine guns.

2.1.4.2.6 (C) The M60-LMG, M60-MMG, and S-LMG are equipped with
lightweight and e- able stocks (ref Table 1-5). With respect to
configuration and weight, the stocks of the Code S machine guns
are more suitable than the stocks of the M60 machine guns.'

2.1.4.3 (C) Shortcoming of the Candidate Weapons (U)

(C) S-AR (U)

The lack of a semiautomatic capability.

(C) C-SMG (U)

The inability of the C-SMG to accept a bayonet.

I f

I
(
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2,2 (C) SUR-TEST NO 2. TAINING (U)

2.2.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.2.1.1 (C) RIfles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.2.1.1.1 (C) General (U)

To evaluate the candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles
with revpect to ease of training test soldiers.

2.2.1.1.2 (C) Specific (U)

". To determine:

a. The availability and suitability of weapon instructional
manuals. (Reg para 9, Part I, App III.)

b, The best firing positions and techniques of fire. (Ref
para 8a, Part I, App III.)

2.2.1.2 (G) M•acine Guns (U)

2.2.1.2.1 (C) General (U)

To evaluate the candidate machine guns with respect to ease of
"training individual test soldiers.

2.2.1.2.2 (C) Specific (U)

To determine:

a. Availability and suitability of weapon instructional manuals.
(Ref para 8, Part II, App Ill.)

b. Firing positions, techniques of fire, and size of crew.

(Ref para 7a, Part II, App III.)

2.2.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.2.2.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2,2.2.1.1 (C) Upon completion of Sub-Test No 1, Preoperational
Inspection and Physical Characteristics, a training program was con-
ducted, designed to train individual test soldiers to become suit-
ably proficient with the candidate rifle2s, carbines, and automatic
rifles to begin testing. The training program included as a mini-
mum the hý,..llowing:
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a.Nomenclature and functioning -- 1 hour.

b. Disassembly and assembly -- 4 hours.

c. Care, cleaning and maintenance -- 1 hour.

d. Safety precautions -- 1 hour.

e. Sights and zeroing -- 2 -hours'.

f. Qualification firing and target detection -- 8 hours.

g. Testing procedures -- 1 hour.

2.2.2.1.2 (C) During the conduct of the training program outlined
in paragraph 2.2.2.1.1, special attention was given to the following:

a. The ease of training of the test soldiers with each type
candidate rifle.

b. The adequacy of the instructional manuals provided by the
manufacturers.

c. The determination of the test firing positions and tech-
niques of fire for each type candidate weapon.A

2.2.2.1.3 (C) Rifle and carbine tc groups fired the Record
Marksmanship Course, and refired the ame course 10 weeks later.
The automatic rifle test group fired the Standard Transition Course,
and also refired the course 6 weeks later. Results were used toI
measure the learning and proficiency of the test soldiers.

2.2.2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.2.2.2.1 (C) Upon completion of essential portions of Sub-Test
No 1, Preoperational Inspection and Physical Characteristics, a
training program was conducted which was designed to train individ-
ual test soldiers to become sufficiently proficient with the can-
didate machine guns to begin testing. The following hours of
instruction were given on the M60 and Code S machine guns:

a. Nowenclature and functioning -- 1 hour.

b. Disassembly and assembly -- 3 hours.

c. Care, cleaning and maintenance procedures -- 1 hour.

d. Safety precautions -- 1 hour.
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e, Sights and zeroing -- 2 hours.

f. Qualification firing -- 8 hours.

g. Testing procedures -- 1 hour.

2.2.2.2.2 (C) During the conduct of the training program outlined
in paragraph 2.2.2.2.1, special attention was given to the following:

a, The ease of training of test soldiers with each candidate
machine gun.

b. The adequacy of the instructional manuals provided by the
manufacturer.

c. The determination of firing positions, techniques of fire,
and size of crew for the Code S machine guns.

2.2.2.2.3 (C)IThe basic 10-meter and transition courses were
fired, and 6 weeks later refired for record purposes. The results
were used to measure the learning and proficiency of the test soldiers.

2.2.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.2.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.2.3.1.1 (C) With respect to ease of training test soldiers as
outlined in paragraph 2.2.2.1.1, the following was observed:

a. Fordisaasamblyand assembly, there was no significant dif-
ference in time required for training.

b. The M14 and H-R sights were the easiest for test soldiers
to learn to manipulate and zero.

c. During the qualification firing phase the recoil of the
M14 affected test soldiers and frequent flinching was observed.

2.2.3.1.2 (C) Weapon instructional manuals (FM or PO1M's) were
available for the candidate rifles. However, the H-R POMM was
recei):ed on 27 October 1965, when 95 per cent of the test was
completed.

2.2.3.1.3 (C) The best firing positions and techniques of fire

were developed by the US Army Infantry School (USAIS) concurrently
with the conduct of this sub-test. Recommended techniques and
firing positions were published in USAIS ST 23-8-1 (Reference 16,
Appendix I), for the S-R. Appropriate field manuals, FM 23-8 and
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FM 23-9, were consulted for firing techniques and positions to be
used with the M14 and XMI6EI, respectively. No special texts have
been written for the A-R and H-R; however, the POMM and current
field manuals were used as guides. The same firing techniques and
positions used with the XM16EI were used satisfactorily with the

A-R and the H-R's.

2.2.3.1.4 (C) The results of the Record Marksmanship Course are

indicated in Table 2-1.

TABLE 2-1

RECORD MARKSMANSHIP COURSE

RIFLES

M14
AVG AVG

WEAPON SCORE EX SS 4MKS UN SCORE EX SS MKS UNQ
Group I
S-R 50.1 16 10 4 1 34.0 0 7 19 5
Group II
XMI6El 52.0 18 11 3 0 34.3 0 7 20 5
Group III __ _
H-R 39.0 2 14 11 3 34.7 1 6 20 3
Group IV
A-R .. 42.9 7 ii _I 1 34.6 i 9 15 5

Ten Weeks Later
Group I
S-R 45.6 8 14 8 0 47.0 8 18 4 0
Group II
XMI6EI 42.2 8 13 9 0 47.3 11 13 5 1
Group IIIH-R .. 45.3 ii 10 8 1 53.5 19 6 5 0 (

Group IV
A-R 45.3 9 13 7 1 50.4 15 9 6 0

LEGEND: EX - Expert, 51 and over
SS - Sharpshooter, 40-50

MKS - Marksman, 27-39
UNQ - Unqualified, 0-26

2.2.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.2.3.2.1 (C) Field manuals and PONM's were available for trair-
ing with the candidate carbines.
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2.2.3.2.2 (C) Recommended firing positions and techniques of fire
were published in USAIS Special Texts 23-8-1 (ref 16, App I) and
23-16-2 (ref 18, App I) for the S-C and C-SMG's, respectively.

2.2.3.2.3 (C) Because of the short configuration of the C-SMG,
it was necessary that firing positions be modified to achieve
maximum weapon-firer compatibility. The short length of the C-SMG
made it necessary for the firer in the prone unsupported position
to place the right elbow well out from his body and slightly for-
ward so that his shoulders would be approximately level. The firer
exerted firm rearward pressure with his right hand to insure weapon
stability.

2.2.3.2.4 (C) To assume a good standing position with the C-SMG,
the firer had to support the greatest portion of the weapon weight
with his right arm and place the left hand under the front hand-
guard of the weapon primarily as a means to steadying the weapon.

2.2.3.2.5 (C) Throughout all training and testing, it was neces-
sary to exert firm rearward pressure with the right hand when
firing the C-SMG to avoid canting the weapon.

2.2.3.2.6 (C) Record Marksmanship Course average scores by
weapon type are shown in Table 2-2.

... . ' . . :' TABLE 2-

2,>.. ' :RECORD MARKSMANSHIP COURSE

CARBINES

AVG
WEAPON SCORE EX SS MKS UNQ

M14 34,6 0 10 17 3
*S-C 53.3 15 12 3 0

C-SMG 36.1 1 1- 7 20 2
Ten Weeks Later

MI4 55.1 23 3 4 0
S-C 46.1 1i i 7 1
C-SMG 41.5 19 10 7 4

LEGEND% EX - Expert, 51 and above
SS - Sharpshooter, 40-50

MKS - Marksman, 27-39
UNQ - Unqualified, 0-26
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2.2.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.2.3.3.1 (U) Prior to the conduct of any test firing, the train-
ing specified in paragraph 2.2.2.1.1 was conducted.

2.2.3.3.2 (C) The 25-meter preparatory marksmanship course pre-
scribed in paragraph 18 of FM 23-16 (ref 13, App I) was fired by
11 firers with the candidate automatic rifles. This firing
exercise was modified by deleting Section III, Automatic Fire,
Fire Distribution, and Magazine Changing Exercises. The results
of the 25-meter preparatory marksmanship course are indicated in
Table 2-3.

TABLE 2-3

25-METER PREPARATORY MARKSMANSHIP COURSE (

AUTOMATIC RIFLES

*(Per cent of satisfactory scores by position)
11 Firers

KNEEL- BIPOD BIPOD AVG OF
SQUAT- KNEEL- ING STAND- SPT SPT ALL

_TING ING. SPT ING PRONE FOXHOLE PSNS

MI4E2 54.5 81.8 45.4 63.6 27.3 27.3 50.0

C-AR 36.4 81.8 81.8 9.1 54.5 45.4 51.8

S-AR 27.3 454 9.1 27.3 27.3 36.5 28.8

*No qualifying score is established. Each test soldier either
satisfactorily or unsatisfactorily completed each position
exercise.

2.2.3.3.3 (C) There were no significant differences between
candidate automatic rifles in the ease of training test soldiers.

2.2.3.3.4 (C) The results of automatic rifle firing conducted
on the machine gun transition firing course are indicated in
Tables 2-4A and 2-4B.

2.2.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.2.3.4.1 (C) No instructional manual or POMM was provided by
the manufacturer of the Code S machine guns in time for the train-
in; phase of this test; however, selected USAIB personrel attended
a school on the candidate machine guns held by US Army Weapons
Command prior to the beginning of the test. FM 23-67 (ref 4,
App I) was used as a guide throughout the test. As soon as they (

46
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were received, POMM 9-1005-270-12 (ref 37, App I), POMM 9-1005-
269-12/1 (ref 34, App I), and US Army Infantry School (USAIS)
Special Text 23-67-1 (ref 19, App I) were evaluated and used.

2.2.3.4.2 (C) The firing positions, techniques of fire, and
size of crew for the M60 machine guns were taught using the pro-
cedures listed in F1i 23-67. The firing positions, techniques of
fire, and size of crew for the Code S machine guns are listed in
USAIS Special Tex2t 23-67-1, and were considered adequate. These
are essentially the same as those prescribed for the M60 machine
guns, with the exception that a modified fir.ng position must be
used with the S-MMG and the S-LUG. Since the path of ejected
cartridges is downward in the vicinity of the traversing and
elevating mechanism, the firer could not leave his left hand
on the mechanism when firing the S-0IIG without being burned.
A modified position was used in which the firer placed his left
hand on the left side of the receiver, steadying the weapon
(ref Fig 11, App V). Since the S-LMG was not equipped with a
hinged butt plate as is the M60-14G, the firer could not apply
pressure downward and to the rear as is taught with the M60-LMG.

2.2.3.4.3 (C) There was no significant difference in the ease
of training the test soldiers with the Code S machine guns and
the M60'machine guns. None of the test soldiers had any prior
experience with Code S machine guns and only one test soldier
had significant prior experience with the M60 machine gun.

2.2.3.4.4 (C) The results of the qualification firing con-
ducted during the training phase, and of qualification firing
conducted approximately 6 weeks later, are listed in Table 2-5.

2.2.3.4.5 (C) When fired, Code S machine guns sometimes emitted
gas and particles from the feed port which prevented assistant

C gunners from getting close to the left side of the gun. The gas
also adversely affected the ability of the test soldiers to aim
and fire. (Ref Sub-Test No 18, Reliability and Durability.)

2.2.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.2.4.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.2.4.1.1 (C) Weapon instructional manuals (FM's and POMM's)
were available and suitable for training with the candidate
rifles.

2.2.4.1.2 (C) The firing positions and techniques of fire
described in approF-iate FM's and USAIS special texts were suit-
able and comparable for all candidate rifles.
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2.2.4.1.3 (C) The comparatively low scores achieved by the test
soldiers with the M14 when firing the Record Marksmanship Course
are attributed to some degree to recoil. Initially, after limited
training, test soldiers were able to achieve higher scores with
the light recoil 5.56-mm weapons. However, when record fire was
repeated 10 weeks later, higher scores were obtained with the M14,
indicating that firers had improved with the M14 during the course
of testing and had learned to compensate for recoil.

2.2.4.1.4 (C) With respect to ease of training, all of the candi-
date rifles were suitable.

2.2.4.2 (C) Carbines (U) j
2.2.4.2.1 (C) Weapon instructional manuals (FM's and PObil's)
were available and suitable for training with the candidate
carbines.

2.2.4.2.2 (C) The firing positions and techniques of fire,
described in appropriate FM's and USAIS Special Texts, were suit-
able and comparable for all candidate carbines.

2.2.4.2.3 (C) The comparatively lo4 scores achieved by the test
soldiers with the M14 when firing the Record Marksmanship Course
are attributed to some degree to recoil. Initially, after limited
training, test soldiers were able to achieve higher scores with
the light recoil 5.56-mm weapons. However, when Sub-Test No 10,
Record Fire, was conducted 10 weeks later, higher scores were
obtained with the kI4, indicating that firers had improved with
the M14 during the course of testing and had learned to compen-
sate for recoil.

2.2.4.2.4 (C) With respect to ease of training, all of the candi-
date carbines were suitable.

2.2.4.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.2.4.3.1 (C) Weapon instructional manuals (FM'¼ and PO)V's )
were available and suitable for training with the candidate auto-
matic rifles.

2.2.4.3.2 (C) The firing positions and techniques of fire,
described in appropriate FM's and USAIS special texts, were suit-
able and comparable for all candidate automatic rifles.

2.2.4.3.3 (C) In the opinion of the test officer, more training
in positions and steady hold factors may be necessary with the
S-AR to eiable firers to obtain satisfactory shot groups.
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2.2.4.3.4 (C) With respect to ease of training, all of the candi-
date automatic rifles were suitable.

2.2.4.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.2.4.4.1 (C) Weapon instructional manuals (FM's and POMM's) were
available and suitable for training with the candidate machiine guns.

2.2.4.4.2 (C) The firing positions and techniques of fire, described
in appropriate FM's and USAIS Special7Texts, were suitable and com-
parable for the candidate machine guns.

2.2.4.4.3 (C) The 7.9-point higher average score recorded with the
M60 machine gun in the first qualification firing (Table 2-5) was
not considered significant. However, the 23.9-point higher average
score recorded in the second qualification firing was considered K
significant (Table 2-5).

2.2A4.4.4 (C) There was no discernible difference between the can-
didate machie- guns in respect to ease of training the test soldiers
in their use.

(_
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2.3 (C) SUB-TEST NO 3, RATE OF FIRE (U)

2.3.1 (C) OBJECTIVE (U)

General

To determine (ref 40, App I)i

a. Firer capability to obtain any given number of rounds
per burst for full automatic fire with the existing cyclic rate

of fire.

b. The optimum number of rounds per burst for full automatic
fire with respect to hit capability and hit probability with the
existing cyclic rate of fiie.

c. The rapid fire hit capability for controlled bursts from

candidate weapons with this feature.

2.3.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.3.2.1 (C) Rifles. Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.3.2.1.1 (C) Five test soldiers from each test group fired the
candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles assigned to their
group at point and area targets located at ranges of 200, 350,
500, 600, and 800 meters. The automatic mode of fire was used,
and firers were instructed to control the burst using trigger
manipulation. With candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic

rifles, the test soldiers used four burst sizes: 3 rounds/trigger
pull; 5 rounds/trigger pull; 7 rounds/trigger pull; and 10 rounds/
trigger pull at each target located at each range. Additionally,
the candidate rifles and carbines were fired in the se..,iautomatic
"mode to obtain comparative data for 1 round/triggei pull; the
candidate automatic rifle test soldiers also attempted to fire one
round per trigger pull in the automatic mode. The exercise was
conducted in the prone position, with and without the bipod (if
provided with weapon), using ball ammunition. The test soldiers
with the candidate carbines did not fire the M14 at point targets,
but fired the M14 with duplex ammunition at the area targets. The
actual burst size was recorded; the average size of all repetitions
was computed. The total number of trigger pulls, total number of
rounds fired, total number of targets hit, target hits, and firer
capability to control the size of burst in the automatic mode were

recorded.

2.3.2.1.2 (C) None of the candidate weapons were equipped with
a controlled burst device,therefore, no firing was conducted

in this mode.

(
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2.3.2.Z (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.3.2.2.i (C) Ten test soldiers fired the candidate machine guns
from the bipod and the tripod at a linear target and a column tar-
get at ranges of 300, 500, and 1,000 meters. Both the linear and
column targets consisted of eight "E" type silhouette targets
in a tictical array.: At each: rgnge, test soldiers engaged first
one target array and then shifted fire to the other target array.
Ten trigger pulls of 4-1 mix ball and tracer ammunition were fired
by each test soldier at each target array, with each type candidate
machine gun. The exercise was conducted with the test soldier
attempting to fire in bursts of 3, 6, 10, and 15 rounds. The
number of rounds actually fired with each trigger pull, time to
fire the ten trigger pulls, total time to fire at both arrays,
the number of silhouette targets hit, and target hits were recorded.

2.3.2.2.2 V) The ability of the firer to control the number of i
rounds in a burst was determined.

2.3.2.2.3 (C) None of the candidate machine guns were equipped
with a controlled burst device, therefore, no firing was conducted
in this mode.

2.3.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.3.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.3.3.1.1 (C) The average burst size, fired at both point and
area targets located at all ranges, is indicated in Table 3-1.

2.3.3.1.2 (C) The effectiveness of various burst sizes is indi-
cated in Table 3-2. (Charts 3-l.an4 3-2;.'A~pIII.) -
2.3.3.1.3 (C) Test soldiers had little difficulty with any of
the candidate rifles in controlling the burst size in the auto-
matic mode using trigger manipulation. However, it was necessary
to practice trigger manipulation for each size burst with each
rifle prior to firing the exercise.

2.3.3.1.4 (C) The M14 was the most difficult of the candidate
rifles to control in automatic fire, both with and without the
bipod.

2.3.3.1.5 (C) With all of the candidate rifles, and particularly
with the M14, where burst sizes in excess of three rounds were de-
livered, the weapon could not be suitably controlled by the firer.
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TABLE 3-2

EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS BURST SIZES, RIFLES

(Summary of All Ranges)

ATT WITH BIPOD WITHOUT BIPOD

BURST POINT AREA POINT AREA
WEAPON SIZE HC HC .,HP HC HC HPP
M14 1* 20.6 10.8 8.4 16.4 17.2 13.6

3 5.8 7.1 5.8 3.1 3.9 3.4
5 2.5 4.7 3.5 1.6 2.0 1.8
7 4.0 4.0 2.7 1.6 1.7 1.6

10 2.8 3.5 2.3 1.1 1.9 1.4

S-R 1* 22.0 28.4 22-0 18.0 20.4 16.4
3 6.0 9.4 6.9 9.7 8.8 7.3
5 3.1 7.2 5.0 3.0 2.7 2.4
7 4.2 4.6 2.7 2.2 3.1 2.4

10 3.7 4.7 2.3 1.5 2.2 1.7 (
XMI6E1 1* 18.0 13.6 11.6 25.6 16.8 14.0

3 5.8 7.2 5.4 5.3 4.9 4.1
5 3.4 5.2 3.1 2.7' 3.8 2.8

"7 4.7 4.9 2.8 2.5 2.0 1.6
10 2.7 5.2 2.3' 1.6 2.3 2.0

H-R 1* 15.2 19.2 14'0 14.0 12.4 10.4
3 6.8 4.9 4.5 4.0 3.3 3.3
5 3°3 3.9 3.1 2.3 2.5 2.2
"7 2.4 1.4 1.2 1.3 2.6 2.2
10 1.0 2.4 1.5 1.1 2.2 1.5

A-R 1* 24.8 16.0 14.8 20.8 26.4 22.4
3 4.7 5.8 5.5 3.8 9.2 6.3
5 5.7 6.2 4.1 4.6 5.9 5.1
7 '3.4 4.7 3.0 2.8 4.6 3.1
10 3.0 3,7 2.1 2.1 3.5 2.5

LEGEND:
HC - Hit Capability
HP - Hit Probability

* - Semiautomatic Fire
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2.3.3.1.6 (C) All of the candidate rifles became uncomfortably
hot to cold when firing the 7- and 10-round bursts. The test
soldiers stated that the M14 and H-R became the hottest. Six of
the M14's became so hot that the wood forestock caught on fire,
and the stock had to be disassembled and the fire extinguished. It
should be pointed out, however, that the M14 and XMl6El could be
used to complete an exercise, whereas :the-other candidate rifle4, be-
cause of safety limitations (ref 15, App I), had to be cooled frequent-
ly. In some cases four candidate rifles of a type were required to
complete an exercise.

2.3.3.1.7 (C) When test soldiers fired the M14 in automatic fire in
burst sizes in excess of five rounds, considerable discomfort was ex-
perienced. The front and top of the shoulder was bruised by the metal
butt plate an' the hinged butt plate.

2.3.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.3.3.2.1 (C) The average burst size, fired at both point and area
targets located at all ranges, is indicated in Table 3-3.

TABLE 3-3

AVERAGE BURST SIZE
CARBINES

ATTEMPTED BURST SIZE
WEAPON 1* 3 5 7 10

M14 1.0 3.1 5.4 7.3 9.5

S-C 1.0 3.1 5.2 7.0 9.7

C-SMG 1.0 3.1 5.0 7.0 9.9

* Semiautomatic Fire

2.3.3.2.2 (C) The effectiveness of various burst sizes is indicated
in Table 3-4. (Chart 3-3, App II.)

2.3.3.2.3 (C) Test soldiers had little difficulty with any of the
candidate carbines in controlling the butst size in the automatic
mode using trigger manipulation. However, it vas necessary to prac-
tice trigger manipulation for each size burst with each candidate carbine
prior to firing the exercise.

2.3.3.2.4 (C) With all of the candidate carbines, and particularly
with the M14, where burst sizes:'in excess of three rounds were deliver-
ed., the weapon could not be suitably controlled by the firer.
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EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS BURST SIZES, CARBINES

Summary of . i Ranges

(Without Bipod)

ATT
"BURST POINT AREA

WEAPON SIZE HC HC HP
M14 * * 13.5 10.1

S3 ... 6.7 4.3
5 2.1 2.0
7 2.8 2.2

10 "< - -- 1.9 -1.6

S-C S* _ _ _.3" 7.0 5.9
3 4.3 5.4 5.0
5 2.4 ... 3.5 3.0

7 1.6 3.3 2.1
i0 . .. 1.4 2.? 1.7

C- SMG I* 3.4 3.1i 2.8
3 3.2 3.3 2.6
5 1.7 2.2 2.0
7 1.8 3.1 2.1

1 0 1.6 11 2.31.

LEGEND:

HC - Hit Capability
HP - Hit Probability

* - Semiautomatic Fire
** - The M14 rifle was not used to engage point-_targets

but was fired at area targets using M198
ammunition. Reference Table 3-2 for point
target HC of M14 rifle. .

2.3.3.2.5 (C) The M14 and S-C became uncomfortably hot to hold
whenifiring the 7- and 10- round bursts.. -The L-SMGbecame Lunam-
fortably hot to hold when firing any of the burst sizes in ihe
automatic mode. It should be pointed out that the M1.4 could be
used to complete an exercise, whereas the S-C and C-SMG, because
of safety.limitations (ref 15, App I) had to be cooled frequently;
in some cases, four candidate carbines of these latter types were
required to complete an exercise.
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2.3.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.3.3.3.1 (C) The average burst size, fired at both point and area
targets located at all ranges, is indicated in Table 3-5.

2.3.3.3.2 KC) The effectivenecs of various burst sizes is indicat-
ed in Table 3-6 (Charts 3-4 and 3-5, App II).

2.3.3.3.3 (C) Test soldiers had difficulty using the automatic
mode to fire 1 round/trigger pull. It was easier to fire I round/
trigger pull with the M14E2 than with the C-AR or the S-AR ucing trigger
manipulation.

2.3.3.3.4 (C) Test soldiers had little difficulty with any of the
candidate automatic rifles In controlling the remaining burst sizes
in the automatic mode using trigger manipulation. However, it was
necessary to practice trigger manipulation for each burst size
with each automatic rifle prior to firing the exercise.

2.3'e3.3.5 (C) The M14E2 was the most difficult of the candidate
automatic rifles to control with and without the bipod when deliveir
ing automatic fire.

2.3.3.3.6 (C) The C-AR became uncomfortably hot to'hold when fir-
Sing the 7- and 10-round bursts. The M14E2 and S-AR became hot,
rLiut the heat did not effect the firer's contiol,

TABLE 3-5

AVERAGE BURST SIZE, AUTOMATIC RIFLES

______ATTEMPTED BURST SIZF '
1 3 5 7 0

With iW/o With W/o With W/o With W/O-- With 'W/o
WEAPON. Bipod, Bipod Bipod Bipod Bipod Bipod Bipod Bipod Bipod Bipod

M14E2 1,3 1.5 3.0 3.0 5.0 4.8 6.5 6.8 I0.0 9.8

C-AR 2.0 2.2 3.0 3.0 4.9 4.8 7.0 6.9 9.9 9.7

S-AR 2.1 2.1 3.0 3.0 5.1 5.1 7.1 7.1 9.9 9.9
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TABLE 3-

EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS BURST SIZES
AUTOMATIC FIRE

Sunmmary of All Ranges

ATTEMPTED POINT AREA

WEAPON BURST SIZE HC HC _e . _

M14E2 1 13.0 11.3 8.2
3 7.8 6.8 5.2
5 4.7 6.1 3.9
7 3.4 4.2 2.8

10 2.1 3.9 2.1

C-AR 1 9.0 12.6 9.1
3 6.0 9.1 7.1
5 3.6 3.9 2.5
7 3.6 4.6 3.1

10 2.8 3.5 2.4

S-AR 1 9.3 7.7 6.2
3 8.1 8.6 5.6
5 7.5 7.3 4.8
7 3.4 6.4 3.4

10 3.8 4.6 20

LEGEND:
HC - Hit Capability
HP - Hit Probability

2.3.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.3.3.4.1 (C) The average burst size and the average time to fire at

both of two target arrays (one linear and one column) at all ranges
are indicated in Table 3-7.

2.3.3.4.2 (C) The effectiveness of various burst sizes is indicaL-
ed in Table 3-8 (Chart, 3-6, App II).

2.3.3.4.3 (C) When questioned as to which size of burst was the easiest
to obtain consistently with each of the candidate machine guns, 13
test soldiers answered as listed in Table 3-9.

2.3.3.4.4 (C) When questioned as to which candidate machine gun was
the easieit to manipulate while attempting to obtain a particular
size of burst, 13 test soldiers answered as follows: M60-MMG, 7;
M60-LMG, 5; S-LMG, 1; S-MMG, 0.
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TABLE 3-8

EFFECTIVENESS OF VARIOUS BURST SIZES"
MACHINE GUNS

Summary of All Ranges

ATTEMPTED
WEAPON BURST SIZEJ HC HP PTH
M60-LMG 3 16.0 10.0 36.0

6 13.5 6.8 50.0
10 9.1 3.8 50.4

.I5_.5 10.5 3.3 60.2"M5u-MG. J 6z / •. 4- 4

6 16.1 8.3 60.2..
10 11.4 5.1 63.5
15 9.5 3.3 61.3

S-LM4G 3 12.6 8.6 32.5
6 11.9 6.3 48.3

10 10.2 4.1 54.3
15.. 9.7 3.3 58.1

S-MKG 3 13. 3 8.3 32.7
6 9 .7 6.1 46.3(

10 7.3 3.4 44.3
_ 15 1 8.2 3.0 53.5

LEGEND:
HC - Hit Capability
HP - Hit Probability

PTH - Percent of Targets Hit

TABLE 3-9

OPINIONS ON BURST SIZE
MACHINE ýGUNS

Weapon 3-rd Burst 6-rd Burst 10-rd Burst 15-rd Burst
' *M60-LMG 3 7 2 ,
M60-MMG 1 7 4 1
S-LMG 5 6 1
S-MMG 5 6 0 2
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2.3.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.3.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.3.4.1.1 (C) With respect to the firer capability to obtain any
given number of rounds per burst for full automatic fire with the
existing cyclic rate of fire, the five test soldiers from each test
group are able to achieve close to all the attempted size bursts with
each of the candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles. None,
of the candidate weapons are significantly superior in trigger manipu-
lation.

2.3.4.1.2 (C) Of the burst sizes evaluated (excluding the attempted
1 round/trigger pull) the optimum number of rounds per burst in
the full automatic mode for each of the candidate rifles, carbines,
and automatic rifles, except the A-R, is the 3-round burst. The
A-R's optimum burst size is determined to be a 3- to 5-round burst.

2.3.4.1.3 (C) Burst sizes of more than three rounds with any of the
candidate rifles and carbines are relatively ineffective against tar-
gets either with 'or without the bipod, because of the firer's in-
ability to control the weapon suitably. The candidate automatic rifles
are easier to control with the 3-, 5-, and 7-round bursts than are
the candidate rifles and carbines.

2.3.4.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.3.4.2.1 (C) With respect to the firer capability to obtain any
given number of round. per burst for full automatic fire with the
existing cyclic rate oi fire, the ten test soldiers are able to
achieve close to all the attempted size bursts with each of the
candidate machine guns. Neither of the candidate machine guns is
significantly superior in trigger manipulation.

2.3.4.2.2 (C) Of the burst sizes evaluated, the optimum number of
rounds in the automatic mode per burst for each of the candidate ma-
chine guns is the 6-round burst.

2.3.4.2.3 (C) Although the cyclic rate of the Code S machine gun
is higher'than the M60, the time to complete an exercise with the
Code 9 was greater because of the difficulty in observing and adjust-
ing fire at long ranges with 5.56-mm ammunition. Additionally, time
to apply immediate action in clearing malfunctions was included in
the time to fire.

2.3.4.2.4 (C) The differences in hit capability and hit probabil-
ity obtained with all candidate machine guns when firing different
burst sizes are not si4;nificanti, The highest hit capability with the
M60-MMG is obtained with the 6-round burst although there is no sig-
nificant difference from the hit capability obtained with the 3-round
burst. The highest hit capability with the Code S machine guns is
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obtained with the 3-round burst although there is no significant

difference from the hit capability obtained with the 6-round burst.
All of the candidate machine guns achieve! a higher hit probability
with the 3-round burst than with any other burst size; however,
the differences between the 3- and 6-round bursts are slight. The
test soldiers are able to hit a significantly greater percent of the
e'-posed targets with the 6-round burst than with the 3-round burst,
indicating better target coverAgg. There is not a corresponding
increase in target coverage when using the 10-round or 15-round
bursts. Of the burst size evaluated, the oltimum number of rounds per
burst for full automatic fire with respect to hit capability, hit
probability, and percent of hits with the existing cyclic rate of
fire is determined to be six rounds. This tends to confirm the
soundness of the current procedure to fire machine guns in 6-9
round bursts for maximum effectiveness of fire.

"I
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(C) SUB-TEST NO 41 SIGHTS (u)

2.4.1 (C) OBJECTIVE (U)

2.44..1 (0) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

Specific

2.4.1.1.1 (C) TQ determine:

a. Sight settings or adjustments to achieve best accuracy
results. (Ref para 8d, Part I, App JII.)

b. Inherent capability to align on the target at night and other
condiLions of limited visibility (to include artificial illumination),
provided the target can be detected with the unaided eye. (Ref para
3a(5), Part I, App IIl.)

2.4.1.1.2 (C) To evaluate:

a. Sights: Simple and durable integral sight(s) having positive
settings and appropriate visual scales for determining zero and not
requiring special tools for adjustment. (Ref para 3a(5), Part I,
App III.)

b. The performance with night sighting devices such as the

Individual Night Vision Weaponsight. (Ref para 3a(5), Part 1, App
III,)

2.4.1.2 (C) Flachina Guns (U)

Specific

( 2.4.1.2.1 (C) To determine:

a, Sight settings or adjustments to achieqe best accuracy
results. (Ref para 7d, Part II, App III.)

b. The inherent capability to align on the target during all con-
ditiors of limited visibility (to include artificial illumination),
provided the target can be detected with the unaided eye, (Ref para
la(5), Part II, App III.)

2.4.1.2.2 (C) To evaluate:

a. Sight: Simple, durable, and integral sight having positive
settings and appropriate visual scale for determining zero and not
requiring special tools for adjustment. (Ref para la(5), Part II,
App I11.)

CONFIDENTIAL



b. Performance of the weapon with night sighting devices such as
the Individual Night Vision Weaponsight. (Ref para la(5), Part II,
App III.)

2.4.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.4.2.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.4.2.1.1 (C) Throughcut all testing where the candidate rifles, car-
bines, and automatic rifles were zeroed and fired; patticular attention
was given to the sights to.determine if they were sinple, durable, infte-

'gral, possessed appropriate visual scales for determining zero, and if
there were any requirements for special tools for sight adjustment.
Sight settings .or adjustments to achieve best accuracy were noted and
the maximum range to which the sights could be adjusted was recorded.

2.4-2,1.2 (C) On a known distance range using "A", "B", and "C" type
targets as appropriate, each test soldier zeroed and fired one 10-round
shot group with each candidate rifle, carbine, or automatic rifle in
his test group using the semiautomatic mode of fire at ranges of 250
meters, 600, 800, and 1,000 yards from the prone sandbag supported
position using ball and, where appropriate, duplex ammunition. The
M14 fiting,duplex amlunition could not be zeroed at 600 yards, except
by one firer. Firing was moved to the 500-yard line in an attempt to
obtain data at the maximum range. The M14E2, firing duplex ammunition,
could be zeroed at 600 yards, but not at 800 yards. The total number
of rounds required for zero, the sight setting, and score at each range
were recorded. A determination as to whether the sights had positive
setti'ngs and appropriate visual scales for determining zero was made.
Vertical and horizontal measurements of each projectile impact were
recorded and the center of impact and offset for each l0-round shot
group, were computaed. The average offset was computed and compared for
each candidate rifle, carbine, and automatic rifl. The candidatef
rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles. were. zeroed 'Wtn_ theddnter, im- -
pact of a 3-round shot group and at least 2 of the 3 shots impacted
within the black bull's-eye of the target.

2.4.2.1.3 (C) A limited visibility firing exercise was conducted on
a night firing range which contained silhouette targets placed at
ranges of 50 and 75 meters from the firing points. Ten rounds were
fired from each candidate rifle, carbiue, and automatic rifle at the
silhouette targets at each range, at dusk, or on a moonlit night,
when the targets could be detected with the unaided eye. Ball and
tracec ammunition was used. The exercise was repeated at night, using
artificial illumination. One group of -114 firers repeated the exer-
cise dsing duplex ammunition. Target hits were recorded.
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2.4.2.1.4 (C) The candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles,
with the Night Vision Weaponsight attached, were not tested because no
Night Vision Weaponsights were furnished with the candidate weapons.

2.4.2.1.5 (C) An exercise to verify the calibration of the candidate
automatic rifle sights was conducted. Using ball ammunition, five of
each type candidate automatic rifle were zeroed at 250 meters and t:he
sights were calibrated. A 5-round shot group was then fired at this
range. Then 5-round shot groups were fired from each of these automatic
rifles at ranges of 300, 400, 500, and 600 meters; the candidate auto-
matic rifles were not rezeroed, but the appropriate setting was made
on the sight using the range scale.

2.4.2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.4.2.2.1 (C) Ten test soldiers fired each type of candidate machine
gun at an array of eight silhouette targets located at ranges of 200,
500, 800, and 1,000 meters. Each test soldier fired five 6-round bursts
at each range, using 4-1 mix of ball and tracer ammunition. Prior to
firing, each test soldier zeroed his machine gun at 500 meters, by
adjusting the movable range scale on the M60 machine gun sights, and
by adjusting the front sight post on the Code S machine guns. Exercise
No 1 was fired using the range scale on the rear sight. Exercise: No 2
was fired with each test soldier zeroing his machine gun at each !range;
the movable range scales on the rear sights were not used in this second( exercise. Because of the difficulty in zeroing 5.56-mm ammunition be-
yond 500 meters, a squad leader with binoculars and two protected ob-
servers located to the flank of the target area were utilized to assist
in zeroing. Due to safety restrictions on the Code S machine guns,
barrels were changed at the most convenient point before the limit of
200 rounds was reached (Reference 25, Appenrcix I). The number of tar-
gets hit and target hits was recorded. The suitability of the respec-
tive visual scales for determining zero was evaluated. The effective-
ness of feedback in assisting the test soidiers to place fire on the
targets was noted.

2.4.2.2.2 (C) During the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and
Night, the inherent capability to align on the target with the candidate
machine guns was evaluated during all conditions of limited visibility
(to include artificial illumination), provided the target could be
detected with the unaided eye.

2.4.2.2.3 (C) During the conduct of this and all other firing tosts,
note was made of any sight settings or adjustments to sights which
increased accuracy.
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2.4.2.2.4 (C) During, the conduct of all sub-tests, the simplicity
and durability of the sights of the candidate machine guns were
noted. The need for special tools to adjust sights was noted.

2.4.2.2.5 (9) The test soldiers zeroed each of the two barrels with
the candidate machine guns on panel targets at 500 meters. The barrel
changing capability of each candidate machine gun was evaluated with
respect to times required and difficulties encountered in changing hot
and cold barrels.

2.4.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.4.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.4.3.1.1 (C) The M14 rear sight had positive settings and appro-*
priatevisual scales fur determining zero. It did not require a
special tool for adjustment. (Figure 12, Appendix V.)

2.4.3.1.2 (C) The S-R, XMl6El, and A-R front sights (Figures 13
through 15, Appendix V) were stamped to indicate the direction for
movement of the point of impact of the round. The front sights had
positive settings, but did not have appropriate visual scales for
determinirg zero. A special tool or a cartridge was required for ad-
justment of the front sight post. The rear sight assembly provided
short or long range settings and windage adjustments. The S-R and
XMl6El rear sights had positive settings and appropriate visual scales
for adjusting windage. The A-R rear sight had positive settings; how-
ever, it did not contain visual scales for determining zero and ad-
justing windage.

2.4.3.1.3 (C) The H-R sight (Figure 16, Appendix V) ccnsisted of a
front ring and post sight and a 4-position rotary rear sight, adjust-
able for elevation and windage. The four positions included an open
notched-iaUxilipry (250Qmeters) and three aperture positiono (0-2900

.ZOZ-400, over 400 meters). The rear sight had the four positive set-
tings for elevation noted above, but none for windage. However, there
were no visual scales for determining zero, or for adjusting windage.
A special combination tool and a Phillips screwdriver were required for
sight adjustments (Figure 55, Appendix V).

2.4.3.1.4 (C) The S-R, XMI6El, and A-R front sight post could be
elevated to the point where the front sight detent would come out of
its recess. In addition, the rotating sight post could be unscrewed
completely from its recess.

2.4.3.1.5 (C) The M14 sight had sight settings and adjustments to
achieve accuracy up to and including 1,000 yards. The S-R, XMI6EI,
H-R, and A-R sights had sight settings and adjustments to achieve
accuracy up to and including 600 yards.
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2.4.3.1.6 (C) The relative accuracy achieved with the candidate
rifles and their sights is indicated in Table 4-1.

2.4.3.1.7 (C) The relative accuracy achieved with the candidate
rifles and their sights during periods of limited visibility is
indicated in Table 4-2.

2.4.3.1.8 (C) It was the opinion of the test officer who tested
the Night Vision Weaponsight that suitable brackets for the use ot
night sighting devices could be fabricated for all of the candidate
rifles.

2.4.3.1.9 (C) No significant-difficulty was encountered in aligning
the candidate rifles on targets at dusk or at night under artificial
illumination.

2.4.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.4.3.2.1 (C) The S-C and C-SMG sights were identical to the S-R
and X2416EI sights described in paragraphs.2,.4 3.l1.2 and'2.443.1.4,
except the C-SMG had a shorter sight radius than the XMI6EI.

2.4.3.2.2 (C) The M14 sight had sight settings and adjustments to
achieve accuracy up to and including 1,000 yards. The S-C and C-SMG
had sight settings and adjustments to achieve accuracy up to and in-
cluding 600 yards and 400 yards, respectively.

2.4.3.2.3 (C) The relative accuracy achieved with candidate car-
bines and their sights is indicated in Table 4-3.

2.4.3.2.4 (C) The relative accuracy achieved with the candidate
carbines and their sights during periods of limited visibility is
indicated in Table 4-4.

2.4.3.2.5 (C) It was the opinion of the test officer who tested
the Night Vision Weaponsight that suitable brackets for the use of
night sighting devices could be fabricated for all of the candidate
carbines.

2.4.3.2.6 (C) No significant difficulty was encountered in aligning
the candidate carbines on targets at dusk or at night under artificial
i llumina tion.
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2.4.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.4.3.3.1 (C) The Ml4E2 rear sight had positive settings and appro-
priate visual scales for determining zero. It did not require a special
tool for adjustment. However, the combination tool was required for
calibration of the elevation knob after a zero was obtained (Figure 17,
Appendix V).

2.4.3.3.2 (C) The C-AR and S-AR front sights were stamped to indicate
the direction for movement of the point of impact of the round. The
front sights had positive settings, but did not have appropriate visual
scales for determining zero. A special tool or a cartridge was re-
quired for adjustment of the front sight. The C-AR rear sight assembly-
provided short or long range settings and windage adjustments. When
the S-AR was zeioed., provided the reat.iLa gh.t..Vas -calb•batedi.a'1i.subse-
quent elevation adjustments could be made on the rear sight. The C-AR
and S-AR rear sights had positive settings and appropriate visual
scales for adjusting windage.

2.4.3.3.3 (C) The C-AR and S-AR front sight post could be elevated
to the point where the front sight detent would come out of its recess.
In addition, the rotating sight post could be unscrewed completely from
its recess.

2.4.3.3.4 (C) The S-AR elevation adjustment knob'did not provide for
rapid indexing of the range on the rear sight, but rather required an C
excessive number of turns of the knob to make a large change in eleva-
tion.

2.4.3.3.5 (C) Due to the fact the sights of the S-AR were offset to
the left, it was more difficult to instruct firers in the principles
of zeroing. When zeroing at 25 meters, account must be taken of the
fact that if an offset center of impact on the 25-meter zeroing target
is not used, an error in windage will be introduced at ranges greater
than 25 meters; this error varies in direct proportion to the range,
resulting in a significant error at ranges in excess of 350 meters.
The center of impact on the 25-meter zeroing target should be offset
to the right of the point of aim, by a distance slightly less than
the offset of the front sight.

2.4.3.3.6 (C) The S-AR elevation scale did not coincide with the
adjustment notches'in the rear sight elevation adjustment knob. This
made it impossible for the firer to accurately match the index line on
his rear sight aperture with the range scale.

2.4.3.3.7 (C) No elevation rule could be established for the S-AR to
predict the movement of the strike of a bullet in terms of range and
clicks of elevation, because each click on the elevation scale moved
the rear sight the same vertical increment for all ranges indexed on
the scale. A different rule will be necessary at each range.
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"2.4.3.3.8 (C) The M14E2 sight had sight settings and adjustments to
achieve accuracy up to and including 1,000 yards. The C-AR and S-AR
had sight settings and adjustments to achieve accuracy up to and in-
cluding 600 yards. However, the C-AR was zeroed at 800 yards by five
of ten firers. The S-AR, which had an adjustable scale to 1,000
meters, was zeroed by only two of ten firers at 800 yards, and by
only one firer at 1,000 yards.

2.4.3.3.9 (C) The relative accuracy achieved with the candidate
automatic rifles and their sights is indicated in Table 4-5.

2.4.3.3.10 (C) The relative accuracy achieved with the candidate
automatic rifles and their sights during periods of limited visibility
is indicated in Table 4-6.

2.4.3.3.11 (C) The results of the sight calibration verification
exercise are indicated in Table 4-7.

2.4.3.3.12 (C) It was the opinion of the test officer who tested the
Night Vision Weaponsight that suitable brackets for the use of night
sighting devices could be fabricated for all of the candidate automatic
rifles. The position of the magazine on top of the S-AR would necessi-
tate offsetting the night sight device.

2.4.3.3.13. (C) No significant difficulty was encountered in aligning
the candidate automatic rifles on targets at dusk or at night under
artificial illumination.

2.4.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.4.3.4.). (C) The results of firing ten i460-12MG's and 10 460- !MG's
in the exercises described in paragraph 2.4.2.2.1 were totaled since
the sight systems were identical. The results of firing ten S-ILMG's
*and ten S-1KAG's were totaled since the sight systems were identical.
The results of firing are listed In Table 4-8.

2.4.3.4.2 (C) The results of firing the candidate machine guns at
night and firing with artificial illumination are listed in Tables
7-15 and 7-16, Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night.

2.4.3.4.3 (C) Examination of the candidate machine gun sight systems
revealed the characteristics iisted in Table 4-9. The sights of the
M60 machine guns required no tools for adjustment. The front sight
post of the Code S machine guns required the use of a cartridge or
combination tool for adjustment. It was easier to adjust the front
sight post with the combination tool than with a cartridge.
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TABLE 4-8

-~ "SIGHT EXERCISES - MACHINE GUNS

MO0 EXERCISE NO 1 .-- EXERCISE NO 2
Tgt Tgts Tgt Tgts

RANGE Hits Hit HC PTH Hits Hit HC PTH

200 205 45 34.1 28.1 281 52 46.8 32.5

500 129 46 21.1 28.8 171 61 28.5 38.1

800 51 36 8.3 22.5 90 55 15.0. 34.4

1000 42 34 7.0 21.5 66 46 11.0 28.8

AVG 107 40.3 17.8 25.2 152 53.5 25.3 33.4

CODE
S

200 163 35 27.1 21.9 246 44 41.0 27.5

500 131 53 21.8 33.1 174 64 29.0 40.0

800 43 32 7.1 20.0 86 56 14.3 35.0

1000 16 14 2.6 8.8 37 25 6.1 15.6

AVG 1 88.3 33.5 14.7 20.9 136 47.3 1 22.6 29.5

LEGEND: HC - .;Hit Capakility
HP - Hit Probability

PTH - Percent of Targets Hit

TABLE 4-9

SIGHT CHARACTERISTICS - MACHINE GUNS

CHARACTERISTICS M60 CODE S

Rear Sight Open Peep

Front Sight Fixed Adjustable
300-1100 meters 200-1000 meters

Range Scale Adjustable Fixed
Quick Change
Rear Sight Slide Yes No

8. Clicks not 38 Clicks not
Windage Adjustment Always Centered Always Centered on

on Index Line Index LineCONFIDENTIAL
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2.4.3.4.4 (C) When questioned as to their preference of a peep
rear sight as on the Code S machine guns (ref Fig 20, App V), or
an open rear sight as on the M60 machine guns (ref Fig 21, App V),
10 test soldiers indicated a preference for the open rear sight
and one test soldier indicated a preference for a peep rear sight.
The 10 test soldiers gave the following as reasons for their pref-.
erence of the open sight:

aý. Easier to align and adjust fire on the target during con-
d'itions of limited visibility.

b. Easier to see feedback effects during all conditions of
visibility.

c. Clear picture of the target.

One test soldier stated he could obtain a more accurate sight picture (
with the peep sight on the Code, S machine gun.

2.4.3.4.5 (C) When questioned as to their preference of the sight
system on the Code S machine guns or the sight system on the M60
machine guns, ten test soldiers preferred the M60 sight system and
one test soldier preferred the Code S sight system. Reasons given
for preference of the M60 sight system were as follows:

a. All sight adjustments can be made on the rear sight.

b. Range adjustments can be made quickly with rear sight sli~de.

c. Easier to see through open-type rear sight.

Reason given for preference of the Code S sight system was that the
one man preferred the peep sight on the Code S rather than the open
sight of the M60.

2.4.3.4.6 (C) The Code S elevation adjustment knob did not provide
for rapid indexing of the range on the rear sight, but rather re-
quired an excessive number of turns of the knob to make a large change
in elevation.

2.4.3.4.7 (C) The aluminum range scale on 21 of the 25 M60 machine
guns-provided for test bent during use (ref Fig 84, App V).

2.4.3.4.8 (C) The Code S front sight post could be elevated to the
point where the front sight detent would come out of its recess. In
addition, the rotating sight post could be unscrewed toinpldiely from
its recess.
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2.4.3.4.9 (C) It was the opinion of the test officer who tested
the Night Vision Weaponsight that suitable brackets for the use of
night sighting devices could be fabricated for all of the candidate
machine guns.

2.4.3.4.10 (C) The results of zeroing two barrels in 12 of each
type candidate machine gun are listed in Table 4-10. The number of
clicks of elevation. n the rear sight of the M60 machine guns and on
thq front sight of'the Code S rhaadine guns were recorded.

TABLE 4-10

DIFFERENCE IN ZERO BETWEEN BARREL 1 AND BARREL 2 (Clicks)

ELEVATION .... WINDAGE
WEAPON Maximum Minimum Average_ Maximum Minimum Average

M60 15 0 2.7 4 0 .83

Code S 12 {...0 .. 2.3 4 0 1.63

2.4.3.4.11 (C) The average times required for tenwtestC'oldiers:.o.
bh(" g'a ,both(.hot 7,and& cold; barrass in. - andidate machine guns are
listed in Table 4-11.

TABLE 4-11

TINE TO CHANGE MACHINE GUN BARRELS (Seconds,)*
q

M60-LMG M60-MM S-LMG S-MMG

Cold Barrel 8.,7 7.5 15.1 11.3

Hot Barrel w/o Gloves 10.2 8.5 15.5 11.8

Hot Barrel w/Gloves 8.0 8.3 14.6 10.9

2,4.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.4.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.4.4.1.1 (C) It was not possible to determine standard sight set-
tings or adjustments to achieve best accuracy results due to the
variation at each range in sight settings between the candidate
rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles of the same type.

(
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2.4.4.1.2 (C) All candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles
have the inherent capability to align on the target at night and during
other conditions of limited visibility (to include artificial illumina-
tion), provided the target can be detected with the unaided eye.

2.4.4.1.3 (C) The M14- and M14E2 sight is significantly better than all
the other candidate rifle, carbine, and automatic rifle sights. It is.
simple and has positive settings and appropriate visual scales for deter-
mining zero, not requiring special tools for adjustment. The 6ther
weapon candidates do not have appropriate visual scales for determining
zero, and require a tool or cartridge for sight adjustments.

2.4.4.1.4 (C)" With respect to durability, all the other candidate
rifle., carbine, and automatic rifle sights were m6re durable6.
than the M14 and M14E2 sights (ref Sub-Test No 16, Durability and
Re li-abil ity).

2.4.4.1.5 (C) The lack of a stop to prevent the front sight posts and
the front sight detents of all the candidate weapon sights, except M14
and M14E2, from falling out of their recess is undesirable.

2.4.4.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.4.4.2.1 (C) It was not pos ible to determine standard sight set-
tings or adjustments to achieve best accuracy results, due to the (
variation at each range in sight settings between the machine gun
candidates of the same type.

2.4.4.2.2 (C) All candidate machine guns have the inherent capability
to align on the target at night and other conditions of li.mited visibility
(to include artificial illumination), provided the target tan be detected
with the unaided eye. The M60 sight is superior to the Code S sight in
limited visibility, because of the small aperture in thepeep sight of
the Code S machine gun, which made it difficult for test soldiers to (
align on the target.

2.4.4.2.3 (C) The M60 sight is significantly better than thecother- can-
didate machine gun. It is simple, has positive settings and appropriate
visual scales for determining zero, not requiring special tools for ad-
justment. The Code S machine gun does not have appropriate visual scales
for determining zero, and requires a tool or cartridge for sight adjust-
ments.

2.4.4.2.4 (C) With respect to durability, the Code S machine gun sights
were significantly better than the M60 sight.

2.4.4.2.5 (C) The lack of a stop to prevent the front sight post and
the front sight detent of the Code S machine gun from falling out of
their recess is undesirable.
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2.4.4.3 (C) Shortcomings of the Candidate Weapon Sights (U)

2.4.4.3.1 (C) S-R and S-C:

a. Do not have appropriate visual scale for determining zero.

b. Require a tool or cartridge for front sight adjustment.

c. Sights are not operable with minimum motion (ref Sub-Test
No 19, Human Factors Engineering).

2.4.4.3.2 (C) MIG6El and C-SMG:

a. Do not have approriate visual scale for determining zero.

b. Require a tool or cartridge for front sight adjustment.

c. Sights are not operable with minimum motion (ref Sub-Test
No 19, Human Factors Engineering).

2.4.4.3.3 (C) H-R:

a. Does not have appropriate visual scale for determining zero.

b. Requires tools for rear sight adjustment.

c. Sights not operable with a minimum of motion.

2.4.4.3.4 (C) A-R:

a. Does not have appropriate visual scale fcr determining zero.

b. Requires a tool or cartridge for front sight adjustment.

c. Sights are not operable with minimum motion (ref Sub-Test No
19, Humian Factors Engineering).

2.4.4.3.5 (C) C-AR:

a. Dues not hate appropriate visual scale for determining zero.,

b. Requires a tool or cartridge for front sight adjustment.

c. Sights are not operable with minimum motion (tef Sub-Test
No 19, Human Factors Engineering).

d. Lack of adjustability for elevation of the rear sight.
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2.4.4.3.6 (C) S-AR:

a. Does not have appropriate visual scale for determining zero,

b. Requires a tool or cartridge for front sight adjustment.

c. Sights are not operable with minimum motion (ref Sub-Test
No 19, Human Factors Engineering).

d. Difficulty in making rapid large range adjustments on the rear
sight.

e. Impossibility of matching the index line with the range scale
of the rear sight at all ranges.

f. Left handed firers couid not use the offset (to the left)

sights.

2.4.4.3.7 (C) M60:

Adjustable range scale on rear sight lacks durability (ref Sub-
Test No 16, Durability and Reliability).

2.4.4.3.8 (C) Code S:

a. Does not have appropriate visual scale for determining zero.

b. Requires a tool or cartridge for front sight adjustment.

c. Sights are not operable with minimum motion (ref Sub-Test
No 19, Human Factors Engineering).

d. Difficulty in making rapid large range adjustments on the
rear sight. (

e. The small aperture rear sight makes use of the sight difficult
under low illumination conditions and restricts the gunner's field of
view when engaging wide area targets.
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S2.5 (C) SUB-TEST NO 5, MAGAZINES (U)

2.5.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles

Specific

2.5.1.1 (C) To determine (ref para 3a(6), Part I, App III):

a. The suitability of magazines with minimum of 50 rounds of
point fire ammunition.

b. The capability of loading the weapon (insertion of ma.gazine)
in one operation (from all firing positions) and recharging the maga-
zine by use of a multiround charging device.

2.5.1.2 (C) To evaluate (ref Ipara 3a(6), Part I, App III):

a. The maximum capacity permitted by other required characteris-
tics.

b. The suitability of magazines of lesser and greater capacities
and use of factory-packed, expendable (discardable) magazines.

C 2.5.2 (C) METHOD (U)

Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles

Throughout all testing, data reflecting on the suitability of
the magazines furnished with the candidate rifles and their ammuni-
tion were recorded. Particular attention was given to the determina-
tion of the follcwing:

a. Maximum and usable magazine capacity.

b. Ease of loading the weapon.

c. Ease of charging magazines on and off the: weapon.

d. Whether magazines were discardable or reusable.

e. Suitability of multiround charging devices.

2.5.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.5.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.5.3.1.1 (C) None of the candidate rifles had a 50-round magazine
capacity. The M14, XMI6El, A-R, and H-R candidate rifles had a

Smagazine capacity of 20 rounds. The S-R.rifle had a magazine capacity
of 30 rounds. 85
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2.5.3.2.3 (C) M14 magazines could be charged when separate from or
attached to the M14. S-C and C-SMG carbine magazines could be charged
only when separate from the respective test carbines.

2.5.3.2.4 (C) Only the M14 had a multiround charging device for
recharging magazines. This device was provided packed in the 7.62-mm
ammunition. The magazine could be recharged, while in the M14, from
5-round clips. The 5.56-mm ammunition provided for the test did
not contain a multiround charging device and none were provided for
any of the 5.56-mm candidate carbines. However, subsequent to the
completion of SAWS testing, a 5.56-mm charging device was tested
and has been recommended for approval. None of the 5.56-mm candidate
carbines provided for charging a magazine while loaded in the carbine.

2.5.3.2.5 (C) Since a magazine of only one capacity was furnished
with each type candidate carbine, the effect of lesser or greater
capacities could not be determined. Factory-packed or expendable k
magazines were not provided for test and could not be evaluated..

2.5.3.2.6 (C) There were fewer stoppages and malfunctions with the
M14 which were attributed to the magazines than with the S-C and C-SMG.

2.5.3.2.7 (C) Bolt overrides and double feeds were experienced
with the S-C and CoSMG. The magazine follower does not rise evenly
within the magazine because the magazine spring slides on the maga-
zine base, occasionally causing the round to be improperly indexed (
at the time the bolt begins its forward movement.

2.5.3.2.8 (C) It was discovered during testing that 21 rounds could
be charged into M14E2 magazines, and that 31 rounds could be charged
into both the S-C and C-SMG magazines. No apparent adverse effects
resulted from overcharging the magazines. However, throughout all
testing, test soldiers were cautioned against charging extra rounds
iu all magazines.

2.5.3.2.9 (C) Photographs of candidate carbine magazines appear (
in Figure 23, Appendix V.

2.5.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.5.3.3.1 (C) None of the magazines of the candidate automatic
rifles had a capacity of 50 rýindso The 1I4E2 magazine had a capacity
of 20 rounds. The C-AR and the S-AR magazines had a capacity of 30
rounds each. An additional round could be inadvertently charged into
each type of magazine. No apparent adverse effects resulted from
overcharging the magazines. However, throughout all testing, test
soldiers were cautioned against charging extra rounds in all magazines.

2.5.3.3.2 (C) All magazines locked firmly and easily in their re-
spective automatic rifles in.one operation from all firing positions.
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2.5.3.1.2 (C) The magazine could be loaded into all the candidate
rifles with one operation from all firing positions. Only the M14
had a multiround charging device for recharging magazines. This
device was provided packed in the 7.62-mm ammunition. The magazine
could be recharged, while in the rifle, from 5-round clips. The
5.56-mm ammunition provided for the test did not contain a multi-
round charging device and none wab piovided for th'Le 5.56-mm candi-
date rifles. However, subsequent to the completion of SAWS testing,
a 5.56-mm charginac device was tested and has been recommended for
approval. None of the 5.56-mm candidate rifles provided for charg-

ing a magazine while loaded in the rifle.

2.5.3.1.3 (C) Since a magazine of only one capacity was furnished
with each typa candidate rifle, the effect of lesser or greater
capacities c, .ld not be determined. Factory-packed or expendable
magazines r e not ftrnished for test and could not be evaluated.

2.5.3.1.4 (C) No 'ifficulties were experienced wuithi the M14
magazines and S-R magazines.

2.5.3.1.5 (C) A h.gh incidence of bolt overrides and double feeds
was experience& with the XMl6El and A-R. The magazine follower does
not rise evenly within the magazine because the ma-azine spring slides
on tha magazins- *.½se, occasionally causing the roun. to be improperly
indexed at the time the bolt begins its forward movement.

"2.5.3.1.6 (C) The condition described in 2.5.3.1.5 Li:•, to a
lesser dejree :with tl.e H-R magazines.

2.5.3.1.7 (C) It ',was discovered during testing that 21 rounds could
be charged into M14, XMI6EI, A-R, and H-R mag.azines (20-round rated
capacity) and that 31 rounds cc-,. :;e charged ianýo the S-R magazines.
No apparent adverse effects resu.lted from overcharging the magazines.
However, throurj!.out all testing, test soldiers were cautioned against
charging extra roni.1s ii; all magazines.

2.5.3.1.8 (C) PhotorapTs of the candidate rifle magazines appear
in Figure 22, Append:i::, V.

2.5.3.2 (C) C•rbines (U)

2.5.3.2.1 (C) None of the candidate carbines possessed a magazine
capacity for 50 rounds. The M14 magazine capacity was 20 rounds and
the S-C and C-SMG magLzine capacity was 30 rounds.'

2.5.3.2.2 (C) The M414 magazines locked firmly and easily into the
M14 in one operation from all firing positions. S-C and C-SMG
magazines seated easily in the respective weapons from all firing
positions, but requiret. firm upward hand pressure applied to the base
of the magazines to incure proper locking in the test carbines.
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2.5.3.3.3 (C) Only the M14E2 had a multiround charging device for re-
charging magazines. The device was provided packed in the 7.62-mm
ammunition. The magazine could be recharged In the M14E2 from 5-
round clips. The 5.56-mm ammunition provided for the test did not
contain a multiround charging device and none were proided for any
of the 5.56-mm candidate automatic rifles. However, subsdquent to
the completion of SAWS testing, a 5.56-mm charging device was tested
and has been recommended for approval. None of the 5.56-mm candidate
automatic rifles provided for charging a magazine while loaded in the
automatic rifle.,

2.5.3.3.4 (C) Throughout the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense,
Day and Night, and Sub-Test No 8, Assault, Day and Night, it was

[ noted that long delays in firing resulted while the firers changed
magazines. This was more pronounced with the M•4E2 since it had
a lesser magazine capacity than other weapons.

2.5.3.3.5 (C) No factory-packed, expendable (discardable) magazines
were available to be tested with any of the candidate automatic rifles.

2.5.3.3.6 (C) Photpgraphs of the magazines appear in Figure 23,
Appendix V.,

2.5.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.5.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U) (
2.5.4.1.1 (C) With respect to the minimum magazine capacity of 50
rounds, all of the candidate'ýweapons are unsuitable. Based upon maga-
zine capacities, the 30-round S-R, S-C, C-SMG, S-AR, and C-AR magazines
are more nearly suitable than the 20-round XKI6EI, H-R, A-R, M14,
and M14E2 magazines.

2.5.4.1.2 (C) All candidate weapons are suitable with #espect to their
capability for being loaded in one operation from all firing positions.
A multiround charging device is available for the 7.62-mm ammunition;
a multiround charging device with a 10-round clip for 5.56-mm ammuni-
tion has been recommended for approval but was not furnished for this
test.

2.5.4.1.3 (C) With respect to maximum capacity permitted by other
characteristics, it is believed that magazines of lesser capacity would
be undesirable, and that magazines of greater capacities could be used
satisfactorily with each of the candidate rifles, carbines, and auto-
matic rifles, provided the magazine design is compatible with the weapon
and it can be used from all firing positions.

2.5.4.1.4 (C) The lack of factory-packed expendable magazines is not
a shortcoming or a deficiency, but it is the opinion of the Board that
such magazines would be highly desirable for all of the candidate rifles,
carbines, and automatic rifles. (
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2.5.4.1.5 (C) In the opinion of the rifle and carbine test officers,
poor functioning of the XM6EI, A-R, H-R, S-C, and C-SMG magazines
contributes to the incidence of bolt overrides and double feeds with
these weapons.

2.5.4.2 (C) Deficiency of the Candidate Weapons (U)

XMI6El, S-R, H-R, A-R, S-C, C-SMG, S-AR, and C-AR:

The lack of a multiround charging device, which was not
furnished with these candidate weapons.

2.5.4.3 (C) Shortcoming of the Candidate Weapons (U)

For Ill candidate weapons:

The ladk.-o a 50-round minimum magazine capacity.
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2.6 (C) SUB-TEST NO 6, AMNITION AND PACKAGING (U)

2.6.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.6.1.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

Specific

Ammunition. To determine: (ref para 4b(4), Part 1, App III):

a. Tracer visibility under all light conditions.

b. Tracer compatibility with night sighting devices.

c. Tracer relative effectiveness as a means of target ranging
and target/sector of fire designation. C

d. Tracer use in the engagement of moving targets at all ranges
out to 1,000 meters.

e. The relative hit probability with and without tracer (both
day and night).

f. Night tracer muzzle obscuration effects on the shooter and
adjacent firers. C

2.6.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

2.6.1.2.1 (C) Ammunition. To determine:

a. Tracer visibility under all light conditions. (Ref para 2b(4),
Pr II, App III,) '

b. Tracer compatibility with night sighting devices. (Ref para
2b(4), Part I1, App III.)

c. Tracer effectiveness as a means of target ranging and engage-
menr. of moving ground targets at all ranges out to 1,500 meters. (Ref
para 2b(4), Part II, App III.)

d. Night tracer muzzle obscuration effects on firer and adjacent
firers.( (Ref para 2b(4), Part II, App III.)

e. The number of tracer rounds required per firer controlled
burst to produce most effective results. (Ref para 2b(4), Part II, App•IU.)

C,
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f. The relative hit probability with and without tracer (both
day and night). (Ref para 2b(4), Part II, App III.)

g. Availability and suitability of training aids such as blank
ammunition and blank firing attachments/devices. (Ref para 8, Part
II, App III.)

2.6.1.2.2 (C) Packaging. To evaluate (ref para la(6), Part II, App
III):

a. Capacity, size, shape, and functioning of ammunition con-
tainers when firing from the bipod, sustained fire mount, and from hip/
shoulder firing positions.

b. Ease of loading, feeding, unloading, and joining additional

( ammunition belts.

c. Means provided for recharging magazines, if appropriate.

2.6.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.6.2.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.6.2.1.1 (C) Test soldiers were organized into 10-man squads all
armed with either the rifle, carbine, or automatic rifle, within each
30-man test group (squads were matched insofar as possible). The
candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles were fired at station-
4ry field-type targets located in the open and partially concealed, and
at a moving target, using both ball and tracer ammunition under day-
light conditions. The moving target was located at a range of 350
meters. The squad leader designated targets and sectors of fire by
the use of ball and tracer fire. Stationary targets were located
at representative ranges of 100, 200, 275, 350, 500, 600, 800, and 1,000
meters, Relative ease of designating targets and sectors of fire with
and without tracer ammunition was determined.

2.6.2.1.2 (C) The compatibility of the tracer cartridge with night
sighting devices was not determined .3ince night sighting devices were
not furnishied for this test.

"•6.2..3-(C): Night tracer muzzle obscuration effects on the firer
and adjacent firers were determined during Sub-Test No 7, Defense,
Day and Night, and Sub-Test No 8, Assault, Day and Night. Firers
were questioned concerning effects of muzzle flash and difficulties
encountered with realigning the muzzle with the target from round
to round.

2.6.2.1.4 (C) The relative hit probability with and without tracer
ammunition was determined by the review and comparison of effective-
ness obtained during Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night; and Sub-
Test No 8, Assault, Day and Night.CONFIDENTIAL 91
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2.6.2.1.5 (C) Tracer visibility under all light conditions was deter-
mined during the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night.

2.6.2.1.6 (C) Tracer use against moving targets was determined during
the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night.

2.6.2.1.7 (C) Experienced firers were used to fire all of the M14's,
XMl6El's, and S-R's at a range of 100 meters using the ammunition
designated for the SAWS test. One hundred M14's, 20 XMl6El's, and
20 S-R's were fired from the sandbag supported prone position at a
Standard A-Type target. A 10-round shot group was fired with each
rifle. Warming rounds were fired prior to firing for accuracy. The
average extreme spread and average mean radius were determined for
each rifle.' (Ref 41, App I.)

2.6.2.1.8 (C) Five M14's were selected at random from the 100 rifles
being used in this test and were fired, using the two lots of ammuni-
tion furnished for th- SAWS tests, from a weapon cradle mount (machine
rest). Three 10..round shot groups were fired with each lot of ammu-
nition, and a match grade lot of ball ammunition known to be of good
quality. Extreme spread and mean radius for each shot group were
computed. (Ref 41, App I.)

2.6.2.1.9 (C) Because of the extreme spreads resulting from the
firing, described in paragraphs 2.6.2.1.7 and 2.6.2.1.8, the SAWS ammu-'
nition, consisting of three lots of 7.62-mm, M80 (RA 5374, WRA 22386,
and LC 12047); two lots of 7.62-mm, M198, duplex (RA 451 and RA 452);
and one lot of 5.56-mm, M193 (WCC 6089) ammunition, was fired in a
test barrel at a standard target at a range of 100 meters. Ten-round
shot groups were fired at each of three targets with each lot of ammu-
nition. The extreme spread and mean radius were computed for each

shot group. For duplex ammunition, the impacts of first and second
projectiles were identified, and a separate extreme spread and mean
radius was computed for each. (Ref Table 6r5.)

2.6.2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.6.2.2.1 (C) During the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and
Night; and Sub-Test No 8, Assault, Day and Night, the relative effec-
tiveness with and without tracer ammunition with the candidate machine
guns was determined. Particular attention was given to determining
the following:

a. Visibility of tracer under all light conditions encountered
during testing.

b. Relative effectiveness as a means of target ranging out to
1,500 meters, and engagement of moving ground targets at a range of
350 meters.

9(2
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c. Night tracer muzzle obscuration effects on the firer and

adjacent firers.

2.6.2.2.2 (C) During the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and
Night, the relative effectiveness with the candidate machine guns was
determined.

2.6.2.2.3 (C) The suitability of blank ammunition and associated blank
firing devices Cor tho test machliue ,uns was not Ceterined since no
;•l~rk 3.1.b-rnm • nition -nu.i no blank firing devicec were provided
for test.

2.6.2.2.4 (C) The compatibility of the tracer cartridge with night
sighting devices was not determined since night sighting devices were
not furnished for this test.

2.6.2.2.5 (C) During the conduct of all sub-tests, the capacity,
size, shape, and functioning of ammunition containers for the candi-
date machine guns were evaluated when firing from the bipod, sus-
ta'ned fire mount, and from hip/shoulder firing positions. The
capacity, size, and shape of all containers were measured. Any mal-
functions or stoppages of the candidate machine guns which could be
attributed to the ammunition containers or links were recorded.

2.6.2.2.6 (C) During the conduct of all sub-tests, any difficulties
encountered in loading, feeding, unloading, and joining additional
ammunition belts were recorded.

2.6.2.2.7 (C) The means of recharging magazines were not evaluated
since none of the candidate machine guns were capable of accepting a
magazine.

2.6.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.6.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.6.3.1.1 (C) Test soldiers and test personnel stated that during
the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night, the tracer was
visible under all light conditions out to approximately 800 meters.

2.6.3.1.2 (C) Test soldiers and test personnel reported that tracer
ammunition was much more effective in designating targets and sectors
of fire than the other typ~es of amnunition used. When questioned,
they stated that the degree of feedback was significantly greater with
7.62-mm ammunition than with 5.56-mm ammunition out to 800 meters. Be-
yond 800 meters the degree of feedback with 7.62-mm and 5.56-mm ammuni-
tion diminished rapidly to a point of insignificance.
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2.6.3.1.3 (C) The effect of tracer ammunition against the moving
target located at 350 meters in Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and
Night, compared to the effect achieved with other types of ammuni-
tion is reflected in Table 6-1.

2.6.3.1.4 (C) The relative hit probability with and without tracer
(both day and night) is reflected in Table 6-2. The hit probabilities
(day and night, semiautomatic and automatic) obtained in Sub-Test
No 7, Defense, Day and Night- and Sub-Test No.8, Assault, flay and' Night,
have been combined to obtain total values.

2.6.3.1.5 (C) Muzzle obscuration effects of tracer ammunition on
the firer and adjacent firers were,'dete hindd'•y questiotiingbhe
firers in each group. Firers stated that there was little difference
in muzzle obscuration between candidate weapons, and that the muzzle
was not obscured by any candidate weapon firing.

2.6.3.1.6 (C) Results of prone sandbag-supported firing outlined in
paragraph 2.6.2.1.7 are reflected in Table 6-3.

2.6.3.1.7 (C) Results of machine rest firing outlined in paragraph
2.6.2.1.8 are reflected in Table 6-4.

2.6.3.1.8 (C) Results of accuracy test barrel firing described in

paragraph 2.6.2.1.9 are reflected in Table 6-5.

2.6.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.6.3.2.1 (C) Test soldiers and test personnel stated that during
the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night, the tracer
element was visible under all light conditions out to a distance of
approximately 800 meters.

2.6.3.2.2 (C) Test soldiers and test personnel reported that tracer
ammunition was much more effective in designating targets and sectors
of fire than the other types of ammunition used. When questioned,
they stated that the degree of feedback was significantly greater
with 7.62-mm ammunition than with 5.56-mm ammunition out to 800
meters. Beyond 800 meters the degree of feedback with 7.62-mm and

*, 5.56-mm ammunition diminished rapidly to a point of insignificance.

2.6.3.2.3 (C) The effect of tracer ammunition against the moving
target located at 350 meters in Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day-and Night,
compared to the effect achieved with other types of ammunition is re-
flected in Table 6-6.

2.6.3.2.4 (C) The relative hit probability with and without tracer,
both day and night, is indicated in Table 6-7.

C
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TABLE, 6-1

TRACER COMPAR'SON. -OV.IN:G TAR,.•T'. 350 MIETERS

RIFLE S

TGT HITS TGT HlTS TGT HITS DUTPLEX
WEAPON """T" "I"t 11211 TOTAL HITS

S/A F _/A A L •A jA.A S/A A FF/A.A

M14 21 9°8* L0* 6.8• 115" 7.7k 10.5* 3.2* 23.3* 10.5'A

XMI6EI 24 14. 16 12 3

A-R 12 4 16 7

S-R 21 15 15 17

H0 7 18 7

LEGEND: * - Average of the Four Groups. B - hall.
I - First Projectile. T - Tracer,
2 - Second Projectil,.
S/A - Semiautomatic F:lre.
F/A - Full Automatic Fire,

TABLE 6-2

AMO'N'I,TION CONMPAMISO'. ,
_RI F]. F S

D-A-Y N-I-G-H-T
SEMIAUTrOMA TIC, .A, ..T.A.T.., SEMIAUTOMATIC 'COM-

DEFENSE, ASSAULT DE,'X.NSE DEFENSE ASSAULT BINED
WEAPON AMMO HP 1P -Pl T OTAI HP HP TOTAL TOTAL

M14 M80 2.9 2o7 2,4 8.0 3.2 1 o% 4o5
S-R 1 M193 2.6 1.5 ,2. 6.3 2.2 0,9 3.1
XMi6E1 M193 3.0 2'.. 246 8.0 3.4. 14 4.8
H-R M193 2.8 20... 2o 9,1 2.5 1.5 4.0 o
A-R M193 2.9 1,9 2.4 7.2, 3.7 1.3 5.0
TOTAL __ "__39.6 . 121.4
AVERAGE (For all types BaIt Amintiti0) 7.9 4,3 12.2

M!4 _ 6 3.0 2o.'1 2. 7.7 4.0 __i•._ 5.3

S-R M196 1.8 1. 7 ,- 8 2 1.9 4,_2
XM16E m196, 2.9 2I.... 2_6 76 3 6 1.1 --4.7
l-R& M196 2.7 _2.5 2 _2 7. J2 WL 55

,A-R M1961. 238 82.2 4.2 1-5 9-7
TOTAL -2 5 25_I* i ;4

AVERAGE (For all. types Tracer Ammtc ipn) 7 [ ._ - 12.,4

],______K198'_ 3.5 8.... 1
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TABLE 6-3

PRONE SANDBAG SUPPORTED FIRING - 100 METERS
(Measurements in Inches)

EXTREME MEAN
WEAPON SPREAD (AV) RADIUS (AV)

M14 (1) 11.6 3.7
XM16E1 (2) 9.1 3.1
S-R (2) 6.8 2.Z
S-_2 7.1 2.2

LEGEND: AV Average.
(1) - 100 Weapons Used.
(2) - 20 Weapons Used.

TABLE 6-4

MACHINE REST FIRING- M14 RIFLES- 100 METERS
(MeasuremeVits :Us-n Inc'he•)

RIFLE LOT TGT RIFLE LOT TGT'
NO 1;0 NO ES MR NO NO NO ES MR

336004 RA 5374 1 10.6 3.1 360277 RA 5374 1 8.1 2.2
2 5.5 1.8 2 10.8 3.2
3 9.5 3,2 3 12.6 3.0

336004 LC 12036 1 3.9 1.2 360277 LC 12036 1 4.4 1,6
2 3.8 1.0 2 5.6 1.8

_ 3 4.0 1.2 3 6.1 1.6
336004 WRA 22386 1 8.2 2.8 360277 WEA 22386 1 8.2 2.5

2 10.2 3.2 2 7.2 3.5
3 9.1 3.1 3 6.9 2.5

363367 RA 5374 1 13.5 3.3 1278406 RA 5374 1 14.1 2.7
2 9.5 2.2 2 7.8 2.7
3 12.2 3.8 3 8.1 2.2

363367 LC 12036 1 5.6 1.8 1278406 LC 12036 1 6.0 1.6
2 4.2 1.3 2 3.4 1.1
3 3.0 1.0 3 4.8 1.3

363367 WRA 22386 1 12.5 3.2 1278406 WRA 22386 1 4.9 2.0
2 9.8 3.3 2 5.8 1.7
3 10.0 3.4 _ 3 10.0 4.7

355524 RA 5374 1 8.8 3.1
2 7.1 1.8

_55_4L _12 3 .1 2.4 LEGEND: ES - Extreme Spread.
355524 LC 12036 1 4.5 1.4 MR - Mean Radius

2 5.1 1.5
_3 4.4 1.5

355524 WRA 22386 1 10.3 3.2
2 7,1 2.2
3 -10.0 2.7CF TL
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TABLE 6-5

TEST BARREL FIRING - SAWS AMMUNITION
(Measurements in Inches)

TGT TYPE EXTREME SPREAD MEAN RADIUS
LOT NO NO AMMO 1 2 1 2

RA 451 1 M198 6.8 14.7 2.1 6.1
2 M198 5.2 16.4 1.8 6.0
3 M198 6.4 16.8 1.3 7,0

RA 452 1 M198 3.7 18.9 1.2 7,1
2 M198 4.5 16_.0 1,4 7.0
3 M198 4.1 17.6 1.1 8.4

WCC 6089 1 M193 1.5 0.6
2 M193 1.8 0.5
3 M193 1.5 0.5

WRA 22386 1 M80 3.3 1.0
2 M80 3.4 1.0
3 M80 3.3 1.0

RA 5374 1 M80 4.9 1.5
2 M80 5.1 16

3 M80 4.6 1.5

LC 12047
Match Ammo M80 1.1 0.5

LEGEND: 1 - First Projectile.
2 - Second Projectile.

TABLE 6-6

TRACER COMPARISON - MOVING TARGET
CARBINES

(350 Meters)

"TARGET TARGET TARGET
HITS (B) HITS (T) HITS (DUPLEX) TOTAL

WEAPON S/A F/A SlA I LAL S/A: F/A S/A F/.

M14 5 11 9 20 8 10 22 1 41

S-C 3 15 4 6 7 21

C-SMG 4 5 4 16 8 21

LEGEND: S/A - Semiautomatic Fire. B-Ball.
F/A - Full Automatic Fire. T-Tracer.
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TABLE 6-7

AMMUNITION COMPARI SON

CARBINES

SDA Y N I G H T
SEMIAUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC -SEMIAUTOMATIC COM-

DEFENSE ASSAULT DEFENSE DEFENSE ASSAULT BINED
WEAPON AMMO HP HP HP TOTAl HP HP TOT] TOTAL

M14 M80 2.8 2.3 1.6 6.7 2.5 1.1 3.6
S-C M193 2.9 1.4 1.2 5.5 2.3 0.6 2.9
C-SMG M193 1.8 1.4 1.1 4.3 1.7 0.7 2.4
TOTAL "__ 16.5 8.9
AVERAGE 5.5 3.0 8.5

M14 M62 2.9 2.4 1.8 7.1 2.8 1.0 3.8
S-C M196 2.1 1.6 1.5 5.2 2.4 0.8 3.2

C-SMG M196 2.3 1.4 1.4 5.1 2.8 ý0.6 3.4
TOTAL 17.4 10.4

AVERAGE __ 5.8 3.5 9.3

M.14 !M198 2.3 2.2 2.3 6.8 2.5 0.9 3..4 10.2

2.6.3.2.5 (C) Muzzle obscuration effects of both ball and tracer ammu-
nition upon the shooter and adjacent firers was determined by question-
ing the test firers. Test firers stated that the muzzle of the C-SMG
was obscured whenever fired, either in the semiautomatic or automatic
mode of fire. This obscuration caused loss of night vision. However,
when using tracer ammunition it was easier to adjust fire on target
through feedback than when using ball ammunition. There was little
difference in muzzle obscuration between other candidate weapons. The
muzzle was obscured only when firing the C-SMG.

2.6.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.6.3.3.1 (C) Test soldiers and test personnel stated that during
the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night, the tracer was
visible under all light conditions out to approximately 800 meters.

2.6.3.3.2 (C) Test soldiers and test personnel reported that tracer
ammunition was much more effective in designating targets and sectors
of fire than the other types of ammunition used. When questioned, they
stated that the degree of feedback was significantly greater with 7.62-
mm ammunition than with 5.56-mm ammunition out to 800 meters. Beyond
800 meters the degree of feedback with 7.62-mm and 5.56-mm ammunition
diminished rapidl' to a point of insignificance.
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2.6.3.3.3 (C) The results of tracer firing against moving targets
are depicted in Table 6-8.

2.6.3.3.4 (C) The relative hit probabilities with and without tracer
amqiunition, both during the hours of daylight and during the hours of
darkness, are depicted in Table 6-9.

2.6.3.3.5 (C) Upon being questioned, firers stated that the muzzle
flash of the M14E2 firing M62 cartridges caused them to lose their
night vision. They further stated that this muzzle flash made it
difficult for them to realign the muzzle of the M14E2 with the target
after each burst.

2.6.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.6.3.4.1 (C) The tracer element of both te C idg•,:7.62-M,
NATO, Tracer, M62 (M62), and the Cartridge, 5.56-nun, Tracer, M196 (M196),
was visible during all light conditions encountered. There was no dis-
cernible difference between the intensity of the M62 and M196 tracer
elements.

2.6.3.4.2 1:C) Test soldiers and test personnel reported that tracer
ammunition was much more effective in designating targets and sectors
of fire than the other types of ammunition used. When questioned,

(- they stated that the degree of feedback was significantly greater with
7.62-mm ammunition than with 5.56-mm r.. iunition out to 800 meters, Be-
yond 800 meters the degree of feedback with 7.62-mm and 5.56-mm ammuni-
tion diminished rapidly to a point of insignificance.

2.6.3.4.3 (C) The results of engaging moving ground targets are con-
tained in Table 6-10.

2.6.3.4.4 (C) The muzzle blast from both the M.62 and M196 ammunition
(- produced some obscuration effects on the firer at night; however, the

effects were not measurable. There was no significant difference be-
tween the effects produced by the M62 and the M196.

2.6.3.4.5 (C) The relative hit probability with and without tracer
is -reflected in Table 6-11.

2.6.3.4.6 (C) The plastic bandoleer for use with the Code-S machine
guns was 6.75 x 2.75 x 5.20 inches in size and had a capacity of 150
rounds, of 5.56-mm linked ammunition. The magazine assembly for use
with the M60 machine guns was 8 x 3.5 x 6 inches in size and had a
capacity for 100 rounds of 7.62-mm linked ammunition. No malfunctions
or stoppages were attributed to the plastic bandoleer or magazine aasem-
bly. Ammunition in the plastic bandoleer had a tendency to rattle
against the bandoleer when carried.
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TABLE 6-8

TRACER COMPARISON - MOVING TARGET - 350 METERS

AUTOMATIC RIFLES

TARGET HITS TARGET HITS DUPLEX
S"B" "'T" III 112"1f TOTAL HITS

WEAPON S/A F/A S/A F/A S/A F/A §S/A F4 S/A4 'V/A

M14E2 23 6 13 1 1 8 4 3 5 11

C-AR 28 9 13 16 - - - - - --

S -AR - - 7 32_.. ..

LEGEND: 1 - First Projectile. B - Ball.
2 - Second Projectile. T - Tracer.
S/A - Semiautomatic Fire.
F/A - Full. Automatic Fire.

TABLE 6-9

AMMUNITION COMPARISON

AUTOMATIC RIFLES

D A Y N I G H T COM-
HIT PROBABILITY HIT PROBABILITY .. BINED

WEAPON AMMO DEFENSE ASSAULT TOTAL DEFENSE ASSAULT TOTAL TOTAL
M14E2 M80 2.5 2.8 5.3 5.4 3,1 S. _

C-AR M193 2.0 2.6 4.6 3,8 2,9 6.7 -
S-AR M193 2 4.1' 2.4 5 .2.9 2-7 5.3
TOTAL 6.6 7.8 14.4- 12.1 8.4 20.5
AVERAGE 7-4.8 '.8 11.6

M14E2 M62 2.9 3.2 b.1 5.5 3. a.§
C-AR M196 1,2 2&.7 4 .4.7 4. 3,- a.6_
S-AR M196 3.4 2.7 6..1 .5.3 3.3 8-6
TOTAL. 8.2 8,7 16.9 15.7 10.Li A.8 L
AVERAGE ........ _*____ Ij,6 14.2

MI4E2 IM1981 3,2 13.1- 1"6. 3 1 5.2 2.8 18.n-0 14.3

* Average of a single type of ammunition.
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TABLE 6-10

MOVING TARGET - MACHINE GUNS

_ TARTET HITS TARGET HITS
WEAPON 4 Ball: 1 Tracer 4 Dupleg:•. T racer

1M60 19 15(l) 13(2)

Code-S 15 --

LEGEND: * Average of M60-MMG and M60 LMG.

•* Average of S-MMG and S-LMG.
(1) First Projectile.
(2) Second Projectile.

k. TABLE 6-11

AMMUNITION COMPARISON

MACHINE GUNS

D A Y - G 1i T COM-
HIT PROBABILITY A HIT PROBABILITY. BINE

WEAPON AMMO DEFENSE ASSAULT OTAL DEFENSE ASSAULT TOTAL. TOT

M60 4M80:
1M62 2.8 2.7 5.5 3.0 2.9 5.9.

Code-S 4 M193,

1 M196 2.8 2.5 5.3 2.4 3.4 5.8
TOTAL 5.6 5.2 10.8 5.4 6.3 11.7
VERAGE 5.4 5.9 11.3

.M60 M62 - 2.8' 3.5 6.3

Code-S M196. - 2.6 3.3 .5.9
TOTAL 1 15.4 6.8 112.2
VERAGE I L 6. --

M60 4 M198
1 M193 2.9 3.5 6.4 3.3 3.3 6,6 13.0

NOTE: All tracer was not fired during day exercises.
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2.6.3.4.7 (C) Approximately 10 percent of the failures to feed with
Code-S machine guns were caused by links not being ejected, thus pre-
venting the bolt from going forward (ref Sub-Test No 16, Durability
and Reliability). No difficulties were encountered in loading, un-
loading, and joining additional ammunition belts.

2.6.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.6.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.6.4.1.1 (C) Tracer elements of both 7.62-mm and 5.56-mm tracer
ammunition are satisfactorily visible under all light conditions.

2.6.4.1.2 (C) Tracer ammunition is significantly more effective as
a means of target ranging and target/sector of fire designation than
ball and duplex ammunition. The 7.62-mm ball and duplex ammunition
provides more impact feedback than 5.56-mm ammunition.

2.6.4.1.3 (C) There was an insufficient number of hits on the moving
target on which to base a valid conclusion as to the comparative effec-
tiveness of tracer ammunition.

2.6.4.1.4 (C) With respect to relative hit probability with and
without tracer (day and night), tracer ammunition is more effective
at night than other types of ammunition used (ref Tables 7-3, 7-7,
7-11). However, there is a significant increase in hit capability
during daylight with duplex ammunition at the shorter ranges (ref
Charts 7-1 to 7-5; 7-8 to 7-11; 7-17 to 7-19; 7-24 and 7-25; 7-33 to
7-35; 7-43 to 7-46; 7-56 and 7-57; 7-63 to 7-68).

2.6.4.1.5 (C) All of the candidate weapons were satisfactory with.
respect to night muzzle obscuration effects on the test soldiers, ex-
cept the C-SMG firing both ball and tracer ammunition, and the M14E2
firing tracer ammunition. Additional testing indicates the use of (7
CR propellant in 5.56-mm ball ammunition reduces the muzzle flash of
the C-SMG (ref Sub-Test No 11, Signature Characteristics; and Sub-Test
No 19, Human Factors Engineering).

2.6.4.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.6.4.2.1 (C) Tracer elements of both 7.62-mm and 5.56-mm tracer
ammunition are satisfactorily visible under all light conditions.

2.6.4.2.2 (C) Tracer ammunition is significantly more effective as
a means of target ranging and target/sector of fire designation than
ball and duplex ammunition. The 7.62-nun ball and duplex ammunition
provides more impact feedback than 5.56-mm ammunition.
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2.6.4.2.3 (C) There was an insufficient number of hits on the moving
target on which to base a valid conclusion as to the effectiveness of
tracer ammunition.

2.6.4.2.4 (C) There is no significant difference between candidate
machine guns or types of tracer ammunition used with respect to muzzle
obscuration effects on the firer and adjacent firers.

2.6.4.2.5 (C) The number of tracer rounds per firer~controblled' butrst
to produce most effective results was not determined; however, in the
opinion of the test officer, one tracer round per burst was needed
-for target ranging, particularly at longer ranges.

2.6.4.2.6 (C) With respect to relative hit probability, with and
without tracer (day and night), all tracer ammunition was not fired
during the day exercises and all ball was not fired during d'ither"
exercises. There was a significant increase in hit capability with
4 duplex-1 tracer ammunition mix at the shorter ranges (ref Charts
7-71 to 7-73, and 7-79.

2.6.4.2.7 (C) The plastic bandoleer for use with Code-S machine guns
and the magazine assembly for use with M60 machine guns were satis-
factory with respect to capacity, size, shape, and funccioning when
firing from the bipod sustained fire mount, and from hip/shoulder

Sfiring positions. The plastic bandoleer was smaller than the M60 maga-
zine assembly but had a larger capacity due to the smaller size of
5.56-mm- ammunition.

2.6.4.2.8 (C) The ease of loading, feeding, unloading, and joining
additional ammunition was satisfactory and comparable with both 7.62-m
and 5.56-mm ammunition.

2.6.4.3 (C) Deficiency of the Candidate Weapon (U)

C-SMG:

Excessive muzzle flash with ball and tracer ammunition.

2.6.4.4 (C) Shortcoming of the Candidate Weapon ()

M14E2:

Excessive muzzle flash with tracer ammunition.
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.2.7.-(C) SUB-TEST NO 7, DEFENSE, DXY AND NIGHT (U)

2.7.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.7.1.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

Specific

2.7.1.1.1 (C) To determine (ref para 4b(6)(c), Part 1, App III):

.aV 'Effects against targets in tactical disposition (concealed
and in emplacements) at all ranges out to 1,000 meters.

b. Effectiveness of area or suppressive fire at the longer
ranges, 600 to 1,000 meLers.

c.. Effects of engagement of stationary and moving ground tar-
gets out to ranges of 1,000 meters.

d. Effectiveness in terms of hits per rounds fired, pounds
of ammunition/weapon, trigger pulls, unit of time, modes of fire,
rates of fire, and types of ammunition used.

2.7.1.1.2 (C) To evaluate the effects of feedback fire adjustment
information from bullet strike in the target area (ref para 4b(6)(f),
Part 1, App II).

2.7.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

2.7.1.2.1 (C) To determine the relative effectiveness and accuracy
of the candidate machine guns against the following types of target
situations ('"ref para' 2b,(6), Part, II, Ap .I:II): C

a. Day and night defense targets in tactical disposition (con-
cealed and in emplacements) at ranges out to 1,500 meters.

b. Area targets and area suppressive fires at the longer
ranges (beyond 500 meters).

c. The engagement of moving ground targets at ranges out to
1,500 meters.

2.7.1.2.2 (C) To evaluate the effects of feedback fire adjustment
information from bullet strike in the target area.
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2.7.2 (C) METHOD (CD)

2.7.2.1 (C) Rifles and Carbines (U)

2.7.2.1.1 (C) Test soldiers were organized into 10-man squads
armed either with the rifle or carbine within each 30-man test
group (squads were matched insofar as possible). The candidate
rifles or carbines were fired by the three squads over a represent-
ative day defense tyrpe course containing short exposure time (pop-up)
targets arranged in various formations and placed at various ranges
out to 1,000 meters; targets concealed and emplaced at various ranges
out to 1,000 meters; and a moving target. Short exposure time targets
were grouped in realistic personnel-type formations located at ranges
of 100, 200, 275, 350, 500, 600, 800, and 1,000 meters. Targets at
200, 275, 350, and 500 meters were programmed for an exposure time of

(' 6 seconds. The 100-meter targets were programmed for an exposure time
of 4 seconds. A moving personnel-type target was located at a range
of 350 meters which was programmed to appear when the personnel-type
formation targets were presented at 350 meters. The targets at 600,
800, and 1,000 meters were stationary "MW-type targets. A linear
personnel target wiLh witness panels was located at 500 and 600 meters.
The course was fired using ball, tracer, and duplex ammunition in the
semiautomatic and full automatic modes of fire. Exposure time of
targets, rounds fired, times to fire, targets hit, and target hits
were recorded, Relative effectiveness of each type candidate rifle
and carbine was determined against each type target (personnel grouped,
targets moving) in terms of hit capability, hit probability, and
percent of targets hit. During this and other sub-tests, the degree
of feedback was observed with each type ammunition. The ,effect of
suppressive fire was recorded by the number of hits withif the target
area (on witness panels) of the linear personnel targets (Figures
4 and 5, Appendix VII).

2.7.2.1.2 (C) Effectiveness in hits per trigger pull in the auto-
matic mode of fire could not be determined because the instrumentation
did not have the capability of recording the number of rounds per
firer in each burst.

2.7.2.1.3 (C) A squad night defensive exercise was conducted with
squads organized as described in paragraph 2.7.2.1.1. Personnel-type
short exposure time targets were utilized. Targets were prograumed
for equal exposure time for each rifle and carbine s6Uad. Target
hits, targets hit, and rounds fired were recorded. Hit capability,
hit probability, and percent of targets hit were computed and
compared (Figure 6, Appendix VII).

2.7.2.1.4 (C) Test soldiers were questioned concerning night tracer
muzzle obscuration effects on the firer, and adjacent--firers, with the
candidate rifles and carbines.
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2.7.2.2 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.7.2.2.1 (C) Test soldiers were organized into pairs for employ-
ment similar to that in a rifle squad, and the candidate automat-
ic: rifles, were fired over 'the day defense course described in
paragraph 2.7.2.1.1. The course was fired using ball, tracer, and
duplex ammunition in the automatic and semiautomatic modes from the
bipod. Target exposure time, rounds fired, times to fire on each
target, target hits, targets hit, and trigger pulls were recorded
for each firer. Relative effectiveness against each type target
(personnel grouped, targets emplaced, targets moving) in terms of

hit capability, hit probability, and percent of targets hit was
determined. The degree of feedback was observed with each type ammu-
nition. The effect of suppressive fire was recorded by the number of
hits within the target area (on witness panels) of the linear person-
nel targets.

2.7.2.2.2 (C) A night defensive exercise was conducted employing
the candidate automatic rifles as they are presently employed in
the rifle squad. Personnel-type, short exposure time targets were
utilized. Targets were programmed for equal exposure time for each
candidate automatic rifle, Target hits, targets hit, rounds fired,
and trigger pulls were recorded. Hit capability, hit probability,
and percent of targets hit were computed and compared (Figure 6,
Appendix VII).

2.7.2.2.3 (C) The 10 test soldiers, organized as a 30-man squad,
fired the candidate adtomatic tifles over the day defense course,
using the semiautomatic and the automatic modes of fire, to provide
a basis of comparison with the rifle candidates (Figures 4 and 5,
Appendix VII).

2.7.2.2.4 (C) Test soldiers were questioned concerning night tracer
muzzle obscuration effects on the firer and adjacent firers with
all the candidate automatic rifles.

2.7.2.3 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.7.2.3.1 (C) Ten test soldiers, firing in pairs, fired the candidate
machine guns over the day defense course described in paragraph
2.7.2.1.1, using a 4-1 mix of ball and tracer, and a 4--l mix of
duplex and tracer ammunition. The sequence of firing was counter-
balanced with that of the automatic rifles, and the same types of
data were collected.

2.7.2.3.2 (C) Upon completion of the day defense exercise, each
test soldier prepared range cards using the targets at 200, 275,
500, and 600 meters on the day defense course as reference points.
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During the hours of darkness the test soldiers, firing in pairs,
engaged these targets using the techniques of predetermined fire.
Fifty rounds -ech of tracer, 4-1 mix of ball and tracer, and 4-1
mix of duplex and tracer ammunition were used. In addition to the
same data recorded during the day defense exercise, the time to
shift from one target to another was recorded.

2.7.2.3.3 (C) The exercise described in paragraph 2.7.2.3.2 was
repeated using 4-1 mix of ball and tracer ammunition under condi-
itions of artificial illumination, except that test soldiers did not
use the predetermined fire techniques, but attempted to aim and fire
using the integral machine gun sights.

2.7.2.3.4 (C) During the conduct of this sub-test, specific atten-
tion was given to determining the following:

Sa. Machrne gun signature characteristics (smoke, fla$h, blast,
and reflection).

b. Capability to align on the target using artificial illum-

ination.

c. Visibility of trace of tracer ammunition.

d. Relative effectiveness of tracer ammunition as a means of
target ranging.

e. Night tracer muzzle obscuration effects on the firer and
adjacent firers.

f. Effects of feedback from bullet strike in the target area
on the firer's ability to adjust fire.

2.7.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.7.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.7.3.1.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of the bdndidate.iffles
against targets in tactical disposition in the day defense in terms
of hits/rounds fired, pounds of ammunition/weapon, unit of time,
modes of fire, existing rates of fire, trigger pulls (semiautomatic),
and types of ammunition is reflected in Tables 7=l and 7-2. Detailed
results by range are indicated in Charts 7-1 through 7-14, Appendix
II.
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2.7.3.1.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the cazhdidate rifles

in the night defense is indicated in Table 7-3.

TABLE 7-3

NIGHT DEFENSE, SEMIAUTOMATIC FIRE -- RIFLES

"RANGE (Meters)
20 40 Both Ranges

WEAPON AYMO HC HP PTH HC HP I PTi, HC HP PTH

M14 M80 22.6 4.1 71.9 5.5 12.3 45.0 13.6 3.2 59.3

M62 48.5 5.6 91.1. 16.5 2.9 J56.9 31.9 4.0 .75.0

.M198 34.8 3.9 69.4 9.9 2.2 44.2 22.3 3.1 57.5

j-R M193 18.1 3.0 79.9 3.0 1.4 37.0 10.9 2.2 59.5

M196 45.9 3.1 83.3 17.2 1.5 44.4 25.3 2.3 64.8

XM16EI M193 32.8 4.8 83.3 5.6 2.1 40.7 19.1 3.4 63.0

SM196 33.5 5.0 89.9 19.6 2.2 44.4 34.9 3.6 68.3

H-R M193 15.9 3.5 59.9 5.6 16 29.6 10.8 2.5 45.5

M196 58.8 4.7 79.9 22.9 3.6 66.6 40.9 4.2 73.5

A-R M193 32.2 5.2 83 3 8.1 2.4 47.6 19.5 3.7 66.7

M196 75.4 5.6 87.5 25.6 2.9 57.1 48.9 4.2 73.3

LEGEND: HC - Hit Capability
HP - Hit Prd ability

PTH - Percent of Targets Hit

2.7.3.1.3 (C) The relative effectiveness of the rkndidate rifles

against a moving target is indicated in Table 7-4.

2.7.3.1.4 (C) A sumnary of results with respect to suppressive

fire is indicated in Charts 7-15 and 7-16, Appendix II.

110
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TABLE 7-4

MOVING TARGET -- RIFLES

(350 Meters)

TARGET HITS*
WEAPON AMMO SEMIAUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC

M14** M80 21.0 9.8
M62 10.0 6.8
M198 23.3 10.5

S-R M193 21 15
M196 15 17

XlM6Ei M193 24 14
M196 16 13

H-R M193 0 7
M196 18 7

A-R M193 12 4
M196 16 7

LEGEND: * Total of Group of Firers
A* An average of the four groups is listed

for the M14.

2.7.3.1.5 (C) When questioned, test soldiers stated that the
degree of feedback was significantly greater with 7.62-mm ammu-
nition than with 5.56-mm ammunition out to 800 meters. Beyond
800 meters the degree of feedback with 7.62-mm and 5.56--,- ammu-
nition dimi:""dhed rapidly to a point of insignificance.

2.7.3.1.6 (C) When questioned concerning night tracer muzzle
obscuration effects, the test soldiers stated that there was no
difficulty experienced with muzzle obscuration with any of the
candidate rifles.

(
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2.7.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.7.3.2.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate carbines
against targets in tactical disposition in the day defense in terms of
hits per rounds fired, pounds of ammunition per weapon, unit of time,
modes of fire, existing rates of fire, trigger pulls (semiautomatic),
and types of ammunition is indicated in Tables 7-5 and 7-6. Detailed
results by range are indicated in Charts 7-17 through 7-30, Appendix
II.

2.7.3.2.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate carbines
in the night defense is indidated in Table 7-7. However, it must be
noted that firing occurred under three quarters to full moon condi-
tions on a clear night.

2.7.3.2.3 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate carbines
against a moving target is indicated in Table 7-8.

2.7.3.2.4 (C) A summary of results with respect to suppressive fire
is indicated in Charts 7-31 and 7-32, Appendix II.

2.7.3.2.5 (C) When questioned as to the degree of feedback, the test
soldiers' statements were as indicated in paragraph 2.7.3.1.5.

2.7.3.2.6 (C) When questioned concerning night tracer muzzle obscu- C
ration effects, the test soldiers stated that no difficulty was ex-
perienced with any of the candidate carbines except the C-SMG, which
produced more muzzle flash and resulting muzzle obscuration. However,
the tracer feedback was sufficient for the firer to identify the
targets in the target area and to overcome the effects of muzzle flash
by adjusting fire through feedback fromn the target'area('<4ee .
Sub-Test 11, Signature Characteristics; and Sub-Test 8, Assault).

2.7.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.7.3.3.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate automat-
ic-rifles against targets in tactical disposition in the day defense
in terms of hits/rounds fired, pounds of ammunition/weapon, unit of
time, modes of fire, existing rates of fire, trigger pulls (automatic
fire), and types of ammunition is indicated in Tables 7-9 and 7-10.
Detailed results by range are indicated in Charts 7-33 through 7-52,
Appendix II.

2.7.3.3.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate automat-
c. rifles, in the night defense is indicated in Table 7-11.

2.7.3.3.3 (C) The results of firing the candidate automati, rifles
against a moving target are indicated in Table 7-12.

1
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TABLE 7-7

NIGHT DEFENSE, SEMIAUTOMATIC FIRE -- CARBINES

RANGE (Meters)
20 40 BOTH RANGES

WEAP0IJ AMMO HC HP PTH HC HP PTH HC HP PTH

M14 M80 46.0 2.8 76.7 18.0 2.1 63.0 32.0 2.5 70.2

M62 51.7 3.2 86.7 23.2 2.3 70.4 37.5 2.8 78.9

M198 71.5 2.7 73.3 45.7 2.3 70.4 58.6 2.5 71.9
,. - - -

S-C M193 30.2 2.6 70.0 15.8 2.0 59.2 23.0 2.3 64.9

( M196 60.7 2.7 73.3 26.9 2.1 63.0 43.8 2.4 68.4

C-SMG M4193 21.41 2.0 153.3 15.2 1.5 44.41 13.3 1.7 49.1

M196 60.6 3.4 93.3 23.8 2ý1 63.0 47.2 2.8 78.9

LEGEND: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability.
PTH -Percent of Targets Hit.

TABLE 7-8

MOVING TARGET, CARBINES

(350 Meters)

TARGET HITS*

WEAPON AMMUNITION SEMIAUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC

M14 M80 5 11

M62 9 20

M198 8 10

S-C M193 3 15

M196 4 6

C-SMG M193 4 5

M196 4 16

* Total of Group of firers. 115
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TABLE 7-10

DAY DEFENSE- AUTOMATIC RIFLES.- SEMIAUTOMATIC FIRE- SUMMARY OF ALL RANGES

(Average of Five Pairs)

RDS TGT TGTS HtS (Per
WEAPONj AMMO FIRED HITS HC HIT i HP PTH H/PD Indv)

M14E2 4M80 132.8 17.0 12.8 11.6 8.7 16.6 2.4 0.2

1M62 107.6 10.4 9.7 8.2 7.6 11.7 1.8 0.1
! M198 125.2 15.2 12.9 12.8 10.4 18.6 2.1 0.1

C-AR M193 151.2 21.2 14.0 13.8 9.1 19.7 5.4 0.2

M196' 132.6 18.6 14.0 13.0 9.8 18.6 5.6 0.2

., LEGEND: HC- Hit Capability.

HP - Hit Probability.
PTH-Percent of Targets Hit.
H/PD- Hits/Pound of Ammunition.
H/S-Hits/Second of Firing Time/Individual.

TABLE 7-11

NIGHT DEFENSE - AUTOMATIC RIFLES
AUTOMATIC FIRE

(Average of Five Pairs)

RANGE (Meters')
20 40 i BOTH RANGES

WEAPON AMMO HC HP PTH HC HP IPTH HC 'HP PTH

( M14E2 M80 23.8 7.6 76.0 7.0i 3.2 53.3 15.4; 5.4 64.7

1M62 , 24.6 7.2 72.0 7.6* 3.8 63.3 16.1 5.5 67.7

M198 41.4 7.4 74.0 10.6 3.0 50.0 26.0. 5.2 62.0

C-AR M193 17.2 5.8 58.0 5.2 1.8 30.0 I 11.2 3.8 44.0

M196 31.0 7.6 76.0 7.41 2.2 36.7 19.2 4.9' 56.4

S-AR M193 13.8 4.6 46.0! 2,61 1.2 20.0 8.2, 2.9 33.0

1M196 57.2 8.81 88.01 3,2 1..8 30.0 30.2 5.3 59.0

LEGEND: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability.
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit.
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TABLE 7-12

AUTOMATIC RIFLES - MOVING TARGET - 350 METERS

TARGET HITS *

WEAPON AMMO SEMIAUTOMATIC AUTOMATIC

Ml4E2 M80 23 6

M62 13 1

M198 5 11

C-AR M193 28 9

M196 13 16

S-AR M193 -- 7

M196 32

2.7.3.3.4 (C) A summary of results of suppressive fire of the candi-

date automatic rifles is indicated in Charts 7-53 and 7-54, Appendix II.

2.7.3.3.5 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate ýautomatic

rifles employed by all the members of a rifle squad for both automatic C
and semiautomatic fire to provide a basis of comparison with the canl-

date -rifles. andcarbines.is indicated in Tables 7-13 and 7-14. Detailed

results by range are indicated in Charts 7-55 through 7-70, Appendix II.

2.7.3.3.6 (C) When questioned as to the degree of feedback, the test

soldiers' statements were as indicated in paragraph 2.7.3.1.5.

2.7.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.7.3.4.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidatq.vmachini guns

against targets in tactical disposition in the day defense in terms of

hits/rounds fired, pounds of ammunition/weapon, unit of time, modes of

fire, existing rates of fire, trigger pulls (automatic fire), and types

of ammunition is depicted in Table 7-9. Detailed results by range are

reflected in Charts 7-71 through 7-80, Appendix II.

2.7.3.4.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate machine guns

with respect to predetermined fire at night is indicateC in Table 7-15.

Detailed results by range are indicated in Chart 7-81, Appendix II.

2.7.3.4.3 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate -machine guns

with respect to illuminated fire at night is indicated in Table 7-16.

Detailed results by range are indicated in Chart 7-82, Appendix II.

2.7.3.4.4 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidatemachine guns

against a moving target is indicated in Table 7-17.
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TABLE 7-13

DAY DEFENSE- AUTOMATIC RIFLES- AUTOMATIC FIRE- SUMMARY OF ALL RANGES

(Squad Exercise)

RDS TGT j TGTS H/S

WEAPON AMMO FIRED HITS HC HIT HP PTH H/PD (Per Suad)

M14E2 M80 1157 80 6.9 29 2.5 50.0 1.3 1.5

M62 1255 79 6.3 37 2.9 63.8 1.2 1.5

M198 1200 141 11.8 39 3.2 67.2 2.1 2.6

C-AR M193 1810 152 8.4 37 2.0 63.8 3.3 2.8

M196 1768 137 7.7 33 1.9 56.9 3.1 2.5

S-AR M193 1781 130 7.3 37 2.1 63.8 2.8 2.3

M196 1240 183 14.8 42 3.4 72.4 5.9 3.4

LEGEND: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability.
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit.

H/PD - Hits/Pound Ammunition.
H/S - Hits/3econd of Firing Time/Squad.

TABLE 7-14

DAY DEFENSE- AUTOMATIC RIFLES -SE•MAUTOMATIC FIRE- SUMMARY OF ALL RANGES

(Squad Exercise)

RDS TGT TGTS - H/S
WEAPON AMMO FIRED HITS HC HIT HP PTH H/PD (Per Squad

1M14E2 M80 849 81 9.5 33 3.9 56.9 1.8 1.5

M62 777 102 13.1 38 4.9 65.5 2.5 1.9

M198 714 103 14.4 37 5,2 63.8 2.5 1.9

C-AR M193 982 86 8.8 37 3.8 63.8 3.4 1.6

M196 1040 165 15.9 36 3.5 62.1 6.3 3.1

LEGEND: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability.
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit.
H/PD - Hits/Pound of Ammunition.

H/S - Hits/Second of Firing Time/Squad.

CNFIDEENTIAL 119
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TABLE 7-15

NIGHT DEFENSE - PREDETERMINED FIRE - MAC(HINE GUNS
SUMMARY OF ALL RANGES

(Average of Five Firers)

AVG AVG

TIME TIME H/S
TO FIRE TO IGGER TGT TGTS (Per H/

WEAPON AMMUNITION (Sec) SHIFT PULLS HITS HIT HP HC H/PD indv) PTH TP

M60-MMG 4M80 :1M62
(400 Rd) 431.2 205.6 68.8 27.6 13.2 3.3 6.9 1.1 .06 '20.6 0.4

M62
(400 Rd) 206.0 141.4 68.0 24.0 11.0 2.8 6.0 1.0 .12 17.2 0.4

4M198: l62
(400 Rd) 156.4 117.8 69.4 32.213.2 3.3 8.0 1.2 .21 20.6 0.5

S-MMG 4M193:lM196
(400 Rd) 390.2 178.2 67,6 20,4 11.2 2.8 5.1 1.7 .05 17.5 0.3

M196
'(400 Rd) 245.6 143.6 67.0 18.2 10.2 2.6 4.6 1.5 .07 15.9 0.3

LEGEND: HC - Hit Capability. H/PD - Hits/Pound of Ammunition.
HP - Hit Probability. H/S - Hits/Second of Firing Time/ C'
PTA - Percent of Targets Hit. Individual.

NOTE: 50 Rds per target array per firer. H/TP - Hits/Trigger Pull.

TABLE 7-16

NIGHT DEFENSE - ILLUMINATED FIRING - MACHING GUNS
SUMMARY OF ALL RANGES

(Average of Five Firers)

-AVG
TIME H/S

TO FIRE TRIGGER TGT TGTS (Per
WEAPON AMNUNITION (See) PULLS HITS HIT HP HC H/PD Indv) H/TP

M60-LMG 4M80 :1M62
(400 Rd) 116.4 71.6 20,8 11.8 3,0 5.2 .8 .18 18.4 0.3

M60-MMG 4M80 :1M62

(400 Rd) 143.2 68.8 17.4 10.2 2.6 4.4 .7 .12 15.9 0.3

S-LMG 414193: 1M196
(400 Rd) 233.4 78.2 16o8 9.8 2.5 4.2 1.4 .07 15.3 0.2

S-MMG 4K193:IM1961
__ (400 Rd) 221.4 71.4 11i0 7.2 1.8 2.81 .9 .05 11.3 0.2.2

LEGEND: HG Hit Capability. H/PD - Hits/Pound of Ammunition.
HP - Hit Probability H/S - Hits/Second of Firing
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit. Time/Individual.

NOTE: 50 Rds per target array per firer. H/TP - Hits/Trigger Pull.
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TARGET 7-17

MOVING TARGET - MACHIINE GU`;S
350 KETERS

WEAPON AM TNIt, N ITARET HITS*

M60-LMG 4.M80. TM62 2.4

4M1.98 IM62 41

M60-M1MG 4M80 1M62 14

4M198 1M62 15

S-LMG 4M193:1I196 20

S-11MG 4M193:]M196 9

• Total of five pairs of firers.

2.7.3.4.5 (C) A summary of results of suppressive fire of the candi-
date machine guns is indicated in Chart 7-83, Appendix II.

2.7.3.4.6 (C) When questioned as to the degree of feedback, the test
soldiers' statements were as indicatfd in paragraph 2.7.3.1.5.

"2.7.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.7.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.7.4.1.1 (C) The effectiveness of the candidate rifles, carbines,
and automatic rifles against stationary targets in tactical disposi-

tion for day defense, with all types of ammunition used, is reflected
in Tables 7-1, 7-2, 7-5, 7-6, 7-9, 7-10, 7-13, and 7-14.

2.7.4.1.2 (C) The effectiveness of candidate rifles, carbines, and
automatic rifles against stationary targets in tactical disposition
for the night defense, with all types of ammanition used, is reflected
in Tables 7-3, 7-7, and 7-11.

2.7.4.1.3 (C) The effectiveness of candidate rifles, carbines, and
automatic rifles firing area or suppressive fire at the longer ranges
is reflected in Charts 7-15, 7-16, 7-31, 7-<32, 7-54, and 7-83, Appen-
dix II.

2.7.4.1.4 (C) There were so few hits against a moving ground target
that the effectiveness of candidate trifles,vnarbines, and automatic
rifles could not be determined.

2.7.4.1.5 (C) The X2l6El firing trac-er ammunition and the M14 firing
duplex ammunition were significantly more effective in the day defense,

1214
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and the A-R firing tracer ammunition was significantly more effective

in the night defense.

2.7.4.1.6 (C) The M14 firing duplex ammunition and the S-C firing
ball ammunition were the most effective candidate carbines in the day
and night defense. However, there is no significant difference be-
tween the S-C and the M14, and little significant difference between
these and the C-SSMG.

2.7.4.1.7 (C) There is no significant difference between candidate
automatic rifles.

2.7.4.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.7.4.2.1 (C) The effectiveness of candidate machine guns against
stationary targets in tactical disposition for day defense, with all C
types of ammunition used, is reflected in Table 7-9.

2.7.4.2.2 (C) The effectiveness of candidate machine guns against
stationary targets ir tactical disposition for night defense, with
all types of ammunition used, is reflected in Tables 7-15 and 7-16.

2.7.4.2.3 (C) The effectiveness of candidate machine guns in area
or suppressive fire, at the longer ranges, is reflected in Chart 7-83,
Appendix II.

2.7.4.2.4 (C) There were so few hits against a moving ground target,
that the effectiveness of candidate machine guns could not be deter-
mined.

2.7,4.2.5 (C) Thb. M60 firing 4 duplex to 1 tracer is significantly !
the most effective candidate machine gun in beth the day and night
defense.

2.7.4.3 (C) The results of firing suppressive fire, and of firing
at moving target3, did not yield any distinguishable significant
differences within candidate weapon types.

2.7.4.4 (C) All the rifle, carbine, automatic rifle, and machine gun
candidates are suitable with respect to feedback. The trace of both
M62 and N196 is suitable. The 7.62-mm ammunition provides more impact
feedbatk than the 5.56-ram ammunition, without respect to weapon type.
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2.8 (C) SUB-TEST NO 8,_ ASSAULT, DAY AND N-GHT (U)

2.8.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.8.1.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

Specific

To determine relative accuracy and effectiveness of each weapon
against the following target sitnation: day and aight assault (Ref para
4b(6), Part I, App III).

2.8.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

To determine relative effectiveness and accuracy of each weapon
in the following target situation: day and night assault (Ref para
2b(6), Part II, App III).

2.8.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.8.2.1 (C) Rifles and Carbines (U)

2.8.2.1.1 (C) Within each 30-man test group, test soldiers were armed
either with rifles or carbines, and were organized into 10-man squads
(9quads were matched insofar as possible). Each squad negotiated a
selected course approximately I mile long over varied terrain to simu-
late an approach march prior to an atta'ck. Throughout the course, test
soldiers were required to run, jump, hit the ground rapidly, and assume
various firing positions. The squads then negotiated a 100-meter day
assault exercise which culminated in a de.fense against a counterattack
while wear ing protective masks. Targets within the objective area
representea personnel in the open, and personnel in emplacements con-

structed of logs, sandbags, and earth. Targets hit and target hits were
recorded. Hit probability was determined for each type target. Ball,
tracer, and duplex ammunition was used, and hit piobability with each
was determined. Test soldiers were questioned as to the ease and comr-
fort of carrying and firing their weapons; whether there were any pro-
jections on their weapons which could become entangled in brush, grass,
or obstacles; and whether their weapons were compatible with load-
carrying equipment.

2.8.2.1.2 (C) The night assault was conducted with test personnel
organized as described in paragraph 2.8o2.1.1. The assault covered
approximately 75 meters, and only personnel-type targets were uti-
lized. Blinking red lights were attached to personnel targets to simu-
late enemy fire. Targets hit and target hits were recorded. Hit prob-
ability was determined. The exercise was *'onducted using ball, tracer,
and duplex ammunition. The hit probability with each was determined.
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2.8.2.2 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

The ten automatic riflemen were divided into five pairs. The
same exercises described in paragraphs 2.8.2.1.1 and 2.8.2.1.2 were
conducted, using eight riflemen firing blank ammunition, with the two

automatic riflemen firing live ammunition, except that prior Lo the
day assault, each automacic rifleman fired 100 rounds from each of
two support fire positions at 275 and 100 meters.

2.8.2.3 (C) Machi.ne Guns (U)

2.8.2.3.1 (C) The ten machine gunners were divided into five pairs.
Each pair negotiated the cross-vountry course described in paragraph
2.8.2.1.1 with each type of candidate medium machine gun. Any diffi-
culties in carrying the weapons were noted. Prior to the assault,
each test soldier fired 100 rouuds from each of two support fire posi-
tions at 275 and 100 meters. The time required,"end any difficulties
encountered in going into and out of action with each medium machine
gun in each support fire position, were noted,

2.8.2.3.2 (C) The medium machine guns were then converted to light
machine guns, and the times to accomplish this were recorded. Each
pair of test soldiers then negotiated the assault course described
in paragraph 2.8.2.1.1, during daylight, with each type light machine •-
gun as a part of a rifle squad. Other squad members fired blank armu-
nition. Test soldiers used a 4-1 mix of ball and tracer, and a 4-1
..x of duplex and tracer ammunition.

2.8.2.3.3 (C) The assault described in 2.8.2.1.2 was conducted dur-
ing the hours of darkness with the candidate machine guns being fired
in pairs as light machine guns. Tracer ammunition, 4-1 mix of ball
and tracer, and 4-1 mix of duplex and tracer were used.

2.8.2.3.4 (C) Particular attention was given to determining the
following:

a. Effectiveness of the candidate machine guns when fired using
a sling-supported position.

b. Visibility of tracer ammunition under all light conditions
encountered during testing.

c. Night tracer muzzle obscuration -ffects on the firer and
adjacent firers.

d. The hit probability with each type or mix of ammunition used
for both day and night firing.
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2.8.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.8.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.8.3.1.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate rifles in
the day and night assault is indicated in Table 8-1.

2.8.3.1.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate rifles in
the counterattack phase is indicated in Table 8-2.

TABLE 8-1

DAY AND NIGHT ASSAULT, RIFLE TEST GROUPS

DAY ASSAULT NIGHT ASSAULT
WEAPON AMMO HC HP PTH HC HP PTH

M14 M80 15.9 2o7 84.0 8.2 1.3 92.5

M14 M62 13.8 2.3 75.7 32.4 1.3 95.0

M14 M198 25.9 2.6 84.3 12.0 1.2 92.5

S-R M193 9.8 1.5 78.5 6.5 0.9 89.9

S-R M196 14.2 1.7 77.1 17.3 1.9 100.0

XM16E1 M193 9.9 2.4 73.2 12.0 1i4 89.9.

XMl6E1 M196 11.9 2.1 79.8 16.4 1.1 100.0

H-R M193 17.1 403 78.5 11.5 1.5 100.0

H-R M196 16.0 2°3 83.8 18.6 1.3 96.6

A-R M193 15.3 1,9 71.8 11.1 1.3 89.9

A-R M196 12.0 2.2 73.2 22.1 1.5 93.2

Legend: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability

PTH - Percent of Targets Hit.
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TABLE 8-2

DAY AND NIGHT ASSAULT - COUNTERATTACK PHASE

RIFLE TEST GROUPS

DAY COUNTERATTACK NIGHT COUNTERATTACK
WEAPON AMO HC HP PTH HC HP PTH

M14 M80 15.2 4.2 62.5 12.5 3.4 60.0

M14 M62 14.2 3.9 62.5 15.9 3.6 63.3

MI14 M198 25.2 4.1 62.5 18.0 3.6 63.3

S-R M193 11.2 3.0 66.7 14.6 1.9 50.0

S-R M196 14.2 3.3 63.3 17.9 2.8 76.6

XM16E 1 M193 22.7 4.4 53.3 8.5 4.6 92.6 1
XMl6E1 M196 18.8 4.6 66.7 41.1 3.9 77.8

H-R M193 12 . 3 4.2 60.0 8.7 3.1 56.

H-R M196 21.6 5.1 69.9 25.7 4.4 80.0

A-R M193 9.4 2.8 43.3 6.7 2.5 43.3

A-R M196 22.5 3.0 46.6 14.0 4.0 69.9

Legend: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability.
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit.

2.8.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.8.3.2.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of the carbine candidates
in the day and night assault is indicated in Table 8-3.

2.8.3.2.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the carbine candidates

in the counterattack phase is indicated in Table 8-4.
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TABLE 8-3

DAY AND NIGHT ASSAULT, CARBINE TEST GROUPS

DAY NIGHT
WEAPON AMMO HC HP PTH - HC XP P TH

M14 M80 14.3 2.3T 88.0 17.0 1.1 45.0

M14 M62 17.4 2.4 84.0 8.3 1.0 48.3

M14 M198 20.1 2.2 85,3 10.2 0.9 45.0

S-C M193 10.4 1.4 88.0 4.9 0.6 41.7

S-C M196 11.6 1.6 86.7 10.8 0.8 48.3

C-SMG M193 8.4 1.4 84.0 5.4 0.7 45.0

C-SMG 4196 7.5 1.4 86.7 7.7 0.6 50.5

Legend: HC - Hit Capability.
HP -Hit Probability.
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit.

TABLE 8-4

DAY AND NIGHT ASSAULT, COUNTERATTACK PHASE

CARBINE TEST GROUPS

DAY _NIGHT

WEAPON AMMO HC UP PTH HG HP PTH

M14~~____ M8)75 38 33 1. 3.0 60.0

1M14 M62 15.3 2.9 53.3 17.8 3.5 70.0

M14 M198 16.2 4.1 73.3 15.2 2.4 53.3

S-C 1M193 11.2 2.5 63.3 7.1 1.1 33.3

S-C M196 13.4 2.6 70.0 17.7 2.2 66.7

C-SMG M193 8.4 2.5 60.0 4.4 1.0 30.0

C-SMG M196 16.2 2.5 66.7 20.0 2.4 73.3

Legend: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability.
PTH - Percent of Targets HitCONFIDENTIAL 1
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2.8.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.8.3.3.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate automatic
rifles in e supporting role is indicated in Table 8-5.

2.8.3.3.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate automatic
rifles in the day and night assault is indicated in Table 8-6.

2.8.3.3.3 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate automatic
rifles in the counterattack phase is indicated in Table 8-7.

2.8.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.8.3.4.1 (C) The relative effEctiveness of the candidate machine
guns in the supporting role is indicated in Table 8-5.

2.8.3.4.2 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate machine
guns in the day and night assault is indicated in Table 8-6.

2.8.3.4.3 (C) The relative effectiveness of the candidate machine
guns in the counterattack phase is indicated in Table 8-7.

2.8.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.8.4.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.8.4.1.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of each candidate rifle in
the day and night assault is listed in Table 8-1.

2.8.4.1.2 (C) In the day assault the Hi-R and M14 (duplex) are over-
all significantly more effective than the other candidate rifles.
There is no significant overall difference between the other candidate
rifles.

2.8.4.1.3 (C) In the night assault, the A-R firing tracer is signifi-
cantly more effective with respect to hit capability than the other
candidate rifles.

2.8.4.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.8.4.2.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of each candidate carbine
in the day and night assault is listed in Table 8-3.

2.8.4.2.2 (C) In the day assault the M14 (duplex) has a signifi-
cantly higher hit capability than the S-C and C-SMG.

2.8.4.2.3 (C) In the night assault the M14 (ball) has a signifi-
cantly higher hit capability than the S-C and C-SMG.
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TABLE 8-6

DAY AND NIGHT ASSAULT - AUTOMATIC RIFLES AND LIGHT MACHINE GUNS

(Average of Five Pairs)

.. DA" ASSAULT NIGHT ASSAULT
WEAPON AK-UNITION HC HP PTH HC HP PTH

M14E2 M80 4.6 2.8 28.0 9.9 3.1 62.0

M14E2 M62 6.2 3.2 29.6 8.9 3.1 58.0

M14E2 M198 7.2 3.1 36.0 5.8 2.8 56.0

C-AR M193 5.1 2.6 38.4 9.1 2.9 58.0

C-AR M196 9.2 2.8 40.0 11.5 3.7 74.0

S-AR M193 6.4 2.4 30.4 7.9 2.4 48.0

S-AR M196 6.6 2.7 40.8 15.9 3.3 66.0

M60 -LIG 4M80:11M62 6.3 2.7 43.2 10.9 2.9 58.0

M60-LMG 4M198:1M62 9.2 3.5 55.2 14.0 3.3 66.0

M60-LMG M62 * - - - 12.6 3.5 70.0

S-LMG 14M193:3IM196 7.4 2.5 36.8 9.6 3.4 68.0

S-LMG M196 *L - - 8.1 3.3 66,0

Legend: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit.
• - Machine guns did not fire tracer in day assault.
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TABLE 8-7

DAY AND NIGHT ASSAULT - COUNTERATTACK PHASE

AUTOMATIC RIFLES AND LIGHT MACHINE GUNS

(Average of Five Pairs)

DAY COUNTERATTACK NIGHT COUNTERATTACK

WEAPON AMMUNITION HC HP PET HC HP PTH

M14E2 M80 17.7 5.1 28.0 9.5 3.1 62.0

M14E2 M62 8.4 3.0 26.0 5.0 2.1 42.0

M14E2 M198 21.8 7.5 50.0 7.7 2.8 56.0

C-AR M193 16.8 3.6 30.0 8.2 2.7 54.0

C-AR M196 12.3 3.8 42.0 13.9 3.2 64.0

S-AR M193 11.4 2.7 26.0 9.3 2.4 48.0

S-AR M196 16.1 4.5 44.0 15.3 3.3 66.0

M60-LMG 4M80:1M62 6.6 1.6 28.0 9.8 2.9 58.0

M60-LMG 4M198:IM62 8.2 2.5 38.0 &.1 2.5 50.0

M60-LMG M62 * ... .. 11.8 2.6 52.0

S-LMG 4M193:1IM196 5.7 2.6 34.0 5.5 2.0 40.0

S-LMG M196* - - - 9.7 2.8 56.0

Legend: HC - Hit Capability.
HP - Hit Probability.
PTH - Percent of Targets Hit
* - Machine Guns did not fire tracer in daylight.
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2.8.4.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.8.4.3.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of each candidate automatic
rifle in the day and night assault is listed in Table 8-6.

2.8.4.3.2 (C) In the day assault supporting fire, the M14E2 firing
ball and tracer is significantly less effective than the other candi-
date automatic rifles.

2.8.4.3.3 (C) In the day assault there is no overall significant
difference between the candidate automatic rifles.

2.8.4.3.4 (C) In the night assault the S-AR firing tracer is
significantly more effective than the other canididate automatic
rifles. '

2.8.4.3.5 (C) In the night counterattack the S-AR and C-AR firing
tracer are significantly more effective than the M14E2 firing tracer.

2.8.4.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.8.4.4.1 (C) The relative effectiveness of each candidate light
machine gun in the day and night assault is listed in Table 8-6.

2.8.4.4.2 (C) In the day assault and night assault there is no
significant difference between the candidate light machine guns.
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2.9 (C) SUB-TEST NO 9, M1OUNTS FOR MACHINE GUNS (U)

2.9.1 (C) OBJECTIVE (U)

Specific

2.9.1.1 (C) To determine:

a. The capability of the machine gun candidates to be used as a
hand-carried weapon fired from supported positions, ground mounted
ozý sustained fire mounts, and as fixed or semi-fixed machine guns
mounted on selected combat wheeled and tracked vehicles (ref para 2,
Part II, App III).

b. The suitability of mounting the weapons on selected wheel
k. and tracked vehicles (ref para 7g, Part II, App III).

2.9.1.2 (C) To evaluate:

a. Sustained fire mount for provision of maximum free hori-
zontal and vertical movement and controlled horizontal and vertical
movement (ref para la(10), Part II, App III).

b. The traversing and elevating mechanism for minimum free
( play (ref para la (10), Part II, App III).

2.9.7 (C) METHOD (U)

2.9.2.1 (C) Throughout all tests, the capability of the candidate
machine guns to be used as a hand-carried weapon fired from Fupported
positions and ground mounted on a sustained fire mount (tripod) was
noted.

2.9.2.2 (C) Since no mount was provided for the Code S machine guns,
no attempt was made to mount and fire the car.lidate machine guns on

the pedestal mount of a Truck, ¼-ton, 4x4, M151.

2.9.2.3 (C) Three of each type candidate machine gun mounted in the
respective sustained fire mounts were rotated horizontally and verti-
cally through the maximum arc permitted by the mount, using both free
and controlled movement. The arcs were measured and recorded in mils.

2.9.2.4 (C) During the conduct of Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and
Night, times required to make large deflection changes were noted.
In addition, the predetermined fire data were evaluated in an attempt
to compare the free play of the elevating and traversing mechanisms
of the candidate machine guns.
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2.9.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.9.3.1 (C) Throughout all testing it was observed that both the
M60 and Code S machine guns were capable of being used as hand-
carried weapons fired from supported positions, and as ground
mounted guns on sustained fire mounts.

2.9.3.2 (C) The results of measuring the horizontal and vertical
arcs of the M60-MMG and S-MMG are depicted in Table 9-1. The maxi-
mum arcs obtainable were not usable in all cases. The traversing
bars on the M122 and M2 tripod mounts were graduated for only 975
mils. The maximum controlled elevation and depression arcs were
about the limit that a test soldier could obtain while maintaining
a satisfactory prone firing position.

2.9.3.3 (C) The elevating handwheels for both the M122 and M2
tripod mounts bind on occasion precluding use of the full range of
the elevating mechanism (ref Fig 87). The bind could usually be
eliminated by cleaning and manipulating.

TABLE 9-1

HORIZONTAL AND VERTICAL ARCS - MACHINE GUN MOUNTS
(Average of Three)
S..... ...... Maximum• ( s)! UsAB E (Mils)

M60-MMG S-MMG
(M122 (142 M60-
mount) mount) MIMG S-MMG

Elevation, controlled 260 264 260 264

Elevation, free 478 330 445 300 C

Deoression., controlled 217 215 217 215

Depression. free 521 634 490 600

Traverse, controlled 1.119 1.102 975 975

Traverse, free 6,400 6,400 6.400 6.400

Traversing Bar, left traverse, graduations 425 425

Traversing Bar, right traverse, graduations 450 450

Traversing handwheel. total graduations 100 100
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2.9.3.4 (C) The times to shift from one target to another and
the results of firing using predetermined fire techniques are'
listed in Table 7-15, Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and Night.

2.9.3.5 (C) One M2 tripod mount had no graduations on the
traversing bar.

2.9.3.6 (C) The free play in the traversing and alevating mech-
anisms of the M60-MMG and S-MMG varied from mechanism to mechanism
and depended largely on how securely the test soldiers tightened
the mechanism. A steady firing position by the firer eliminated
much of the free play. During Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day and
Night, the M60-LMG and S-LMG achieved a higher score than the M60-
MMG and S-MMG respectively.

2.9.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.9.4.1 (C) Both the M60 and Code S machine guns have the capa-
bility of being used as hand-carried weapons fired from supported
positions, and as ground mounted machine guns on sustained fire
mounts.

2.9.4.2 (C) While the capability as fixed or semi-fixed machine
guns mounted on selected combat wheeled and tracked vehicles was
not tested, it is the opinion of the test officer that suitable
mounts could be fabricated to provide the capability of firing
from all types of vehicles with both the Code S and M60 machine
guns.

2.9.4.3 (C) The maximum free horizontal and vertical movement
and the controlled horizontal and vertical movement of ti.e M60-
MMG and S-MMG &re adequate and ýcomparhble.

2.9.4.4 (C) Although the results of testing indicated that the
free play in the traversing and elevating mechanisms of both the
M60-14MG and S-MMG is generally greater than desired, the effect
of free play depends largely on the firer, and is comparable for
the M60-MMG and S-NMG.

2.9.4.5 (C) Shortcoming (U)

Code .S Machine Gun:.

Th3- Lck of Lrauuations c tile traversing bar of one 'M2
Tripol, mo,.t
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2.10 (C) SUB-TEST NO 10, RECORD AND TPANSITION FIRING (U)

2.10.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.10.1.1 (C) Rifles and Carbines (U)

General

To evaluate the candidate rifles and carbines in terms of
effectiveness achieved on the Record Marksmanship Course (Refer-
ence 40, Appandiv 1).

2.10.1.2 (C) Automatic Rifles and Light Machine Guns (U)

General

To evaluate the candidate automatic rifles and light machine
guns in terms of effectiveness achieved on the machine gun transi-
tion firing range (Reference 40, Appendix I).

2.10.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.10.2.1 (C) Rifles and Carbines (U)

Each group of test soldiers fired their assigned candidate
rifles or carbines through the Record Marksmanship Course. Record
fire scores were recorded and compared by weapon type for effective-
ness,

2.10.2.2 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

The candidate automatic rifles were fired over the machine I
gun transition firing range in a ma4ier similar to that conducted
with the candidate light machine gunh (ref pars 2.10.2.3). A corn- (
parison of scores achieved by the candidate automatic rifles was
made with the scores obtained with the candidate light maching
guns.

2.10.2.3 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Ten combat-equipped test soldiers fired each type candidate
light machine gun over a field firing course similar to the tran-
sition firing course described in paragraphs 159-160, FM 23-67,
using 4-1 mix of ball and tracer, and 4-1 mix of duplex and tracer
ammunition. Light machine gun results were compared with the candi-
date automatic rifle results.

C 4
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2.10.3 (C) ME;ULTS (U)

2.10.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

The effectiveness of the candidate rifles on the Record Fire
Course is indicated in Table 10-1.

TABLE 10-1

RECORD MARKSMANSHIP COURSE

RIFLES

-M1-
HIGH M14 HIGH

AVG INDV AVG INDV
UTPN ,'COORE JCORE EX IS MK UNQ SCORE SCORE EX SS MK UNQ
GP-I
_:- _ 45_ 6 61 14 8 0 47.0 65 8 18 4 0GP-IIXM6E_ 42.2 61 89 0 47.3 67 11 13 5 1

H-R 45_3 _62 11 1 10 8 1 1 53.5 76. 19 6 5 0
GP-IIII

A-R 45.3 i 70 9 13 7 1 50.4 67 15 9 -6 0
EX - Expert 1K.- Marksman
2 - Sharpshooter UNQ - Unqualified

2.10.3.Z '(C) Carbines (U)

The effectiveness of the candidate ca~rbines on the Record Fire
Course is indicated in Table 10-2.

TABLE 10-2

RECORD MARKSMANSHIP COURSE

CARBINES

AVG HIGH
,-PN. SCOPRE INDIV ,COrE EX SS MK UNQ

,m1... 55.1 79 23 3 4 0

SS-, 46.1 " 63 "n1 7l_ i ' ,. 1 .......

. G 41.5 57 19 10 7 4
EX - Expert K- Marksman
"'S - Sharpshooter UNQ - Unqualified
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2.10.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles and Machine Guns (U)

The results of transition firing are indicated ii Table 10-3.

TABLE 10-3

TPRANS ITION FIRING

AUTOMATIC RIFLES AND LIGHT 1ACHIBE GUNS

AUTOMWTfIC rPI*.FLE' I_ MC THINE, GUNS
M14E2 1I4E T 2 k 4AP, .- AT M60-RI.;2 M60-TMG S -LMG

FIRER 4 Ball: 4 Dupl: I 4 Ball: 4 Ball 4 Dall: 4 Dupl: 4 Ball:
NOl Tacr aTac ri" . ... _____i 1___ _____

NO 1 TracerITra cer 1 Trace 1 Tracer 1 Tracer I Tracer

2 40 50 50 30 3 30 70 70

4 40 10 50 70 G 0 60 80

5 50 50 30 70 60 60 40

6 60 40 40 s5 50 50 50

8 50 60 20 60 50 70 60

9 70 60 40 30 60 50 10

11 10 30 30 40 40 50 30

12 10 60 50 60 70 60 70

13 60 30 60 50 70 70 50

14 10 30 20 40 80 70 40

AV_ 40 42 39 1 50 1 64 61 50

NOTE: Maximum score in this exercise wa.s 80 points for each repetition.

2.10.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

Not Applicable.
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2.11 (C) SUB-TEST NO 1.,_SIGNATURE CHARACTERISTICS (U)

2.11.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.11.1.1 (C) Rifles Carbines, and Automatic, Rifle, .,1)

Specific

To evaluate (ref para 6a and 6b, Part I',:App III):

a. Firer exposure as a result of weapon configurations when
firing point type ammunition from prone or foxhole positions.

b. Signature effects (smoke, blast, reflections) of the weapon
(point)y when firing all types of (point) ammunition under daylight/
night conditions.

2.11.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

To evaluate:

a. Firer exposure as a result of weapon conf~guration when
firing from bipod and tripod from prone or gun emplacement positions.
(Ref para 5a, Part II, App III.)

b. Signature effects (smoke, flash, blast, reflection) of the
weapon when firing all types of ammunition under day and night conditions.
(Ref para 5b, Part II, App III.)

2.11.2 (C) METHOD (U)

( 2.11.2.1 (C) Fifles,_Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.11.2.1.1 (C) Test soldiers equipped with the candidate automatic
rifles were observed and photographed while in the prone firing and
foxhole firing positions. Firer exposure was determined.

2.11.2.1.2 (C) Throughout all sub-tests, particular attention was
given to the determination of daylight rifle signature effects (smoke,
flash, blast, and reflection). During Sub-Test No 7, Defense, Day
and Night, conducted at night, the signature effect of flash was
determined.

2.11.2.1.3 (C) Three observers were placed every 100 meters down
range to a distance of 600 meters and the candidate rifles, carbines,
and automatic rifles were fired using ball and tracer ammunition.

139
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Observers recorded the signature effects of smoke, flash, blast,
reflection, and noise. The exercise was conducted in daylight and
darkness.

2.11.2.1.4 (C) At the request of USATECOI (ref 39, App I) a CR
propellant (cool-burning powder) ammunition was tested in the C-SMG
to determine if this would reduce the flash and sound levels from
those obtained when firing ball-type propellant. The method used
was as follows:

a. Each of 10 test soldiers fired 20 rounds of CR propellant
cartridges in the C-SMG, 10 rounds in the semiautomatic mode, andO10
rounds in the full automatic mode during daylight and darkness. This
exercise was repeated using standard ball-type propellant 5.56-mm
ammunition and using the M14E2 with ball ammunition (this weapon has
high flash and sound levels) as a comparison weapon-ammunition system.

b. During the firing exercises, two observers were positioned:
one 50 meters to the left and one 50 meters Lo the right of each
firer. The observers and firers noted and recorded the relative flash
and noise of the weapons.

2.11.2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.11.2.2.1 (C) Test soldiers equipped with the candidate machine guns
were observed and photographed while in the prone and foxhole positions.
Firer exposure was determined.

2.11.2.2.2 (C) Three observers were placed every 100 meters down
range out to a distance of 600 meters and the candidate machine guns
were fired using ball, tracer, and 4-1 mix of ball and tracer ammunition.
Observers recorded the signature effects of smoke, flash, blast,
reflection, and noise. The exercise was conducted in daylight and (
darkness.

2.11.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.1113.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.11.3.1.1 (C) Firer exposure with the candidate rifles as a result
rifle configurations is indicated in figures 24 and 25, Appendix V.

2.11.3.1.2 (C) Observations of the signature effects associated with
the candidate rifles out to 600 meters are indicated in Table 11-1.
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2.11.3.1.3 (C) Only tracer ammunition with all candidate rifles
produced sufficient flash to be photographed at night.

2.11.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.11.3.2.1 (C) Firer exposure with the candidate carbines as a re-
3ult of carbine configurations is indicated in figure 26, Appendix V.

2.11.3.2.2 (C) Observations of signature effects associated with
candidate carbines out to 600 meters are indicated in Table 11-2.

2.11.3.2.3 (C) The C-SMG produced significantly more flash with
ball and tracer ammunition than the other candidate carbines.
Photographs at figure 27, Appendix V, show the C-SMG firing ball
ammunition at night.

2.11.3.2.4 (C) Consensus of firers and observers with respect to
reduction of flash and noise levels of the C-SMG by use of the CR
propellant cartridges was as follows:

a. In daylight, flash was reduced by a significant amount, and
was comparable to that of the M14E2; noise was slightly less than that
of the M14E2.

b. In darkness, flash was reduced by a significant amount but
was slightly greater than that of the M14E2; dioise was slightly less
than that of the M14E2.

2.11.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.11.3L3.l (C) Firer exposure with the candidate automatic rifles
as a result of automatic rifle configurations is indicated in figure
28, Appendix V.

2.11.3.3.2 (C) Observations of signature effects associated with
the candidate automatic rifles out to 600 meters are indicated in
Table 11-3 and figures 29 through 31, Appendix V.
2.11.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.11.3.4.1 (C) Firer exposure with the candidate machine guns as a
result of machine gun configurations is indicated in figures 32
through 35, Appendix V.
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2.11.3.4.2 (C) The ranges out to 600 meters, at which signature
characteristics of the M60 and Code S machine guns, firing three
ty•-s of ammunition, were observed are listed in Table 11-4.

TABLE 11-4

RANGE TO WHICH SIGNATURE EFFECTS WERE OBSERVED (Meters)

MACHINE GUNS

D DAY - NIGHT ....
WEAPON AMMO N S F -B R N S F B R

AM60 M80 600 400 0 600 0 600 0 400 0 0

M60 M62 600 400 300 600 0 600 0 500 0 0

M60 4-1 600 400 300 600 0 600 0 500 0 0

d S
Code S M193 600 300 0 500 0 600 0300 0 0

Code S M196 600 400 0 500 06000 600 0 0

Code S 4-1 600 400 0 500 0 600 0 500 0 0

LEGEND: N - Noise S -Smoke F - Flash B -Blast R -Reflection

2.11.3.4.3 (C) Photographs were made at night of an M60-MMG and an S-NMG
firing a 6-round burst of ball, tracer, and 4-1 mix of ball and tracer
ammunition. Only the tracer ammunition with all the candidate machine
guns produced sufficient flash to photograph (ref Fig 36, App V).

( 2.11.4 (C) ANALYSIS (u)

2.11.4.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.11.4.1.1 (C) Firer exposure as a result of rifle configuration when
firing point type ammunition from the prone or foxhole position. is
acceptable and comparable with all rifles. The firer exposure of the
candidate rifles with bipod produces a higher silhouette than the
candidate rifles without bipod. However, the difference in firer
exposure of the candidate rifles with or without bipods is not
significant.
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2.11.4.1.2 (C) Signature effects of all candidate automatic rifles
when fiting all types of (point) ammunition under daylight/night con-
ditions are acceptable and comparable.

2.11.4.1.3 (C) During daylight firing, the observation of flash,
blast, and reflection of the candidate rifles is considered negligible.
The candidate rifles produce more smoke in the automatic mode than
the semiautomatic mode of fire. The M14 produces the greatest amount
of smoke. The H-R produces the least amount of smoke.
2.11.4.1.4 (C) The differences in sigsnatvre effects and.:firer cx-

posure of the candidate rifles are not significant.

2.11.4.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.11.4.2.1 (C) Firer exposure as a result of carbine configuration
when firing point type ammunition from the prone or foxhole posi-
tion is acceptable and comparable with all carbines.

2.11.4.2.2 (C) Signature effects of the M14 and S-C when firing all
types of (point) ammunition under daylight/night conditions are ac-
ceptable and comparable.

2.11.4.2.3 (C) The C-SMG produces unacceptable flash and noise with
ball and tracer ammunition.

2.11.4.2.4 (C) By use of CR propellant cartridges, the flash and
noise levels of the C-SMG are reduced to acceptable levels.

2.11.4.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.11.4'3.1 (C) Firer exposure as a result of automatic rifle con-
figuration,, when firing point type ammunition from the prone or
foxhole position, is acceptable and comparable with all automatic
rifles. (Fig 28, App V.)

2.11.4.3.2 (C) Signature effects of the C-AR and S-AR when firing
all types of (point) ammunition under daylight/night conditions are
acceptable and comparable. The muzzle flash of the Ml4E2 firing
the M62 cartridge is excessive.

2.11.4.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.11.4.4.1 (C) Firer exposure as a result of machine gun COn-. -
S:igur~tion when firing point type-anununition from the prone or foxhole
position is acceptable and comparable with al: machine guns. However,
the test soldiers produce higher silhouettes with the M60 machine guns
than with the Code S machine guns. This is not significant.
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2.11.4.4.2 (C) Signature effects of the candidate machine guns when
firing all types of (point) ammunition under daylight/night conditions
are acceptable and comparable for the M60 and Code S machine guns.

2.11.4.5 (C) No attempt should be made to correlate results of differ-
ent types of weapons, since testing for each group of candidate weapons
was accomplished on different days and nights and under different light
corvditions.

2.11.4.6 (C) Deficiencies of the Candidate Weapons (U)

C-SMG:

a. Excessive flash produced with ball and tracer amunition.
(This deficiency is eliminated by use of CR propellant cartridges.)

b. Excessive noise level. (This deficiency is eliminated by
use of CR propellant cartridges.)

2.11.4.7 (C) Shortcoming of the Candidate Weapons (U)

Ml4E 2:

Excessive flash produced with tracer ammunition.

CV
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2.12 (C) SUB-TEST NO 12, POINTED FIRE ACCURACY (U)

2.12.1 (C) OBJECTIVE (U)

Rifles, .Carbines, an- Automatic Rifles

To determine the relative effectiveness of each weapon in the
following target situation: quick fire at the shorter ranges (25-
150 meters) using both pointed and aimed fire techniques, time to
fire first round and second round on same target, and time to en-
gage a second target (ref pare 4b(6', Part I, App III).

2.12.2 (C) METHOD (U)

Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles.

2.12.2.1 (C) The test soldiers were trained in quick-fire tech-
niquesusing the M14, and each fired a familiarization quick-fire
exercise with the candidate weapons assigned to him.

2.12.2.2 (C) The candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles
were fired through a quick-fire course, firing at short exposure time
(pop-up) targets locatedat 40, 80, and 150 meters from the firing
point. Targets were randomly presented: Exposure time was 2 and 4
seconds; the firer was not limited in the amount of ammunition 'fired;
however, firing was permitted only when targets were presented. The
semiautomatic and automatic modes of fire were used, except the candi-
date automatic rifles were not fired semiautomatically. Rounds fired,
targets hit, target hits,and time to fire were recorded. Hit capa-
bility was computed. The exercise was conducted once using pointed
fireand once using aimed fire.

2.12.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.12.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

A summary of pointed and aimed fire 'accuracy results is reflect-
ed in Table 12-i. A detailed listing of results is included in Ch~rts
12-1 and 12-2, Appendix II. (Charts reflect average of one target,
at each range.) Times to fire the second round on a target and time
to engage a second target were not determined as the instrumentation
"equipment was not adequate to accutately measure these times. Time
to fire the first round and average time to fire a round' were com-
puted. .

2.12.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.12.3.2.1 (C) A sunmmary of pointed and aimed fire accuracy results
is reflected in Table 12-2. A detailed listl.r! &E results is includ-
ed in Charts 12-3 and 12-4, Appendix II.
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2.12.3.2.2 (C) . Dzta recording equipment 'utsed in tl e conduct of this
sub-test w• not capable of determining tl a time to fire the second
Sround on a target, o the time to engage a '.cond target.

242.3.3 (C) Automatic Rif lec (U).

A summary of ti e•e2 : of poiute(i ahu aimed fire accuracy
firing is rajlectae. i, Tulle 1:.-3. , •t;::ileu chart of ;vutomatic
rifle results £s i..: is Ch...t i-;, A- 2eneLx II.

• .12. 4 (C) A-Y ,1 1-1'1, (U)
2.12.4. (C) -C (U)

2.1 ".•'l . 1 (C) T.' rsm a,: ',t
r rl Ieý;, ex~cent t,.c XMI 'El, J- , tile ,

automatic, :.imek' a:-.- pointa .:-iJ.'2 .cc).:acy roles. T,..e XMIE1 i.:
k ~ i -n f c - t ,, et: , .c .• v i n ' t l.,.ae • e i ..a c '' t c p o i u t e ý. :U r

role.

2.12.4.1.2 (C) In compar½' t14,3 efe:ctcari•.tic,:z'.. e tL.etw7ec3.
aimed and pointei. .fire wit", ' .i t c .::.. i..,"- ' ri .:, K. " rez-ltc incL-
cate that in all situations L;. 1,.... occ-'r.a&: ,.:.ii: I:ility
of aimed fire w.s si-nifica.ti ,lyre-A: tuan pointei •L:e, imŽ 1: .

engage the target fpr aimed fire was uignificantly greater '.;..,,,
pointed fire, and number of rounds fired witil aimed fire w.,.' Ai-.
nificantly less than pointed fire. In aimed fire, the firer takes
more time to en~age the target and receives more hits per rounds
fired, but with pointed fire the firer can engage the target quicker
and get off a greater number of rounds. The instrumentation used
in this sub-test was not capable of recording which round in a
burst hit the target. Therefore, it is not possible to show how

2.12.4.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2,12.4.2.1 (C) The S-C is significantly more effective in the
semiautomatic, automatic, aimed an(i pointed fire accuracy roles.

2.12.4.2.2 (C) In compcring the effectiveness between aimed and
pointed fire with tue candidate carbines, the analysis in paragraph
"2.12.4.1.2 is confirmed.

2.12.4.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.12.4.3.1 (C) The S-AR is ei-nificantly more effective in the
automatic, pointec. ay-•iX aimed fire accuracy -role.
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2.12.4.3.2 (C) Aimed fire is significantly better than pointed
f ire with respect to HC and HTP for each of the candildate auto-
matic rifles. However, it should be pointed out that test soldiers
take longer to get off the first round or burst when delivering
aimed fire and that significantly less rounds are fired when
delivering aimed fire. The most significant factor in comuparing
pointed to aimed fire is the time to hit the target with the first
round and this could not be measured with the instrumentation
available for this test.

11153
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2.13 (C) SUB-TEST NO 13, PORTABILITY AND AERIAL DELIVERY (U)

2.13A. (C) OBJECTIVE. (U)

2.13.1.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines,-and Automatic Rifles :(U)

Specific

2.13.1.1.1 (C) To determine (ref para 3b(6), Part I, App III):

a. Relative comfort to carry and fire, to include projections
which can readily entangle in brush, grass, or battlefield obstacles.

b. Suitability of being carried while debarking from amphibious
shipping via debarkation nets. (

c. Suitability of being carried while getting in and out of
aircraft, vehicles, and APC's.

4. SIitability for aerial delivery by individual parachutists.

2.13.1.1.2 (C) To evaluate the suitability of accepting a carrying
sling in a uonventional manner.

2.13.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

2.13.1.2.1 (C) To determine (ref para lb(6), Part II, App III):

a. Relative ease to carry and fire, to include a minimum of pro-
jections which could entangle in battlefield obstacles.

b. Suitability of weapon and mount being delivered by the Individual (7parachutist.

c. Suitability of carrying weapon and ammunition containers
while debaxking from amphibious shipping via debarkation nets.

d. SuitabiliL' of carrying while getting in and out of aircraft,
vehicles, and APC's.

2.13.1.2.2 (C) To evaluate suitability of accepting a carrying sling
and carrying handle. (Ref para lb(6), Part I1, App III.)
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2.13.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.13.2.1 (C) gifles, Carbines. and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.13.2.1.1 (C) Throughout all sub-tests, data bearing on portability
were recorded.

2.13.2.1.2 (C) Data pertaining to subparagraph 2.13.1.1.1a above
were collected during Sub-Test No 8, Assault, Day and Night.

2.13.2.1.3 (C) A platform 34 feet in height was constructed and a
debarkation net hung over the side. Fifteen combat-equipped riflemen
from each test group of 30 test soldiers descended the debarkation net
from the platform, simulating debarkation from a troop ship to assault
boats. Test soldiers alternately descended with each type candidate(7> Crifle. Suitability of the weapon being carried while debarking was
determined.

2.13.2.1.4 (C) One infantry rifl.e squad from each test group, equipped
with their appropriate type candidate rifle, was loaded aboard aircraft
(CV-2 and UH-IB), vehicles (Truck, Cargo, 24-Ton, and APC's (M113))
and unloaded. Any difficulties encountered in loading or unloading
were recorded.

2.13.2.1.5 (C) The candidate rifles, carbines and automatic rifles
were examined and the most suitable means of attaching them to the
individual parachutist were determined. Three of each type weapon
were jumped five times by parachutists from aircraft. The weapons
were examined for damage after each parachute dump, and parachutists
were questioned concerning difficulties encountered during exit from
the aircraft, descent, and recovery on the ground, Suitability for
aerial delivery of the weapons by the individual parachutist was
determined.
2.13.2.1.6 (C) To determine the relative ease in carrying the

candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles, the test soldiers
participated in three cross-country marches of 3 miles each. The
terrain through which the test sDldiers traveled consisted of steep
grades, open fields, heavily vegetated areas, high grass and brush,
hard-top road surfaces, and swampy areas. Also included in each
march were simulated combat situations where the test soldiers were
required to hit the ground and position themselves for an assault.
The test soldiers were also required to negotiate a water obstacle,
traveling through chest-high water for 40 yards. During this portion
of the exercise, the candidate weapons were sometimes completely
submerged in the water, and were exposed to the effects of sand and
mud.

C (DNE1DENTIAL 1
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2.13.2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.13.2.2.1 (C) Upon completion of Sub-Test No 8, Assault, Day and
Night, each test soldier was questioned separately as to the com-
parative ease with which the candidate machine guns were carried, and
as to any difficulties encountered. Particular attention was given
to determining,,any projections which could entangle in battlefield
obstacles. The ease of firing the candidate machine guns while they
were being carried was noted.

2.13.2.2.2 (C) The candidate machine guns were attached ,to the parachutist
to de-ermine the best means of carry by the parachutist. Three-of -esh
type danclidate, machine gun, packed and worn i.n the manmex'deemed: moat:. suit-
able, were jumped five times by combat-equipped parachutists.... The eandidate
machine guns were inspected prior to and after jumping and, if deter-
mined by visual inspection to be safe, were test fired after the Jump. (
Breakage, malfunctions, and other related data were recorded. All
parachutists were questioned as to the compatibility of the test
machine guns with other equipment.

2.13.2.2.3 (C) A platform 34 feet in height was constructed and a
debarkation net hung over the side. Six combat-equipped machine gun
crews were instructed in "dry net" drill. Each team was then required
to raise and lower each type of candidate machine gun from the plat-
form. The test soldiers were then interrogated as to the comparative ,
suitability of the candidate machine guns in this exercise.

2.13.2.2.4 (C) One infantry weapons squad (TOE 7-18E) equipped with
each type of can idate machine gun was loaded in a helicopter, a 21-
ton truck, and a• M113 personnel carrier. Any difficulties encountered
in loading or unloading were recorded.

2.13.2.2.5 (C) IDuring the conduct of this and all other sub-tests,
particularly Sut-Test No 8, Assault, Day and Night, the suitability
of the candidate machine guns to accept a carrying sling was evaluated,
as well as ease of carrying in the slung position. The suitability of
the carrying handles of the candidate machine guns was evaluated.

2.13.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.13.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.13.3.1.1 (C) The 5.56-mm candidate rifles were easiest to carry
during a cross-country portability exercise. When questioned as to
the comparative ease of portability with the candidate rifles, the
test soldiers indicated that all of the 5.56-mm candidate rifles were
easier to carry than the M14 rifles because the 5.56-mm rifle were
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lighter, smaller, and had less tendency to becoAe entangled in brush
and the soldier's web equipment. The Advantages of the carrying handle
of the XH1611 were noted for control of the rifle in moving through
thick brush. For limited portions of the cross-country march where
the stock of the A-R was folded, it'was easier to handle than the
other candidate rifles. While carrying the candidate rifles at sling
aims, the H-R was more convenient because of the sling attachment to
the side of the rifle.

2.13.3.1.2 (C) The M14 and H-R were easier to carry with the bipod
attached because their bipods -ould be folded. Howevev, the S-R,

SX169, and %-R possessed quick attachable and detachable bipods which
showed no apparent disadvantage when compared to the folding bipod
which remained on the rifle.

2.13.3.1.3 (C) The 5.56-mm candidate rifles wers easier to use
while the test soldier was moving to engage targets and fire becauseof their size and lightness.

2.13.3.1.4 (C) In ascending and descerqding a cargo net, loading,
being transported, or unloading from aircraft, vehicles, and armored
personnel carriers, the test soldiers equipped with the 5.56-ua candi-
date rifles had less difficulty. The A-R with the folded stock was
noted to have a definite advantage in these exercises because of its
reduced length.

2.13.3.1.5 (C) The most suitable means of attaching the candidate
rifles to the individual parachutist are indicated in Figures 37
through 43, Appendix V.

2.13.3.1.6 (C) There were no significant difficulties encountered
irk with any of the candidate rifles during aerial delivery with the indi-

vidual parachutist. No damage. was incurred by. pny.pf tba•candidate*
"rifles during the parachute jumps. The most-suitable means of rigging
for delivery on the individual 'arachutist for all candidate rifles
were with the rifle packed in the Case, Individual Weapon, Parachutist.
All of the candidate rifles could be suitably rigged for the individual
parachutist as follows:

a. XM16ELD Slung on the left shoulder, muzzle up with the sling
lengthened to lower the muzzle as low as possible. The muzzle and front
sight should be taped. The bolt assist device should be padded and the
magazine taped into the rifle. Two ties should be used, one to the
diagonal backstrap and one to the main lift web. (Fig 40, App V.)
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b. S-RB. Slung on left shoulder, muzzle up; the muzzle should

be padded and the sling lengthened to lower the muzzle as low as possible.
For testing, the stock was detached from the rifle and taped to the
outside of the receiver since it was the opinion of the test officer that
the stock is not strong enough for the rifle to be jumped in the normal
manner. The magazine should be taped into the rifle. Two ties should
be used., one to the diagonal backstrap and one to the main left web.
(Fig 41, App V.)

c. H-R. Slung on the left shoulder with the sling passed around
the rifle barrel, and lengthened to lower the muzzle as low as possible.
The muzzle should be taped. The magazine should be taped into the rifle.
A lower leg tie may be used if desired; however, it was not considered
necessary. Two other ties should be used, one to the diagonal backstrap
and one to the main lift web. (Fig 42, App V.)

(.
d. A-R. Slung on the left shoulder, muzzle up with the sling

lengthened to lower the muzzle as low as possible. The front sight
and muzzle should be taped. The hinge of the folding butt stock should
be padded and taped as the hinge protrudes, and is a potential hazard
co the jumper if he were to execute a left-side parachute landing fall.
The magazine should be taped into..the rifle...'..Two..ties;•should,,be.ustdý..one
to the diagonal backstrap ani one to the main l~ft web. (Fig 43, App V.)

2.13.3.2 (C6 Carbines (U) (

2.13.3.2.1 (C) With respect to portability, all candidate carbines
were suitable however the S-C and C-SMG were more portable than the
M14 under the following test conditions:

a. Moving through brush, grass, and battlefield obstacles.

b. Descending from simulate troop shipv ti'ebkAiomnet..

C. Loading and unloading from vehicles, A'C's, and aircraft.

2.13.3.2.2 (C) The S-C was rigged for jumpirg in a similar manner
to the S-R, as described in paragraph 2.13.3.1.6d, with the same
remarks about the S-R being pertineat to the S-C. (Fig 44, App V.)

2.13.3.2.3 (C) The C-SMG was slung on the left .-h6uldir'with the sltrg
lengthened to lower the muzzle,-and the stock telascoped, with the bolt
assist device padded and taped. F'ront sights should be tap6d and two
ties used, one to the diagonal backstrap and one to the main lit web.
(Fig 45, App V.)
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2.13.3.2.4 (C) The hinge on the folding butt stock of the S-C should
be padded and taped. While executing parachute landing falls, several
parachutists fell on the S-C, and remarked that the protruding edges of
the swing hinges, exposed by folding the stock, exerted painful pressure
upon their hip at impact.

2.13.3.2.5 (C) The S-C and C-SMG used in the aerial delivery portions
of this sub-test were examined, function fired, and were found to per-
form satisfactorily.

2.13.3.2.6 (C) One S-C sustained minor damage resulting from aerial
delivery. The lower sling swivel broke from the butt stock.

2.13.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.13.3.3.1 (C) Seven of the test soldiers stated that the (l412
presented little or no difficulty in traveling cross-country with
respect to its catching on vines, brush, branches, or"other foliage.
Four firers stated that the M14E2 did catch on vegetation because of
its length. Some of the test soldiers stated that the basic load of
the M1432 was too heavy and was difficult to carry cross-country any
considerable distance, and additionally increased the difficulty of
negotiating the water obstacle. During function firing after the marches,
one M1412 failed to feed eight t:ines.(
2.13.3.3.2 (C) Ten of the test soldiers stated that the C-AR pre-
sented little or no difficulty in traveling cross-country with respect
to its catching on vines, brush, branches, or other foliage. One test
soldier stated that the bipod had a tendency to fall off when traveling
through dense vegetation, and when "hitting the ground." It was further
stated that the short stock of the C-AR made it difficult to "hit the
ground" as quickly as with ,the M14E2. During function firing after
the marches, one C-QR failed to eject.

2.13.3.3.3 (C) Six of the fest soldiers stated that they experienced
difficulty in carrying the S-AR on the cross-country march. They
stated that the bipods had a tendency to fall off or to become en-
tangled in brush and vines. One test soldier stated that the front
sight of his S-AR caught in the vegetation.

2.13.3.3.4 (C) It was the opinion of the test officer that the S-AR
was not properly balanced for ease of carrying, in that its center of
balance was concentrated too far to the front. The short stock of the
S-AR made it difficult to "hit the ground" using the Atock as is done
with the M1412.
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2.13.3.3.5 (C) During function firing, after exposure to sand, mud,
and water on the marches, one S-AR "ran away," then failed to fire; one
S-Ah failed to eject, then failed to feed, and three S-AR's failed to
eject, then double fed.

2.13.3.3.6 (C) The test soldiers experienced only slight difficulty
in climbing and descending a debarkation net with the M1412. Occasion-
ally the muzzle of the M14E2 would become entangled in the debarkation
net, requiring the test soldier to pause to free his weapon.

2.13.3.3.7 (C) The test soldiers experienced no difficulty in
cliibing and descending a debarkation net with either the C-AR or the
S-AR.

2.13.3.3.8 (C) The test soldiers stated that the M14E2, due to its
length, would sometimes interfere with other test soldiers when load- -
ing and unloading from aircraft, vehicles, and APC's. The barrel, or
bipod legs when open, tended to catch on the clothing or web gear of
other test soldiers and to hit the side of the aircraft, vehicle, or

2.13.3.3.9 (C) The test soldiers stated that the C-AR and the S-AR,
with their bipods attached, tended to catch on the clothing and web
gear of other test soldiers. When the bipods were not attached, the
C-AR and the S-AR did not interfere with other test soldiers.

2.13.3.3.10 (C) It was determined that the best method to rig the
C-AR and the S-AR for jumping by the individual parachutist was in
the Case, Individual Weapon, Parachutist. (Figs 39 and 46, App V.)

2.13.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.13.3.4.1 (C) When queationed as to the comparative ease with which

the candidate machine guns could be carried, the 11 t soldiers
questioned indicated that the Code S machine guns were easier to carry
than the 1460 machine guns. Reasons given were that Code S machine
guns were lighter, smaller, and had less tendency to become entangled
in brush, vines, and web equipment.

2.13.3.4.2 (C) While being carried through heavy underbrush one M60
machine gun barrel became unlatched and one Code S machine gun trigger
guard became detached from the weapon from contact with the underbrush.
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2.13.3.4.3 (C) The 11 test soldiers indicated that the S-LMG's were
easier to fire while being carried than were the M60-IMG's; however,
two test soldiers commented that cartridge cases were occasionally
ejected into their left sleeve when firing the S-LLM-in the .assauU.p

2.13.3.4.4 (C) The best means of jumping the Code S machine guns
was with the S-1lMG packed in the Parachut-Lst Adjustable Equipment
Container (ref Fig 47 and,48, App AV), and the S.LMG in the C~seI
Individual Weapon, Parachutist. (ref Fig- 19p App V).

2.13.3.4.5 (C) No damage was noted to any of the three S-LG's
jumped and they were fired after the jumps with no noticeable increase
in the number of malfunctions. One S-MMG was damaged to such an extent
that it could not be fired. The feed cover latch handle was broken
off (ref Vig 96 and 97, App V), the windage knob was bent (ref Fig 97,
App V), and the feed cover was bent so that it could not be closed

,(• (ref Fig 95, 96, and 07, App V).

2.13.3.4.6 (C) No difficulties were encountered in raising or lower-
ing any of the candidate machine guns during the "dry net" drill. The
11 test soldiers questioned stated that the Code S machine guns were
easier to raise and lower due to their lighter weight.

2.13.3.4.7 (C) No difficulties were encountered when an infantry
weapons squad equipped with each type candidate machine gun loaded in
and unloaded from a helicopter, a 2k-ton truck, and an M113 personnel
carrier.

2.13.3.4,8 (C) The S-MG was not capable of accepting a carrying
sling since it did not have a forestock assembly. (Fig 10, App V).
When questioned as to the relative ease of carrying the candidate
machine guns in the slung position, the 11 test soldiers questioned

; ~indicated the S-LMG was the easiest to carry due to its lighter weight.

2.13.3.4.9 (C) It was the opinion of the 11 test soldiers used that
the carrying handles of the candidate machine guns were suitable for
that purpose.

2.13.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.13.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.13.4.1.1 (C) All of the candidate rifles are suitable as to
portability. However, the 5.56-mm candidate rifles are significantly
easier to carry than the M14 in cross-country marches and exercises,
debarking from amphibious shipping, and when getting into and out of
aircraft, vehicles, and APC's. The A-R, with the stock folded, is the
easiest of all to handle in debarking exercises and for getting in and
out of aircraft, vehicles, and APC's.
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2.13.4.1.2 (C) The candidate rifles ara all considered to be suit-
able for aerial delivery by individual parachutists.

2.13.4.1.3 (C) All of the candidate rifles are suitable with respect
to acceptability of a carrying sling in a conventional manner. The
H-R sling system was the most suitable for carrying the rifle in the
slung position.

2.13.4.1.4 (C) All of the candidate carbines are suitable with re-
spect to portability. However, the C-SMG and S-C are significantly
easier to carry than is the M14 in cross-country marches and exer-
cises, debarking from amphibious shipping, and for getting into and
out of aircraft, vehicles, and APC's.

2.13.4.1.5 (C) The candidate cqrbines are all considered suitable
for aerial delivery by individual parachutists. I
2.13.4.1.6 (C) The candidate carbines are all suitable for accepting
a carrying sling in a conventional manner. The C-SMG is the easiest
of the candidate carbines to carry.

2.13.4.1.7 (C) All of the candidate automatic rifles are suitable
with respect to portability. The C-AR and the S-AR are significant-
ly easier to carry than the M14E2 on cross-country marches and exer-
cises. However, the C-AR and S-AR bipods, when attached, tend to be-
come disengaged from contact with vegetation and other obstacles.
This is undesirable but acceptable, since they can be carried in
their bipod carrying case and are quickly attached dnd detached. In
addition, the C-AR and S-AR bipods have a tendency to detach from
the automatic rifle when the soldier "hits the ground."

2.13.4.1.8 (C) The candidate automatic rifles are suitable with re-
into and out of aircraft, vehicles, and APC's. The C-AR and S-AR

are slightly easier to handle under these conditions than is the
M14E2.

2.13.4.1.9 (C) The candidate automatic rifles are considered suit-
able for aerial delivery by individual parachutists.

2.13.4.1.10 (C) The candidate automatic rifles are suitable with
respect to accepting a carrying sling in a conventional manner.

2.13.4.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

p2.13.4.2.1 (C) The candidate machine guns are suitable with respect
to portability, with the Code S machine guns being dghificantIy
easier to carry and fire than the M60 machine guns due to their
smaller size and lesser weight and recoil.
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( 2.13.4.2.2 (C) The candidate machine guns are suitable for aerial

delivery by individual parachutiats.

2.13.4.2.3 (C) The candidate machine guns, except the S-MMG, which
does not have a forestock to which a front sling swivel can be at-
tached, are euitable for accepting a carrying sling. All of the
candidate machine guns have carrying handles which are considered
suitable for carrying them for short distances or when the barrels
are hot.

2.13.4.2.4 (C) The S-LMG cannot be mounted on the tripod sub-mount
assembly with the forestock assembled. Without the forestock as-
sembled, a sling cannot be attadbed.

2.13.4.3 (C) Deficiency of the Candidate Weapons (U)

C.. SiAR:

The S-AR is unreliable in functioning after exposure to sand,
mud, and water.

2.13.4.4 (C) Shortcomings of the Candidate Weapons (U)

C-AR and S-AR:

CThe C-AR and S-AR bipods tend to become detached Co-Ltedsitlywhen

//
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2.14 (C) SUB-TEST NO 14, ACCESSORIES .1ND TRAINING AIDS (U)

2.14.1 (C) OBJECIIVES (U)

Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles

2.14.1.1 (C) General (U)

To evaluate the accessories provided with the candidate rifles.
(Ref 40, App I.)

2.14.1.2 (C) Specific (U)

2.14.1.2.1 (C) To determine the suitability of blank ammunition
and blank firing attachments/devices. (Ref para 9, Part I, App III.)

2.14.1.2.2 (C) To evaluate the folding-type bipod, lightweight

and readily detachable. (Ref para 3a(8), Part I, App III.)

2.14.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.14.2.1 (C) Throughout all sub-tests, the candidate rifles with
their components and accessories were evaluated. Particular attention
was given to determining the suitability of the following:

a. Combination tool.

b. Cleaning rod.

c. Carrying sling.

d. Bipod.

e. Other accessories and training aids as provided.

2.14.2.2 (C) During Sub-Test No 13, Portability and Aerial Delivery,
the carrying sling was evaluated.

2.14.2.3 (C) Throughout all firing tests where the bipod was used,
difficulties encountered were recorded, and upon completion of all
tests, a determination as to the suitability of the bipod provided
with the candidate rifles was made. Particular attention was given
to ease of attaching, adjusting, and detaching the bipod from the rifle.

2.14.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.14.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)
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2.14.3.1.1 (C) The combination tool provided f~r the M14 was used
as an offset screwdriver, gas plug wrench, and cleaning rod handle.
(Item 5, Fig 52, App V.)

2.14.3.1.2 (C) One combination tool was provided for the 20 S-R's.
(Item 3, Fig 57, App V.) It was used as an adjusting tool for the
front sight post and as a punch to remove the takedown pins; however,
a cartridge could also be used to accomplish bcth these tasks.

2.14.3.1.3 (C) A sight elevation adjustment tool and a Phillips tip
screwdriver were provided with the H-R to make fine adjustments on
the elevation and windage of the rear sight. (Item 3, Fig 55, ;App V.)
A cartridge could be used to remove snap pins.

2.14.3.1.4 (C) No combination cool was provided with the XM16E1
or A-R.

2.14.3.1.5 (C) There were no difficulties with cleaning rods provided
for the M14. M11 type cleaning rods (Item 1, Fig 54, App V) were
provided for the XMl6EI and A-rR. No cleaning rods were provided for
the S-R and H-R. However, locally available cleaning rods idll type)
were used. M11 cleaning rods frequently became unserviceable with
little use (ref Sub-Test No 15, Maintenance). They mushroomed and
flared at the "oints and came apart. (Fig 68, App V.)

( / 2.14.3.1.6 (C) The carrying slings provided r.'tth the candidate rifles
were used VLhout difficulty throughout the teL .

2.14.3.1.7 (C) The M2 bipod provided with the M14 was a iolding-type
bipod with adjustable legs. The bipod required the use of the combination
tool for attachmn~t to the rifles. The 3rodpd-touching portions of the
bipod feet are flat, and they act as skids when moved laterally. (Fig 1,
App V.)

2.14.3.1.8 (C) The S-R was provided with a spring-loaded bipod that
clamps to the barrel of the rifle without adjustment. It had adjustable
legs for height, but could not be folded. It wao quickly attached and
detached, and was carried in a carrying case attached to the pistol
belt when not in use. The bipod leg had a flat foot with a small spike
on the outside portion. (Fig 57, App V.)

2.14.3.1.9 (C) The M3 bipod was provided with the XM16E1 and A-R.
It was a spring-loaded bipod that clamped to the barrel of the rifle
without adjustment. It did not have adjustable legs, nor could it ba
folded on the rifle. It was quickly attached and detached, and was
carried in a carrying case when not in use. The ground-couching portions
of this ýipod were flared to the outside and had sharp edges which did
not easily slide laterally. (Fig 49, App V.)
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2.14.3.1.10 (C) The bipod provided with the H-R was a slip-on, folding-
type, nonadjustable bipod with a spring-loaded snap lock. When on the
rifle, it was located on the collar below the chamber area of the
barrel, forward of the magazine housing. Its ground-touching portions
were two. large feet with a large triangular spike on the bottom of each
foot. The rearward position of the bipod enabled the firer to engage targets
with less lateral movement of the rifle and bipod than with the other
candidate rifles. However, the feet of the bipod did not easily slide
laterally. (Fig 50, App V.)

2.14.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.14.3.2.1 (U) Combination tools were available only for the M14; these
presented no difficulties. Test firers used cartridge tips to perform
adjustments on the S-C and C-SMG which could otherwise be accomplished
by a combination tool. (Ref Sub-Test No 15, Maintenance.)

* 2.14.3.2.2 <C) Cleaning rods were provided with the M14 maintenance
package and presented no difficulties. Cleaning rods were not received
with either the S-C or C-SMG, but were locally procured (MI1 type).

2.14.3.2.3 (C) No difficulties were encountered using standard web
slings with the carbine candidates.

2.14.3.2.4 (C) No bipods were received with the S-C and C-SMG. C.
2.14.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.14.3.3.1 (C) The combination tools provided for the M14E2 and the
S-AR presented no difficulty. No combination tool was necessary for
the C;AR since the firer could use the tip of a 5.56--n cartridge to
disassemble his C-AR, and to make adjustments to the front and rear
sights. Some test soldiers stated that sight adjustment would have
been faster and easier had a combination tool been provided for this
purpose.

2.14.3.3.2 (C) The cleaning rods issued with the Ml4E2's presented
no difficulties throughout all phases of testing.

2.14.3.3.3 (C) No cleaning rods were furnished with the C-AR or the
S-AR. Cleaning rods (Mll),available locally, were used.

2.14.3.3.4 (C) The carrying slings issued with the M14E2's presented
no difficulties throughout all phases of testing.

2.14.3.3.5 (C) No slings were issued with either the C-AR or the S-AR.
The standard sling for the Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14, was procured locally,
and used without difficulty with both the C-AR and the S-AR.
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( 2.14.3.3.6 (C) The bipod issued with the MI4E2 (M.2 Bipod, Modified)

presented no difficulties under all conditions encountered during the
test. Its attachment to the M14E2 required the use of the corabination
tool. Although its attachment required more time than that of the
bipeds for the C-AR or the S-AR, when once attached it did not become
detached when moving through dens:,h agetaticn or whet. "hitting the
ground" as did the biped for the -.- v (Ref Sub-Test No 13, Portabil-
ity and Aerial Delivery,) In addition, it was the only folding-type
bipod which could be folded back under the barrel of the weapon when
not in use. It was adjustable for height. (Figs 3 and 51, App V.)

2.14.3.3.7 (C) The bipeds issued with the C-AR (M3 Bipod) and the S-AR
(SAR Bipod) were more readily attachable and detachable than was the
M2 Bipod, Modified, to the mI4E2. However, neither of these bipods
folded back under the barrel of the automatic rifle when not in use.
The M3 Bipod was not adjustable for beight and conments were made by

(• test soldiers that it would have been better had it been adjustable for
height since they sometimes' had to assume awkward positions which re-
quired height adjustments. The S-AR Biped was adjustable for height.
Both the M3 Bipod and the S-AR Biped had a tendency to become detached
or semidetached from the autoird tic rifle when the firer slid the bipod
laterally along the ground, In the portability phase of testing, both
the M3 bipod and the S-AR Bieed tended to become detached when traversing
dense vegetation or when "hitting the ground,," Both of these bipods
were provided with a case which permitted their being carried on the

( pistol belt when not in use., (Figs 49 and 57, App V.)

2.14.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.14.4.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.14.4.1.1 (C) The combination tools for the M14 and the S-R are
considered suitable. Since a cartridge can be used in lieu of a
combination tool with the XMl6EI and the A-R, the lack of a combi.ation

( tool for those rifles is acceptable, The special tools for rear Gight
adjustment and zeroing of the H-R performed satisfactorily but the
need for these special items is undesirable,,

2.14.4.1.2 (C) The M14 type cleaning rod is suitable, The X11 type

cleaning rod is lacking in durability. No cl.eaning. rod was furnished
for the S-R and the H-R, but one is needed,

2.14.4.1.3 (C) Slings were evaluated and reported or. in Sub-Test No 13,
Portability and Aerial Delivery.

2.14.4.1.4 (C) All of the bipeds are readily attached and detached, al-
though more time is required to attach and detach the M14 type. This is
considered acceptable. Only the M14 type is both adjustable in height
and capable of being folded when attached to the rifle. The S-R bipod
is adjustable in height, but cannot be folded. The legs of the DMI6El
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and the A-R bipod can neither be adjusted in height nor folded. The
H-R type folds, but is not adjustable in height. However, due to its
claw-like feet and the position at which it attaches to the rifle, the
H-R type enables the firer to engage targets with less lateral movement
than with the other candidate types.

2.14.4.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.14.4.2.1 (C) The combination tool for the M14 is suitable. Since
a cartridge can be used in lieu of a combination tool with the C-SMG
and the S-C, the lack of a tool for those weapons is acceptable.

2.14.4.2.2 (U) The M14 type cleaning rod is suitable. No cleaning rod
was gurnished for the C-SMG or the S-C, but one is needed.

2.14.4.2.3 (C) Carrying slings were evaluated and reported on in-. Sub- (
Test No 13, Portability and Aerial Delivery. None was provided with the
C-SKG or the S-C, but one is needed.

2.14.4.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.14.4.3.1 (C) The combination tool for the Ml4E2 is su.table. Since
a cartridge can be used in lieu of a combination tool with the C-AR and
the ,S-UR, the lack of a combination tool for those weapons .is acceptable. (
2.14.4.3.2 (C) The M14E2 type cleaning rod is suitable. No cleaning
rod was provided with the C-AR n'nd S-ikR, but one ia needed.

2.14.4.3.3 (C) Carrying slings were evaluated and reported on in Sub-
Test No 13, Portability and Aerial Delivery. None were provided with
the C-AR nor the S-AR, but onel.:U needed.

2.14.4.3.4 (C) The modified M2 bipod for the M14E2 is readily, but not
quickly, attached and detached. The M3 bipod for the C-AR is readily
attached and detached but is too easily detached when inadvertently
struck. In addition, it is neither adjustable in height, nor does it
fold. The S-AR bipod is easily attached and detached, is adjustable
in height, but does not fold. It too has a tendency to become
detached when inadvertently struck.

2.14.4.4 (C) Shortcomings of the Candidate Weapons (U)

2.14.4.4.1 (C) S-R:

Incomplete maintenance padkage (ref Sub-Test No 15, Maintenance).

2.14.4.4.2 (C) XMl6E1 and A-R:

Bipod is not adjustable for height.
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2.14.4.4.3 (C) H-R:

a. Incomplete maintenance package (no cleaniAng rod) (ref Sub-

Test No 15, Maintenance).

b. Bipod is not adjustable for height.

c. Special tools required for rear sight adjustment and zeroing
(ref Sub-Test No 4, Sights).

2.14.4.4.4 (C) S-C and C-SMG:

a. Incomplete maintenance package (no cleaning rod) (ref Sub-
Test No 15, Maintenance).

b. No carrying sling provided.

2.14.4.4.5 (C) C-AR:

a. Incomplete maintenance package (no cleaning rod) (ref Sub-
Test No 15, Maintenance).

b. No carrying sling provided.

c. Bipod becomes detached too easily when inadvertently struck.

d. Bipod is not adjustable for height.

2.14.4.4.6 (C) S-AR:

a. Incomplete maintenance package (no cleaning rod) (ref Sub-

Test No 15, Maintenance).

b. No carrying sling.

C c. Bipod becomes detached too easily when inadvertently struck.

2.14.4.4.7 (C) CU.aning Rod (Mll):

Lack of durability (ref Sub-Test No 15, Maintenance).
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2.15 (C) SUB-TEST NO 15, HANTENANCE (U)

2.15.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.15.1.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

Specific

To evaluate (ref para 7, Part I, App III):

a. Ease of assembly and disassembly and tools required.

b. Ease of maintenance under combat conditions, to include
cleaning and maintenance tools/equipment to .be provided as
basic issue items.

c. Design which precludes reversed assembly to the detri-
ment of ito functioning (to include barrel change, if appropriate).

d. Soldier-proof features of (ref para 6e, Part 1, App III):

(1) Tamper-proof controls. (Controls which change mode
of fire from semiautomatic to automatic)

(2) Reversed assembly.

e. Assembly, disassembly, and maintenance techniques. (Ref
para 8b, Part I, App III.)

2.15.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

To evaluate: C1,

a. Ease of assembly and disassembly and tools required. (Ref
para 6, Part II, App III.)

b. Ease of maintenance under combat conditions. (Ref
para 6, Part II, App III.)

c. Design which precludes reversed.,assembly to the detriment
of its functioning. (Ref pars 6, Part II, App III.)

d. Soldier-proof features of (ref para 5e, Part II, App I11):

(1) Tamper-proof controls.

(2) Reversed assembly.
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e. Assembly, disassembly, and maintenance techniques. t(Rf

pars 7b, Part II, App III.)

2.15.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.15.2.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.15.2.1.1 (C) Throughout all sub-tests, the candidate rifles
were evaluated as to maintenance required. Special attention was
given to the determination of the following:

a. Ease of field assembly and disassembly and tools required.
(Special techniques developed were recorded.)

b. Ease of maintenance, to include cleaning and maintenance
tools.

metc. Any parts which could be reversed in assembly to the detri-
Sment of functioning.

d. Whether controls that are so designed are tamper proof.

2.15.2.1.2 (C) Throughout all maintenance periods, test personnel
were instructed to report any part or assembly which they believed
could be reversed in assembly, and to report any part, designed to
be tamper proof, that could be tampered with.

2.15.2.1.3 (C) Throughout all testing, adequacy of the maintenance
package furnished with each type candidate rifle was evaluated,
and difficulties encountered were recorded. A determination as to:
the adequacy of the POMM was made.

2.15.2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.15.2.2.1- (C) Each of ten test soldiers disassembled (field
C"stripped) and assembled each type of candidate machine gun, using

the procedures prescribed in appropriate references, five times
during daylight and five times during darkness, The average times
under each light condition were computed and recorded. Each test
soldier was questioned as to the comparative ease of disassembly and
assembly and as to any difficulties encountered. Any tools required
for disassembly and assembly were recorded.

2.15.2.2.2 (C) During the conduct of all sub-tests, the ease of
maintenance under simulated combat conditions was noted, and par-
ticular attention was given to the following:
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a. Whether any parts were capable of reversed assembly,
to the detriment of functioning.

b. Whether controls that were so designed were tamper-proof.

c. Whether the maintenance kits provided were adequate..

2.15.2.2.3 (C) During the conduct of all tests, any special main-
tenance requirements which were peculiar to any of the candidate
machine guns were recorded.

2.15.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.15.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.15.3.1.1 (C) The candidate rifles were easy to disassemble and
assemble for cleaning while in the field. A cartridge was used for-C
disassembly of the S-R, XMl6EI, and A-R rifles. The M14 required
a combination tool for disassembly of the gas cylinder plug for
(Oleading. The i-R did not require a tool for disassembly. Aver-
age times for disassembly and assembly are indicated in Table 15-1
(fig 52 through 56, App V).

TABLE 15-1

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY, RIFLES C
(Time in Seconds)

-Weapon Disassembly ss~emlY

4M14 19.5 39.5

S-R 13.6 28.6

XM16EI 14.0 18.0

H-R 15.0 34.5

A-R 13.5- 30.0

2.15.3.1.2 (C) The carbon build-up in the S-R, XMl6EI, H-R, and
A-R was excessive in the operating groups and in the bore. The
rtemoval of-this carbon was difficult and took &n eakeeasive atbunt
of time. When questioned, the firers felt the M14 was easier to
clean than the other candidate rifles. The S-R, XMl6El, H-R, and
A-R required more lubrication to fire sustained exercises than
the M14. The XMI6EI required more frequent cleaning than the other
candidate rifles to keep it operational.
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S2.15.3.1.3 (C) The following reversed assemblies of parts were
reported by test personnel end test soldiers in the candidate rifles,
resulting in improper functioning of the weapon:

a. The gas piston in the M14.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly in the S-R.

c. The hammer spring in the S-R.

2.15.3.1.4 (C) The M14 was the only candidate rifle designed to have
tamper-proof controls. The selector switch can be removed from the
rifle, thus restricting the capability of the rifle to semiautomatic
fire.

2.15.3.1.5 (C) The POMM cr TM prescribed the following items for
the candidate rifles. Th.se items actually received with the rifles
are indicated by an "t(X)" (fig 57, App V).

a. 1414

Combination Tool (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Small Arms, Bore (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Small Arms, Chamber (X)
Rod, Cleaning, Small Arms, MI (X)

b. S-R

Combination Tool
Brush, Cleaning, Receiver (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Gas Cylinder (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Utility
Brush, Cleaning, Chamber (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Locking Lug (X)
Brush, Barrel, Bore
Rod, Cleaning, Mll

k'• c. XMl6Ec

Brush, Oleaning, Bore
Rod, Cleaning, M11 (X)

d. H-R

Bolt Space Dimension Tool (X) (Not required for every rifle)
Sight Adjusting Tool (X)
Phillips Screwdriver (X)

CI] Brush, Cleaning, Chamber (X)
Rod, Cleaning, Chamber

!::; "17 3i ONRIDENTIAL
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e. A-R

Rod, Cleaning, M11 (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Bore

2.15.3.1.6 (C) The following items not listed in the TM or POMM were
considered necessary and should have been included in the maintenance
package:

a. M144

None

b. S-R

None Q
c.. X146E1

Brush, Cleaning, Chamber

d. H-R

Brush, Barrel, Bore
Rod, Cleaning, M11 C

2.15.3.1.7 (C) The following paragraphs of the POMM prescribed as

miniuzmm by AR were omitted for the S-R: (Ref 38, App 1.)

a. Operation of materiel used in conjunction with major items.

b. Operation under unusual conditions.

c. Purpose, functioning, and relationship of the item. -

2.15.3.1.8 (C) The following paragraphs of the POMM prescribed as
minimum by AR were omitted for the H-R: (Ref 38, App I.)

a. Operation of materiel used in conjunction with major items.

b. Purpose, functioning, and relationship of the item.

c. Photographs of the individual component parts by name.

2.15.3.1.9 (C) The following paragraphs of the POMM prescribed as
minimum by AR were omitted for the A-R: (Ref 38, App I.)

a. Operation of materiel used in conjunction with major items.

b. Operation under unusual conditions.

C. Purpose, functioning, and relationship of the item.
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( 2.15.3.1.10 (C) The instructions and data for the M14 and XM16EJ

are contained in their respective field manuals.

2.15.3.1.11 (C) The POMM for the H-R was not received with the rifle.
It was provided after approximately 95 percent of the test was completed.

2.15.3.1.12 (C) The cleaning equipment of the M14 was carried in a
compartment behind the butt plate in the stock. The cleaning equip-
ment of the S-R, XMl6El, HoR, and A-R was carried in a carrying case,
which also carried the quick detachable bipod of the rifle; however,
the H-R carrying case did not provide a special compartment for the
cleaning equipment as did the others.

2.15.3.1.13 (C) Cleaning rods (Mll) were furnished with the XM16ZI
and A-R. Cleaning rods were not furnished with the S-R and H-R;
however, M11 cleaning rods were used with these weapons. These rods
mushroomed and flared at the joints, and frequently broke at the
joints.

2.15.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.15.3.2.1 (C) Test soldiers were able to disassemble and assemble
the candidate carbines without tools with no significant difficulty.
A cartridge used as a tool is required for disassembly of the S-C
and C-SMG. The M14 requirt4 a combination tool for disassembly of
the gas cylinder plug (fig 52, 58, and 59, App V). The average
times for disassembly and assembly are indicated in Table 15-2.

TABLE 15=2

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY, CARBINES
(Time in Seconds

C Weapon Disassembly Assembly

M144 20.5 28.0

S-C 15.5 29.7

C-SMG 1.2.0 23.0

2.15.3.2.2 (C) No significant difficulties were encountered in
cleaning all types of candidate carbines under simulated combat
and field conditions.

2.15.3.2.3 (C) The following reversed assemblies of parts were
reported by test personnel and test soldiers in the 'candidate car-
,bines, resulting in improper functioning of the weapon:
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a. The gas piston in the M14.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly in the S-R.

c. The hammer spring in the S-C.

.2.15.3.2.4 (C) The M14 was the only caudidato carbtrle designed to
have tamper-proof controls. The selector switch can be removed from
the rifle, thus restricting the capability of the rifle to semi-
automatic fire.

2.15.3.2.5 (C) The M14 was able to fire a greater number of rounds

than the S-C and the C-SMG before requiring cleaning and/or lubri-
cation. The S-C and C-SMG tended to accumulate an excessive carbon
b,•ld-up at a considerably greater rate than the M14, often causing
stoppages to occur 4

2.15.3.2.6 (C) Cleaning and lubrication requirements were more
critical for the C-SMG than the S-C. The M14 cleaning and lubrication
requirements were less critical than for the 5.56-mm candidate carbines.

2.15.3.2.7 (C) The POMM or TM prescribed the following maintenance
items for the candidate carbines. Those items actually received
with the weapons are indicated by an "(X)."

a. M14

Combination Tool (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Small Arms, Bore (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Small Arms, Chamber (X)

V Rod, Cleaning, Small Arms, Ml (X)

t b. S-C

Combination Tool
Brush, Cleaning, Receiver (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Gas Cylinder (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Utility
Brush, Cleanuing, Chamber (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Locking Lug (X)
Brush, Barrel, Bore
Rod, Cleaning, M11

"c. C-SMG

Rod, Cleaning, M11
Brush, Cleaning, Bore
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2.15.3.2.8 (C) The following items not listed in the POMM were con-
sidered necessary and should have been included in the maintenance
package:

a. M144

None

b. S-C

None

c. C-SMG

Brush, Cleaning, Chamber

2.15.3.2.9 (C) Cleaning rods for the M14 were acceptable with
respect to durability under continued use. Cleaning rods were not
furnisher' with the S-C and C-SMG. M11 cleaning rods were used with
these weapons. These rods mushroomed and flared at the joints,
and frequently broke at the joints.

2.15.3.2A0 (C) The following paragraphb of the POMM prescribed
as minimum by AR were omitted for the S-C kR f 38, App 1.)

a. Operation of materiel used in conjunction with major items.

b. Operation under unusual conditions,

c. Purpose, functioning, and relationship of the item.

2.15.3,Z.I1 (C) The FOM for the C-SMG was identified by the manu-
facturer as a supplement to the technical manual for the XM16EI
(TM 9-1005-249-14). Only those aspects peculiar to the C-SMG were
included in the POMM, All othcr information common to the XMI6El
and the C-SMG is referenced to TM 9-1005-249-14,

2.15.3.2.12 (C) The instructions and data for the M14 rifle are con-
tained in FM 23-8-

2.15.3.2.13 (C) The cleaning equipment of the M14 was carried in
a compartment behind the butt plate in the stock. There was no pro-
vision for carrying the cleaning equipment of the S-C and C-SMG
either in the weapons or in carrying cases..

2.15.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (C)

2.15.3.3.1 (C) No tools were required for disassembly or assembly
of the candidate automatic rifles; however, the combination tool for
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the M14E2 and the S-AR, and a 5.56-mm cartridge for the C-AR were
helpful for disassembly. The combination tool was required for
the M14E2 to detach and attach the MZ Bipod and the iuzzle brake
compensator. When questioned, the test soldiers stated that all
the candidate automatic rifles were easy to disassemble and assemble
(fig 60 through 62, App V).

2.15.3.3.2 (C) The average times for disassembly and assembly of
the candidate automatic rifles are depicted in Table 15-3.

TABLE 15-3

DISASSEMKBY AND ASSEMBLY, AUTOMATIC RIFLES
(Time in Seconds)

Weapon Disassembly Assembly k

M14E2 19.5 3 2
•y,: C-A R 6.89.8

C-AR .89.8J

S-AR 18.7 34.3

2.15.3.3.3 (C) The build-up of carbon was a common difficulty
encountered with all three candidate automatic rifles. With the M14E2
the build-up of carbon around the muzzle brake compensator made it
difficult to remove. In almost every instance it had to be removed
by force, using a screwdriver, or some other such instrument, and a
hammer. Soaking in.solvent was not sufficient to loosen the carbon.
With the C-AR and the S-AR the build-up of carbon was less of a
problem and the parts remained easy to disassemble.
2.15.3.3.4 (C) The following reversed assemblibs of parts were

reported by test personnel and test soldiers in the candidate au-omatic
rifles, resulting in improper functioning of the weapon:

a. The gas piston in the M14E2.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly in the S-AR.

Y 2.15.3.3.5 (C) The M14E2 was the only candidate automatic rifle de-
signed to have tamper-proof controls. The selector switch can be re-
moved from the rifle, thus restricting the capability of the automatic
rifle to semiautomatic fire.

Co
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2.15.3.3.6 (C) The POMM or TM prescribed the following items for
the candidate automatic rifles. Those items actually received with
the automatic rifles are indicated by an "(X)" (fig 63, App V).

a. M14E2

B.'3sh, Cleaning, Bore
Brush, Cleaning, Chamber
Rod, Cleaning, M11, and Case (X)
Cleaning Rod Swab Ho~der Section (X)

Combination Tool (X)
Sling (X)

b. C-AR

Brush, Cleaning, Bore
( .. Rod, Cleaning, M11

c. S-AR

Brush, Cleaning, Bore
Brush, Cleaning, Chamber (X) --- "-'-

Brush* Cleaning, Locking Lug (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Utility
Brush, Cleaning, Gas Cylinder (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Receiver (X)
Rod, Cleaning, M11
Combination Toc (X)

2.15.3.3.7 (C) The following items not listed in the POMK were con-
sidered necessary and should have been included in the maintenance
packag e:

a. M14E2

None

b. C-AR

Brush, Cleaning, Chamber

C kAR

None

2.15.3.3.8 (C) Cleaning rods for the M14E2 were acceptable with
respect to durability under continued use. Cleaning rods were not
furnished with the C-AR and S-AR. Mll cleaning rods were used with
these weapons. These rods mushroomed and flared at the joints,
and frequently broke at the Joints.
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2.15.3.3.9 (C) The following paragraphs of the POMM prescribed asa minimum by AR were omitted for the C-AR: (Ref 38, App I.)

a. Operation of materiel used in conjunction with major items.

b. Operation under unusual conditions.

c. Purpose, functioning, and relationship of the item.

2.15.3.3.10 (C) The following paragraphs of the POMM prescribed as
a minimum by AR were omitted for the S-AR: (Ref 38, App I.)

a. Operation of materiel used in conjunction with major items.

b. Operation under unusua, conditions.

c. Purpose, functioning, and relationship of the item. .

2,15.3,4 (C) 4acht . - ()..

2.15.3.4.1 (C) No tools were required for disassembly or assembly
of any of the candidate machine guns although a cartridge. (or the

combination tool) was helpful when disassembling the Code S machine guns
(fig 64 and 65, App V).

2.15.3.4.2 (C) The average time for disassembly and assembly-(
(fig 63 and 64, App V) of ihe candidate machine guns is-l3.tbd,'in.
Table 15-4.

TABLE 15-4

DISASSEMBLY AND ASSEMBLY, MACHINE GUNS
(Time in Seconds)

Da .. Night (

Weapon Disassembly Assembly Disassembly Assembli

M60 25.4 68.1 31.8 117.1

Code S s6.9 66.6 33.4 109.0

2.15.3.4.3 (C) When questioned as to the ease of disassembly and
assembly, 8 of 10 test soldiers indicated the Code S machine gunsewere i
easier to disassemble and assemble than the H160 machine guns.
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2.153.4. (C)The following reversed assemblies of parts were

reported by test personnel and test soldiers in the candidate machine
guns, reiulting in improper functioning of the weapon:

a. The gas piston in the M60 machine gun.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly in the Code S
machine gun.

c. The trigger housing cover in the Code S machine gun.

d. The feed cover latch in the Code S machine gun.

2.15.3.4.5 (C) The controls on the candidate machine guns were not
designed to be tamper proof.

C2.15.3.4.6 (C) The P0MM or TM prescribed the followin4 : items for the
candidate machine guns. Those items actually received with the ma-
chine guns are indicated by an "C(X)"I: (Fig 63 and 66, App V).

a. M60

Brush, Cleaning, Small Arms; Bore (X)
Brush, Cleaning, Small Arms: Chamber (X)
Brush, Cleauing Small Arms: Receiver (X)
Case, Carrying: Barrel Assembly and Equipment (X)
Extractor, Ruptured Cartridge Case (X)
Magazine Assembly (X)
Mitten, Cloth: Asbestos, M1942 (X)
Rod, Cleaning, Small Arms: Ml (X)
Sling, Small Arms: Ml (X)
Wrench, Screwdriver, and Reamer Combination: (X)

b. Code S

Rod, Cleaning, M11
Combination Tool (X)
Brush, Barrel: Bore
Brush, Cleaning: Gas Chamber (X)
Brush, Cleaning: Chamber (X)
Brush, Cleaning: Cylinder (X)
Brush, Cleaning: Utility
Brush, Cleaning: Receiver (X)
Barrel Assembly: Spare (X)
Bag, Canvas Carrying, Barrel (X)

2.15.3.4.7 (C). The following items not listed in the POtM were

considered necessary and should have been included in the maintenance
package:
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a. M60

None

b. Code S

Extractor, Ruptured Cartridge Case
Sling, Web
Mitten, Cloth: Asbestos, M1942

2.15.3.4.8 (C) The following paragraphs of the POMM prescribed
as minimum by AR were omitted for the Code S madhine guns: (Ref
38$ App I.),

a. Operation of materiel used in conjunction with major items.

b. Operation under unusual conditions.

c. Purpose, functioning, and relationship of the item.

2.15.3.4.9 (C) The gas rings on the barrel assembly of the Code
S machine guns accumulated carbon during firing, and bore cleaner and
a wire brush were needed to clean the gas rings. A drop of oil
on the gas rings helped prevent carbon accumulation. During as-
sembly, care had to be exercised to insure that the notches in
each of the three gas rings were not aligned. Alignment of the C
three notches resulted in a poor gas seal. Neither the maintenance
nor the alignment of the gas rings were covered in the POMM's.
2.15.3.4.10 (C) Early in the test program a representative of the

manufacturer stated that the Code S machine guns should be heavily
lubricated. This was in•icontradiction to the instructions in the
POMM's, which stated that Code S machine guns should be oiled light-
ly. The weapons functioned better with liberal lubrication. -

2.15.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.15.4.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.15.4.1.1 (C) The ease of disassembly and assembly of the candi-
date rifles is suitable and the differences areanotrgdificant.
Times for disassembly and assembly are acceptable. The use of a
cartridge as a tool for the disassembly of the S-R, XM16E1, and
A-R is not a shortcoming or a deficiency.

2.15.4.1.2 (C) The ease 6f..m•intenanee, 6f!:ther:caddidate•.tffies--,2 r
under combat conditions is suitable. However, the excessive carbon
build-up after firing the 5.56-mm candidate rifles is a significant
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disadvantage, since more fr ,quent cleaning is required. The M14
is the easiest of the cand-.UaLe rifles to clean.

2.15.4.1.3 (C) Those parts of the candidate rifles which can be
reversed to the detriment of weapon functioning are:

a. The gas piston of the M14.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly of the S-R.

c. The hammer spring of the S-R.

2.15.4.1.4 (C) The controls of the M14 are tamper proof. None of
the other candidate rifles have controls designed to be tamper proof.
This is not significant.

C 2.15.4.1.5 (C) The assembly, disassembly, and maintenance techniques

of the candidate rifles are outlined by their respective TM or POMKM.
No special techniques are required.

2.15.4.1.6 (C) The maintenance package furnished with the candidate
rifles, except the H14, is incomplete and inadequate.

2.15.4.1.7 (C) The omitted portion of the POM's of the S-R, A-R,
and H-R are essential for the preparation and training of thL test
soldiers with the candidate rifles.

2.15.4.1.8 (C) The Ml1 cleaning rods for use with the 5.56-mm
weapons are unsuitable (para 2.15.3.1.13). This is significant.

2.15.4.1.9 (C) There is a need for a suitable chamber cleaning
brush for the A-R and XMl6EI. This is significant.

2.15.4.1.10 (C) The portability means provided for the cleaning
equipment of the XMl6EI, S-R, H-R, and A-R is adequate. ThisC- means is not considered as effective as that of the M14 because
the cleaning equipment is not physically kept with the rifle;
however, this is not significant.

2.15.4.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.15.4.2.1 (C) The ease of disassembly and assembly of the candidate
carbines is suitable, and the difference is not significant. Times
for disassembly and assembly are acceptable. The use of a cartridge
as a tool for the disassembly and assembly of the S-C and C-SMG is
not a shortcoming or a deficiency.

2.15.4.2.2 (C) The ease of maintenance of the candidate carbines
under combat conditions is suitable. The rapici carbon build-up
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after firing the 5.56-mm candidate carbine is regarded as a signi-
ficant disadvantage in cleaning. The M14 is the easiest of the candi-
date carbines to clean.

2.15.4.2.3 (C) Those parts of the carbine candidates which can be
reversed to the detriment oi weapon functioning are:

a. The gas piston of the M14.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly of the S-C.

c. The hammer spring of the S-C.

2.15.4.2.4 (C) The controls of the M14 are tamper proof. None
of the other candidate carbines have controls designed to be tamper
proof. This is significant.

2.15.4.2.5 (C) The assembly, disassembly, and maintenance techniques
of the candidate carbines are outlined by their respective TM or
POMM. No special techniques are required.

2.15.4.2.6 (C) The maintenance packages furnished with the candi-
date carbines, except the M14, are incomplete and inadequate.

2.15.4.2.7 (C) The omitted portions of the S-C POMM are consider-,
ed essential for the preparation and training of test soldiers with
these candidate carbines. The consolidation of the C-SMG POMM
with the XMl6El Technical Manual would be highly desirable, and
would facilitate training. The POMM's for the S-C and C-SMG are
incomplete.

2.15.4.2.8 (C) The means of carrying the cleaning equipment in
the M14 is suitable. The lack of a means of carrying the cleanihg
equipment-of the S-C and C-SMG is unacceptable. C

2.15.4.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.15.4.3.1 (C) With respect to ease of disassembly and assembly,
the candidate automatic rifles are suitable. The C-AR is signi-
ficantly easier to disassemble and assemble.

2.15.4.3.2 (C) The ease of maintenance of the candidate automatic
rifles under combat conditions is suitable. However, the carbon
build-up in the muzzle brake compensator of the M14E2 presents a
significantly greater maintenance problem than with the other candi-
date automatic rifles. After the carbon build-up, the compen~ator
is extremely difficult to remove, and special tools and a solvent
are usually required. Therefore, under combat conditions the
muzzle brake compensator could not be removed. This is significant.
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2.15.4.3.3 (C) Those parts of the candidate automatic rifles
which can be reversed to the detriment of weapon functioning are:

a. The gas piston of the M14E2.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly of the S-AR.

2.15.4.3.4 (C) The controls of the M14E2 are tamper proof. None
of the other candidate automatic rifles have controls designed to
be tamper proof. This is not significant.

2.15.4.3.5 (C) The assembly, disassembly,and maintenance tech-
niques of the candidate automatic rifles are outlined by their
respective TM or POMM. No special techniques are required.

2.15.4.3.6 (C) The maintenance package of the M14E2 is-adequate.
The maintenance packages of the C-AR and S-AR are inadequate.

2.15.4.3.7 (C) The PO1M's of the C-AR and the S-AR are incomplete.

2.15.4.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.15.4.4.1 (C) The ease of disassembly and assembly of the candi-
date machine guns is suitable and comparable.

2.15.4.4.2 (C) The ease of maintenance under combat conditions of
the candidate machine guns is acceptable.

2.15.4.4.3 (C) Those p~rts of the candidate machine guns which
can be reversed to the detriment of weapon functioning are:

a. The gas piston of the M60.

b. The tang on the carrier cap assembly of the Code S machine

c. The trigger housing cover of the Code S machine gun.

d. The feed cover latch of the Code S machine gun.

2.15.4.4.4 (C) None of the candidate machine guns have controls::
designed to be tamper proof.

2.15.4.4.5 (C) The assembly, disassembly, and maintenance tech-
niques of the candidate vv:h~ne guns are outlined by their resp-Pc.-
tive TM or POMM.

2.15.4.4.6 (C) The maintenance package provided with the Code S
machine gun is inadequate.
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2.15.4.4.7 (C) The POMM for the Code S machine gun- is incomplete.

2.15.4.5 (C) Deficiencies of the Candidate Weapons (U)

2.15.4.5.1 (C) S-R and S-C: 4
a. The reversibility of the tang on the carrier cap assembly.

b. The reversibility of the hammer spring.

2.15.4.5.2 (C) S-AR and Code S Machine Guns:

The reversibility of the tang on the carrier cap assembly.

2.15.4.6 (C) ShortcominRs of the Candidate Weapons (U)

2.15.4.6.1 (C) M114:

Reiiersibility of the gas piston.

2.15.4.6.2 (C) .S-R:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

b. Incomplete POMM. C"
c. Too many brushes required for cleaning.

2.15.4.6.3 (C) XM16EI:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

b. Lack of a chamber cleaning brush.

2.15.4.6.4 (C) H-R:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

b. Incomplete POMM.

2415.4.6.5 (C) A-R.

a. Incomplete in "ntenance package.

b. Incomplete POMM.

c. Lack of a chamber cleaning brush.
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S2.15.4.6.6 (C) S-C:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

b. Incomplete POMM.

c. Too many brushes required for cleaning.

d. Lack of a means of carrying cleaning equipment.

2.15.4.6.7 (C) C-SMG:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

b. Incomplete POMM.

c. Lack of a chamber cleaning brush.

d. Lack of a means of carrying cleaning equipment.

2.15.4.6.8 (C) M14E2:

a. Reversibility of the gas piston.

b. Difficulty " in removing the;'muztle ,,bt .ke 'c.6mpeiý$ator..:

2.15.4.6.9 (C) C-AR:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

b. Incomplete POMM,

c. Lack of a chamber cleaning brush.

2.15.4.6.10 (C) S-AR:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

h. Incomplete POMM,

c. Too many brushes required for cleaning.

2.15.4.6.11 (C) M60:

Reversibility of the gas piston.

2.15.4.6.12 (C) Code S Machine Guns:

a. Incomplete maintenance package.

~kurfw~unmmumw. ma187
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b. Incomplete POM4.

c. Too many brushes required for cleaning.

d. Reversibility of the trigger housing cover.

e. Reversibility of the feed cover latch.

2.15.4.6.13 (C) Cleaning Rod (MI1):

"Lack of durability.

kC

•;..
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2.16 (C) SUB-TEST NO 16, DURABILITY AND RELIABILITY (U)

S2.16 .1 (C) OBJECTIVE (U)

2.16.1.1 (C) Rifles. Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

) Specific

To determine:

a. Ruggedness: Capaoility to withstand normal usage encounr.
tered in. training and combat (ref para 5e, Part I, App IV).

b. Malfunctions (to include failures to feed or fire) in terms
of number of rounds fired and categorized as: clearable by immediate
action (Category I), and requiring parts replacement or correction
by echelons higher than the individual using the weapon (Category
II, III, or IV) (ref para 5d, App IV).

2.16.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

To determine:

a. Ruggedness: Capability to withstand normal usage encoun+4,
teread'iu training and combat (ref para 4e, Part II, App III).

b. Malfunctions (to include failure to feed or fire) in terms
of number of rounds fired and categorized as: Clearable by immediate
action (Category I), and requiring parts replacement or correction
by echelons higher than the individual using the weapon (Category II,
III, or IV). (Ref para 4d, Part II, App III.)

2.16.2 (C) METHOD (U)U'
2.16.2.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, Automatic Rifler, and Machine Guns (U)

2.16.2.1.1 (C) Throughout all testing, data bearing on durability
and reliability of the candidate weapons were recorded. Special
attention was given to their ruggedness.

2.16.2.1.2 (C) Throughout all sub-tests, malfunctions and part
breakage which occurred with the candidate weapons were recorded.
Malfunctions were categorized as follows:

a. Category I - Malfunctions which were corrected by immediate
action on the part of the firer. The "immediate action" taken was
appropriate to the type weapon and included such actions as manually
operating the bolt or withdrawing a spent case with the fingers, but
did not include field stripping and did not require the use of tools.
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b. Category II - Malfunctions which could not be corrected by

Category I action, but were corrected in the field by field stripping
and/or cleaning, lubricating, or minor adjustment without the use of
tools (other than a cartridge or other aid normally available to the
firer). This category did not include second echelon level work, but
was intended to include aztions which the soldier could take during
a temporary respite iL. conbat.

c. Category III - Malfunctions which could not be corrected by
Category I or Category II action, but which were correctible at second
echelon, using the tools, facilities, and skills normally available at
that level.

d. Category IV - Malfunctions which could not be corrected by
Category I, Category II, or Category III. actions.

2.16.2.1.3 (C) Category I malfunctions were determined by the test
NCO. The range officer determined Category II, III, and IV malfunc-
tions.

2.16.2.1.4 (C) Malfunction abbreviations used will be as follows:

FF -Failure to feed
FFR - Failure to fire
FX - Failure to extract
FJ -Failure to eject
FBC - Failure of bolt to close
"SR1  - Short recoil
IFR - Inadvertent firing
FMR - Failure to maintain cyclic rate
BUBI - Bolt underrode base of round in feeding
DF - Double feed, two rounds fed from magazine at once
BCE'- - Bolt catch engaged bolt carrier instead of bolt after

firing the last round ia the magazine
BFEI " Bolt failed to engage base of round in magazine
BLE - Bolt lacked sufficient energy to force round from

magazine
BOB 1  - Bolt overrode base of round in feeding from magazine
FBF - Failure of bolt to go forward
FBR - Failure of bolt to remain at rear after last round
FCB - Fired on closure of bolt
FJC - Failure to eject clip
ML2 - Failure of the magazine to lock in rifle

FTR - Failure of trigger to return to forward position
F2R - Fired 2 rounds on one rearward movement of trigger
BCS - Bolt catch stopped forward movement of bolt before

last round of magazine was fired

190
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FS Failure to strip round
FSO Failure of bolt to sear off
FF0 1  Failure to feed round over to stripping position

FBS - Failure of bolt to sear
FRA - Failure to remain in assembly
FLI - Failure to load by hand charging
PSi - Partial strip of round from link

'Most frequent description of the cause of malfunction, rather
than a malfunction itself. For example, a failure to feed due

to the bolt overriding the base of a round in feeding from a
magazine would be abbreviated as FF (BOB).

2 Cause of FF on some occasions.

2.16.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.16.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2.16.3.1.1 (C) The total,:and rate, of malfunctions by type, for
each type candidate rifle, are listed in Table 16-1. The total, and
rate, of malfunctions by type, for each candidate rifle are listed in
Charts 16-1 through 16-5, Appendix II.

2.16.3.1.2 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions, including broken,
damaged, and lost parts, by category for each type candidate rifle
are listed in Table 16-2. The total and rate of malfunctions, including
broken, damaged, and lost parts, by category for each candidate rifle
are listed in Charts 16_v6 and 16-7, Appendix II.

2.16.3.1.3 (C) A summary of broken, damaged, and lost parts for each
type candidate rifle is j.isted in Charts 16-8 and 16-9, Appendix II.
Chart 16-8 lists the broken, damaged, and lost parts to which mal-
functions were attributed; Chart 16-9 lists the broken, damaged, and
lost parts to which malfunctions were not attributed. (Figures 67
through 79, Appendix V.)

2.16.3.1.4 (C) The following modifications were made on the S-R's
after they hdd been received for testing:

a. The gas port redrilled from .069 inches to .072 inches by
the tebhnical representative for the Code S weapons, after approval
was obtained from USATECOM.

b. Forestock assembly was replaced by a modified assembly with

a stop for the barrel latch pin, as directed by USATECWM. The lack
of a stop for the barrel latch pin was considered a safety hazard by
the Engineer Test Agency.

CONFIDENTIAL1
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TABLE 16-1

TOTAL AND RATE OF MALFUNCTIONS--RIFLES AND CARBINES

TOTAL (1)
RDS FF FFR FX FJ FBC FMR BUB DF

WNFIRED_____
(2) TOTAL 200 16 18 19 29 4 4

M14 518.580 (3) RATE 2592 32399 28799 27283 17875 129595*; 129595
TOTAL 17 39 20 17 3 4 42

S-R 110,371 RATE 6492 2830 5519 6492 36790 '27593 2628
TOTAL 75 39 86 251 3 33 33

Nmffl 95.720 RATE 1276 2454 113 381 31907 L2900 2900
TOTAL 45 2 18 18 170

H-R 76,026 RATE 1689 38013 4224 447
TOTAL 46, 6 9 39 4 69_,_6

A-R 68.622 RATE 1492 11370 7625 1760 17155 995
TOTAL 60 14 65 1 3 42

S-C 83.107 RATE 1385 5636 1278 83107 27702 1978
TOTAL 29 4 43 2 11

C-SM 81,871 RATE 3823 20467 1904 40935 - 7443

(Continued) ___________ _________

(4) (5) O
BOB FBF FBR FTR BCS TOTAL TOTAL MINUS

TT -(FBR)

TOTAL 11 5 6 1 313 307
"M14 RATE 47125 103676 86397 - 518380 1656 1689

" TOTAL i 10 2 155 145
S-R RATE 110371 11037 55186 712 761

TOTAL 188 532 2 1242 710

HM16E1 RATE 509 180 47860 77 135
TOTAL 1i 7 243 236 __A-R RATE 176,026 10861 313 -" 322

TOTAL 64 3 240 237
A-R RATE 1072 22873 286 290

TOTAL 42 2 5 1 231 226
S-C RATE 1978 .41553 16621 83107 354 368

TOTAL 11 1 122 222 100
C-M 'RATE 7443 r,81871 671 ,._ 369.., 818

LEGEND: (1) Abbreviations (ref rira 2.16.2.1.4)
(2): Total of each type of malfunction for each type candidate weapon.
(3) Rate--Malfunction occurred: 1:rounds fired. (Example: M14,

200 Failures to Feed (FF), 1 FF occurred every 2,592 rounds
fired.)

(4) Total malfunctions for each type candidate weapon.
(5) Total malfunctions minus the total FBR for each type candidate

weapon (computed because of excessive XK16E1 and C-SMG F3R's).%
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2.16.3.1.5 (C) The following modification was made on the H-R's
after they had been received for testing:

The butt stock snap pin hole was increased in diameter and a
bushing inserted by the technical representative for the H-R's after
approval was obtained from USATECCM. This was done to overcome what
was considered a safety hazard by the Engineer Test Agency.

2.16.3.1.6 (C) The following modifications were made on the A-R's
after they had been received for testing:

a. The plunger take-down housing on the guide rod plate was cut
off of the first seven rifles that were received by the technical
representative for the A-R's after approval was obtained from USATECa4.
This was done to overcome what was considered a safety hazard by the
Engineer Test Agency.

b. The guide rod weld assembly was reinforced on the take-down
plunger housing, and the guide rods were welded to the guide rod
plate; originally they were threaded and screwed into the guide rod
plate. This was accomplished by the technical representatives for
the A-R's after approval was obtained from USATECOM to increase the
durability of the guide rods and plunger take-down housing.

c. The groove on the lower receiver was increased to accept the
modified guide rod weld assembly by the technical representative for
the A-R's after approval was obtained from USATECCK.

2.16.3.1.7 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the M14:

a. Eight incidents of bolt rollers being cracked or broken.

b. Two incidents of windage knob pinion assembly being stripped.

(• c. Four incidents of the flash suppressor set screws coming
loose and being lost.

d. Six incidents of burned stocks.

e. Four incidents of broken or cracked M2 bipods.

2.16.3.1.8 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the S-R:

a. Six incidents of bolts being cracked or broken (ref Fig 69,
App V).
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h., Five incidents of bolt stops being broken.

c. Three incidents of the carrier and piston assembly being
separated (ref Fig 70, App V),

d. One incident of the take-down pin being separated from the
trigger housing group (ref Fig 71, App V).

2.16.3.1.9 .(C) The following was significant with respect to the
reliability of the S-R: One incident of selector switch being in-
operative.

.2.16.3.1.10 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
*durability of the XMl6E1:

a. Four incidents of bolts being cracked or broken.

b. Four incidents where the bolt carrier keys had to be re-
torqued.

c. Five incidents of the buffer assembly roll pins being
separated or deformed.

d. Twenty-four incidents of the firing pin-retaining pin being
cracked during firing.

2.16.3.1.11 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
reliability of the XMl6El:

a. Five hundred thirty-two (532) incidents of the bolt failing
to remain to the rear after the last round of a magazine had been
fired. (Rate, 1:180 rounds fired.)

riding the base of round in feeding from magazine. (Rate, 1:509

rounds fired.)

c. Two hundred fifty-one (251) incidents of failure to eject.
(Rate, 1:381 rounds fired.)

d. One thousand two hundred forty-two (1,242) incidents of mal.-
functions. (Rate, 1:77 rounds fired.)

e. One incident of the selector switch being inoperative.

f. One-incident of the front sight post being frozen.

C O. 1946
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2.16.3.1.12 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the H-R:

a. Five incidents of the bayonet adapter set screws being loose
or lost with the bayonet adapter assembly separating from the operat-
ing tube.

b. Five incidents of the bolt stop spring being broken on the
tip.

2.16.3.1.13 (C) The following are significant with respect to the
reliability of the H-R:

a. Thirteen incidents of the operating rod pin coming loose and
binding on the operating rod tube. Incidents recurred in rifles after
initial malfunction was corrected.

b. Forty-four incidents of blown primers with M193 (WCC 6089)
ammunition.

c. One hundred seventy (170) incidents of double feeds. (Rate,
1:447 rounds fired'.)

d. Two hundred forty-three (243) incidents of malfunctions.
(Rate, 1:313 rounds fired.)

C 2.16.3.1.14 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the A-R:

a. Six incidents'of the weld assembly guide rods being broken
or separated from the guide rod plate (ref Fig 74, App V).

b. One incident of the upper receiver pivot being cracked (ref

Fig 76, App V).

c. One incident of the bolt carrier assembly being burred enough

to prevent removal of the firing pin. Others were burred to a lesser
extent (ref Fig 77, App V).

d, One incident of the lower receiver being cracked on the Taga-
zine housing (ref Fig 76, App V).

e. Seven incidents of the lower receiver being cracked on the
back plate weld (ref Fig 78, App V).

f. One incident of the barrel extension being cracked (ref Fig
76, App V).

g, Four incidents of the upper .handguard. liners' being oepar.ted
or loosened from the upper handguard..
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2.16.3.1.15 (C) The following werer significant with respect to the
reliability of the A-R:

a. Sixty-nine (69) incidents of double feeds. (Rate, 1:995
rou-.,s fired.)

b. Sixty-four (64) incidents of the bolt overriding thO-base
of round in feeding from magazine. (Rate, 1:1072 rounds fired.)

c. Two hundred forty (240) incidents of malfunctions. (Rate,
1:286 rounds fired.)

2.16.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.16.3.2.1 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions by type for each
type candidate carbine are listed in Table 16-1. The total and rate
of malfunctions by type for each candidate carbine are listed in
Charts 16-10 and 16-11, Appendix IH.

2.16.3.2.2 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions, including broken,
damaged, and lost parts, by category for each type candidate carbine
are listed in Table 16-2. The total and rate of malfunctions, including
broken, damaged, and lost parts, by category for each candidate carbine
are listed in Chart 16-12, Appendix II.

2.16.3.2.3 (C) A summary of broken, damaged, and lost parts for each
type candidate carbine is listed in Charts 16-13 and 16-14, Appendix
II. Chart 13 lists the broken, damaged, and lost parts to which mal-
functions were attributed; and Chart 14 lists the broken, damaged, and
lost parts to which malfunctions were not attributed.

2.16.3.2.4 (C) The following modifications were made on the S-C's
"after they had been received for Lesting:

a. The gas port was redrilled to .707 inch by the technical
representative for the Code-S Weapons after approval was obtained
from USATECOM.

b. The forestock assembly was replaced with a modified assembly
with a stop for the barial latch pin as directed by USATECOM. The
lack of a stop for the barrel latch pin was considered a safety hazard
by the Engineer Test Agency.

2.16.3.2.,5 (C) The following modification was made on C-SMG's after
they had been received for testing: The muzzle brakes were replaced
changing the outer-wall thickness from .062 inch to 0.125 inch by the
technical representative for the Code-C Weapons after approval was
obtained from USATECOM, The thinner outer-wal'l iS considered a safety
hazard by the Engineer Test Agency.
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2.16.3.2.6 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the S-C:

a. Two incidents of bolts being cracked or broken

b. Three incidents of bolt stops being broken.

c. One incident of the carrier-and piston assembly being sepa-
rated.

2.16.3.2.7 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
reliability of the S-C:

a. One incident of the front sight post being frozen.

b. Seven incidents of the gas port rings being frozen.

c. Two hundred thirty-two (232) incidents of malfunctions.
(Rate, 1:358 rounds fired.)

2.16.3.2.8 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the C-SMG: Two incidents of bolts being cracked or
broken.

2.16.3.2.9 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
reliability of the C-SMG:

a. One hundred twenty-two (122) incidents of the bolt failing
to remain to the rear after the last round in the magazine had been
fired. (Rate, 1:671 rounds fired.)

b. Two hundred twenty-two (222) incidents of malfunctions.
(Rate, 1:369 rounds fired.)

2.16.3.3 (C) Autom-tic Rifles (U) 6
2.16.3.3.1 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions by type for each
candidate automatic rifle are listed in Table 16-3. The total and
rate of malfunctions by type for each candidate automatic rifle are
listed in Charts 16-15 through 16-17, Appendix II.

2.i6.3.3.2 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions, including broken,
damaged, and lost parts, by category for each type candidate automatic
rifle are listed in Table 16-4. The total and rate of malfunctions,
including broken, damaged, and lost parts, by category for each candi-
date automatic rifle are listed in Charts 16-18 through 16-20, Appendix

I198
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2.16.3.3.3 (C) A summary of broken, damaged, and lost parts for each
type candidate automatic rifle is listed in Charts 16-21 through 16-26,
Appendix II. The charts are separated into the broken, damaged, and
lost parts to which malfunctions were attributed and the broken,
damaged, and lost parts to which malfunctions were not attributed.

2.16.3.3.4 (C) No modifications were made to the M14E2 or the C-AR
after they were received for testing. The gas ports of the S-AR's
were redrilled from .055- .057 inch to .059 inch by the technical
representative for the Code-S Weapons after approval was obtained
from USATECOM.

2.16.3.3.5 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the M14E2:

a. Three incidents of burned stocks.

b. Three incidents of broken bipods (ref Fig 80, App V).

2.16.3.3.6 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the C-AR:

a. Five incidents of broken extractor springs.

b. Nine incidents of broken action spring assembly (ref Fig 81,
App V).

c. One incident of a broken bolt (ref Fig 82, App V).

2.16.3.3.7 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
reliability of the C-AR:

a. One hundred twenty-seven (127) incidents of failure to ex-
tract. (Rate, 1:666 rounds fired.)

b. Two hundred thirty-five (235) incidents of malfunctions. (Rate,
1:363 rounds fired.)

2..16.3.3.8 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the S-AR:

a. Six i.nstances of lost or damaged housing sight assembly pin.

b. One incident of the piston rod separating from the bolt
carrier.
2.16.3.3.9 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
reliability cf Itae -S-AR:

a., Sixty-five incidents of inadvertent fire (run-sway gun)"2'
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( b. Two hundred sixty-three (263) incidents of malfunctions.

(Rate, 1:337 rounds fired.)

2.16.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.16.3.4.1 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions by type for each
type candidate machine gun are listed in Table 16v3. The total and
rate of malfunctions by type for each candidate machine gun are listed
in Charts 16-27 and 16-28, Appendix II.

2.16.3.4.2 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions, including broken,
damaged, and lost parts, by category for each type candidate machine
gun are listed in Table 16-4. The total and rate of malfunctions, in-
cluding broken, damaged, and lost parts, by category for each candidate
machine gun are listed in Charts 16-29 and 16-30, Appendix II.

2.16.3.4.3 (C) A summary of broken, damaged, and lost parts for each
type candidate machine gun is listed in Charts 16-31 through 16-34,

S•Appendix II.

2.16.3.4.4 (C) The numbers of rounds recorded for each of two barrels
for each of the candidate machine guns are shown in Chart 16-35, Appen-
dix II. These datt .erei••& tollected during function firing so the total

. rounds listed for barrels d b' ..dqual" hhe:•otal:.rour~ds.Iited for.
weapons.

2.16.3.4.5 (C) Buffer assemblies, bolt plugs, drive spring guides,
and operating rods of a newer design were placed in all the 1160.
machine guns at the request of USAWECOM. The replaced parts were not
categorized as broken, damaged, or lost since they were still service-
able when replaced.

2.16.3.4.6 (C) Initial firing indicated that the Code-S machine guns
were under-powered. Their gas ports were enlarged to .070 inch by the
S(7• technical representatives for the Code-S Weapons after approval was
obtained from USATECOM.

2.16.3.4.7 (C) The following were significant with respect to the

f durability of the M60 machine gun:

a. Two gas cylinder plugs came out while firiog.

b. Two bolt plug lock pins were lost.

c. Twenty-one adjustable range plates on the rear sight were bent
during adjustment (ref Fig 84, App V).

d. The right leg, of two M122 tripod mounts bent while being put
into action. An attempt to straighten one of the legs resulted in a
cracked leg (ref Fig 85, App V).
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2.16.3.4.8 (C) The following were considered significant with re-
spect to the durability of the Code-S Machine guns:

a. Two trigger pins vibrated loose during firing.

b. Two feed cover assembly pins vibrated loose during firing.

c. Five bcIts were broken (ref Fig 88 and 89, App V).

d. Two windage knobs were bent.

e. Two feed cover latches fell apart.

f. Two pistons separated from the carrier.

g. One set of barrel bushing rings was broken.

h. One set of carrier cap rollers disassembled (ref Fig 91, App V).

i. One barrel had a hole blown in it.

J. Nine cartridges ruptured, seven of these on one weapon.

2.16.3.4.9 (C) The following were con3idered significant with respect
to the reliability of the Code-S tachine Juns:

a. Six hundred eighty-six (686) incidents of failures to feed.
(Rate, 1:250 rounds fired.)

b. Seven hundred thirty-four (734) incidents of failures to fire.
(Rate, 1:234 rounds fired.)

c. One hundred eighty-seven (187) incidents of failures to extract.
(Rate, 1:917 rounds fired.)

d ( T o hun4red thirty-five (235) incidents of failures to eject.

e. Two hundred seven (207) incidents of cases of the bolt under-
riding the base of the round (ref Fig 93, App V). (Rate, 1:328 rounýis fired.)

"f. Two thousand fifty-eight (2,058) incidents of malfunctions.
*i (Rate, 1:83 rounds fired.)

v The term bolt underride (BUB) actually described failures to feed, but
was used to describe those stoppages where the round was partially
stripped and bent by the bolt in feeding. At least 10 percent of the
failures to feed (FF) were caused by links preventing the bolt from

* going fully forward.
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S2.16.3.4.10 (C) Toward the end of testing it was observed that 16
Code-S machine gun firing pins were becoming slightly burred (ref Fig
94, App V). However, no increase in malfunctions was noted. Since
testing was nearly completed, the firing pins were not replaced.

2.16.3.4.11 (C) Toward the end of testing it was observed that the
left guide rail of seven Code-S machine guns was bent slightly. These
weapons were closely observed for the remainder of the test, but no
effects could bj attributed to the bent guide rails.

2.16.3.4.12 (C) One S-MMG was badly damaged upon impact with the
ground while being jur-pe1 from an aircraft (ref para 2.13.3.4.5 and
Fig 95 through 97, App V).

2.16.3.4.13 (C) S-LMG 000591 apparently misfired due to a light fir-
ing pin strike. This was followed by a cook-off- with the bolt partially
unlocked. Approximately 510-530 rounds had been fired in a period'of
8-9 minutes. The cook-off occurred approximately 3-5 seconds after the
failure to fire. The firer stated he had neither opened the feed cover
nor retracted the cocking handle. The barrel was blown approximately
I foot in front of the gun (ref Fig 98, App V) and the barrel locking
pin was missing (ref Fig 99, App V). The bolt was to the rear, no round
was in the chamber, there was unburned powder in the feed cover, and a
ruptured cartridge (ref Fig 98, App V) was found beneath the gun. The
bolt was cracked in several places (ref Fig 100, App V), a locking lug
wau sheared off the bolt (ref Fig 99 and 100, App V), and the receiver
was bulged on the right side (ref Fig 99, App V). The extractor, ex-
tractor spring, and a piece of a roll pin were found in the vicinity
of the gun.

2.16.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.16.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, Automatic Rifles, and Machine Guns (U)

2.16.4.1.1 (C) All of the candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic
rifles were rugged enough to withstand normal usage. However, it was
the opinion of the test officer that the M14 was the most rugged overhkl
Qf:..the candidate rifles 6nd candidkte carbiftes', and'that'ýthe Ml4E2 was-the
most rugged overall of the candidate. autQmatic rifles. The M60 was the
most rugged overall of the candidate machine, guns.

2.16.4.1.2 (C) Malfunctions in terms of rounds fired for candidate
rifles, carbines, automatic rifles, and machine guns are categorized
in Tables, 16-1, 16-2, 16-3, and 16-4.

2.16.4.1.3 (C) The M14 had a significantly lower and the XMl6El had a
significantly higher malfunction rate than the other candidate rifles
and carbines.
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2.16.4.1.4 (C) The M14E2 had a significantly lower malfunction rate
than the other candidate automatic rifles

2.16.4.1.5 (C) The M60 machi.ne gun has a significantly lower mal-
function rate than the Code-S machine gun.

2,16.4.2 (C) Deficiencies of the Candidate Weapons (U)

2.16.4.2.1 (C) Durability (U)

S-R:

a. Excessive number of cracked bolts.

b. Separation of the bolt- 'carrier and piston asjQmbly.

20416El:

a. Excessive number of cracked bolts.

b. Bolt carrier key became loose and required retorqueing.

c. Cracked firing pin retaining pins.

A-R: C
a. Broken guide rod weld assemblies.

b. Cracked lower receivers.

c. Burred bolt carrier.

d. Cracked upper receiver pivot. .1

e. Cracked barrel extension.

S-C:

a. Cracked bolts.

b. Separation of the bolt'carr-ier ind piston as'aembly.

C-SMG:

Cracked bolts.

C-AR:

Broken action spring guide assembly.
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S-AR;

a. Separation of the bolt carrier and piston assembly.

b. Unreliable after exposure to sand, mud, and water (previously
reported in Sub-Test No 13).

Code-S Machine Gun:

a. Broken bolts,

b. Separation of the bolt carrier and piston assembly.

c. Broken barrel bushing rings.

d. Broken carrier cap rollers.

( e. Hole blown in barrel.

2.16.4.2.2 (C) Reliability (U)

H.-R:

Binding of the operating rod pin on the operating tube.

Code S Machine Gun:

a. Excessive failures to feed.

b. Excessive failures to fire.

c. Excessive failures to extract.

d. ExcesAive fE:.lvies to eject.

e. Excessive bolt underrides.

f. The explosion which occurred with weapon 000591.

g. Tendency of the feed latch to fly apart and strike the firer
in the face when the feed cover is opened.

2.16.4.3 (C) Shortcomings of the Candidate Weapons (U)

2.16.4.3.1 (C) Durability (U)

M14:

a. Cracked bolt rollers.

b. Stripped windage knob pinion assembly.
- 207
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c, Flash suppressor set screw loosens.

d. Cracked or btoken.jaw on M2 bipou.

e. Burned or cracked stocks.

S-R:

a. Cracked bolt stops.

b. Separation of the take-down pin from the trigger housing
group.

XMIl6EI:

Separation and deformation of buffer assembly roll pins.

H-R:

a. Bayonet adapter set screws loosen.

b. Broken bolt stop springs.

A-R:

Separation of the upper handguard liner from the upper handguard.

S-C:

Cracked bolt stops.

M14E2:

a. Burned forestock caused by automatic fire.

b. Broken bipod jaws.

C-AR:

a. The frequency of broken extractor springs.

b. Broken bolt.

.S-AR:

Damaged and lost housing, sight, assembly pins.
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a. Lost gas cylin1er plug.

b. Lost bolt plug lock pins.(Corrected, see para 3, App IV).

c. Bent ý:ea:-: sigjht adjustable ;range s. ...

d. Bent M122 tripod legs.

Code-S Machine Gun.:

a. Lost trigger pins.

b. Lust feed cover assembly pins.

c. Bent windage knobs.

d. Ruptured cartridges.

2.16.4.3.2 (C) Reliability (U)

S-R:

( Inoperative selector switch.

XL16EI;

a. Excessive failures of the bolt tu remain to the rear after
-he last round of a magazine had been fired.

b. Excessive bolt overrides.

c. Excessive failures to eject.

d. Inoperative selector switch.

e. Frozen front sight post.

H-R:

a. Excessive blown primers.

b. Excessive double feed.
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a. Excessive double feed.

b. Excessive bolt overrides.

S-C:

a. Frozen gas port vings.

b. Frozen front sight post.

C-SMG:

Excessive failure of bolt to remain to the rear.

C-AR:

Excessive failures to extract.

S-AR:

Excessive run-away guns.

C.

4 (

4.•
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3': 2.17 (C) SUB-TEST NO 17, VERSATILITY OF WEAPON DESIGN (U)

2.17.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.17.1.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.17.1.1.1 (C) General (U)

To report, as appropriate, operational advantages provided by
component interchangeability of candidate weapons (Reference 40,
Appendix I).

2.17.1.1.2 (C) Specific (U)

To determine versatility of weapon design in terms of modes of
fire, and commonality of parts with other platoon weapons (ref para
6d, Part I, Appendix III).

2.17.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.17.1.2.1 (C) General (U)

To determine, as appropriate, operational advantages provided by
component interchangeability of candidate weapons (Reference 40,
Appendix I).

f.- C
2.17.1.2.2 (C) Specific (U)

a. (C) To determine maximum co'monality of parts, ammunition,
and ammunition packaging with other weapons of the small arms family
(ref para 2, Versatility, Part II, Appendix III).

b. (C) To evaluate versatility of weapon design in terms of
A" use with bipod, tripod, vehicle and aircraft mounts, and commonality

of parts with other platoon weapons (ref para 5d, Part II, Appendix III).

2.17.2 (C) HETHOD (U)

2.17.2.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.17.2.1.1 (C) Throughout all testing,; suitability of interchange
of assemblies, and parts common to two or more test weapons were

T.' reported. Readily exchanged assemblies and parts were identified and
recorded. Operational advantages encountered were recorded.

X 2.17.2.1.2 (C) Throughout all testing, versatility of weapon design
in terms of modes of fire and commonality of parts with other platoon
weapons encountered was reported.

SCONFIDENTIAL
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.•.•2.17 .2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U) (

2.17.2.2.1 (C) Throughout all testing, suitability of interchange

Aof assemblies and parts common to two or more test weapons were
reported. Readily exchanged assemblies and parts were identified
and recorded. Operational advantages encountered were evaluated,

2.17.2.2.2 (C) Throughout all testing, commonality of parts,
ammunition, and ammunition packaging, with other weapons of the
small arms family encountered, were reported.

2.17.2.2.3 (C) Throughout all testing, versatility of weapon de-
sign in terms of use with bipod and tripod encountered was evalua-
ted. Vehicle and aircraft mounts were not used.

2.17.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.17.3.1 (C) Current Weapons Family (U)

2.17.3.1.1 (C) The current standard weapons family used in this
test consisted of the M14 rifle, M14E2 rifle, and the M60 machine
gun. The M14 and M14E2 contain interchanger.ble parts as indicated
in Table 17-1. The M60 did not contain any parts or assemblies
which could be interchanged with the M14 or M14E2.

2.17.3.1.2 (C) There was an operational advantage to be gained with-
in the infantry rifle squad provided by the interchangeability and
versatility of assemblies between the M14 and M14E2. No operational
advantage occurred with the M60 machine gun.

2.17.3.1.3 (C) With respect to modes of fire, both the M14 and
M14E2 delivered both semiautomatic and automatic fire, utilizing
dommon interchangeable assemblies. The M60 delivered only automatic
fire.

2.17.3.1.4 (C) With respect to weapon design in terms of use with
bipod, tripod, and commonality of parts with other platoon weapons,
the M60 could be used on either the bipod or tripod; however, the
bipod and tripod could not be used with any other platoon weapon.
No other type mounts were furnished for test.

2.17.3.1.5 (C) With respect to commonality of ammunition and ammu-
nition packaging, the M14 and M14E2 7.62-mm ammunition, and its
packaging, were interchangeable. The 5-round clip and charging de-
vice provided with 7.62-mm ammunition facilitated quick and easy
chatging of M14 and M14E2 magazines. Ammunition for the M60 machine
gun could be used with the M14 and M14E2; however, the reverse was
not possible without the ammunition links for the M60.
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TABLE 17-1

INTERCHANGEABLE CCMPONENTS OF CURRENT WEAPONS FAMILY

ASSEMBLIES , 14 'M14E2 R•EARKS
Stabilizer

1. Assembly K x Not normally used with M14.
Stock

2. Group, M14 x X Not normally used with M14E2.
Stock

3. Group, M14E2 X X Not normally used with M14.
Can be used on M14E2; however,

4. Bipod, M2 x X no sling swivel is attached.
Bipod, M2

5. (Modified) X X Not normally used with M14.
The M14 sling was too short

6. Sling, M14 . _ _ for the M14E2.

7. Sling, M14E2 K X Not normally used with1 M14.

8. M14 Butt Plate x
MI4E2

9. Butt Plate X
Trigger

10. Assembly X x
( �eceiver w/all

11. Component Parts X X "

512. Magazine X X

•i ii
2.17.3.2 (C) Code S Weapons Family (U)

2.17.3.2.1 (C) The Code S weapons family in this test consisted of the
i C....S-C, S-R, S-AR, S-LMG, and S-104G. The S-1MG and S-MMG are considered

to be one system, the Code S machine gun.

2.17.3.2.2 (C) There was an operational advantage gained within the
infantry rifle platoon provided by the interchangeability of assemblies
between the S-R, S-AR, and Code S machine gun. Although there is cur-
rently no requirement for a carbine in the infantry rifle platoon, the
S-C contains interchangeable assemblies common to the other members of
the Code S family. Those interchangeable parts and assemblies are
listed in Table 17-2.
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TABLE 17-2 2

INTERCHANGEABLE CO4PONENT ASSEMBLIES OF CODE S WEAPONS FAMILY.

ASSEMBLIES S-R S-C S-AR S-1MG S-MKG

1. Basic Component Group

a. Stock Assembly X X X X X

b. Trigger Housing Assembly X X X X X

c. Receiver Group . X x . X

2. Machine Gun Barrel A~ssembly, .... .X

3. Rifle/Carbine/Barrel Assembly X X --Automatic
4. _Rifle Barrel Aosebly X

5t Butt Stock X X X X

6. Bipod X X X
M2.Tripod w•ith- '' -'-"

'17. Cradle Adapter X x x

8. MG Rear Sight x x

9. AR Regr Sight - X K-

10. Rifle/Carbine Rear Sight X..... X -

MG Forestock and
11. Forestock Assembly X X

12. Magazine Adapter X X - - C
13. MDagazine X x X

14. Belt Feed Group X X

115. f.olding Butt Stock X X X X
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2.17.3.2.3 (C) With respect to modes of fire and commonality of
parts with other platoon weapons the S-C and S-R contain the capa-
bility to fire both semiautomatic and automatic fire, utilizing common
parts and a common selactor. The S-AR and Code S machine gun are
capable of firing only automatic fire. However, many of the parts
and assemblies were common to all members of the family.

2.17.3.2.4 (C) With respect to weapon design in terms of use with
bipcd, tripod, and commonality of parts with other platoon weapons,
the Code S light machine gun bipod was identical to the S-R~and"
S-AR bipod. No other type mounts were furnished for test.

2.17.3.2.5 (C) With respect to commonality of ammunition and ammu-
nition packaging, the S-R, S-C, and S-AR 5.56-mm ammunition, and
its packaging, were interchangeable. The 5.56-mm ammunition was
provided in cartons and did not facilitate quick and easy charging
of magazines. Ammunition for the Code S machine gun could be used
with the S-R, S-C, and S-AR; however, the reverse was not possible
without ammunition links for the Code S machine gun.

2.17.3.3 (C) Code C Weapons Family (U)

2.17.3.3.1 (C) The Code C weapons family in this test-consisted
of the X1416E1, C-SI4G, and C-AR.

1'• 2.17.3.3.2 (C) There was an operational advantage gained within
the infantry rifle squad provided through the interchangeability of
parts between the Ml16E., C-SMG, and C-AR, although currently no
requirement exiats for a carbine or a submachine gun in the rifle
squad. Those assemblies which are interchangeable within the Code
C family are listed in Table 17-3.

2.17.3.3.3 (C) With respect to modes of fire and commonality of
parts, all three members of the Code C family have the capability of

I (.delivering semiautomatic or full automatic fire, utilizing parts
common to all members.

2.17.3.3.4 (C) With respect to commonality of ammunition and amnu-
nition packaging, the 4[16E1l, C-SMl, and C-AR 5.56-mm ammunition,
and its packaging, were interchangeable. The 3.56-mm ammunition was
provided in cartons and did not facilitate quick and easy charging
of magazines.

2.17.3.3.5 (C) The Code C family did not include a machine gun
candidate.
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TABLE 17-3

INTERCHANGEABLE COMPONENTS OF THE CODE C WEAPONS FAMILY

ASSEMBLIES XM16E1 C-SMG C-AR

1. Basic Component Group

a. Trigger housing assembly X X X

b. Receiver, complete upper X X

c. Receiver, complete lower X ...... X

2. Stock, Rifle X X

3. Stock, Telescoping x

4, Magazines, 20 and 30 round X X X

5. Handauard. Rifle , X

6. Handguard, C-SMG X

7. Buffer System, Rifle . X-.

8. Buffer System, Automatic Rifle X - (T
9. Buffer System, C-SMG ,_._X

10. Barrel, Light X .... X..

11. Barrel, Heavy X X

12. Barrel, Short .. ...... X

13. Bipod. M2 '_X

14. Bipod. M3 x .... _ x
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2.17.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.17.4.1 (C) It has been assumed that interchangeability of parts
between diffirent weapons in infantry squads and platoons does provide
an operational advantage.

2.17.4.2 (C) The Code S family was the only candidate family that
provided for versatility and component interchangeability in the
rifle platoon, to include the rifle, automatic rifle, and machine gun.
The other candidate families provided for component interchangeability
within the rifle squad only, consisting of the rifle and the automatic
rifle.

2.17.4.3 (C) Versatility of weapon design in terms of modes of fire,
and commonality of parts with other platoon weapons was best provided
by the Code S family.

2.17.4.4 (C) Maximum commonality was achieved with both the 5.56-nm
and 7.62-rm ammunition. Ammunition packaging was best provided by
the current standard 7.62-mm family.

2.17.4.5 (C) Versatility of weapon design in terms of use with bipod,
tripod, and commonality of parts with other platoon weapons was best
provided by the Code S family.

2.17.4.6 (C) The Code S family provided the greatest interchange of

assemblies between weapons and may reduce training time in mechanic:.i
training.

IiL
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2.18 (C) SUB-TEST NO 18, SAFETY (U) (
2.18.1 (C) OBJECTIVSS (U)

Rifles, Carbines, Automatic Rifles, and Machine Guns

Specific

To evaluate:

a. Safety(s): Easily identifiable, conveniently located,
positive safety(s) to prevent accidental firing and dangerous
malfunctions, designed so that safe and fire positions can be
determined by touch and operation of safety(s) is inaudibli.
(Ref pars 3a(4), Part I, and para la(4), Part 11, App III.)

b. Safety restrictions imposed on the employment of the,-
weapon by such, features as noise, blast, and discarding sabots.
(Ref para 6c, Part I, and para 5c, Part II, App III.)

2.18.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.18.2.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.18.2.1.1, (C) During the conduct of Sub-Test No 1, Preopera-
tional Inspection and Physical Characteristics, the safeties of
all candidate rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles were examined.
Any deficiencies noted were recorded, and corrected prior to firing
tests. No firing 4as conducted until a safety release had been re-
ceived.

2.18.2.1.2 (C) Throughout all sub-tests, particular attention was
*, given to the external safety(s) on the candidate rifles, carbines,

and automatic rifles to determine whether they were easily identi-
fiable, conveniently located, and positive in action. Any accidental I
firing or dangerous malfunctions which occurred were recorded. If
such malfunctions could be attributed to a defect in the safety, it
was so noted. Safeties were examined to determine whether they
were designed so that the .I&feand; fiteLpositions cou14 bo Adtormined by
touch and their pperation was inaudible. Any safety restrictions
or procedures not prescribed in the safety release or other publi-
cations for which a need was determined during testing were-recoiddd.

2.18.2.1.3 (C) The safety release and manufacturers' manuals furn-
ishad with the test rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles were re-
viewed for safety restrictions and safety precautions to be observed
during testing and such were adhered to throughout all ,testing. 4ny
safety difficulties, particularly such features as noise, blast, and
ammunition residue encountered during the test were recorded.
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2.18.2-2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.18.2.2.1 (C) During the conduct of Sub-Test No 1, Preoperational
'Inspection and Physical Characteristics, the safeties of all candida-e
machine guns were examined. Any deficiencies noted were recorded and

corrected prior to:•firing tests. No firing was conducted until a safety
release had been received.

2.18.2.2.2, (C) ing'the cdnduct'of'.Alllseb-ttss,t ny..uniafe conditions
orsafety precautions imposed on the employment of weapons by such features
as blast, noise, flash, and ammunition residue were noted. Specific
attention was given to determining if the safeties were:

a. Easily identifiable.

b. Conveniently located.

( c. Identifiable by touch.

d. Inaudible when operated.

2.18.2.2.3 (C) All safety restrictions or precautions noted in the
safety release were observed. Any additional restrictions or precau-
tions observed during testing were reported.

( 2.18.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.18.3.1 (C) Rifles (U)

2:1§.3.1.1 (C) The safeties of the candidate rifles were found to be
easily identifiable and conveni6ntly located. The safeties of the M14
and H-R. were positive in action and prevented accidental firing and
dangerous malfunctions. The S-R would not fire with the safety selector
switch between the safe position and the semiautomatic position; hqwever,
if the trigger was pulled with the safety selector switch between the(• safe position and the semiautomatic position, and the safety selector
switch was then moved to the semiautomatic position, the S-R would some-
times fire without the trigger being pulled. Additionally, bumping or
jarring the S-R after the trigger had been pulled,with the safety se-
lector switch between the safe position and the semiautomatic position,
would sometimes cause the S-R to fire. The XMl6El and A-R MDuld fire
with the safety selector switch between the safe position and the fire
position. In addition, the location of the alternate safety selector
switch on the A-R (which must be used when the stock is folded) was con-
fusing to a firer inexperienced with the A-R. The S-R,, XMl6El, A-R,
and H-R would fire with the safety selector switch between the semiauto-
matic position and the full automatic position; however, this was not a
hazard.

2.18.3.1.2 (C) The safe and fire positions of the candidate rifles were
found to be identifiable by touch; however, with the S-R, MiM6E, A-R (both( safety.. selectoj pswytqhes) -1-and', -Rj," becaVs4.. the, safeoy.Vsas o:ý; the selector
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switch, it was sometimes difficult during the hours of darkness to
ascertain whether the safety selector switch was in the safe posi-
tion or on one of the fire positions. When questioned, the firers
stated that the safe and fire position of the M14 safety were easier
to identify by touch than those of the other candidate rifles.

2.18.3.1.3 (C) The operation of the safety on the M14 was signifi-
cantly louder than the operation of the safeties of all other candi-
date rifles. The operation of the XMI6E1 and A-R safeties was less
audible than the operation of S-C and H-R safeties. The operation of
the H-R safety was the least audible;.1 all the candidate rifle safeties.
With care, it was possible to manipulate the S-R, XM16El, A-R, and H-R
safeties in an inaudible manner.

2.18.3.1.4 (C) The alternate safety selector switch on the A-R did
not have a position indicator to show whether it was in the safe po-
sition or on one of the fire positions (ref fig 78, App V). C
2.18.3.1.5 (C) All firers were required to wear ear plugs and safety
glasses during firing exercises. (Ref 20, App I.)

2.18.3.1.6 (C) Ammunition containing a sabot was not fired during this
test.

2.18.3.1.7 (C) Safety-:restrictions and precautions for the candidate
rifles are included in References 14, 15, and 20 through 27, Appendix f
I. Firing restrictions with respect to the number of rounds fired per
unit of time without cooling were as follows:

a. S-R Semiautomatic 150 rounds/51 seconds
Automatic 150 rounds/35 seconds

b. A-R Semiautomatic 140 rounds/69 seconds.%
Automatic 140 rounds/35 seconds

c. H-R Semiautomatic 100 rounds/34 seconds
Automatic 100 rounds/24 seconds

The safety restrictions imposed with the S-R, A-R, and H-R in this
test, with respect to the maximum number of rounds which could be
fired before cooling, were so restrictive as to prohibit the comple-
tion of some firing exercises with one single rifle.

2.18.3.1.8 (C) The POMM's furnished by the manufacturers for the
candidate rifles were reviewed and did not contain any unacceptable
safety restrictions. However, the H-R POM requires that the bolt
space dimension be checked weekly with a bolt space dimension tool
or standard feeler gauge. This could present a problem to the firer
in the field.
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2.18.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.18.3.2.1 (C) The safeties of the candidate carbines were found
to be easily identifiable and conveniently located. The safety of the
M114 was positive in action and prevented accidental firing and danger-
ous malfunctions. The S-C would not fire with the safety selector
switch between the safe position and the semiautomatic position;
however, if the trigger was pulled with the safety selector switch
between the safe position and the semiautomatic position and the
safety selector switch was then moved to the semiautomatic position,
.the S-C would sometimes fire without the trigger being pulled. Addi-
tionally, bumping or jarring the S-C after the trigger had been pulted
with the safety selector switch betweei the safe position and the semi-
automatic position would sometimes cause the S-C to fire. The C-SMG
would fire with the safety selector switch between the safe position
and the semiautomatic position. The S-C and C-SMG would fire with the
safety selector switch between the semiautomatic position and the full
automatic position; however, this was not a hazard.

2.18.3.2.2 (C) The safe and fire positions of the candidate car-
bines were found to be identifiable by touch; however, with the
S-C and C-SMG, because the safety was also the selector switch,. it.
was sometimes difficult during the hours of darkness to ascertain
whether the safety selector switch was in the safe position or oit one A
of the fire positions.

2.18.3.2.3 (C) The 6peration of the M14 safety was significantly,
louder than the operation of the S-C and C-SMG safeties. The operation
of the S-C safety was less audible than the operation of the C-SMG
safety. With care, it was possible to manipulate the S-C and C-SMG
safeties in an inaudible manner.

2.18.3.2.4 (C) The S-C ejection pattern was larger than that of
thelother candidate carbines, and required that firers be spaced
at least 5 meters apart to preclude discomfort or injury from ejected(: cartridge cases striking exposed skin of adjacent firers.

2.18.3.2.5 All firers were reqtuired to wear ear plugs and safety
glasses during firing exercises (Ref 20, App I). 4

2.18.3.2.6 (C) Ammunition containing a sabot was not fired during
this test.

2.18.3.2.7 (C) Safety.:restrictions and precautions for the candi-
date carbines are included in References 14, 15, and 20 through 27,
Appendix 1. Firing restrictions with respect to the number of rounds
fired before cooling were as follows:

a. S-C Semiautomatic 150 rounds/51 seconds
Automatic 150 rounds/35 seconds

b. C-SMG Semiautomatic 120 rounds/43 seconds
Automatic 120 rounds/22 seconds
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The safety restrictions imposed with the S-C's and C-SMG's in
this test, with respect to the maximum number of rounds which
could be fired before cooling,were so restrictive as to prohibit
the completion 6f some firing exercises with one single carbine.

2.18.3.2.8 (C) The POMM's furnished by the manufacturers for
the candidate carbines did not contain any unacceptable safety
restrictions.

2.18.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.18.3.3.1 (C) The safeties of the candidate automatic rifles
were found to be easily identifiable and conveniently located.
The safety of the M14E2 was positive in action and prevented
accidental firing and dangerous malfunctions. The C-AR and S-AR
would fire with the safety selector switch between the safe posi-
tion and the semiautomatic position. (The S-AR fires in the full -
automatic mode with the safety selector switch in this position.)
Additionally, when an automatic rifleman (.armddnditbh '-the. S-A4R"the
bolt closed, alC loaded'witha m 4c e . .... Otuan*'
cartridses) "hit the ground," the impact was sometimes sufficient
to: cause the bolt to travel to the rear and pick up and chamber a
cartridge, irrespective of the position of the safety selector
switch. It was believed that this would have caused an inadver-
tent firing of the S-AR if live cartridges had been used. The
C-AR and S-AR would fire with the safety selector switch between.'
the semiautomatic position and the full automatic position
(the S-AR fires in the full automatic mode with the safety selec-
tor switch in this position); however, this was not a hazard.

2.18.3.3.2 (C) The safe and fire positions of the candidate auto-
matic rifles were found to be identifiable by touch; however, with
the C-AR and S-AR, because the safety was also the selector switch,
it was sometimes d1$ficult during the iours of darkness to ascertain
whether the safety selector switch was..in the safe position or on
one of the fire positions.

2.18.3.3.3 (C) The operation of the M14E2 safety was significantly
louder than the operation of the C-AR and S-AR safeties. The
operation of the S-AR safety was less audible than the operation
of the C-AR safety. With care, it was possible to manipulate the
C-AR and S-AR safeties in an inaudible manner.

2.18.3.3.4 (C) The fnllowing number of accidental firings occurred
during the course of testing:

a. M14E2 - None.

b. C-AR - One cook-off.

c. S-AR - Sixty-five occurrences of runaway gun. 2
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2.18.3.3.5 (C) All firers were required to wear ear plugs and
safety glasses during firing exercises (Reference 20, Appendix I).

2.18.3.3.6 (C) Ammunition containing a sabot was not fired during
this test.

2.18.3.3.7 (C) Safety restrictions and precautions for the
candidate automatic rifles are included in References 14, 15, and
20 through 27, Appendix I. Firing restrictions with respect to
the number of rounds fired before cooling were as follows:

a. S-AR Semiautomatic 210 rounds/66 seconds*

Automatic 210 rounds/36 seconds

*Fired in 3- to 5-round bursts.

b. C-AR Semiautomatic 150 rounds/67 seconds
Automatic 180 rounds/ 56 seconds

The safety restrictions imposed with the S-AR and C-AR in this test
with respect to the maximum number of rounds which could be fired
before cooling, were so restrictive as to prohibit the completion
of some firing exercises with one single automatic rifle.

2.18.3,3.8 (C) The POMM's furnished by the manufacturers for the
candidate automatic rifles did not contain any unacceptable safety
restrictions.

2.18.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.18,3.4..l (C) The safeties of the candidate machine guns were
found to be easily identifiable and conveniently located. Neither
the M60 machine gun nor the Code S machine gun had a positive
safety because the safety mechanism of each secured only the sear,

C and did not prevent the bolt from traveling freely between its
forward locked position, and a position forward of the sear but to
the rear of the feed tray from where a new cartridge could bepicked up, chambered, and fired. In addition, the Code S machine

gun would fire with the safety selector switch between the safe
position and the semiautomatic position (the Code S machine gun
fires in the full automatic mode with the safety selector switch
in this position). The Code S machine gun would lire in the full
automatic mode with the safety selector switch between the semi-
automatic position and the full automatic position; however, this
was not a hazard.

2.18.3.4.2 (C) The safe and fire-positions of the candidate machine
guns were found to be identifiable by touch.
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2.18.3.4.3 (C) The operation of the candidate machine gun safeties
was audible; however, with care, it was possible to manipulate them in
an inaudible manner.

2.18.3.4.4 (C) When fired, the Code S machine guns emitted gas and
particles from the openings in the receiver. Test soldiers commented
that this sometimes adversely affected their ability to fire. The
gas and particles emitted from the feed port made it dangerous for
test soldiers acting as assistant gunners to get close enough to the
left side of the Code S machine guns to effectively assist in loading
and feeding ammunition.

2.18.3.4.5 (C) Numerous instances were observed in which the feed
cover latch of the Code S machine guns ftew apart from the feed cover
*hený thd ftedodvet Oks opened. A motion forward and to the right on
the feed cover latch handle disassembled the feed cover latch. On
three occasions test soldiers were struck in the face by the feed
cover latch while attenpting to open the feed cover while in the
prone pos4 tion.

2.18.3.4.6 (C) One S-IG, apparently misfired due to a light firing
pin strike. This was follbwed by a cook-off with the bolt partially
unlocked. The explosion extensively damaged the weapon (Sub-Test No
16, Durability and Reliability), blew a piece of brass into the firer's
forearm, and powder burned the left hand of the firer. The cook-off
level of the Code S machine guns was subsequentl set at 200 rounds
and was later reduced to 150 rounds (Reference 2C Appendix 1). These
cook-off levels were dependent upon the size of the burst and actual
firing time.

2.18.3.4.7 (C) Test soldiers were required to wear ear plugs and
safety glasses when firing the candidate machine guns (References
14. and 23, Appendix 1).

2.18.3.4.8 (C) Ammunition containing a sabot was not fired during (7
this test.

2.18.3.4.9 (C) Safety restrictions and precautions for the candidate
machine guns are included in References 21, 23, 24, and 25, Appendix I.
The firing restriction with respect to the number of rounds fired
before cooling was: Code S machine gun--150 rounds. The safety
restrictions imposed with the Code S machine gun in this test, with
respect to the maximum number of rounds which could be fired before
cooling, were so restrictive as to hecessitate the.,use of six barrels
to completeOne. firitig exe . , .mine gun.

2.18.3.4.10 (C) The POM1 furnished by the manufacturers for the Code
S machine gun did not contain any unacceptable safety restrictions.
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S..2.18.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.18.4.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, Automatic Rifles, and Machine Guns (U)

2.18.4.1.1 (C) The safety selector switches of all the candidate
rifles, carbines, automatic rifles, and machine guns are easily
identifiable and conveniently located.

2.18.4.1.2 (C) The safety selector switches of the M14 and the M14E2
are positive in action. The XM1621, A-R, C-SMG, C-AR, S-AR, and Code
S machine gun will fire with the safety selector switch between the
safe position and the semiautomatic position. This is dangerous.
The safeties of the S-AR and the candidate machine guas secure the
sear but not the bolt, and, in this respect, are not positive. This
is dangerous with respect to the S-AR, but not with respect to the
candidate machine guns. All of the candidate rifles- carbines, auto-
matic rifles, an&.machine guns, with the exception of the M14, M14E2,
and M60 machine gun, will fire with the safety selector switch between
the semiautomatic position and the full automatic position.

2.18.4.1.3 (C) The safety selector switches of all the candidate
rifles, carbines, and automatic rifles, with the exception of the
alternate safety selac-or switch of the-A-R, are designed so thatthe safe and fir- :gsitionhcan .bi , etirtLned by touch; however,

because the safeties of the D4l6E1, S-R, A-R, H-R, S-C, C-SMG, C-AR,
( " and S-AR were also selector switches, recognition of the safe posi-

tion during the hours' of darkness depends upon the familiarity of
the firer with each type of weapon. 1U is -confusing to. have a -
safety twitch eand, stlettor ' Qbt'-'ed,. .

2.18.4.1.4 (C) None of the safety selector switches of the candidate
rifles, carbines, automatic rifles, and machine guns were inaudible,
"and were audible to varying degrees when manipulated. The safety
selector switches of all the candidate rifles, carbines, automatic
rifles, and machine guns, with the exception of the M14 and M14E2,
could, with care, be manipulated inaudibly.

2.18.4.1.5 (C) Sfeity tea •v o ,trequirift the use'c•ear .15gs,
A becaise:ý ofrnoiseAnd blkst, art unalcept~ble .'incombat,;2rhe needr for.c.

this , safety. restridtton4 was n9± Ovaluat~dLby.•hisioard. Nore of -,,
tht chadidatedarifles ,.-icarbines', eau~tomatic afles, anduachineo, guns
fire ammunition usaing, the- disc~rdihg sato~t,,principe.b -A,:-
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2.18.4.1.6 (C) The other safety restric ions i.omsed by the apptopriate
safety releases on the employment of all the candidate rifles, car-
bines, automatic rifles, and machine guns, with the exception of the
I414, Xl16E0, Ml4E2, and 1460 machine Sux1,:: were..c.eb~e. or~he
employment and use of the weapons by the infantryman.

2.18.4.1.7 (C) The number of runaway guns experienced while firing
the S-AR is exced'sive..

2.18.4.1.8 (C) The gas and particles emitted by the Code S machine
-gun are; a safety, hatarid',' •

2.18.4.1.9 (Q) The low cook-off level of the Code S machine gun

is a safety hazard.

2.18.4.1.10 (C) The tendency of the feed cover latch of the Code S
machine gun to fly apart when the feed cover is opened is a safety
hazard.

2.18.4.2 (C) Deficiencies of the Candidate Weapons are: (U)

2.18.4.2.1 (C) S-R, H-R, A-R, S-C, C-SKG, C-AR:

The safety restrictions imposed upon the weapons by the safety
releases with rebpect to the maximum number of rounds which can be
fired before cooling or chaaing barrels, make them unacceptable for
infantry use.

2.18.4.2.2 (C) S-AR:

a. The safety restrictions imposed upon the weapons by the
safety releases with respect to the maximum number of rounds which
can be fired before cooling or changing barrels, make them unaccep-
table for infantry use.

;b. A round could be inadvertantly fired when "hiting the ground"

with the butt.

2.18.4.2.3 (C) Code S Machine Gun:

a. The safety restrictions imposed upon the weapons by the
safety releases with reapect to the maximum number of rounds which
can be fired before cooling or changing barrels, make them unaccep-
table for infantry use.
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C b. The tendency of the feed latch to fly ppartandjkttikeLthe

firer in the face when the feed cover is opened.

c, Explosive Occurred when,,bolt:xnot."fully olosed and"locked
tt `barteel txtension, seriously damaging weapon.

d. The ths and particles emitted from the machine gun while

firing (ref Sub-Test No 19, Human Factors Engineering).

2.18.4.3 (C) Shortcomings of the Candidate Weapons are: (U)

2.18.4.3.1 (C) M14, M14E2:

High noise level of the safety.

2.18.4.3.2 (C) S.R and S-C:

a. The weapon will fire when the safety selector switch is
between the safe position and the semiautomatic position.

b. The weapon will fire inadvertently when the selector skgvh
is moved to the semiautomatic position after having pulled the trigger
with the selector switch positioned between the safe and semiautomatic
positions.

( 2.18.4.3.3 (C) XK16El, C-SMGj C-AR, and Code S Machine Gun:

The weapons will fire when the safety selector switch is between
the safe position and the semiautomatic positions.

2.18.4.3.4 (C) A-i:

a. The weapon will fire when the safety selector switch is be-
tween the safe position and the smikutomatic position.

b. The alternate safety selector switch has no indicator.

2.18.4.3.5 (C) S-AR:

a. The weapon will fire when the safety selector switch is be-
tween the safe position and the semiautomatic position.

b. Excessive number of runaway guns.
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2.19 (C) SUB-TEST-NO 19, HUMAN FACTORS ENGINEERING, (U)

2.19.1 (C) OBJECTIVES (U)

2.19.1.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines, an# Automatic Rifles (U)

Specific

2.19.1.1.1 (C) To determine (ref para 3b, Part I, App III):

a. Size and Shape: Capability of being fired from either the
right or left shoulder in all normal firing positions; capability of
fire while wearing complete arctic clothing and gloves and CB protec-
tive mask and clothing.

b. Blast and Noise: Undue discomfort to the firer.

c. Ejection Pattern: Interference with adjacent firers or the
firer's ability to aim and fire accurately from any position.

d. Heat: Effect on firer caused by heat transfer from the
point-fire portion of the weapon and weapon heat absorption from ex-
posure to the sun.

2.19.1.1.2 (C) To evaluate: C'
a. Safety(s), Controls, Sights: Minimum number and designed so

that they are easily located and identified by touch and operated with
minimum of motion by the firer (in all firing positions) to include
while wearing complete arctic clothing and gloves and CB protective
clothing (ref 3b, Part 1, App I11).

b. Recoil: Minimum to permit shoulder and hip firing without
undue discomfort to the firer. (Ref para 3b, Part I, App 111.)

c. Pointing Characteristics: Configuration, sight design, and
balance of the weapon as they affect pointi•ng characteristics (ref
para 3b(7), -PattI4.AII)

d. Length: Minimum permitted by other required characteristics,
but not so short as to prohibit three-point support (chest and elbows)
when firer is in the prone position (ref para 3a(3), Part 1:*,Ap Ill).,�

2.19.1.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Specific

2.19.1.2.1 (C) To determine:
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a. Size and Shape: Capability of being fired from the bipod

(fromi the left or right shoulder) and sustained fire mount; capability
to fire while wearing complete arctic clothing and gloves and CB pro-
tective clothing (ref para lb(l), Part 11, App I11).

b. Blast and Noise: Undue discomfort to the-firer/crew (ref
pars lb(4), Part II, App III).

c. Ejection Pattern: Interference with adjacent firers or the
firer's ability to aim and fire accurately from any position (ref para
tb(S), Part I1, App II1).

d. Heat: Effects on firer.caused by rapid or sustained fire and
exposure to the sun (ref para lb(8), Part II, App III).

(+ 2.19.1.2.2 (C) To evaluate:

a. Safeties, Controls, Sights: Minimom number and designed so
that they are easily located and identified by touch and operated with
a minimum of motion by the firer (in all firing positions) to include
under extremes of weather and wearing comp lete arctic clothing and
gloves and CB protective clothing (ref pare lb(2), Part II, App III).

b. Recoil: Minimum to permit shoulder, underarm, or hip firing
without undue discomfort to the firer (ref para lb(3), Part II, App

c. Pointing Characteristics: Configuration, sight design, and
balance of the weapon as they affect pointing characteristics (ref"
"pars lb(7), Part I1, App II).

2.19.2 (C) METHOD (U)

2.19.2.1 (C) Rifles. Carbines, and Automatic Rifles (U)

2.19.2.1.1 (C) Test soldiers selected for participation in this test
* included both right and left-handed firers. Suitability for firing

from either the right or left shoulder was determined for all candidate
weapons.

2.19.2.1.2 (C) Throughout all tests, the candidate weapons were eiial-
uated as to the following:

a. Size and Shape.

b. Minimum. number of safeties, controls, and sights easily located,
identified by touch, and operated with minimum of motion by the firer in
all firiýg positions, to include while wearing arctic clothing, gloves,
the protective mask, and CB protective clothing.
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c. Bastandnoise effects on the firer.

d. Ejection pattern (jifterference with firer and adjacent firers.)

e. Balance as it affects pointing characteristics.

f. Heat transfer from the rifle and rifle heat absorption from
the sun as they affect the firer.

g. Whether three-point support (chest and elbows) can be achieved

by all firers in the prone position.

h. Effect of recoil on the firer.

2.19.2.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

Throughout all tests, data reflecting on human factors engineer-C
ing of the candidate machine guns were compiled. All test soldiers
were instructed to report any difficulties experienced in aiming, fir-
ing, or maintaining the candidate weapons. Particular note was made
of and the candidate machine guns were evaluated with respect to:

a. The ability of the test soldiers to fire the candidate machine
guns in-all positions (right or left handed) while wearing temperate
field clothing, arctic clothing:and gloves, and CB protective clothing.

b. Any undue firer discomfort due to blast and noise.

c. Interference with firer and adjacent personnel from the ejec-
tion pattern.

d. Any effects on the firer~caused by weapon heat from rapid

or sustained fire, or heat from the sun.C
e. Location, ease of identification, and operation of all

safeties, controls, and sights.

f. Any undue firer discomfort due to recoil.

g. Configuration, sight design, and balance of the weapon as
they affect pointing characteristics were not evaluated.

2.19.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.19.3.1 (C) Rile (U)

2.19.3.1.1 (C) The candidate rifles were fired from the right and
left shoulder in all normal firing positions without difficulty by
test soldiers wearing temperate clothing and equipment. The M414, A-R,
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and H-R could not be fired with arctic mittens. There is a winter
trigger kit for the M14 (though not furnished for this test) that
enables a firer to fire that rifle when wearing arctic mittens. The
S-R trigger guard was removable, and the XMl6El trigger guard would
fold to permit these weapons to be fired while wearing arctic mittens.

2.19.3.1.2 (C) No adverse effects 'on test soldiers were noted in
tests from smoke, blast, flash, or noise from the candidate rifles.

2.19.3.1.3 (C) The ejection pattern of the rifles did not interfere
with the firer or adjacent firers on line, except that the 4-R ejec-
tion pattern, of approximately 12 feet to the right front, occasional-
ly interfered with adjacent firers.

2.19.3.1,4 (C) Heat transfer from the M14, S-R, XMl6El, and the A-R
was in" an• •cAnt in semiautomatic fire. With tUe H-R, aftpr firing
four 20-round magazines in sustained semiautomatic fire, the heat trans-
fer was so great that it could not be carried at the ready position or
sling arms. In automatic fire, all of the rifles became intensely hot
and had to be handled carefully. Sik M14 forestocks caught on fire
during large burst sustained aultosatic fire testing. All of the rifles,
after exposeWe to the sun in open areas, became hot in varying degrees,,
but not to the extent that they could not be handled by the test
soldiers.

2.19.3.1.5 (C) The M14 safety and firing selector are separate items,
located at different points on the rifle. The S-R, XM16E1, E-R, and
A-R have a combination fire selector and safety switch; the selector
switch on these rifles, as well as the safety on the M14, was identi•

-fiable by touch, and operated with a minim= of motion by the firers i
all firing positions. When the stock of the A-R is folded, it covers
the selector switch which is located on the left side of the receiver,
Located on the right side of the A-R receiver is an alternate safety-
selector switch (fig 78, App V) to be used .vhet the stock is folded.( •There is no pointer, or similar indicator device, on this alternate
switch to indicate settings. At night, some test soldiers thought the7
had the alternate switch set on "SAFE" when in fact it was set on "AUTO.."

2.19.3.1.6 (C) The rifle sights were easily located and identified
by t•uch. However, the adjustment of the sights of the XM16E1, S-I,
A-R, and zeroing adjustment of the H-R rotary rear sight, was time
consuming and somewhat difficult in other than the prone position.

t• 2.19.3.1.7 (C) Operation of safeties, controls, and sights was diffi-
cult in varying degrees with all of the candidate rifles when the firer
wore arctic clothing, gloves, CB protective mask, and CB protective
clothing'' It was extremely difficult to obtain a proper sight picture
with all the candidate rifles while wearing the CB protective mask
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2.19.3.1.8 (C) Recoil of the 5.56-mm rifles in the semiautomatic
mode did not have an adverse effect on the firer, nor pose any par-
ticular difficulty in firing from the hip or shoulder. The recoil of
the M14 in the semiautomatic as well as the automatic mode caused dis-
comfort to the firer's shoulder. During Sub-Test No 3, Rate of Fire,
test soldiers complained of discomfort caused by the M14 when firing
bursts in excess of five rounds each from the shoulder.

2.19.3.1.9 (C) The S-R, XM16El, and A-R were reported by the manu-
factors to have a recoil pad. However, evaluation throughout testing
indicated that the S-R recoil pad was the only one which effectively
absorbed recoil.

2.19.3.1.10 (C) Pointing characteristics of the candidate rifles,
except for the XML16E1, were similar and satisfactory. The XMl6El was
significantly less effective in the semiautomatic pointed fire role -
(ref Table 12-1, Sub-Test No 12, Pointed Fire Accuracy).

2.19.3.1.11 (C) The candidate rifles did not have any noticeable
imbalance that affected their carrying or pointing characteristics.
The M14 is noticeably more muzzle heavy when carried at the ready
position with bipod attached.

2.19.3.1.12 (C) Three-point support was achieved by all firers with

all candidate rifles in the prone firing position. C
2.19.3.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.19.3.2.1 (C) The candidate carbines were fired from the right and
left shoulder in all normal firing positions, without difficulties,
by test soldiers wearing temperate clothing and equipment. They were
also capable of being fired by soldiers wearing arctic clothing,
gloves,andCB protective mask and clothing, except that the M14 could.
not be fired by soldiers wearing arctic mittens. In this regard, r-
there is a winter trigger kit (though not furnished for this test)
which enables the M14 to be fired when the firer wears arctic mittens.

2.19.3.2.2 (C) No adverse effects on test soldiers were noted in
tests from smoke, blast, flash, or noise from the M14 and the S-C.
The C-SMG, however, produced excessive noise, blast, and flash in
firing tests when 5.56-mm ammunition loaded with ball-type propellant
was used. The muzzle flash produced by the C-SMG when fired at night
destroyed the firer's night vision (fig 27, App V). Near the end of
test, 5.56-mm ball ammunition loaded with CR propellant'was furnished
for test with the C-SMG. The flash and noise produced by this ammuni-
tion in the C-SMG was significantly less than with ball propellant
ammunition (ref Sub-Test No 11, Signature Effects, Carbines).
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2.19.3.2.3 (C) The ejection pattern of the M14 and C-SMG did not
interfere with the firer or adjacent firers. However, the S-C has an
ejection pattern of approximately 10 feet to the right front, which
interfered with adjacent firers in some cases.

2.19.3.2.4 (C) The heat transfer of the C-SMG was significantly
higher than the other candidate carbines in the semiautomatic mode.
Moreover, during the sustained automatic firing exercises, the C-SMG
heat transfer, af.ei two 30-round magazines,had been fire4, was so
great that the firer could no longer grasp the forward handguard of
the carbine and had to modify his firing position by grasping the
carrying handle. In the automatic mode, all candidate carbines had
a large amount of heat-•ransfer in sustained firing with large burst
sizes. The stocks of five M14's caught on fire in these tests. In
open areas under bright sunlight, all candidate carbines sustained a
large amount of heat absorption but not to the extent that they could
not be handled.

2.19.3,2.5 (C) The M14 safety and firing selector are separate items,
located at different points on the rifle. The C-SMI and S-C have a
combination fire selector and safety switch; the selector switch on
these carbines, as well as the safety on the M14, was identifiable toy
touch and operated with a minimum of motion by the firer in all firing
positions.

2.19.3.2.6 (C) The carbine sights were easily located and identified
by touch. However, adjusting the front sight of the C-SMG and S-C was
time consuming ,.d-somewhat difficult in other than the prone position.

2.19.3.2.7 (7) Operation of the safety, sig'it, .:nd controls was more
difficult in varying degrees on the carbines when the firer wore arctic
and CB protective clothing. It was extremely difficult to obtain a
proper sight picture with all the candidate carbines while wearing the
CB protective mask.

2.19.3.2.8 (C) Recoil of the 5.56-mm carbine in the semiautomatic

mode did not have an adverse effect on the firer, nor pose any par-
ticular difficulty in firing from the hip and shoulder. The recoil
of the M14 in the semiautomatic as well as the automatic mode caused
discomfort to the firer's shoulder. During Sub-Test No 3, Rate of
Fire, test soldiers complained of discomfort caused by the M14 to the
shoulder-Twhen firing bursts in excesa of five rounds each.

2.19.3.2.9 (C) The ,.andidate carbines did not have any significant
imbalance that affec d4 the carrying or pointed characteristics of
the carbines. With respect to pointing characteristics, accuracy re-
sults in Sub-Test No 12, Point Fire Accuracy, were significantly
better with the S-C than with the C-SM1 and the M14 (ref Table 12-2,
Sub-Test No 12, Pointed Fire Accuracy)..
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Ž.19.3.2.10 (C) Three-point support was achieved with all candidate
carbines in the prone position. The length of the C-SMG, with stock
extended, was such that three-point support in the prone position
could be attained; however, it was difficult for some test soldiers.

2-.19.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.19.3.3.1 (C) All of the candidate automatic rifles were fired
from the right and left shoulder in all normal firing positions, with-
out difficulty, while wearing temperate clothing and equipment. They
were also fired by soldiers wearing arctic clothing and CB protective
mask and cloýhing, with the exception of the M14E2 by soldiers wear-
ing arctic mittens. There was no provision on the M14E2 for firing
by soldiers wearing the arctic mittens. However, a winter trigger
kit was recently tested with satisfactory results in the Arctic and
should be avail;ble for use in the near future.

2.19.3.3.2 (C) When questioned as to whether they experienced any
undue discomfort from blast andmoise with the candidate automatic
rifles, the test soldiers stated that the noise made by the M14E2
was significantly louder than made by the C-AR and the S-AR, and that
this noise caused some discomfort. The test soldiers further stated
that the S-AR sometimes emitted smoke and fumes which irritated their
eyes and made sighting difficult. There was more flash from the M14E2
than with the other two automatic rifles. No significant differences
as to blast were noted.

2.19.3.3.3 (C) The ejection patterns of the M14E2 and the C-AR did
not interfere with adjacent firers nor with the firer's ability to
aim and fire accurately from any position. The ejection pattern of
the S-AR did not interfere with adjacent firers; however, it interfered
with a right-handed firer in any position which required him to gr"sp
the forestock with his left hand. In such a position, hot brasswaseJected~onto the firear's left wrist, the brass occasionally going in /
his sleeve. This detracted from his ability to aim and fire accurately. j
2.19.3.3.4 (C) After firing approximately 200 rounds in the M14E2,
using 3-round bursts in an assault exercise, the front underside of
the stock would occasionally burst into flame. Althoagh the firer
had a front pistol grip which did not absorb heat, the burning stock
detracted from the firer's ability to aim and fire accurately. (See
SubtTest No 16, Durability and Reliability). The front 1andguard of
both the C-AR and the S-AR became hot during extended firing exer-
cises, ond during Sub-Test No 3, Rate of Fire, the C-AR firers had to
wear gloves while firing the larger burst sizes. The barrels of all
three candi4ate automatic rifles became too hot to touch during most
firing exercises. None of the candidate automatic rifles became
difficult to handle due solely to heat absorption from the sun.
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2.19.3.3.5 (C) The safeties and controls of all three candidate
automatic rifles were minimal in number, easily located and identi-
fied by touch, and operated with a minimum of motion by the firer
(in all firing positions) to include while wearing complete arctic
clothing and CB protective clothing-with the exception previously
noted regarding firing the M14E2 while wearing arctic mittens. (See
Sub-Test No 18, Safety, regarding the use of a combination safety-
selector switch.) All of the safeties and controls were more diffi-
cult to manipulate when wearing gloves or mittens.

2.19.3.3.6 (C) The sights of all three candidate automatic rifles
were easily located and identified by touch by the firer (in all fir-
ing positions) to include while wearing complete arctic clothing and
CB protective clothing. The sights of the M14E2 were operable with
a minimum of motion under the conditions listed above. The. sights of
the C-AR and the S-AR were not operable with a mini~iim of motion (see

( Sub-Test No 4, Sights). All of the sights were more difficult "to
manipulate when wearing gloves or mittens. The necessity to make ad-
justments to both the front and rear sights of the C-AR and the S-AR
was confusing (see Sub-Test No 4, Sights). It was extremely diffi-
cult to obtain a proper sight picture with the M14E2 and C-AR while
wearing the CB protective mask. Aiming with the offset (to the left)
sights of the S-AR was difficult and awkward for most left-handed
firers.

2.19.3.3.7 (C) When fired from the shoulder, the recoil of the
M14E2 was sufficient to cause discomfort to some of the test soldiers.
When fired from the shoulder or the hip, the recoil of the C-AR and
the S-AR was not sufficient to cause discomfort to any of the test
soldiers. All three candidate automatic rifles had recoil pads;
however, the recoil pad of the C-AR was little more than a hard-
rubber butt plate. The C-AR utilized an internal buffer system to
reduce recoil. I

(
2.19.3.3.8 (C) The configuration and design of all of the candidate
automatic rifles were suitable with respect to pointing character-
istics. While the balance of the S-AR was relatively further forward
thann'that of the C-AR and M14E2, the results of pointed fire accuracy
testing (ref Table 12-3, Sub-Test No 12, Pointed Fire Accuracy) indi-
cate that the S-AR had better pointing characteristics than the other
two candidates.

2.19.3.3.9 (C) The lengths of all three candidate automatic rifles
were sufficient to allow three-point support when the firer was in
the prone position.

2.19.3.3.10 (C) None of the candidate automatic rifles had projec-
tions which caused discomfort or injury to the firers during the
course of testing.
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2.19.3.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.19.3.4.1 (C) The size and shape of the candidate machine Suns per-
mitted firing by test soldiers in all positions, without difficulty,
including from right or left shoulder, and the bipeds when wearing com-
plete temperate field clothing, arctic clothing, and CB protective
clothing and mask, with one exceptiQn. The 1460 could not be fired
while wearing the arctic mitten, but could be fired by a soldier wear-
ing the arctic mitten, trigger finger.

2.19.3.4.2 (C) Test soldiers stated that they experienced no sig-
nificant amount of discomfort from the noise and blast of the .-andi-
date machine guns. On occasion there were emissions of gases aud
particles from the Code-S machine guns, during firing, which were
dangerous to the assistant gunner when he assumed the best position
to the left of the gun to assist in feeding and loading amiunition
belts. In. addition, test soldiers commented that the amodnt of gas
producea in firing the Code-S machine guns sometimes affected their
ability to see and to accurately fire the gun.

2.19.3.4.3 (C) The ejection pattern of the K60, which varied from
1 to 15 feet to the right of the gun, sometimes interfered with ad-
jacent firers. The ejection pattern of the Code-S mashine Suns, which
is downward, did not i.. ý3rfere with adjacent gun crews, but prevented
the test soldiers from Leeping their band on the elevating handwheel
of the S-!0G when firing in the prone 0 psition (ref Sub-Test No 2,
Training). Assumption of an alte. osition to avoid this occur-
rence affected the gunneris ability to make quick changes with the
traversing and elevating mechanism.

2.19.3.4.4 (C) No effects on the firer were ndoed from rapid or sus-
tained fire# or exposure to the sun, with the M60. The rapid build-up
of heat in Sustained firing, La well as safety restrictions imposed,
limited the number of rounds that could be fired with the Code-S
machine Sups without a barrel change.

2.19.3.4.5 (C) The safeties, sights, and controls of the candidate
machine guns were easily located and identified by touch. -the opera-
tion of the Code-S machine gun sights could not always be dune with'a.
minimum of motion, because adjustments were required on both the front
and rear sights-when zeroing. Operation of all sights and controls
was difficult while test soldiers were wearing arctic mittens and CB
protective clothing and masks. Adjustment of the S-LMG biped legs by
soldierfs Wearing arctic mittens or gloves was difficult. Making large
shifts in elevation on the S-LMG could not be done rapidly, as there
is no fast adjustment feature in the design of the rear sight. The
sm~al.aperture of the Code.*S-MG made sightinaazA observation diffi-
cult when firing under low visibility condtfU ,and at wide area
targets (ref Sub-Test No 4, Sights).
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2.19.3.4.6 (C) The test soldiers expressed a preference for the
lighter recoil of the Code-S machine guns over the heavier one of the
M60. However, none of the test soldiers considered tbe recoil of
the M60 to be excessive. The recoil of the candidate machine guns was
not such as to prevent firing from the shoulder, underarm, or the hip.

2.19.3.4.7 (C) Test soldiers commented that they had cut their hands
on the circular projection of the fee4 tray of the Code-S machine guns
when operating the cocking handle.

2.19.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.19.4.1 (C) Rifles- (U)

2.19.4.1.1 (C) There are no signficant differences between the
candidate rifles as to capability of being fired from either the right
or left shoulder in all normal firing positions when wearing temperate
clothing and equipment. The M14, A-R, and H-R cannot be fired by
soldiers wearing arctic mittens. The trigger guard of the S-R is ra m.'
movable, and the XM16EI trigger guard can be folded, permitting firig
when the arctic mitten is worn. There is a winter fziger kit avail-
able for the M14. The inability to fire the A-R and H-R when wearing
arctic mittens is considered significant.

2.19.4.1.2 (C) There are no significant differences between the
candidate rifles as regards. effects on the firer from smoke, blast,flash or moise.

2.19.4.1.3 ( There are no significant differences between the
candidate rifles in the effects of their ejection patterns upon the
firer. VoweVer, the H-R's ejection pattern is greater in leitgth
than that of the other candidate rifles and can interfere with ad-
jacent firers. This is not considered significant.

2.19.4.1.4 (C) All of the candidate rifles become extremely hot in
a relatively short time when firing sustained automatic fire. The

LR-R reaches a hard to handle, hot condition mere quickly than the
other can4idate rifles in semiautomatic sustained fire, -The- )14 is
susceptible to burning when fired in sustained automatic fire in
large bursts. The differences between the candidate rifles with re-
spect to heat build-up, both from firing and exposure to the sun, are
not considered significant. Caution must be exercised with all of
them, when handling during and after sustained firing.

2.19.4.1.5 (C) The M14 has the most effective safety an4 the easiest
means .of adjusting sights. The controls of the XK16El, f-i, A-I, and
H-R require the least amount-of motion to operate, but more training
is. required to become familiar with them. Identification of the
alternate selection switch of the A..R (for use when stock is folded)
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is not positive. This is significant. Zeroing of sights is signifi-
cantly easier with the M14 and requires less motion than with the
XM16El, A-R, and.S-R, which often require adjustment of both front
and rear sight, and the H-R which requires special tools for zeroing.
All of the candidate rifle sights and controls are significantly more
difficult, but comparable, to operate when wearing arctic and CB pro-
tective clothing and mask. It is undesirably difficult to obtain a
proper sight picture with all of the candidate rifles while wearing
the CB protective mask.

2.19.4.1h (C) There are no significant differences between the candi-
date rifles with respect to discomfort caused by recoil when fired
from the hip. When fired from the shoulder, discomfort to the firer
caused by recoil is significantly less with the 5.56-mm candidates than
with the M14.

2.19.4.1.7 (C) The M14, H-R, S-R, and A-R are comparable in pointed C
fire accuracy, which indicates comparable pointing characteristics.
The XMl6E1 is significantly less effective in pointed fire accuracy
than the other candidate rifles, which i.ndicates poor pointing char-
acteristics. This is significant.

2.19.4.1.8 (C) The length of all of the candidate rifles is adequate
with respect to the capability of the firer to achieve 3-point support
in the prone position. C
2.19.4.2 (C) Carbines (U)

2.19.4.2.1 (C) All of the candidate carbines are capable of being
fired from either the right or left shoulder, without difficulty, when
wearing temperate and arctic clothing, gloves, and CB protective
clothing and mask. However, the M14 r6quires the use of its winter
trigger kit for firing when wearing arctic mittens. All are more dif-
ficult but comparable, to fire when wearing arctic or CB protective

clothing and mask.

2.19.4.2.2 (C) The M14 and S-C are comparable as to effects upon
the firer from smoke, blast, flash, and noise. The C-SMG, when firing
ball type propellant ammunition, produces significantly more noise,
blast, and flash than the other two carbines. This is unacceptable.
With CR type propellant ammunition, the noise, blast, and flash pro-
duced by the C-SMG is significantly less than with the ball type pro-
pellant and is considered acceptable.

2.19.4.2.3 (C) There is no significant difference between the candi-
date carbines as to interference to the firer caused by their ejection
patterns.. The ejection pattern of the S-C could cause interference
with adjacent firer, but this is not considered significant.
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( 2.19.4.2.4 (C) There is no significant difference between the M14
and the S-C with respect to heat transfer from firing semiautomatic
fire, nor with any of the candidate carbines with respect to heat
build-up from exposure to the sun. However, the effect of heat trans-
fer with the C-SMG in sustained fire is significantly geater on the
firer than with the other two candidate Weapons,*'- Th~e woodetx forestock:
of the 14 is,. susqeptiPle toqbUrning .whn firing IonS bursts in sus-
;*ned au;toma£ .ic fire.

2.19.4.2.5 (C) The M14 has the most effective safety and the easiest
means of adjusting sights. The controls of the C-SMG and the S-C re-
quire the least amount of motion to operate, but more training is re-
quired with them to ensure complete reliability. Zeroing of the C-SM
and S-C sights is more time consuming than with the M14 sight, as the
two former often require adjustment of both front and rear sights.
Operation of all sights and controls dsa more difficult, but com-( parable, when the firer is wearing arctic or CB protective clothing
and mask. It is undesirably difficult to obtain a proper sight plc-
ture with all of the candidate carbines while wearing the CB protec-
tive mask.

2.19.4.2.6 (C) There are no significant differences between the
candidate carbines in the amount of discomfort due to recoil when
fired from the hip. When fired from the shoulder, the discomfort
caused by recoil of the C-SM1 and S-C is significantly less than that
of the M14.

2.19.4.2.7 (C) While some firers have difficulty in achieving 3-point
support in the prone position with the C-SMG, the differences between
the candidate weapons in this respect are not considered significant.

f., 2.19.4.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.19.4.3.1 (C) The M14E2 and the C-AR are comparable with respect to
capability of being fired from the right or left she-lder, without dif-
ficulty, in all normal firing positions. The ejection pattern of the
S-AR, which may cause hot brass to go down the left sleeve of a right-
hind firer, interferes with positioning of the forestock in the left
hand. This is objectionable. The M14E2 needs a winter trigger kit
(recently tested in the Arctic with satisfactory results) to enable
the firer to fire when wearing arctic mittens. Firing of all of the
candidate weapons is more difficult but acceptable when the firer is
wearing arctic or CB protective clothing.

2.19.4.3.2 (C) While the severity of the blast and noise of the
M14E2 is greater than that of the C-AR and S-AR, it is not considered
significantly so.

2.19.4.3.3 (C) There is no significant difference between the candi-
date weapons as to effects caused by heat from exposure to the sun. In
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sustained firing, the heat from the stock of the M14E2 detracts from
the firer's ability to aim, and the front handguard of the C-AR becomes
too hot to hold with the bare hand. Both of these characteristics are
undesirable.

2.19.4.3.4 (C) The M44E2 has the most effective safety. The con-
trols of the C-AR and the S-AR require the least motion to operate,
but require more training to be reliable, especially for night use.
The M14E2 sights are the easiest to operate under all conditions.
The C-AR and S-R sights, which often require adjustment of both front
and rear sight in zeroing, are not operable with a minimum of motion.
All sights and controls are more difficult to operate when wearing
arctic or CB clothing and mask. It is undesirably difficult to ob-
tain a proper sight picture with the M14E2 and the C-AR while wearing
the CB protective mask. The inability of some left-handed soldiers
to aim the S-AR because of the sights being off-set to the left is
also undesirable.

2.19.4.3.5 (C) The effect of recoil upon the firer when firing from
the hip is comparable between the candidate weapons. However, the
effect of recoil upon the firer when firing from the shoulder was sig-
nificantly less with the C-AR and S-AR than with the M14E2.

2.19.4.3.6 (C) With respect to the number, location, identification
by touch, and operation with a minimum of motion by the firer (in all
firing positions) to include while firer is wearing complete arctic
clothing and CB protective clothing, the safeties and controls of all
three candidate automatic rifles are considered comparable;

2.19.4.3.7 (C) The results of pointed fire accuracy tests (Sub-Test
No 12, Pointed Fire Accuracy, Table 12-3) indicate that the S-AR is
better than the other automatic rifle as to pointing characteristics.
This is significant.

2.19.4.3.8 (C) All of the candidate automatic rifles are long enough
to enable the firer to achieve 3-point support in the prone position.
There are no significant differences in this characteristic.

2.19.4.4 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.19.4.4.1 (C) The candidate machine guns are comparable with respect
to their capability of being fired from a bipod, from the right and
left shoulder, and from a sustained fire mount when the firer is wear-
ing complete temperate, arctic, and CB protective clothing and mask.

2.19.4.4.2 (C) There are no significant differences between the
candidate machine guns as to firer discomfort caused by blast and
noise.
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2.19.4.4.3 (C) There are no significant differences between the
candidate machine guns as to effects of their ejection patterns on
adjacent firers. Rowever, the downward ejection pattern of the Code-
S machine gun, causing hot brass to strike the gunner's hand when the
gun is tripod mounted, interferes with manipulation of the elevating
handwheel. This is very undesirable.

2.19A4.4.4 (C) The differences between the candidate machine guns
with respect to heat build-up and transfer are significant. Those
characteristics are acceptable in the M60. The rapid heat build-up
and the resultant safety restrictions made the Code-S machine guns
unacceptable for Infantry use.

2.19.4.4.5 (C) There are no significant differences between the
candidate machine guns with respect to number, location, and identi-
fication of sights, safeties, and controls. The sights of the 1160
are easier to zero than those of the Code-S, since the latter sume-
times require adjustment of both the front and rear sight. Howaver,
the ability to zero the front sight of each barrel in elevation is
sometimes an advantage with a quick barrel change type machine gun,
since each of the assigned barrels can be zeroed to its gun. Large
elevation changes can be made much more quickly on the rear sight of
the M60 than on the Code-S. The open-type rear sight of the M60
is better than the small aperture-type one of the Code-S when aiming
under low visibility conditions and when firing at wide area targets.
The bipod legs of the S-LHG are difficult to adjust when the gunner
is wearing arctic mittens.

2.19.4.4.6 (C) There are no significant differences between the
candidate machine guns in the area of effects of recoil upon the
firer's capability to fire from the shoulder, underarm, or hip.

2.19.4.4.7 (C) The code-S emits more gases and particles in the area
"of the feed port during firing than does the M60. On occasion these
emissions are dangerous and prevent the assistant gunner from taking
the best position next to the gun to assist in loading and feeding
ammunition into the gun.

2.19.4.5 (C) Deficiency of heCandidateWeapons (U)

Code-S Machine Gun:

Emission of gases and particles from the feed port in sustained
firing is dangerous and prevents the assistant gunner from positioning
himself in the best position for feeding and loading ammunition into the gun.

2.19.4.6 (C) Shortcomings of the Candidate Weapons (U)

2.19.4.6.1 (C) M14 and M14E2:

a. (C) Rapid build-up and transfer of heat in sustained auto-
matic fire cause difficulty in handling the weapon.
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b. (C) Recoil causes discomfort to the firer in sustained firing. -

c. (C) Forestock is susceptible to burning in sustained auto-
matic fike.

2.19.4.6.2 (C) S-R:

a. (C) Rapid build-up and transfer of heat in sustained auto-
matic fire causes difficulty in handling the weapon.

b. (C) Sight is not operable with a minimum of motion.

2.19.4.6.3 (C) H-R:

a. (C) Rapid build-up and transfer of heat in sustained semi-
automatic fire cause difficulty in handling the weapon.

b. (C) Sights not operable with a minimum of motion.

c. (C) Inability to use trigger when the soldier wears arctic
mittens.

2.19.4.6.4 (C) A-R:

a. (C) Rapid build-up and transfer of heat in sustained auto-
matic fire cause difficulty in handling the weapon. C

b. (C) -SiShts not operable with a minimum of motion.

c, (C) Inability to use trigger when the soldier wears arctic
mittens.

2.19,.4.6.5 (C) XMI6El:

.(C) Rapid build-up and transfer of heat in sustainedi auto- (7
maticfi lre cause difficulty in handling the weapon.

b. (C) Sights. not operable with a minimum of motion.

c. (C) Poor pointing characteristics;

2.19.4.6.6 (C) S-C, C-SMG, and C-AR:

a. (C) Rapid build-up and transfer of heat in sustained auto-
matic fire cause difficulty in handling the weapon.
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b. (C) Sights not operable with a minimum of motion.

2.19.4.6.7 (C) S-AR:

a. (C) Rapid build-up and transfer of heat in sustained auto-
matic fire cause difficulty in handling the weapon.

b. (C) Sights not operable with a minimum of motion.

Sc. (C) Some left-handed firers could not use the off-set (to
theleft sights.

d'. (C) The downwear ejection of hot bras prevents the slqdier
frý,m properly grasping the forestock and detractk from his abil ty to
aim and fire.

2.19.4.6.8 (C) Code-S Machine Gun:

a, (C) The downward ejection pattern of hot brass interferes
with operation of the elevating handwheel by the gunner when the
gun is mountedkon the tripod.

b. (C) Adjustment of the S-LMG bipod legs is difficult for
the soldier wearing arctic mittens.

c. (C) Difficulty in making large range adjustments on
the rear sight.

d. (C) The small aperture rear sight makes use of the sight
difficult under low illumination conditions and restricts the gunner's
field of view when engaging wide area targets.

e. (C) Sights not operable with a minimum of motion.

A",
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2.20 (C) SUB-TEST NO 20, VALUE ANALYSIS (U)

2.20.1 (C) OBJECTIVE (U)

Rifles, Carbines, Automatic Rifles, and Machine Guns

General

To determine if the candidate weapons contain any features which
are unnecessary, costly, or "nice-to-have" in accordance with USATECOM
Regulation 700-1, 15 June 1964.

2.20.2 (C) METHOD (U)

Rifles. Carbines. Automatic Rifles, and Machine Guns

Throughout all testing, observations were made to determine and C
test soldiers were instructed to report any nonessential or "nice-to-
have" features which could be modified or deleted without compromising
the durability, reliability, performance, or safety of the candidate
weapons.

2.20.3 (C) RESULTS (U)

2.20.3.1 (C) Rifles, Carbines and Automatic Rifles (U)

No nonessential or "nice-to-have" features were determined on any
of the candidate rifles, carbines, or automatic rifles.

2.20.3.2 (C) Machine Guns (U)

2.20.3.2.1 (C) The M60-LtM was capable of being converted to the M60-
IOU by mounting the M60-LMG on the M122 tripod mount.

2.20.3.2.2 (C) The S-L14 was capable of being converted to the S-MMG C
by removing the stock assembly and forestock assembly and mounting the
S-LMG on the M2 tripod mount by the use of the sub-mount assembly.

2.20.3.2.3 (C) A bipod case was issued for use ,ith each S-LMG. The
bipod case had provisions for carrying the same cleaning equipment as
is carried in the spare barrel carrying case (ref fig 57 and 63). In
addition, a spare barrel carrying case was issued for use with each
'SeiMLG and each S-HM. '

2.20.4 (C) ANALYSIS (U)

2.20.4.1 (C) Since the sub-mount assembly and the M2 tripod mount were
the only items of equipment necessary to allow the S-LMG to fulfill the
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role of the S-MH, two separate weapons were not necessary to fulfill
the machine gun requirement. The S-LMG and S-HMM should more properly
be -referred to as a single weaponr providing for use of the bipod and
tripod whenever appropriate.

2.20.4.2 (C) A pocket for the bipod on the spare barrel carrying case
would eliminate the need for a bipod case being carried on the pistol
b6U, thus eliminating a piece of equipment and reducing the weight and
bulk carried by the soldier without compromising the durability, reli-
ability, performance, or safety of the Code S machine guns.
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CHART 3-6 C

RATE OF FIRE, MACHINE GUNS

ATT. 300 M 500 M 1,000 M
BURST

WEAPON SIZE HC HE PTH HC HP PTH HC HP PTH
M60-LMG 3 21.2 14.0 50.6 20.6 11.3 40.6 5.9 4.6 16o8

6 21.1 9.1 53.1 13.3 7.3 35.6 6.7 4.0 15.0
10 13.3 4.8 45.6 9.1 4.0 36.2 4.8 2.8 15.6
15 14.1 3.7 48.1 12.2 3.7 33.7 4.0 2.4 16.2

M60-MMG 3 21.2 13.0 66.8 12.5 8.7 53.7 4.3 3.7 29.3
6 20.5 9.3 68.1 21.4 9.0 65.6 6.5 5.3 38.7

10 16.0 6.0 60.0 11.9 5.4 51ý2 6.3 4.1 28.1
15 14.3 3.9 65.6 10.6 3.7 41.8 3,7 2.3 21.8

S-LNG 3 17,1 12".1 62,5 16,4 9,6 51.8 4.5 4.1 36.8
6 16.1 7.8 73.7 14.9 6.6 66.8 4.8 3.6 50.0

10 13.2 5.0 65.0 12.1 4.3 55,6 5.5 3.3 42.5
15 13.3 4.2 61.2 13.5 3.7 40.6 2.5 1.8 31.2

S-MMG 3 22.2 12.3 67.5 13.1 8.6 68,7 4.6 4.2 44.3.
6 16.1 -8.6 71,8 9.8 5.5 68.7 3.2 2.9 43.1

10 12.5 4.7 74.3 5.9 3.1 65.0 3.5 2.4 31.8
15 11.4 3.7 65.0 10.4 3.5 61.8 3.0 1.9 33.7

CS,

LEGEND: HC - Hit Capability
HP - Hit Probability

PTH - Percent Target Hits

CON"FIDENTIAL 16
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CHWU',T 16-6

M14-- MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

M14 --

"GiD ct ýuýY TGRY CTEGO~.Y

NO NO FIRED * T" III IV TOTAL
1 361762 7599 8 2 0

2 362843 5786 1 1

3 362985 6110 0 1
4 348587 4544 2 iI_ 4
5 362845 5298 4 0 .,4

6 360537 6519 8 2 - 10
7 363119 6116 2 .. ,2 4

8 517306 4723 10 , 1 1
9 355524 5563 4 1 5

10 359687 6252 16 1 1 18

11 359440 4271 2 0 1 i _ 3
12 361756 4695 4- 4

13 363367 1440 0 .. .... . 2 0 2

14 361036 6752 9 2 t I ,1_• 12
15 357681 3553 1_1 1 -

16 362231 6578 7 . . 1 8_ 1
17 362648 5398 4 " 0 -. 4
18 1527075 4185 2 2
1 361252 4010 6 1 1 8
20 363020 3675 3 0 0 _,_ 3 3

M14
21 362741 6824 18 2 2 22

22 5126131 6174 1 _ 1..... . , 1
23 1526384 3756 1 i_ _

24 362607 5321 0 1 i_,_

25 361389 5662 7 1 1 9
363035 6439 8 __,,, 8

27 358991 6589 2 2
28 361718 7257 9 1 5 0 15

29 360277 4716 2 "___... 2
30 362710 5813 7 1- -.

32 ~5893 i7 -2_9

31 .3.61284 5264 22 4 2 28
.U__ _ _362010 4-89 1 I__-__1_.... _-_ -

33 363056 4963 6 1 .......... 7
3-4.._ 35.7._ __ 4017 1 __ ._2 3
36 358465 4707 . 4 1 5
37 1521665 3666 1 0 1

__37 _L. 15222 27. 5015 1 1
38 1527945 4304 3 ,- _ 3

9 360722 4655 -6 . 3 .- _ 9
40 .1537013 4264

LEGEND: *Category defined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2)

"WNFIADENTIAL 1



CONFIDENTIAL
CHART 16-6 (Continued)

M14--MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

SLOT SERIAL ROUNDS ATTEGIŽY ].C20(ThY I CATEGORY - CATEGORIY

NO NO FIRED I * IT. III IV TOTAL
4d 3.62015 4742

42 919297 3584 1
43 363267 3572,,

44 905153 3863 3 0 3
S45 361225 3840 1 0 1

46 362809 4100 0 0 1 1i
.47 1524-92"3 4600
48 1521267 3843 • .. .1 . .. • 1
49 _36302F4-- 4085 ,

50 360922 _ _ 4885 2 "2
51 1279906 3190 1 - ' . ...... 1
52 1280199 302"6
5"3- 1'2 734 3755 2 " 2

54 1269018 " - 4_-_-7__- _ - "
55 1278193 4511 1 1
56 1277818 W881- 2 - 2
57 1278606 3503 1 158" 1282371 il 3382- .. :-• 2

59 1280297 3490 -"
60_ 1272291 4154 2 " 2 _]

M14
61 1276387 2276 1 __- '_' -
6g 1278943 . 3326 ........ .. _"

63 1272791 3263 _ _ _ _ _ _ _..64 1278693 _ 33_65 ... ..
65 1278406 2877 _ _ I- _
66 1280365 2549 I1..... 1
67 1269929 5836 _ _._ _

68 1279386 4041 "___.... _____--_

69 -339688 2977 4 .1 _-_... 5
70 341790 2377 -

S' -278818 4806 .-
72 336015 3841 2 "- 2
-73 1282665 5068 ........ . - -- - -
7T4 341598 , 3830 2 . ...... 2
75. 336004 2382 - _ . .. .. 1 _____... . 1
76 339636 - 3634 .... .... ... .. _- _. .____

1.77 338693 _ 3424 - 6 1 -. _-- - .. - 7
78 313394 3950 4 . . ".-. .4.

79 339594 3385 ..-
80 -.1277359 2389 ,. ... ,. -

=DETAL1-1
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CHART 16-6 (Continued)

M1ll--MA[,FUNCTIONS AND 1IROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

;1.uT s~nin~ M-!4 - .*

_ C ~l y Th'*~ TGO,,Y

NO NO FlkIED 1 1IIIV TOTAL

81 2323461 3111 11 2
82 1324207 4766 I

3 1277629 4016 1 + -

4 __4o__ _ __ __ _

85 337948 3945 2 2_---
86 338411 3932 4 -- 4
87-- 340709 4649 _ I___. ___
88 339441 4835 . 2 21
89 341931. 5224 16 _
90 340463 4678 2 _2

91 340255 3173

92 335590 3655 T 2

T 334570 5710 10 1 I 2
94 342221 5144 4~ 4 -1

9 339693 4618 -__

_ _338276 6329.

9 338202 3800 1 ___ 2f-.,-_-.---.-,_...._. . -- --- _1 -----

_38-70 LQQ 4_k52___ ___1

331046 4187 1 _

100_ 339621 4483 " 1 ,

TOTALS: 418,380 261. 23 46 1 331

11-117
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CHART 16-7

RIFLES-- MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

SLOT SERIAL ROUNDS Ct TZG(J'zY , CtTEGORY" CTEGOLiY -

NO NO FIRED I II III IV TOTAL

121 000467 6732 12 3 2 17

122 000475 5717 3 _ .-.--
123 000463 5848 6 0" _..6 ..

,124 - 000439 5651. _ 9 1 1 , , 11

125 00046§ 6765 5 i .2 2...._2 _ _9

126 000471 7219 17 1 ...... 18-

127 000466 6380 2 - 0 _ __ 5

128 000469 6518 16 2 1 , 19

129 000474 6770 8 -.... _8

130 000473 4768 1 0 1 2

131_ 000459 1564 0 0 2 2

132 000476 3000 4
_133 . .000432 [ 5836 ... .... 6 1

134 000465 __ .4072 10 1 -. 11

135 000433 5576 3 1 1 5

136 000445 - 7049 0 . ... ....... 0
137--000412 15..4.962,: ___!_ 2
139 0o 70 -241, , _ 5 2 1 _

139• _0042Q9,_ 665 _5 2 1, 1 8
140 000422 =_ 4045 0 ..... 3. . .. ,3_

TOTALS 110371 122 15 19 2 158

-,_. - XMI6EI

_J.IPL.! -156076 5226Zi 80 12 2 94

102 154065_ 5638 40 3 2 45

103 153691 LS 42 59 8 0 2 _ 69

104 153299 5868 76-. _ 7 4 87

"105 153492 5_299 87 37 4_ 4 _ 98

106 j53809 5198 69 4 3 __ ___ 76

1 156266 4539 43 1 2 46
108 j14911 4956 40 2 ... -_. .... 42
1.09 _148537 4631 29 0 1 30
110 145774 5450 48 2 6 - - 56

-I1 _148007- 44,93 82 7 6 .. .95.
112 124508 5093_ 51 4 4 ,,,_ 59

113 I142902 4ýL63 50 . 2 6 58

14- -,i47766 - 4438 21 1 22

115 _147064 4462 . 69 10 0 79

.116 148500 732 80 0 _ 2 1 83
117 L 148057 4862 - 60 4 4......_4 .... 68
118 155495 4036 63 1 - 2 66

119 148497 4154 42 1 2 1 46
120 1428791!, 4640 51 1 3 L 54

TOTALS 95720 1140 74 55 5 1274

LEGEND: *Category defined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2)
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C#ONFIDENTIAL
CHART 16-7 (Continued)

RTFLES--HALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

H-
SLOT SERIAL 2OUNDa" CU TEG,.Y ..... EGORY UTEG.Y
NO NO FIRED I II Ill IV TOTAL
141 02L9_ 4342 1 7_ 16
142 0239 4621 6 1 20
143 0289 4676 11-2Ii _ 4 2 1 !7
144 0296 4802 9 1 1 i 12
145 0302 3333 10 2 14

-146 0295 3921 3 6 10
147' 0281 4019 - 12-- 2 .. .. .-
148 0298 . 2728 2 4 1 7
149 0287 3845 5 ,, _5 1 11
150 0285 4683 20 .2 2 24
151 0283 4459 7 0 1 1 8
152 0299 827 0 1 1
153 0290 4491 7 5 12
154 0282 3757 10 2 = 1 13
155 0293 114749 11 1 1 ..... -13

.156 0291 2055 2 1 3___.. . -1
157 0288 4318 8 1 19 1

--158_9 0294 4055 9 4 2 15
159 0303 . . 4741 15 2 1 -- 18
160 0284 . 1529 - 1 1 4,_ ..... _-4

TOTALS 76026 151 79 23 2 255
AB

161 039 '1852 -2 _____1_6

162 03_-- 3342 18 _3
16 - 1-44 - - 3404 . . .9 I - ' 4 I"15

164 0m0 .. _3_350 ... 7_ ., 2 .. .. 9

_65 -042- 5495 14 ._ i 2 2 19_166 04-1 .. 5.126 - '39 24 '• I43•
167 860 _ 1 I .. 2
168 __2_

1680493'809 "- "_14 , 1 2 - - 18

169 056. ,3710 4 1 6170 a54 _ 3582 6 ... 02 -8
.171 046 2974 ' 2, ,_ .. _ i' 3-
172 01M. - 3831 . ... 6 0 ". 118
173 ,•OS3030. . . .. 2'- -
174 051 - 4018 15 2 1 1 19175 057 3456 244.. -

17 30177 05 .2 . 32 86 5 - - - -" ,,5
_ 77048 351.7 18 ' 2. . .. "-1* '-T__ 20.178 053 3188 ].6 1_ _ 0 6- 18-17 - 045• 2972; , 3 0 i0 --180 - -047 3820 6 ... ' - - - n-

TOTALS 68622 208 18 14 14 264

CON FIDETIAL 11
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CHART 16-8

RIFLES--BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS WERE ATTRIBUTED

So of Av No*
Occur- of

Weapon Part rences Rounds Remarks

M14 Bolt 4 2315 Extractor came out during firing,
bolt came apart.

Bolt Roller 8 4625 Cracked or broke.

Extractor Spring Plungei 1 748 Broke.

Extractor 3 1766 Bolt failed to lock

Ejector 1 4369 Broke.

Firing Pin 3 3604 Broke.
Gas Cylinder 2 1150 Cracked.
Operating Rod Spring 1 1143 Broke.
Gas Piston 1 112 Burred.
Ruptured Cartridge Case 4 2553 M62 (LC 12266)

S-R Bolt 6 3073 Cracked or broke.

Bolt Stop 5 2493 Broke.

Carrier and Piston Ass. 3 1763 Bolt carrier and piston separated.
• Hammer 2 3745 Broke.

Flange, Driving Spring 2 3854 Broke.

Bolt Stop Pin 1 152 Lost.

XKl6El Bolt 4 3641 Cracked or broke.
Key, Bolt Carrier 4. 987 (1) Replaced, (3) Retorqued.
Spring, Extractor 8 3913 Broke.

Pin, Extractor 2 3377 Broke.

Disconnect 8 3607 Broke.

H-R Operating Rod Pin 13 2403 Operating rod pin came loose and
binded on the operating rod tube,

- , -. - recurring.
A-R Weld Assembly Guide Rods 6 1884 Guide rods separated from

Casting, Plate.
Pivot, Receiver 1 1852 Broke.

Upper Bolt Catch 3 2683 Broke.

Ruptured Cartridge Case 1 826 M196 (WCC 6089)

LEGEND: *Average number of rounds fired in weapons which incident occurred.

11-120
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CHART 16-9

RIFLES--BROKEN, DAMAGED AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS WERE NOT ATTRIBUTED

No of Av No*

Occur- of
Weapon Part Zences Rounds Remarks

M14 Windage Knob Pinon
Assembly 2 128 Stripped
Set Screw, Flash
Suppressor 4 2778 Loosen and/or lost

Front Sight Guard 1 951 Cracked

Rear Sight Cover 1 5117 Cracked

Lock Pin, Connector 2 4388 Lost

Gas Cylinder Plug I 4615 Cracked
(7 and 10-

Stock 6 1246 Cracked and Charred rd bursts)•

Handguard Assembly 1 6588 Cracked

S-R Selector Switch 1 156 Inoperative
Separated from

Take-down Pin 1 1453 Trigger Housing Group

Locking Detent,
Front Sight 1 1028 Redrilled

V416El Selector .- ,_ltch 1 1244 Inoperative
Front Sight Taper
Pins 2 749 Loose and/or lost

Roll pins separated
Buffer Assembly 5 2655 And/or deformed
Pin Roll Rear Rear swivel assembly
Swivel 1 3617 separated from stock
Pin, Firing P"in Cracked, but did not separate
Retaining 24 1896 from bolt carrier

Front swivel
Pin Front Swivel 1 2841 s2parate-l from front siLght

H-R Set Screw Bayonet Loosen and/or lost,
Adapter 2545 bayonet adaptei assembly seprttd
Adjusting Screw,
Rear Sight 1 3875 Loosen
Set Screw, Rear Separated w/rear sight assembly
Sight 1 2938 tram barrel and receiver group

Bolt Stop Spring 5 2110 Tip broke on spring, lost

LEGEND: *Average number of rounds fired in weapons which incident occurred.
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CHART 16-9 (Continued

RIFLES- -BROKEN, DAYAGED AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS WERE NOT ATTRIBUTED

No of Av No
Occur- of

Weapon Part rences Rounds Remarks

A-R Bolt Carrier Assembly 1 1701 Burred preventing removal of
-r e- firing pin

Lower Receiver Weld cracked on corner of
(Magazine Housing) 1 4985 magazine housing
Lower Receiver
(Back Plate) 7 3844 Weld cracked on back plate

Barrel Extension 1 860 Cracked
Spiral Pin, Taker-down Lost; plunger take-down, spring,
Plunger 1 599 guide rod plate came apart
Swivel Sling,
Front Sight 1 1852 Separated from front sight
Taper Pin,
Front Sight 1 873 Loosen and/or lost
Liner, Upper (3) Loosen fm upper handguard
Handguard 4 3785 (1) Separated fm upper handguard

Upper Handguard 5 4114 Cracked

Rear Sight 1 3030 Weld cracked
Housing, Take-down
Plunger 1 599 Broke off guide rod plate

"cNoRDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL
CHART 16-12

*CARBINES MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

______ ~~~~C -SMG __ _ _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

SLOT SEP IAL ',;UN DW CY TZGGY~.2. , I CATEGORY CA.TEGO~IY y
NO NO FIRED ** I II III IV TOTAL

1 183i 01462 454983 9j i 92 014631 5364 6 63 01654%25 16 I •17,

4 014639 4702 12 _ _12_5 014629 4549 3 I3

6 014615 4006 10 - I0
7 014608 3979 6 '1

_ 8 014621 5140 25 _ 26

9 014636 6224 1 22 '_ 2210 014622 5740 11 2 13
11 014633 3785 13 3 16
12 014625 3127 22 1.2_3

13 014628 3669 5 _ _-- .... .-
4 014609 .... 3133 3 -

15L 014637 3743_ 8 - -1 j9,16 014630 3439_ 7 -, 1 .
17 014654 2857 5 _ - - ....
18 014603 3028 2"1'i9-' 014601- 4417 -")3 " . [12.
20 014605 +. 4608 _5 13

TOTALS 81,871 201 14 4 2 222

S-C

I- 000518_ 2898 19 2 4 15000510 4651 1i 1 23_000512 4879 11 .! I4 16i•
4 000515 5008 19 4 8 J 31
5 000508 4345 5 4 _ _ 9

000535 2129 2 2 __4---
000519 4280 8 8-8 000513 3409 4 1

9 000536 6807 12 7 19
10 000509 4829 14 8 1 2 2411i_ .q 0053-7 . 465_2 _ ' 3 . .. 8 -
12 000522 4831 7 2 913 000570 3584 7 1__ 814 000520 '3812 4 1 1 6
15 000511 3964 18 2- 20
16 .000524 - 4934 8 . . 1 9
17 000529 _ "4372 9 5 -- _ 1418 000528 4104 13 j 1319 000505 1915 2 ' . . ... 3

20 000514 3709 9
TOTALS 83,107 167 40 22 3 232

* M14 malfunctions and broken, damaged and lost parts by category (ref Chart 16-6).
** Category defined (ref para 2.12.2.1.2)
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CHART 16-13

*CARBINES- -BROKEN, tMMAGED, AND LOST PARTS To WHICH MALFUNCTIONS

WERE ATTRIBUTED

NO OF AV NO**

WEAPON PART OCCURRENCES RDS FIRED REMARKS

S-C Bolt 2 3,278 Cracked

Bolt Stop Pin 1 418 Missing

Bolt Handle 1. 204 Disengaged

Bolt Stop 3 2490 Broken

Extractor 1 3,484 Broken
Operating Spring
Guide Pin 1 703 Missing

Separated from
Gas Piston 1 36 bolt carrier

C-SMG Bolt 2 4,569 Cracked

Extractor Spring 1 3,375 Broken

LEGEND: * M14 broken, damaged and lost parts to which malfunctions
were attributed are totaled with the M14 candidate rifles
(ref Chart 16-8).

** Average number of rounds fired in weapons which incident
occurred.

CONFIDENTIAL 11-128
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CHART 16-14

*CARBINES- -BROKEN, DAIMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS
WERE NOT ATTRIBUTED

NO OF AV N** T

WEAPON PART OCCURRENCES RDS FIRED REMARKS

S-C Gas Port 7 3,272 Ring Frozen
Bayonet Stud
Pin 1 459 Missing

Front Sight 1 0 Frozen

Front Sight Pin 2 243 Missirtg

C-SMC Charging Handle 1 1 *08 Bndn

LEGEND: * M14 broken, damaged and lost parts to which maIfunctions
were not attributed are totaled with the M14 candidate
rifles (ref Chart 16-9).

** Average number of rounds fired in weapons which incident
occurred.
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CONRDENTIAL

•CHART 16-18

MIl4E2--M&LFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, rAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

-SERIAL ROUNDS CA.TEGORY CATEGORY CvT-•GOY T TGORY TANUMBER F IR'D * I -.- I1 - III.I OTL.

1 0 0- 2

1276185 5,2190ii
O 2

1274200 8,1378 8 0 2 0 0_

1279572 1,136 5 0 0 0 5

1263822 1,1421 5 0 _

1282842 9,155 22 0 0 0 22

1281383 10,277 0 0 
00

IL61664 6,681 16 i0. 
18_

1271048 80,357 1 0 0 0.

1279533 8,110 1 1J I 0 02

1279552 10,671 2 0 0

127968 9,421 4IIi7_

1282C15 6,545 • _6 0 2 0 8

1244 1,466 0 •'0 0 0 0

S1271316 8,431 1 0 0 1

1279160 298 0 0 -00 0-

UNRECORDED 00 0 2 2

TOTALS: 107,287 71 4 10 4 89

LEGEND: * Category defined (ref para 2.1.6.2.1.2)
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CHART 16-19

C-AR--MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

SERIAL ROUNDS Ct.TEGORY CATEGORY C.'.TZG0PY CATEGORYI

NUIrBER FIR2ED II III IV TOUTL

014719 1,524 0 0 I 0 0 ,0

014778 8,035 3 0 1 2 0 5

014716 841 1 00 0 1

014791 8,353 27 0 0 0 27

014746 8, 572 17 0 5 1 23

014749 8,290 } 12 0 j 1 0 13

014788 6,037 63 2- 0 20 65

014781 7,636 19 0 2 1 22
- ----

014721 6,978 8 0 1 0 9

014765 8,939 41 0 2 1 44

014748 6-,122 16 0 1 1 18

014787 5, 1 0 0 0 1

014717 1,538 0 0 0 0 0

014766 7,121 10 0 1 1 12

014725 175 0 0 1 0 0 0

UNRECORDED 0 0 2 1 3

TOTALS: 85,299 218 0 19 6 243

LEGEND: * Category defined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2)

CONFIDENTIAL
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CHART 16-20

S-AR--MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

SERIAL ROUNDS C.TEGORY CATEGORY CATEGOY CATEGORY
NUMBER FIr-ED * I II III IV TOThL

000497 4215 4 0 3 0 7

000490 7,603 33 0 1 0 34

000491 1 q4159 14 1 0 0 15

000486 7.089 29 0 2 0 31

000493 8.746 46 0 i fI2 49

000504 7,037 19 0 0 1 20
000492 8,155 18 2 0 20

000489 7.769 25 0 0 0 25

000496 5,699 13 0 -0 1 i4

000495 . 5702 2 0 0 0 -2

000498 6,505 11 0 0 1 12

000499 5,775 1 0 0 5

000494 2,920 5 0 1 0 6

000488 8,291 J 30 1 1 0 32

000487 706 4 0 2 0 6

TOTALS: 88,671 257 3 13 5 278

LEGEND: *Category defined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2)
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CHART 16-21

M14E2--BROKEN, UMAGED MID LOST PARTS TO, WHICH MALFUNCTIONS'
WEM. ATTRI]JTED

SERIAL NO OF NO OF RDS
NUMBER PART OCCURMWNCES o.WHLN .0Ca.D REMARKS

1275968 Operating Spri , 1 3.277 ' Brokeei

Failed to extract,1274200 Cartridge. 1 ' 6,270 cartridge broke off in
_ ..... _ chamber.

Failed to extract,
1275968 Cartr1ide 7,722 cartridge broke off in

_ - chamber.

S.ONFIDENTIAL 
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CHART 16-22

M14E2--BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS
WERE NOT ATTRIBUTED

SERIAL NO OF NO OF RDS
NUMBER PART OCCURRENCES WHEN OCCJRRED REMARKS

Shoulder
1276185 Rest Spring 1 1,253 Broken while firing

Stabilizer
1276185 Assembly 1 1,208 Fell off while firing

Stabilizer Fell off and destroyed
1281373 Assembly 1 1,331 by following rounds

Stabilizer Fell off and destroyed
1261664 Assembly 1 373 by following rounds

Stabilizer
1279533 Assembly_ 1 2,391 Fell off while firing

Stabilizer Fell off while firing and
1282015 Assembly 1 1,069 destroyed by following rds

Front Snapped off while trying
1263822 Hand Grip 1 812 to free compensator

1274200 Forestock 1 2,835 Cracked while firing

1261664 Stock 1 4,308 Burned while firing

1279552 Stock 1 923 Burned while firing

1282015 Stock 1 2,329 Burned while firing

1263822 Front Sight 1 2,112 Fell off (vibrated loose)
Broke--(noticed while

1275968IBipod 3 696 cleaning),

11-137
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CHART 16-23

C-AR, BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS
WERE ATTRIBUTED

"SERIAL NO OF NO OF RDS

NUMBER PART OCCURRENCES WHEN OCCURRED REMARKS

014747 Extractor Spring 1 3,739 Broke while firing

014781 Extractor Spring 1 4,819 Broke while firing

014765 Extractor Spring 1 5,798 Broke while firing

014748 Extractor Spring 1 4,104 Broke while firing

014766 Extractor Spring 1 5,283 Broke while firing

014721 Firing Pin 1 2,768 Broke while firing
Action Spring

014746 Guide Assembly 3 (1) 1,708 Broke while firing
Action Spring

014746 Guide Assembly 1 2 1 093 Broke while firing
Action Spring

014746 Guide Assembly 1 (3) 750 Broke while firming
Action Spring

014781 Guide Assembly 1 2,597 Broke while firing
Action Spring

014765 Guide Assembly 1 2,309 Broke while firing
Action Spring

014748 Guide Assembly 1 3,021 Broke while firing
Action Spring

014788 Guide Assembly . 3,520 Broke while firing

014746 Bolt 1 889 Broke while firinr
Bent gas ring
on bolt 1* Bent while firing

LEGEND:
* Not recorded and not identified with a particular C-AR.

(1) First occurrance.
(2) Number of rounds since 1st occurrance.
(3) Number of rounds since 2nd occurrance.

11W.138
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CHART 16-24

C-AR--BROKEN, IAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICII MALFUNCTIONS WERE

NOT ATTRIBUTED

SERIAL NO OF NO OF RDS
NUMBER PART OCCURRENCES WHEN OCCURRED REMARKS

Firing Pin Bent--unable to fit
0114778 Retaining Pin 1 1,175 into hole

Firing Pin Bent--unable to fit
014788 Retaining Pin 1 1,389 into hole

Firing Pin Lost--discovered
014781 Retaining Pin 1 2,358 while cleaning

Firing Pin Bent--unable to fit
014746 Retaining Pin 1 2,801 into hole

Cracked--discovered
014788 Handguards 1 487 after portability

.._ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ test
Vibrated loose and

014749 Buffer Retainer 1 2,552 fell into the receiver
_ _group

Front of bolt chipped
014766 Bolt 1 1,648 discovered during

inspection of parts
Result of a bent

014765 Bolt 1 2,552 magazine

CHART 16-25

S-AR--BROKEN, DMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS WERE
"ATTRIBUTED

SERIAL NO OF NO OF RDS
NUMBER PART OCCURRENCES WHEN OCCURRED REMARKS .

Failed to seat proper-
00491 Magazine- 1 _ 1,731 ly due to bent mag..

000493 Piston Rings 1 2,825 Bent during firing
Separated from carrier

000498 Piston Rod .. 2,267 while firing

000486 Trigger Pin 1 500 Came out while firing

11-139
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CHART 16-26

S-AR--BROKEN, IDMAGED, AND LOST PARTS'TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS WERE
NOT ATTRIBUTED

SERIAL NO OF NO RDS WHEN
NUMBER PART OCCURRENCES OCCURRED REMARKS

Housing and Sight
000490 Assembly Pin 1 925 Nic in pin--replacer

Housing and Sight Missing--noticed
000486 Assembly Pin 1 550 after completion of

firing-
Housing and Sight Bent--noticed during

000497 Assembly Pin 1 1,174 inspection of parts
Housing and Sight Bent--noticed during

000494 Assembly Pin 1 1,266 inspection of parts
Housing and Sight Fell out

000488 Assembly Pin 1 518 while firing
Housing. and Sight Bdnt--noticed during

000487 Assembly Pin 1 700 inspection of parts
Broken during

000497 Forestock Assembly 1 4,215 parachute Jump

000496 Windage Knob 1 4,573 Broken during firing

000492 Magazine Latch 1 6 198 - Broken during firing

000497 Magazine Latch 1 2,212 Broken during firing

000492 Cam Pin 1 1)155 Nic on the side

000487 Adapter Pin 1350 Bent
Beginning to separa'

000504 Recoil Pad 108_9 from butt of stock
Rear Sight Assembly

000493 HoldingCatch _ 1_169 Bent

Lost during portabi-
000493 Bipod iN/ lity test

11-140
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IIAL
CHART 16-29

M60-MG- -MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS

BY CATEGORY

Rds ATEGOIY LATEG•,-V & YA'2iECO. Y d;,E O,.Y
M60 Fired I II III IV TOTAL
58592R 13,294 7 2 9
55066R 4,543 1 1
56236R 9,31.2 1 1 1 3
56269R 10,095 1 1 2
55017R 5,701 1 2 .... 3
55228R 8,804 3 3
55873R 3,959 1 1.'.' .._ _1

55554R 10,094 ..
52012R 4,400 1 ... .. 1
51869R 10,069 1 1 2
54540R 10,217
55733R 5,052 2 '2
55132R 105100 .........
55390R 7,948 1 1
56216R 10,009 1_i.. _ ... 1
55879R 4,994
55613R 3,562 1 _

55007R .1..0,.1.17__

55334R 5,529 1_i

54577R 1)6.43
54823R 10,042. 2
55131R 41567 -" 1i1

55503R 3,857 2 2
55758R 9_525 _ _ __ _,, ' . . ....
"58716R 4,335 2 1 2 4

TOTAL 181,763 22 12 6 40

LEGEND: *Category defined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2)
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CHART 16-30

CODE S-MG--AMLFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST

PARTS BY CATEGORY

Rds CATEGOR CATEGOR" CATEGORY C.TEGORY'
CODE S Fired * I I. III _ V TOTAL

000540 '425,330 5 .4 2 11
000543 3,926 18 4 .22
000575 5,417 5 3 _ 8

00)0569 5,074 14 6 20

000545 4,096 29 10 2 ... 41

0005•8'0_ 91492 156 54 1 211

000539 9.820 188 43 231

000604+ 4,270 21 4 1 26
00055? 3,158 4 1 . 6

0,)0b05 3,770 6 3 1.1 11
0-)00567 7,882 69 11 1 81
00C544 9.768 59 3 8 70

000G';5-. 3 8.513 95 7 1 103
- 000579 5,050 52 28 80

i .-.00610 6,387 28 12 ........ 1_ 1 41.

."0560 5,730 46 16 1 63

S()0568___ 8,919 176 43 3 222
0J0551 104765 61 15 76
0(00552 11,033 83 20. 103

00061.', 3,865 22 6 1 31
000576 4,471 15 2 ___2._ '' 17

_'100585 3,704 10 _ _3 I114
S£< 9 _ I..30___ 2 1 i__ _ 4

!-000.50 10.203 123 3 1 127

00054b 3_84 603.. 20 1 81
000564 9.576 260 67 i 1' 329

000577 2,315 18 6 1 25

000563 4,235 13 4 1 1 _ 19

TOTAL 171,383 1,638 399 24 12 2,073

LEGEND: * Category defined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2)
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CONFIDL•IAL 'K.

CHART 16-31

M60-MG--BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS, TO WHICH MALFUNCTTONS
WERE ATTRIBUTED

WEAPON NO RDS WHEN
PART SERIAL NO OCCURRED REMARKS

Gas Cylinder Plug 44577R 1,643 Plug came out while firing.

Gas Cylinder Plug 55066R 506 Plug came out while firing.
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CHART 16-32

M60-M -- BROKEN, IIIMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH MALFUNCTIONS
WERE NOT ATTRIBUTED

"WEAPON NO RDS WHEN
PART SER NO OCCURRED REMARKS

Operating Rod 58592R 4,919 Yoke cracked--noted during cleaning
Bolt locking lug badly r;hipped--

Bolt 58592R 4,919 noticed during cleaning
Shoulder Gun
Stock Assembly. 56236R 7,309 Stock broken when dropped
Bolt Plug
Lock Pin 51869R 606 Lost--discovered during cleaning
Bolt Plug
Lock Pin 58716R 2,608 Lost--discovered during cleaning

Firing Pin 58716R 2,608 Broken--discovered during cleanin

CONFIDENMTIA
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CHART 16-33

CODE S-MG--BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH
MALFUNCTIONS WERE ATTRIBUTED

WEAPON NO RDS WHEN

PART SER NO OCCURRED REMARKS
Trigger Pin 000540 872 &
Trigger Pin 000540 961 Pin vibrated loose during firing
Trigger Housing
Cover Pin 000545 306 &
Trigger Housing
Cover Pin 000545 976 Pin vibrated loose during firing
Feed Cover
Assembly Pin 000610 15 Pin vibrated loose during firingFeed Cover ..
Assembly Pin 000580 2,152 Pin vibrated loose during firiog

Feed Tray
Assembly Screws 000579 644 Screws vibrated loose during firing

Lock Plate 000568 479 Came loose during firing

Bolt 000611 3,665 Broken during firing

Bolt 000550 6,833 Broken dur ing firing

Bolt 000564 7,456 Broken during firing

Bolt 000563 2,997 Broken during firing
Carrier and Piston separated
Piston Assembly 000611 2 498 from carrier during firing
Carrier and Piston separated
Piston Assembly 000585 2,031 from carrier during firing

Occurred on 5570, 6552, 6652, 6912,
Ruptured Cartridge 000544 --- 6952, 7162, and 7261 rds - bolt

badly worn (fig
2521'i

Ruptured Cartridge 000611 3139 ---
Drive Flange
Tension Spring 000564 7,800 Spring broke during firing

Hole discovered in front sight
Barrel Assembly 000560 4,559 mount forward of barrel bushing--

weapon fired single sho?: only for
6 rounds
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CHART 16-34

CODE S-MG--BROKEN AND LOST PARTS TO WHICH
MALFUNCTIONS WERE NOT ATTRIBUTED

WEAPON NO RDS WHEN
PA '\TS SER. NO OCCURRED REMARKS

Bo.t 000540 7,423 -- discovered during cleaning
Barrel Rings discovered bent and
Bushing Rings 000557 1,343 broken during cleaning
Drive Spring
Guide Rod 000567 - 2,601 Broken--discovered during disassembly

Windage Knob 000604 2,236 Broken--discovered during inspecti

Windage Knob 000605 3,421 Bent during jumping
Loose and bent,

Front Sight 000605 N/A discovered during cleaning
Feed
Cover Assembly 000605 N/A Bent during jumping
IY•ed Cover
Latch Handle 000605 N/A Bent during jumping

Disassembled while feed
Feed Cover Latch 000568 765 cover was being opened

Disassembled while feed
Feed Cover Latch 000548 738 cover was being opened

Feed Plate Screw 000550 3,772 Missing--discovered during disassembl3

Pivot Pin Nut 000583 8,513 Broken--discovered during disassembly
Disassembled--

Carrier Cap Rollers 000610 6,387 discovered during cleaning
Lock Plate
Guide Pin 000568 1,153 Bent--discovered during cleaning

Trigger Guard 000577 966 Lost during night assault
Sear and
Sear Pin 000544 8.863 Broken--discovered during inspection
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CHART 16-35

RECORDED NUMBER OF ROUNDS ON MACHING UUN BARRELS

M60 CODE S
WEAPON BARREL 1BARREL WEAPON BARREL BARREL
NUMBER #1 #2 TOTAL NUMBER #1 #2 TOTAL
58592R 5,319 1,062 6,381 000540 2,362 2,905 5,267
55066R 1,107 211 1,318 000543 1,252 281 1,533
56236R 4,680 246 4,926 000575 2,032 282 2,314
56269R 4,003 2,438 6,441 000569 2,889 3,393 6,282
55017R 2,004 246 2,250 000545 2,2Y9 360 2,579
55228R 3,644 1,862 5,506 000580 4,287 4,084 8,371
55873R 1,512 517 2,029 000539 4,535 5079, 9,614
55554R 4,63_2 1.,068 5,700 000604 1,552 280 1,832
52012R 1,427 478 1,905 000557 561 3,057 3,618
51869R 4,909 2,389 7,298 000605 1,139 3,278 4,417
54540R 5,827 2,252 8,079 000567 3,952 6,410 10,362
55733R 1,381 - 1,381 000544 4 963 4,914 9,877
55132R 5,298 3,270 8,568 000583 6,017 2,449 8,466

55390R 2,412 604 3,016 000579 1,871 2,779 4,650
56216R 5,876 3,236 9,112 000610 1,672 917 2,589
55879R 2,072 436 2,508 000560 2,189 431 2,620
55613R 2,361 2,361 000568- 3,078 5,483 8,561
55007R 4,725 2,042 6,767 000,551 1,348 846 2,194
55334R 2.041 686 2,727 00052 4,269 5,321 9,590
54577R 1.833 57_7 2.410 00E6l. 1.179 360 __., 53L 9
44823R 5,803 2,036 7,839 000576 994 59 1,053
55131R 2,658 968 3,626 000585 1,943 1,943
55503R 1,659 681 2,340 000591
55758R 3,808 1,868 5,676 000550 4,675 2,764 7,439.
58716R 2,353_ 751 3,104 000548 1,465 50 1,515

S000564 5,301 2,638 7,939
000577 1,131 406 i,37

_.... . 000563 1,866 2.836 4,702

TOTAL 83,344 29,924 113,268 70,741 61,662 132,403
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APPENDIX Ill -- FINDINGS -- PART I

CHARACTERISTICS AND STANDARDS, SMALL ARMS WEAPONS SYSTEMS (SAWS) PROGRAM

Characteristics and Standards* Determined by:

"I. (C) GENERAL: These characteristics

will be used to evaluate all candidate rifle,
carbin, , submachine guns and automatic
rifles ' deleting those characteristics
where thO are not applicable; (e.g.,
deleýte delivery of area fire munitions and
use of bipod for carbine and submachinegun
role). However, testing should permit the
evaluation and comparison of the capabilities
of each candidate carbine/submachinegun to
fill the rifle and automatic rifle role and
of the candidate rifles to fill the carbine/
submachinegun role.

"2. (C) VERSATILITY: Determine capability Sub-Test No

of delivering selectively, both semiautomatic, **R- 1
full automatic and controlled burst automatic C - 1.
point-type munitions and area-type munitions A - 1
from a multishot, semiautomatic grenade
launcher; independent use as a lightweight
rifle, separately from the area-fire portion
of the weapon; oaccepting a folding-type
b ipod for use in the full automatic mode;
minimizing length by substituting a stock
group that folds or slides forward, for
use in those roles in which, compactness
is essential; and maximum commonality of
internal functional parts, and ammunition
with other weapons of the small arms
weapons family. Determine each candidate
weapon's capability to perform any or all
of these roles.

USAIB Responsibilities underlined

* R - Rifles

C - Carbines
A - Automatic Rifles

Group 4 (downgraded at 3 yoar intervals
Declassified After 12 Years

POD Dir 5200.10)
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Characteristics and Standards Determined by-

",,. �'C) PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS:

(Eva1÷.€- the following).

a. Gonfigur.t:ion and Design:

(1) Simplicity in design and Sub-Test No
constructions; Maximum permitted by R - I
o'tb.r reauired characteristics. C - I

A - 1
A-ii

,(2 • "ýt: Minimum permitted Sub-Test No
by other required characteristics. R - I

C 1 •

A -i

(3) Length: Minimum permitted Sub-Test No
by other rc:gquired characteristics, but R - 1
not so short as to prohibit three-point C - 1, 19
support 'chest and elbows) when firer A - 1, 19
is in the prone position.

"14) Sofety~ks): Easily identi- Sub-Test No
fiable, conveniently located, positive R - 18
safety(s), to prevent accidental firing C - 18
and dangerous malfunctions, designed so A - 18
that safe fire position can be determined
by touch and operation of safety(s) is
inaudible.

(5) Sights Simple and durable Sub-Test No
integral sights)_having positive settings R - 4

and apropriate visual scales for deter- C - 4
mirning 'zero' and not requiring use of A - 4
special tools for adjustment. For
employment. of point-type munitions,
determine accuracy of sights out to
600 meters and additional range settings
for ranges out to 1000 meters or the
maximum effective range of the weapon.
For employment of area-type munitions,
determir,&- accuracy of sights in range
gradu.-,.tiorts from 50 out to 550 meters
against both stationary and moving
targets. Determine inherent capability Sub-Test No
to align on the target a night and other R - 4
conditions of limited visibility (to C - 4
include artificial illumination) A - 4
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provided the target can be detected with
the unaided eye. Evaluate performance
with night sighting devices such as:
Individual Night Vision Weaponsight;
Infrared and Collimated Sights and
use of TIARA.

(6) Magazine Ammunition Capacity: Sub-Test No
Maximum permitted by other required char- R - 5
acteristics. Determine suitability of C - 5
magazines with minimum of 50 rounds point- A - 5
fire ammunition and three rounds of area-
type ammunition. Evaluate suitability of
magazines of lesser and greater capacities
and use of factory packed, expendable
(discardable) magazines. Determine Sub-Test No
capability of loading the weapon (in- R - 5
serton, of magazine) in one operation C - 5
(from all firing positions) and re- A - 5
charging the magazine by use of a
multiround charging device.

(7) Bayonet: The weapon's Sub-Test No
capability of accepting a bayonet R - I
without building additional strength C - 1
into the weapon primarily to fulfill A - 1
the bayonet fighting capability.
Determine capability to fire point
and area munitions safely with the
bayonet attached. Evaluate possible
bayonet designs and methods of
attachment to weapon to reduce
weight, bulk and effects on accuracy.

(8) Folding Type Bipod: Sub-Test No
Lightweight and readily detachable. R - 1, 14
Capable of attachment to that portion A - 1, 14
of the weapon which moEt improves C - 1, 14
stability and leas.t compromises
accuracy. Determine effects on
accuracy when firing from the bipod
in all modes of fire (semi-automatic,
full automatic and controlled burst)
at representative ranges out to 1000
meters.
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(9) Hinged Butt Plate-
Determine necessity to improve
per formance,

b. Human Engineering
Characteristics,

(1) Size and Shape: Sub-Test No
Determine capability of being fired R - 19
from either the right or left shoulder C - 19
in all normal firing positions by all A - 19
military personnel meeting physical
requirements of Department of the Army.
Evaluate the suitable stock designs to
include use of pistol grip and adjustable
stock lengths to accommodate firers of
various physical conformation and improve
weapon effectiveness.

(a) Determine the effects
of weapon configuration on aiming error
•at representative ranges, and all
positions and modes of fire) and hit
probabilities for both aimed and un-
aimed or pointed fire.

(b) Determine capability Sub-Test No
to fire while wearing complete Arctic R - 19
clothing and CB protective mask and C - 19
clothing, A - 19

(2) Safetys, Controls, Sights: Sub-Test No
Minimum number and designed so that they R - 19
are easily located and identified by C - 19
touch and operated with minimum of A - 19
motion by the firer (in all firing
positions) to include while'under
extremes of weather and wearing
complete Arctic clothing and CB
protective clothing.

(3) Recoil. Minimum to permit Sub-Test No
shoulder and hip firing point-fire and R - 19
shoulder firing of area-fire without C - 19
undue discomfort to the firer. Evaluate A - 19
the use of recoil padding or other recoil
absorbing mechani.rmso

)NFRDENTIAL 111-4
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(4) Blast and Noise: Determine Sub-Test No
undue discomfort to the firer, effects on R - 19
accuracy and evaluate against maximum C - 19
level precluding injury. A - 19

(5) Ejection Pattern: Determine Sub-Test No
interference with adjacent firers or the R - 19
firer's ability to aim and fire accurately C - 19
from any position. Evaluate the effects A - 19
of gases or other matter being expelled
from the weapon chamber during firing.

(6) Portability/Aerial Delivery: Sub-Test No
Determine relative comfort to carry and R - 13
fire, to include proiections which can C - 13
readily entangle in brush, grass or A - 13
battlefield obstacles. Evaluate suit-
ability of accepting a(-carrying sling
in a conventional manner. Determine
suitability of being carried while
debarking from amphibious shipping
via cargo nets: getting in and out
of aircraft, vehicles and APC's; by
parachutists during descent and of
weapons and ammunition being dropped
from aircraft by standard means of
aerial delivery.

(7) Pointing Characteristics: Sub-Test No
Evaluate configuration, sight design R - 19,
and balance of the weapon as they C - 19
affect pointing characteristics. A - 19,

(8) Heat: Determine effects Sub-Test No
on firer, weapon's performance and R - 19
safety caused by rapid or sustained C - 19
firing, heat transfer from area-fire A - 19
or point-fire portion of the weapon
and absorption from exposure to the
sun.

"4. (C) PERFORMANCE & EFFECTIVENESS
(Weapon and Ammunition Combination).

a. Performance (Employment of
Point-Type Fire).

IIl-5
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(1) Modes of Fire: Determine
capability of delivering selectively
s~mti3.utomatic, full automatic and
controlled burst automatic fire and
provi3ion of a tamper-proof means to
render the automatic fire and/or
controlled burst group mechanism
inoperative. Evaluate the feasibility
and suitability of incorporating these
features into Lhe weapon design.

(2) Rate of Fire: Determine. *
effect of full automatic mode cyclic rate
of fire on accurac y and ability of firer
to control thesize of his bursts when

firiLng with or without a bip.d. Determine
if cyclic rate of fire in the controlled
burst automatic mode is adjusted for the
optimum rate of attaining the highest hit
probability. Determine the relative
effectiveness of the burst in the full
automatic mode and rapid firing of
controlled bursts in_tkhe,•9arolled
burst automatic mode. Determine the
usable rates of fire in terms of
effectiveness, controllable size of
bursts in the full automatic mode and
the maximum rate and duration of fire
without damage to the weapon, degrading
its performance or safety to the firer.

b, Effectiveness \Employment of
Point Fire).

(1) Accuracy: Determine
with each available type of ammunition:

(a) Semiautomatic: From
a bench rest, the linear standard devia-
tion and mean radius of a 10 round shot
group fired at representative ranges out
to 1000 meters; from the prone position,
the percentage of rounds striking within
an area 20" X 20" on a vertical target at
representative ranges out to 1000 meters.

ONFIDENTIAL 1-6
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(b) Full Automatic (With
Firer Controlling Number of Rounds per
Burst): From the prone position, with
and without bipod, ***dispersion and
the percentage of rounds striking within
an area 3k' high by 5' wide on a vertical
target at representative ranges out to
1000 meters; from the standing position
(without rest) ***dispersion and the
percentage of rounds striking within an
area of 30" by 40" on a vertical target
at representative -anges out to 150
meters.

(c) Controlled Burst.-
From the prone position, the ***
extreme spread of each controlled
burst group at representative ranges
out to 1000 meters; from the prone
position, withiand without a bipod,
the percentage of rounds striking
within an area 20" X 20" on a vertical
target at representative ranges out to
1000 meters.

(d) Brush Penetration:
Determine the effects of brush
penetration.

(e) Adverse Conditions:
Dletermine the effects of weather (rain,
snow, wind) and temperature.

(2) Lethality: Determine, for
each type piojectile (to include tracer),
the lethality against personnel protected
by standard body armor and standard helmets
with liners, and unprotected personnel at
representative ranges between 25 meters and
1000 meters in terms of 30 seconds assault
and 30 seconds defense partial and 1007%
incapacitation criteria as defined in
CRDL Report 3204; lethality of ricochet
projectiles at same ranges; effects of
climatic conditions to include temperature
extremes.

ONFIDENTIAL
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(3) Penetration: Determine,
for each type projectile (to include
tracer), the penetration capability
at representative ranges between 25
and 1000 meters against body armor,
helmets with liners, rolled homogeneous
steel and aluminum armor, and normal
battlefield materials such as wood,
sand, brick, concrete, snow, ice and
brush to include lethality capability
remaining after penetration. Determine
the relative effectiveness of each type
projectile against hard targets such as
unarmored vehicles, aircraft, concrete,
logs, and sandbags. Determine cumulative
penetra.tion effects (erosion) of concrete,
logs and sandbags against time.

(4) Tracer Capability: Determine
ballistic match with other type projectiles;
initiation and termination of trace:

(a) Visibility under all Sub-Test No
light conditions. R- 6

C -6
A -6

(b) Compatibility with R - 6
night sighting devices. C- 6

A -6

(c) Relative effectiveness R - 6
as a means of target ranging and target/ C - 6
sector of fire designatioi4 and engageviont A - 6
of moving ground and aerial targets at all
ranges out to 1000 meters

(d) Night tracer muzzle R - 6
obscuration effects an the shooter and C - 6
adjacent firers, and the number of tracer A - 6
rounds required per controlled burst and
full automatic firer controlled burst to
produce most effective results.

(e) Determine the relative R - 6
hit probability with and without tracer C - 6
(both day and night). A - 6
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(5) Trajectory: Determine
maximum ordinate at all ranges up to
1000 meters. Evaluate ordinate in
terms of a single sight setting for a
spread of ranges (battle sights),
ricochet effelctiveness, hit poitential.
on targets in depth and engagement~ of
slow-flyiag aerial targets.

(6) Hit PotentLalj: Determn
relative accuracy and effectiveness of
each weapon a ainst the following types
of target situation~s:

(a) Quick fire at the Sub-Test No
shorter ranges (2-5)uigboth R - 12
pointed and aimed fire techniques, C -12
time to fire first round and second A - 12
round on same target and time to
engage a second target.

(b) Day and-night assault. R -8

C -8
A-8

(c) Day and night defense; R - 7
targets in tactical disposition (concehled C - 7
and in em placements) at all ranges out co A - 7
1000 meters; effects against targets behind
brush.

(d) Effectiveness of area or R - 7
suppressive fire at the longer ranges 600- C - 7
1.000 meters: and engagement of stationary A - 7
an mvingtarges both ground and air (low,
slow-flying aircraft), out Lo rangs-f 1000
meters. Determine effectiveness in terms of
hits per rounds-fired, p~ounds of ammunition/
weapon, trigger pulls, unit of time, modes
of fire, rates of fire.

(e) Tyges anmmunition used. R -7
c-7
A-6 and 7

~NFIDENTIAL 19
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(f) Evaluate the effects Sub-Test No
of 'feed back' fire adjustment informa- R - 7
tion from bullet strike in the target C - 7
area. Evaluate the functions and time A - 7
required to switch from the engagement
of a target with point-ammunition to
engagement with area ammunition.

c. Performance (Employment of
Area-Fire).

(1) Modes of Fire: Determine
semiautomatic, multishot grenade launch-
ing capability.

(2) Rates of Fire: Determine
maximum rates of aimed fire against a
single target and multiple targets at
all usable ranges. Determine maximum
rate and duration of fire without damage
to the weapon, degrading its performance
or safety of the firer.

d. Effectiveness (Employment of
Area-Fire).

(1) Accuracy: Determine,
with aimed fire from all appropriate
positions, accuracy of all types of
rounds/grenades against horizontal
ground targets at representative
ranges out to 600 meters and vertical
targets out to 300 meters. Determine
effects of weather and temperature on
accuracy.

(2) Lethality: Determine,
for antipersonnel type munitions/grenades,
the fragmentation pattern and lethal area
in terms of 30 seconds assault and 30
seconds defense partial and 100% in-
capacitation criteria against exposed
persionnel and exposed personnel protected
by body armor and helmets with liners.
Determine the degradation in fragmentation
pattern and lethal area caused by impacting
in snow, mud, water and foliage.

CONFIDENTIAL
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(3) Penetration: Determine,
for antimateriel type munitions/grenades,
the penetration capability, to include
spalling effects, against armored, lightly
armored and unarmored vehicles and normal
battlefield material such as logs, sand-
bags, brick and concrete.

(4) Tracer Capability: (N/A).

(5) Trajectory: Determine
maximum ordinate for all types munitions/
grenades at all ranges out to maximum
range.

(6) Hit Potential: Determine
at representative ranges out to the
maximum range of the weapon/ammunition
the relative accuracy and effectiveness
of each type munitions/grenades against
the following types of targets; targets
representing grouped personnel; tactically
deployed rifle squad; crew-served weapons
in the open and emplaced in hasty field
fortifications; windows and vehicles both
stationary and moving. Evaluate the
relative ability to place a high volume
of fire on a target and to engage two or
more targets in rapid succession, to
include situations where both point and
area type fire will be used to engage a
series of targets against time. Determine
effectiveness in terms of hits per rounds
fired, pounds (weapon/ammunition), unit of
time, mode of fire and rate of fire.

(7) Other: Determine capability
to launch signalling smoke and illuminating
munitions.

"5. (C) DURABILITY AND RELIABILITY
CHARACTERISTITS - Determine the following:

a. Resistance to deleterious effects
of fungus, sand, salt water, rust and
corrosion during use and storage.

4
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b. Functioning under all adverse
conditions, to include rain, snow, salt
water, dust and mud after submersion,
and at temperature extremes as stated
in AR 705-15, 'Operation of Materiel
Under Extreme Conditions of Environment.'

c. Barr<.1 life without accuracy
degradation of more than ten percent.

d. Malfunctions (to include Sub-Test No
failures to feed or fire) in terms R - 16
of number of rounds fired and C - 16
categorized as: clearable by A - 16
immediate action; requiring parts
replacement or correction by echelons
higher than the individual using the
weapon.

e. Ruggedness: Capability to Sub-Test No
withstand normal usage encountered R - 16
in training and combat and of functioning C - 16
for long periods without cleaning or A - 16
lubrication.

"6. (C) OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY
(Evaluate).

a. Firer exposure as a result of Sub-Test No
weapon configuration when firing point R - 11
and area type munitions from prone or C - 11
foxhole positions, A - 11

b. Signature effects (smoke, flash, Sub-Test No
blast, reflections, etc.), of the weapon R - 11
(point and area) when firing all types of C - 11
ammunition under day/night, hot/cold and A - 11
wet/dry conditions.

c. Safety restriction imposed on Sub-Test No
the, employment of the weapon by such R - 18
features as noise, blast, discarding C - 18
sabots, safe arming distance and lethal A - 18
radius of bursting grenades.
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d, Versatility of weapon design: Sub-Test No
In terms of modes of fire, commonality R - 17
of parts with other platoon weapons C - 17
and use of point and area fire. A - 17

e. 'Soldier Proof" features such Sub-Test No
as tamper-proof controls, reversed R - 15
assembly, firing without cleaning or C - 15
lubricating, use of improper cleaning A - 15
materials (gas, diesel fuel, etc.) and
ruggedness (driving tent pegs, breaking
window sashes, etc.).

"7. (C) MAINTENANCE CHARACTERISTICS.
Evaluate the following:

a. Ease of assembly and disassembly Sub-Test No
and tools required. R - 15

C - 15
A - 15

b. Ease of maintenance under combat Sub-Test No
conditions to include cleaning and,ýmainte- R - 15
nance tools/equipment to be provided as C - 15
Basic Issue Items. A - 15

c. Dgsign which precludes reversed Sub-Test No
assembly to the detriment of its functioning R - 15
(to include barrel change if appropriate). C - 15

A - 15
"8. (C) SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS TO BE
DETERMINED DURING ET/ST AS AN ASSIST TO
LATER SUB TESTS.

a. Best firing positions and techniques Sub-Test No
of fire. R -2

C- 2
A- 2

b. Assembly/disassembly and Sub-Test No
maintenance techniques. R - 15

C - 15
A - 15

c. Safety restrictions or precautions. Sub-Test No
R - 18
C - 18
A - 18

CONFIDENTIAL 111-13
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d. Sight settings or adjustments Sub-Test No
to achieve best accuracy results. R - 4

C-4
A- 4

e. Most effective number of rounds Sub-Test No
in firer controlled burst. R- 3

C- 3
A- 3

"9. (C) TRAINING AIDS: Determine Sub-Test No
availability and suitability of training R - 2, 14
aids such as blank ammunition and blank C - 2, 14
firing attachments/devices, weapon A - 2, 14
instructional manuals and compatibility
with current standard marksmanship train-
ing aids."

111-14
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APPENDIX III, PART II

Characteristics and Standards Determined by:

A
4

"1. (C) GENERAL: These characteristics
and standards will be used to evaluate
all candidate machine guns. Separate
characteristics and standards for machine
guns in the ground, aircraft mounted and
combat vehicle mounted roles have been
developed to facilitate testing at separate
locations. However, each candidate machine
gun will be evaluated to determine its
capability to perform in all roles.
Additionally, the ground machine guni;
should be evaluated to determine their
capability to perform in the squad auto-
matic rifle role.

"2. (C) VERSATILITY: Candidate weapons Sub-Tests No 9 and 17
will be evaluated to determine capability
to be used as a hand-carried weapon fired
from supported and unsupported positions,
ground mounted on a sustained fire mount.
and as a fixed or semi-fixed machine gun
mounted on selected combat wheeled vehicles,
tracked vehicles, tanks and aircraft.
Determine maximum commonality of parts,
ammunition and ammunition packaging with
other weapons of the snall arms weapons
family.

"1. (C) PHYSICAL CHARACTERISTICS
(Evaluate the following):

a. Configuration and Design:

(1) Simplicity in Design and Sub-Test No 1
Construction: Maximum permitted by
other required characteristics.

(2) Weight: Minimum perinitted Sub-Test No 1
by other required characteristics
(weapon and mcunt).
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'3) Length: Minimum permitted Sub-Test No 1
by other required characteristics.

(4) Safety(s): Easily identi- Sub-Test No 18
fiable, conveniently located, positive
manual safety that can be identified by
touch and is inaudible when operated.
Determine if integral safety features
incorporated into the design of the
weapon will preclude inadvertent firing
and malfunctioning of the weapon.

!5) Sight: Simple, durable and Sub-Test No 4
integral sight having positive settings
and appropriate visual scale for deter-
mining zero and not requiring special
tools for adjustment. Determine the
accuracy of the sights when set on
indexed range for ranges out to 1500
meters. Determine the inherent cap-
ability to aliga on the target during
all conditions of limited visibility
(to include artificial illumination)
provided the target can be detected
with the unaided eye. Evaluate -per-
formance of the weapon with night
sighting devices such as Individual
Night Vision Weaponsight; Infrared,
TIARA and Collimated Sight.

(6) Ammunition Capacity: Sub-Test No 6
Capacity, size, shape and functioning
of-ammunition containers when firing
from bipod, sustained fire mount and
from hip-shoulder firing positions.
Evaluate ease of loading, feeding,
unloading, and joining additional
ammunition belts. Evaluate means
provided for recharging magazines
if appropriate,

(7) Bipod: Determine if Sub-Test No 1
bipod is lightweight, durable, attachable
and detachable and is attached to that
part of the weapon that least compromises
accuracy and most improves stability.
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(8) Barrel Change: Provision Sub-Test No 4.
for quick and efficient barrel change
with fixed headspace and without loss
of accuracy.

(9) Shoulder Stock: Configura- Sub-Test No I
tion, lightweight and ruggedness.

(10) Sustained Fire Mount: Sub-Test No 9
Sustained fire mount for provision of
maximum free horizontal and vertical
movement, controlled horizontal and
vertical movement and the traversing
and elevating mechanism for minimum
free play.

b. Human Engineering Characteristics.

(1) Size and Shape: Deter- Sub-Test No 19
mine capability of being fired from
the bipod (from the left or right
shoulder) and sustained fire mount by
all personnel meeting physical require-
ments of Department of the Army. Deter-
mine capability to fire while wearing
complete arctic clothing and CB protec-
tive mask and clothing.

(2) Safetys, Controls, Sights: Sub-Test No 19
Minimum number and designed so that they
are easily located and identified by
touch and operated with a minimum of
motion by the firer (in all firing
positions) to include under extremes
of weather and wearing complete arctic
clothing and CB protective clothing.

(3) Recoil: Minimum to per- Sub-Test No 19
mit shoulder, underarm or hip firing
without undue discomfort to the firer.
Evaluate use of recoil padding or other
recoil absorbing mechanisms.

PA~i~ fl1 TIAI111-17" CO"NFIDENTIAL
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(4) Blast and Noise: Deter- Sub-Test No 19
mine undue discomfort to the firer/crew,
effects on accuracy and evaluate against
maximum level precluding injury.

(5) Ejection Pattern: Sub-Test No 19
Determine interference with adjacent
firers on the firer's ability to aim
and fire accurately from any position.
Evaluate the effects of gasses or other
matter being expelled from the chamber
during firing.

(6) Portability/Aerial De- Sub-Test No 13
livery: Determine relative ease to
carry and fire to include a minimum
of projections which could entangle
in battlefield obstacles. Determine
capability of weapon and mount being
jumped by one man and complete system
being aerial delivered. Determine
suitability of weapon and ammuni-
tion containers being carried while
debarking from amphibious shipping
via cargo nets, getting in and out
of aircraft, vehicles and APC's.
Evaluate suitability of accepting
a carrying sling.

(7) Pointing, Characteristics: Sub-Test No 19
Configuration, sight design and balance
of the weapon as they affect pointing
characteristics.

(8) Heat: Determine effects Sub-Test No 19
on firer, weavon's verformance and
safety caused by rapid or sustained
fire and exposure to the sun.

"2. (C) PERFORMANCE AND EFFECTIVENESS.

(Weapon and Ammunition Combination)

a. Performance

Rate of Fire: Evaluate Sub-Test No 3
cyclic rate of fire in terms of

111-18
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effectiveness and ability of firer
to control the number of rounds in
the burst to commensurate with the
target covevage and conservation of
ammunition. Determine maximum rate
and duration of fire without damage
to the weapon, degrading its per-
formance, or safety hazard to the
firer. Evaluate suitability of
incorporating a mechanical burst
control mechanism.

b. Effectiveness

(1) Accuacy: Determine,
with each type ammunition available:

(b) Automatic from
bipod and tripod -In six to nine round
bursts, the percent of rounds striking
within an area 5' x 10' on a vertical
intercept and the round to round
projectile dispersion at representative
ranges to 1500 meters.

(c) Automatic from
standing positionis (shoulder, under-
arm and hip) - Percent of rounds
striking within an area 30"1 x 40" on
a vertical intercept at representative
ranges out to 150 meters.

Effects(d) Brush penetration-

Effctsonbrush penetration.

(e) Adverse conditions-
Effects of weather (rain, snow, wind)
and temperature.

(2) Lethality. Determine,
for each type projectile, the lethal-
ity against personnel protected by
standard body armor and steel helmet
with liner, and unprotected personnel

111-19
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at representative ranges out to
1500 meters in terms of 30 seconds
assault and 30 seconds defense partial
and 100% inuapacitation criteria as
defined in CRDL Report 3204. Determine
lethality of ricochet projectiles at
the same ranges and effects of climatic
conditions to include temperature
extremes.

(3) Penetration: Determine,
for each type projectile, the pene-
trat:ion capability at representative
ranges out to 1500 meters against
standard body armor, steel helmet
with liner, rolled homogeneous
steel and aluminum armor and battle-
field materials such as snow, ice,
logs, concrete, bricks, brush, and
sandbags to include lethality after
penetration. Determine relative
effectiveness of each type projec-
tile against hard targets such as
unarmored vehicles, low, slow-flying
aircraft, concrete, logs and sand-
bags. Determine cumulative penetra-
tion effects (erosion) of concrete,
logs, and sandbags against time.

(4) Tracer Capability: Sub-Test No 6
Determine ballistic match with other
type projectiles; initiation and
termination of trace, visibility
under all light conditions: com-
patibility with night sighting de-
vices: relative effectivenesg as a
means of target ranging and engage-
ment of moving ground and aerial
targets at all ranges out to 1500
meters; night tracer muzzle obscura-
tion effects on firer and adjacent
firers; and the number of tracer
rounds required per firer controlled
burst to produce most effective re-
sults. Determine the relative hit
probability with and without tracer
(both day and night).

111-20
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(5) Trajectory: Determine the
maximum ordinate at all ranges out to
1500 meters. Evaluate ordinate in
terms of a single sight setting for a
spread of ranges (battle sight), rico-
chet effectiveness, hit potential on
targets in depth and engagement of low,
slow-flying aerial targets.

(6) Hit Potential: Determine Sub-Tests No 6, 7,
relative effectiveness and accuracy of 8, and 10
the machine gun against the following
types of target situations: Quick fire
type targets at the shorter ranges (25-
150 meters) using both pointed and hip
fire techniques; day and night assault;
day and night defense and targets in
tactical disposition (concealed and in
emplacements) at ranges out to 1500
meters. Determine effectiveness aiainst
tar&ets behind brushi area suppressive
fires at.the longer ranges: and the
engagement of movingground and low,
slow-flying aerial targets at ranges
out to 1500 meters. Evaluate the
effects of 'feed back' fire adjust-
ment information from bullet strike in
the target area. Determine effective-
ness with each type of ammunition
(ball, tracer, AP, and duplex) and
mixes of ammunition in terms of hits
per. r.ounds fired,.pounds of arniunit.on/
weapon and unit of time.

"114 (C) DURABILITY AND RELIABILITY

CHARACTERISTICS: Determine the
following:

a. Resistance to Deleterious
Effects of fungus, sand, salt water,
rust and corrosion during use and
storage.

b. Functioning Under All Adverse
Conditions, to include rain, snow, salt
water, dust and mud after submersion,
and at temperature extremes as stated in
AR 705-15, 'Operation of Materiel Under
Extreme Conditions of Environment.'

'ONFIDENTIAL 111-21
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c. Barrel Life without accuracy
degradation of more than 10 percent.

d. Malfunctions (to include Sub-Test No 16
failure to feed or fire) in terms
of number of rounds fired and categor-
ized as, clearable by immediate
act~ion; requiring parts replacement
or correction by echelons higher
than the individual using the weapon.

e. Ruggedness: Capability to Sub-Test No 16
withstand normal usage encountered
in training and combat and of func-
tioning for long periods without
cleaning or lubrication.

"5. "'C) OPERATIONAL SUITABILITY
".Eva ',uate) .

a. Firer Exposure as a result Sub-Test No 1.1
of weapon configuration when firing
from bipod and tripod from prone
or gun emplacement positions.

b. Signature Effects (smoke, Sub-Test No 11
flash, blast, reflection, etc.) of
theL weapon when firing all types of
ammunt.tion under day/night, hot/cold
and wet/dry conditions.

c. Safety Restrictions imposed Sub-Test No 18
on the employment of the weapon by
such features as blast, noise, flash,
ammunition residue and overhead fire.

d. Versatility of Weapon Design: Sub-Test No 17
In terms of use with bipod, tripod,
vehicle and aircraft mounts, and
conrmonality of parts with other pla-.
toon weapons.

E.. 'Soldier Proof' features such Sub-Test No 15
as tamper-proof controls, reversed
assemblX, firing without cleaning or
lubrication, use of improper cleaning
materials (gas, diesel fuel, etc.) and
ruggedness.
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"6. (C) MAINTENANCE CHARACTERISTICS.
Evaluate the following:

a. Ease of Assembly and dis- Sub-Test No 15
assembly and tools required.

b. Ease of Maintenance under Sub-Test No 15
combat conditions.

c. Design which precludes re- Sub-Test No 15
versed assembly to the detriment of
its functioning.

"7. (C) SPECIAL CHARACTERISTICS TO
BE DETERMINED DURING ET/ST AS AN
ASSIST TO LATER SUB TESTS:

a. Best firing positions, Sub-Test No 2
techniques of fire and size of crew.

b. Assembly/disassembly and Sub-Test No 1.5
maintenance techniques.

c. Sdfety restrictions or pre- Sub-Test No 18
cautions.

d. Sight settings or adjustment Sub-Test No 4
to achieve best accuracy results.

e. Performance as aircraft door
mounted weapon.

f. Most effective number of Sub-Test No 3
rounds in firer controlled burst.

g. Determine suitability of Sub-Test No 9
mounting the weapons on selected
wheel and tracked vehicles to include
APO's.

"8. (C) TRAINING AIDS: Determine Sub-Tests No 2 atd 6
availability and suitability of
training aids such as blank ammunition
and blank firing attachments/devices,
wLeeapon instructional manuals and
compalibilijy with current standard
marksmansiY6'"'F Ia idi
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CONFIDENTIA
APPENDIX IV - DEFICIENCIES AND SHORTCOMINGS

1'. DEFICIENCIES

WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-R Lack of a multiround Develop multiround charging Mult4round
charging device, which device, charging de-
was not furnished with vice was not
weapon (S/T 5). provided with

magazine or
ammunition.

The reversibility of the Stamp side of bolt carrier Firers assembl-
tang on the carrier with an R and arrow on one ed rifle with
cap assembly (S/T 15). side and MG and arrow on the tang on the

other side to indicate carrier cap as-
direction of cap for each sembly reversed*
configuration.

The reversibility of Unknown. Firers assembl-
the hammer spring (S/T 15), ed rifle with

the hammer
qpring revers-
ed.

Excessive number of c€adk- Use harder steel. Six bolts
ed or broken bolts failed.
(U'T 16).

Separation of the bolt Use a more reliable Three pistons
carrier and piston as- solder. separated from
sembly (S/T 16). the bolt

carrier.

Safety restrictions limit Unknown. $afety restric-
the use of the rifle by tions limited
the infantry (S/T 18). the number of

rounds fired
in a rifle be-
fore cooling.

XMI6El Lack of a multiround Develop a multiround charg- Multiround
charging device, which was ing device, charging device
not furnished with weapon. was not provided
(S/T 5). with magazine

or ammunition.

Group 4 (downgraded at 3 year intervals
Declassified After 12 Yearn

DOD Dir 6200.10) IV- 1
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CONNRDENTIA
WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

XMl6El Bolt carrier key became Improve quality control. Four bolt
loose and required re- carrier kcvs
torqueing (S/i 16). loosened from

the bolt ,ar-
rier.

Excessive number of Use harder steel. Four bolts
cracked or broken bolts failed.
(S/T 16).

Excessive number of brok- Use harder steel. Twenty-four
en firing pin retaining firing pin T-e-
pins (S/T 16). taining pins

failed.

H-R Lack of multiround charg= Develop multiround charg- Multiround
ing device, which was not ing device, charging de-
furnished with weapon (S/T 'vice was Rlot
5). provided

with magazine
or ammiunition.

Excessive number of inci- Closer tolerance for the Firers noted the
dents of binding of ;he operating rod pin. operating rod
operating rod pin on the binding in. tht.
operating tube (S/T 16). operating tube.

Examinat ion
showed pro.,
trusion by
the operating
rod pin.

Safety restrictions limit Unknown. Safety',re,-,
the use of the rifle by strictior, s
the infantry (S/T 18). limited the

number of
rounds fhre.d
in a rifle
before szool-

ing.

A-R Lack of a multiround charg- Develop multiround charg- Multiround
ing device, which was ing device, charging de-
not furnished with weapon vice was not
(S/T 5). provid-d wL:.h

magaz:ine, o:.
ammunit: ion.
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WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARkS

A-R Broken guide rod weld Make a more durable weld. Five guide
assemblies (S/T 16). rod weld

assemblies
failed. The
assembly was
modified;
however, one
guide rod
weld assem-
bly failed
thereafter.

Cracked lower receivers Increase the strength of Eight lower
in the magazine housing the welds, receivers
and in the weld on the failed.
butt plate (S/T 16).

Bolt carriers burredp Makeýbolt carriers of One bolt
preventing removal of a harder steel. carrier was
the firing pin (S/T 16). burred, pre-

venting remov-
al of the fir-
ing pin.

Cracked upper receiver Increase strength of One upper re-
pivot (S/T 16). pivot. ceiver pivot

failed.

Cracked barrel exten- Increase thickness of One barrel ex-
sion.(S/T 16). barrel extension. tension crack-

ed.

Safety restrictions Unknown. Safety restric-
limit the use of the tions limited
rifle by the infantry the number of
(S/T 18). rounds fired

on a rifle be-
fore cooling.

S-C Lack of a multiround Develop multiround charging Multiround
charging device, which device. charging
was not furnished with device was
weapon (S/T 5), not provided

with magazine
or ammunition.

IV-3
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CONFIDEOIIA
WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-C The reversibility of the Stamp side of bolt carrier Firers as-

tang on the carrier cap with an R and arrow on one sembled rifle
assembly (S/T 15). side and MG and arrow on the with the tang

other side to indicate direc- on the carriEz
tion of cap for each con- cap aBembly
figuration. reversgd.

The reversibility of Unknown. Firers as-
the hammer spring (S/T 15). sembled -rifle

with the ham-
mer spring re-
versed.

Cracked or broken bolts, Use harder steel. Two tolts
(S/T 16). failed.

Separation of the bolt Use a more reliable solder. One pi1ton
carrier and piston as- separated
sembly (S/T 16). from bolt

carrier.

Safety *restrictions limit Unknown. Safety restric¢

the use of the rifle by . tions ilimited ..
the infantry (S/T 18). the number of

rounds fi,'-.d
before cooL'
ing.

C-SMG Lack of multiround charg- Develop multiround charging Muitiround
ing device, which was not device. charging d-,,
furnished with weapon vice was not
(S/T •) provide.d WiLh

magazine or

atmi ni tion.

Excessive muzzle flash Design a flash suppressor Muzzie fl2ah
with ball and tracer am- and use ammunition with CR blinded fir':
munition (S/T 6, S/T 11). propellant, at night and

could bv seý?n
readily in
daylight.

Excessive noise (S/T Design a noise suppressor Firers no'.:'d
11). and use ammunition with CR exce3sivC

propellant. noise.

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

C-SMG Cracked or broken bolts Use harder steel. Two bolts J

(S/T 16). failed.

Safety restrictions limit Unknown. Safety re--
the use of the rifle by strictions
the infantry (S/T 18). limited the

number of
rounds fired
before cool-•hg.,.

C-AR Lack of multiround charg- Develqp multiround charg- Multiround 4
ing device, which was not ing devides charging de-
furnished with weapon vice was
(S/T 5). not pro-

vided with
magazine or
ammunition.

Broken aptiog ppfingbguide Unknown. Seven action
assemblies.(S'IT 16). spring guide

ass emb lies INý
failed. ..i'

Safety restrictions Unignown. Safety restric-
limit the use of the tions limited
automatic rifle by the the number of
infantry.(S/T 18). rounds fired in

An automAtic
rifle before
Cooling.

S-AR Lack of a multiround Develop multiround charg- Multiround Q'
charging device, which ing device, charging de-
wasr-ot furnish~d with vice was not
weapon (S/T 5). provided with

magazine or
ammunition.

Weapon was unreliable in Unknown Occurred
functioning after ex- during port-
posure to sand, mud, and ability exer-
water (S/T 1'3,.S/T 16). cise.Aest

firing.

CONFIDENTIAL
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-AR The reversibility of the Stamp side of bolt carrier Firers as-
tang on the carrier cap with an R and arrow on one sembled rifle
assembly (S/T 15). side and MG and arrow on with the tang

other side to indicate on the carrie:
direction of cap for each cap assembly
configuration. reversed.

Separation of the bolt Use a more reliable solder. One piston
carrier and piston as- separated irom
sembly (S/T 16). bolt carrier.

Saf Ly restrictions limit Unknown. Safety restric-
the use of the automatic tions limited
rifle by the infantry the number of
(S/T 18). rounds fired

in an auto-
matic rifle
before cool-
ing.

Weapon fires inadvertent- Redesign the safety mechan- Firers no;-;ýd
ly when "hitting the ism to lock the bolt in inadvertent
ground" with the butt (S/T the forward position while firing when
18). on safe. "hitting the.

ground" wi the•
butt.

Code S The reversibility of the Stamp side of bolt carrier Firers assemLiead
MG tang on the carrier cap with an R and arrow on one weapon with the

assembly (S/T 15). side and MG and arrow on tang on the. car-
other side to indicate tier *ap ais.mbtv
direction of cap for each revw;rsed.

configuration.

Excessive number of brok-, Use harder steel. Five bolts fail-

en or cracked bolts. (Si' ¾C ) ed.

Separation of the bolt Use a more reliable solder. Two pitons
carrier and piston as- separated frcnm
sembly, (E/T .6). carrier.

Broken barrel bushing gas Unknown. One, set of. bar-
rings (S/T 16). rel bushing gas

rings failed.

lV-6CONFIDENTIAL
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WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

Code S Broken carrier cap Make carrier cap rollers of One carrier
MG rollers (S/T 16). harder steel, cap roller

fa-led.

A hole was blown in Increase quality control. Hole was ap-
barrel forward of gas parently drill-.
piston (S/T 16). ed too far.

Excessive number of Redesign feed cover. Average rate
failures to feed (S/T of 1 in 249
16). rounds fired.

Excessive number of Unknown. Average rate
failures to fire (S/T of 1 in 233
16), rounds fired.

Excessive number of Unknown. Average rate
failures to extract of 1 in 916
(S/T 16). rounds fired,

Excessive number of Unknown. Average rate
failures to eject of I in 726
(S/T 16). rounds fired.

Excessive number of Redesign feed cover. Average rate
bolt underrides (S/T of 1 in 828
16) rounds fired.

Explosion occured when Make mordepositive bar~rel lock Round appar.
bolt was not fully closed pin, and increase barrel ently cooked
and locked in barrel ex- size to give fewer cook- off while bolt
tension, seriously damag- offs. was not engag-
ing weapon (S/T 16, S/T ed in barrel
18). extension.

Tendency of the feed latch Redesign feed cover latch. Feed cover latch
to fly apart and strike disassembled
the firer in the face inadvertently
when the feed cover is when feed cover
opened (S/T 16, S/T 18). was opened.

IV-7
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WEAPON DEFICIENCY SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

Code. S Safety restrictions limit Unknown. Safety reSL-riC-
MG the use of the machine gun tions limited

by the infantry (S/T 18). the num:ber oi
roundr.& fi -rw,:d
in t-•. r~achine
gun t.o.,
cooling or
changing. bar-
rel..o

Emission of gases and par- Unknown. Gas and par-
ticles from the feed port tic.l's werf.

during firing (S/T 18, hazardous to
S/T 19). the assistant.

gunner.,

2. SHORTCOMINGS

WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

M14 Lack of a 50-rdund Increase magazine capacity. Magazine had
minimum magazine- a capasit.,
capacity (S/T 5) of 20 rounds

point fir.
anmmuni t Lon,,

The reversibility of Stamp a U on the up end Firer as-,
the gas piston (S/T and a D on the down end. senibled

5) • r if l e, ýirh
gas piston
reversed.

Excessive number of Make bolt rollers of a Sevev bo,.
cracked or broken bolt harder steel. ro:.er•
rollers (S/T 16). failled.

Stripped windage knob Improve ouality control. Two windage
pinion assembly (S/T knob piniotn
16). ;r• :s

talo'd.

Flash suppressor set Replace screws with suit- FiY.e'-r7
screws became loose and able drift pin. note.d o0os,.
were lost (S/T 16). or !o -(

NFIDENTiAL



CONRDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION MJIARKS

M14 Forestock is susceptible Insulate bedding in stock Six incidents
to burning in sustained where it contacts barrel of burned or
autqmatic fire (S/T 16, and receiver group. cracked stocks
S/T 19). during rate

of fire.test.

Cracked or broken jaws Redesign mechanisuifor at- Four incidents
on M2 bipod (S/T 16). taching bipod to rifle, of M2 bipot'

failure.

lig4 Adiie)level of safe- Cushion the safety. Noise noted
ty (S/T 18). when testing

safeties.

Rapid build-up and trans- Unknown. Firers noted
fer of heat in sustained difficulty
automatic fire causes dif- in handling
ficulty in handling the the weapon
weapon (S/T 19). from the

rapid build-
up of heat in
sustained
automatic
fire.

Recoil causes discomfort Provide recoil pad. Firers noted
to the firer in sustained discomfort in
firing (S/T 19). sustained

firing.

S-R Sight does not have a Index the front sight post, Firers could
visual scale for determin- or redesign sight system. not record
ing zero (S/T 4). zero on rifle

from a visual
scale.

Front sight requires a Redesign front sight, or Firer had to
tool or cartridge for redesign sight system. adjust front
adjustment (S/T 4). sight with a

special tool
or cartridge.

Sight is not operable Redesign sight system. Firers used
with minimum motion (S/T too much mo-
4, S/T 19). tion and took

too much time
for elevation
adjustment,
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W Sii CIOX` SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-R Lack of 50-round mini- Increase magazine capacity. Magazine
mum maga ine capacity had a capa-
(SIT 5). city of 30

rounds of
point fire
am•nuntf ion.

Incomplete maintenance Include equipment recommended Cleaning
package (S/T 14, S/T 15). in S/T 15. rods and

bore c!.ean.-
ing brushes
were not
part of the
maincenance
package.

Incomplete PCMM (S/T 15). Minimum requirements, as POMM did
stated in Army Regulations not contain
should be followed. minimum re-

qulrements
for train..
ing test
soldiers.

Too many brushes required Reduce the number of brushes The number
for cleaning (S/T 15). by design of a universal of brushes

rus1 or consolidation of presently
rusnes, issued is

too many
for the
ind iv `dua 1
soldier to
be expecteL
to handie.

Excessive number of Harden the metal used in Vive bolt
cracked or broken bolt bolt stops. stops failed.
stops (S/T 16).

Separation of take-down Use a more reliable weld. One take-
pin from trigger housing down pin
group (S/T 16). separated

from trigger
housing
group.

Rapid build-gp and trans- Unknown. Firers noted
fer of heat in sustained difficulty in
automatic fire causes ',and"irng w.a,
difficulty in handling oor, cr-n
the weapon (S/T 19). the rapidd,. , -dup ol

heat' n sus...
tained auto..
matic fire,

,-I



CONRDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REM&RKS

S-R Inoperative selector switch Redesign linkage. One selector
causes 4ftpon to fire only svitah be-
semiastbmatically (S/T 1I). came in-

operab1V.o

Weapon fires with the safee Redesign safety and selector Firers noted
ty and selector switch be- switch. weapon fired
tween the safe and semiauto- as described.
matic positions (S/T 18).

Weapon fires inadvertently Redesign safety and selector Firers noted
when the selector switch is switch. weapon fired
moved to the semiautomatic as described.
position after having pulled
the trigger with the selector
switch positioned between
the safe and semiautomatic
positionp (SIT 18).

XMl6El Sight does not have a vis- Index the front sight post, or Firers could
ual scale for determining redesign sight system. not record :
zero.(S/T 4). zero on rifle

from a visual
scale.

Front sight requires a Redesign front sight, or Firer had to
tool or cartridge for ad'ta .redesign sight system. adjust front
justmont (S/T 4). sight with a

special tool
or cartridge.

Sight is not operable with Redesign sight system. Firers used
minimum motion (S/T 4, S/T too much
19). motion and

took too much
time for ele-
vation adjust-
ment.

Lack of a 50-round minimum Increase magazine capacity. Magazine had
magazine capacity (S/T 5). a capacity

of 20 rounds
of point
fire am.,
munition.

IV-ll
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WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

XM16EI Lack of adjustability Redesign bipod to be ad- Noted dur-
of legs on bipod (S/T justable for height. ing all
14). firing

from prom.
rosS. t• ion.

Incomplete maintenance Include equipment recommended Bore clean-
package (S/T,15). in S/T 15. ing brush

and z:hambez
clean ing
brush were
not part o±

the main-
tenance pack-
age.

Lack of a chamber clean- Provide chamber cleaning Fire:s noted
ing brush (S/T 15). brush. a chamber

cleaning
brush was
needed for

maintenarncp;
of the
weapon.

Separation and deforma- Make a more durable con- Five actir.n
tion of buffer assembly nection of the roll pins spring g-ii.idl

roll pins (S/T 16). to the buffer assembly. a~sel!'
fai I led0

Excessive number of fail- Provide more reltable magazine Average rat.c,
ures of bolt overriding spring, o. I. in 509

the base of round while rounds fi.rtdo
in magazine (S/T 16).

Excessive number of Unknown. Avtcage ratL
failures of bolt not re- of - in 180
maining to rear after roLnds fir(od.
last round of magazine
was fired (S/T 16).

Excessive number of fail- Unknown. A,;7, ratc
ures to eject (S/T 16). of 1. in '.81

rounds fi.c.d.

CONFIDENTIAL2
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING. SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

XMl6El Inoperative selector Redesign linkage. One selector
switch causes rifle to switch be-
fire only semiautomat- came in-
ically (S/T 16). operative.

Frozenk'front sight post Use better quality thread- Front sight
prevents sight ad•jst,'-- ing withcloser tolerances post was not-
ments (S/T 16). or redesi n'ight system. ed frozen

on preopera-
tional in-
spection.

Weapon fiz-es with the safe- Redesipn:safety and select- Firers noted
ty and selector switch be- or switch, weapon fired
tween the safe and semi- as described.
automatic position (S/T
18).

Rapid build-ur and trans- Unknown. Firers noted
fer of heat in sustained difficulty
automatic fire causes dif- in handling
ficulty in handling the weapon the weapon
(S/T 19). from r;-pid

build-up and
transfer of

-f heat in sus-
tained auto-
matic fire.

Poor pointing character- Unknown. Firers noted
istics (S/T 19). irregular top

line and poor
effectiveness
in the point-
ed fire role.

H-R Sight does not have a Index and graduate pear Firers could
visual scale for determin- sight. not record
ing zero (S/T 4). zero on rifle

from a visual
scale.

Rear sight requires Redesign rear sight to Firers had to
special tools for adjust- be adjustable without adjust rear
ment (S/T 4, S/T 14). special tools, sight with a

special tool.

IV-13
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WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMlARKS

H-R Lack of a 50=round Increase magazine capacity. Magazir.,: ";hd
minimum magazine capa- a capacity of
city (S/T 5). :20 remr'i of

amIni i. t fo.n,

Incomplete maintenance Include equipment recommended Ecr- R,,I.aning
package (S/T 14, S/T 15). in S/T 15. brush and

c.lran:in g rod
we-re not part

oi tvh,.: rain.-
tenance pa, k-
age.

Lack of adjustabilicy of Redesign bipod to be adjust- Noted dur ing
legs on bipod (S/T 14). able for height. all firing

from the

prone po
s ition.

Incomplete POMM (S/T Minimum requirements., as PMNM did nct.
15). stated in Army Regulations ccntain mtini

should be followed. mum rEq,,iri,,ý
mren te. f1or.

t r a inin g

Bayonet adapter set Use Lock Tight. S.t e
screws became loose vibr, •.J.,'..
and were lost (S/T 16). !rŽ2 o,

Broken bolt stop spring Use a less brittle spring. F%.,';: bo~t ;p
(S/T 16). Sprn.g a i ,'

Excessive number of blown. Unknown. .'.r: ,.
primers (S/T 16). ,d g

1b4own p~rtm~e r',.

Excessive number of double Unknown. Ave.',ag-. r.At•.
feeds (S/T 16). oJ 1 Lrf. '.47

COoND.ndEN TfrAd.
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CONRDET"IAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

H-R , lRapLdd build-up and Unknown. Firers noted

transfer of heat in the difficulty
sustained semiautomatic in handling
fire causes difficulty the weapor
in handling the weapon. from rapid
(S/T 19). build-up

and transfer
of heat in
sustained semi-
automatic
fire.

Inability to use trigger Develop winter trigger kit. Firers noted
when the soldier wears that trigger

arctic mitten (S/T 19). could not be
used while
wearing arctic
mittens.

Sights ,not operable with Redesign rear sight. Firers took
minimum t0eiork (S/T 4, too much
.S/T 19). time for ele.

vation -and
windage ad-
justment.

A-R Sights do not have a Index the front sight post Firers could
visual scale for determin- and graduate the rear not record
ing zero (S/T 4), sight, or redesign sight zero on rifle

system, from a visual
scale.

Front sight requires a Redesign front iight, or Firer had to
tool or cartridge for ad- redesign sight system. adjust front
justfeat (S/T 4). sight with a

special tool
or curtridgeo

Sight is not operable Redesign sight system. Firers used
with minimum motion too much mo-

(S/T .:4:, S/T 19). tion and toqk
too much time
for elevation
adjustmento

Lack of a 50-round Increase magazine capacity. Magazine had a
minimum magazine capa- capacity of
city (S/T 5). 20 rounds of

point fire

ammu iition.
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CONRDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

A=R Incomplete maintenance Include equipment recommend- Bore clean-
package (S/T 15). ed in S/T 15. ing brusht

and :bham.ber
cleaning brush
not. pd::t o0.
thf.
rnance- package.

Lack of adjustability Redesign bipod to be ad- Noted. during
of legs on bipod (S/T 14). justable for height. all firing

from the! prone
po,"L t• .ion.

Incomplete POMM (SIT 15)., Minimum requirements as rOIlM did not
stated in Army Regulations contain mini L_
should be followed, mum requir'=

ment.i for
training test
so ldic.rs.

Lack pf a chamber cleaning Provide chamber cleaning Firers nott:d
brush (S/T 15). brush, a cham-e...K:an-

ing hrt £n
was needed ior
maintenantcwe of
%:he weapon.

Separation of the upper Unknown. The liner
handguard liner from separated from
the upper handguard (S/T the handgua-:,d
16). section iurirg

no.,n..al uý;e c:,:
the r-, Že.

Excessive number of double Unknown. A-vetage rat,:
feeds (S/T 16). of 1 in 995

•ound. fi•,ed

Excessive number of fail- Unknown. Av,:,rage r.atc,, of
uses of the bolt over- t. in i1072
riding the base of round rounds ii~rd.
while in magazine (S/T 16).

Weapon fires with the Redesign safety and se- F:i.L'es no':ed
safety and selector lector switch. weapon fire.ed
switch between the safe as d
and semiautomatic positions
(S/T 18).

IV-16
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WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

A-R Alternate safety and Redesign switch to have a Firers noted
selector switch has no positive indicator, the lack of
indicator (S/T 18) a positive

indicator on
the al'texmate
safety and se-
lector switch.

Rapid build-up and trans- Unknown. Firers noted
fer of heat in sustained the diffi-
automatic fire cause dif- culty in handle'
ficulty in handling the ing the weapon
weapon (S/T 19). from rapid

build-ugnand
transfer of
heat in sus-
tained auto-
matic fire.

Inability to use trigger Develop winter trigger kit. Firers noted
when the soldier wears that the
arctic mittens (S/T 19). trigger could

not be used
while wearing
arctic mittens.

S-C Sight does not have a Index front sight post, Firers could
visual scale for de- or redesign sight system. not record
termining zero (S/T 4). zero on rifle

from a visual
scale.

gront sight requires a Redesign front sight, Firer had to
tool or cartridge for or redesign sight system. adjust front
adjustment (S/T 4). sight with a

special tool
or cartridge.

Sight is not operable Redesign sight system. Firers used
with minimum motion (S/T too much mo-
4., ýS/T 19). tion and took

too much time
for elevation
adjustments.

Lack.of~a 50-wound Increase magazine rcpacity. Magazine had a
minimum magazine ca- capacity of 30
pacity (S/T 5). rounds of pointf fi• ammunition.
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-C Lack of a means of Provide for storage of the No mreans of

carrying cleaning cleaning equipment in the car•rying tne

equipment, (S/T 15). stock. cLEaning
equIpment. wr;

prov••id"d

Incomplete maintenance Include recommended equip- Cleaning rods

package (S/T 14, S/T ment in S/T 15. and bore clean-

15). ing b,-u~hes
were not par'
oi the. main-
ternance package.

No carrying sling pro- Provide sling. Slng was not

vided with weapon (S/T 14). provided with
weapon.

Incomplete POMM (S/T 15). Minimum requirements as POMV did not

stated in Army Regulations contain irnimum

should be followed. requLi'ement.s
for cra.inilng
test soi.ýiPrs.

Too many brushes re- Reduce the number of brushes The n1rber of

quired for cleaning by design of a universal brusahe, ps 'ou

(S/T 15). brush or consolidation of I., issied is

brushes. too -a) y fmry
the indAvidua
soldier' tCo be.
expectted :o
handle0,

Frazenfrpnt pight Use Letter quality thread-, Fnt- ) g1L

post prevented sight ing with closer tolerance, post .: .:arnx-

adjustments (S/T 16). or redesign sight system. frozen and
c.:'oua riot be
ad.! uzi;d d

Excessive number of Harden metal of bolt stops. Thre.e bolt

cracked or broken stopý, failed.

bolt stops (S/T 16).

Frozen gas port rings Unknown. Gas port rings
(S/T 16). became i.trozen

during firing.

ii*7• 18
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CONFRDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-C Weapon fires with safety Redesign safety and selector Firers noted
selector switch between switch. weapon fired
the safe and semiauto- as described.
matic positions (S/T 18).

Weapon fires inadvertent- Redesign safety and selector Firers noted

ly when the selector switch switch. weapon fired
is moved to the semiduto- as described.
matic position after having
pulled the trigger with the
selector switch positioned
between the safe and semi-
automatic positions (9/T
18).

Rapid build-up and trans- Unknown. Firers noted
fer of heat in sustained auto- the difficulty
matic fire cause difficulty in handling the
in handling the weapon.(S/T weapon from

19). rapid build-,
up and transfer
of heat in
sustained auto-,
matic fire.

C-SMG trfabilitynofothb, weapon.. .'Unkaownt.' . Wtapon would
to::ac~ept, &eb~yond~tt:/Ti'). not accept a:

.. ( /',: .. bayonet.

Sight does not have a v" tr Index the front sight, Firer.could
visualscale for de- or redesign sight system. not record
termining zero (SIT 4). zero on rifle

from a visual
scale.

Front sight requires a Redesign front sight, Firer had to
tool or cartridge for or redesign sight system. adjust front
adjustment (S/T 4). sight with a

special tool
or cartridge.

Sight is not operable Redesign Fight system. Firers used
with minimum motion too much mo-
(s/.T 4, S/T 19). tion and took

too much time
for elevation
adjustments.
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

C-SMG Lack of a 50-round Increase magazine capacity. Magazine had a
minimum magazine capac-irtV of c 0
capacity (S/T 5). rounds o% pontr~

Lack of a means of Provide for storage of No z•aens oct
carrying cleaning cleaning equipment in the carryinR the
equipment..S/T 15). stock, cleaning equip-

MeLt was provi1-Jed.

Incomplete maintenance Include equipment recommend- Bore cl1eaning
package (S/T 14, S/T ed in S/T 15. brush, fhamiber
15). brush, and

chleaning rods
were not: par•rt
of Lhe nMairn,
tenar.&.F package..

No carrying sling pro- Provide sling. Sling oas rot:
vided with weapon (S/T provid d w.it.h
14). weap on..

Incomplete POMM (S/T Mifilmum requirements as POMN. did no:
15). stated in Army Regulations cont.air. rm.ini.

should be followed. mum re qui..n:s
tor tyraiing
te. -s'm t: so ýld i ,' i: :.

Lack of a chamber clean- Provide chamber cleaning Vfrer': norkd a
ing brush (S/T 15). brush. chamber ý: !...

ing (ruih via.-

wr.;por.

Excessive number of Unknown. Averag,.e Tt:ar o:-
failures of bolt I .In 677 • •d.
to remain to the rear
after last round of
magazine was fired (S/T
16).

Weapon fired with the Redesign safety and selector Firers not:'-'d
safety and selector switch, weapon i r'E.
switchbetween ,the as df.c::xil.d.
safe anu semiautomatic
posicions (S/T 18).

CONFIDENTIAL



CONFIDENTIAL
UAIRON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

C-SMG Rapid build-up and trans- Unknown. Firers noted
fer of heat in sustained the diffi-
automatic fire cause culty in handl-
difficulty in handling ing the weapon
the weapon (S/T 19). from the rapid

build-up and
transfer of
heat in sus-
tained auto-
matic fire.

M14E2 Lack of a 50-round Increase magazine capacity. Magazio had a
minimum magazine capacity capacity of 20
(S/T 5). rounds of

point fire
ammunition.

Excessive muzzle flash Use different propellant Occurred during
with tracer auimunition in cartridge or redesign both seumiauto-
(S/T 6, S/T 11). muzzle brake compensator. matic and auto-

matic firing.

The reversibility of Stamp a U on the up end and Firers
the gas piston (S/T a D on the down end., assemblda rifle
15). with.gas piston

reversed.

Difficulty in remov- Unknown. Carbon deposit
ing the muzzle brake prevented re-
compensator (S/T 15). moval of muzzle

brake compen-
sator during
normal clean-
ing.

Forestock is susceptible Insulate bedd4.ng in stock Occurred dur-
to burning in sustained where it contacts barrel ing rate of
automatic fire' (S/T 16, and receiver group. fire and as-
S/T 19). sault exer-

cises.

Cracked or broken jaws Redesign mechanism for Resulted trom
on M2 bipod (modified) attachiug bipod to excessive
(S/T 16). rifle. torqueing of

bipod bolt.

IV-21
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CONRDFIDENM
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

M14E2 High noise level of the Cushion the safety. Noise r,.ot.ed

safety (SIT 18). when testing
safeties.

Recoil causes discomfort Unknown. Ficrs notcad

to the firer in sustained dircor:.oxt '

firing (S/T 19). .. i-:i . -*fr"
ing.

Rapid build-up and Unknown. Fire:• noted

transfer of heat in dit-ficulty in

sustained automatic h.andl iLrg thA

fire cause difficulty wc. apor' t,'!om.

in handling the weapon b.iid,'p ar,.
(SIT 19). t~ran.-,:fer of

hi,',a' in. S'•$'

t' a •l.,:.d auto-

C-AR Sight does not have a Index the front sight .'•:r• ,oKid

visual scale for determin- or redesign sight system° not- T.:ord

ing zero (S/T 4). Z, on
•, ronm a 'L : ai

Sight is not operable Redesign sight system. F1 r t!r d

with minimum motion (S/T too rI.,c: "

4, SIT 19). -,.ion and t~o' :
too i•• ,. t: LmTV

for c." ,:vaý:ion

Rear sight lacks adjust- Redesign rear sight or vi.:.:rs r:,.

ability for elevation (SIT redesign sight system. tteers: w&.•, rO

1),• ;aFl•.ior
.fog"• ,. a i n

Lack of a 50-round mini- Increase magazine capacity., Nagair.- hal a

mum magazine capacity apacl y tvo.t

(S/T 5). 30 ro'.nud,
Po :nt:. 1_1.•,•

aru- ariA I ion.

Bipod becomes detached Redesign bipod with a No.o.d di:. i..g

too easily when inadvert- positive typa. of fasten er, POTa.I It~y

ently struck (S/T 13, S/T for securing to barrel° 1, i:C.
1.4).

Front sight requires a tool Redesign front sight or .-.-- to

or cartridge for adjustment redesign sight system, ad E:. frort
(SIT 4). sight, w-!-.th, '

sp(la. ial too.

CONFIDENTIAL



CONADEN'nAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION RFMARKS

C-AR Incomplete maintenance Include equipment reconmmend- Cleaning rods,
package (S/T 14, S/T ed in S/T 15. bore cleaning
15). brush, and

chamber clean-
ing brush were
not part of
the maintenance
package.

No carrying slings provided Provide sling. Sling was not
with weapon (S/T 14). provided with

weapon.

Lack of adjustability of Redesign bipod to be adjust- Noted during
legs on bipod (S/T 14). able for height, all firing

from the
prone position.

Incomplete POMM (S/T 15). Minimum requirements as POMM did not
stated in Army Regulations contain wini-
should be followed, mum require-

ments.

Lack of a chamber clean- Provide chamber cleaning Firers noted
ing brush (S/T 15). brush. a chamber clean-

ing brush was
needed for
maintenance of
the weapon.

Excessive number of broken Unknown. Five extractor
extractor springs (S/T 16). springs failed.

Cracked or broken bolt .Hadesign bolt. One bolt fail-
(SkT 16). ed.

Excessive number of Unknown. Average rate
failures to extract of I in 666
(S/T 16). rounds fired.

Weapon fired with the Redesign safety and se- Firers noted
safety and selector switch lector switch. wapon fired
between the safe and semi- as described.
automatic positions (S/T18).

IV-23
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

C-AR Rapid build-up and Unknown. Firers noted

transfer of heat in sus- the difficuLt
tained automatic fire t:y in hard•ling

causE difficulty in the weapon
handling the weapon. flom rapid

(S/T 19). build-up and
trans.fer of
heat in sus-
taine.d auto-
matic fire.

S-AR Weapon lacks a semi- Provide semiautomatic AutomatiL

automatic capability capability. rifle often

(S/T 1). employed in
semiautomatic
mode of fire.

(Ref paza 21,
FM 23-12.)

Sight does not have a Index the front sight.or Firers co-ald

visual scale for determin- redesign sight system. not record

ing zero (S/T 4). zero on :ri'le
frorn a visual
scale.

Front sight requires a Redesign front sight~or Firex had Lo

tool or cartridge for ad- redesign sight system. adjust: front
justment (S/T 4). sight dith

special tool

o:t cari r idg&-

Difficulty in making Redesign rear sight with a First: to-k

rapid large range adjust- quick release range scale too m.ch time
ments on the rear sight slide'6r an elevation makirg rang-

(S/T 4). knob as in the M14E2. changes.

Sight is not operable Redesign sight system. Ffrers used

with minimum motion too much mo-
(S/T 4, S/T 19). tion and took

too much time
for eLevation
adjus•,m-r-nt.

Impossibility of matching Rear sight should be design.- Noted during
the index line with the ed so that detents corres- testing of

range scale of the rear pond to indexed ranges. sight,.
sight (S/T 4).
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-AR Lack of a 50-round Increase magazine capacity. Magazine had a
minimum magazine capacity capacity of
(S/T 5). 30 rounds of

point fire
ammunition.

Bipod becomes detached Redesign bipod with a posi- Noted during

too easily when inadver- tive type of fastener for portability
tently struck.(S/T 13, securing to barrel.. exercise.
S/T 14).

Incomplete maintenance Include equipment recommended Bore cleaning
package (S/T 14, S/T in S/T 15. brush and

15). cleaning rods
not provided.

No carrying sling provided Provide sling. Sling was not
with weapon (S/T 14). provided with

weapon.

Incomplete POMM (S/T 15). Minimiun requirements as POMM did not
stated in Army Regulations contain mini-
should be followed, mum require-

ments.

Too many brushes re- Reduce the number of The number of
quired for cleaning brushes by design of a brushes pres-
(S/T 15). universal brush or consoli- ently issued ic

dation of brushes, too many for

the individ-
ual soldier
to be expecL=
ed to handle.

Sight housing assembly Unknown. Occurred
pin was easily damag- throughout
ed or lost (S/T 16). testing.

Excessive number of run- Redesign bolt carrier or Sixty-five
away guns (S/T 16, S/T sear to engage prior incidents oc-
18). to passing cartridges in curred.

magazine while travel-

ing rearward.
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

S-AR Weapon fires with the Redesign safety and selector Firers noted
safety and selector switch. weapon fired
switch between the safe as described.
and semiautomatic posi-
tions (S/T 18).

Rapid buildup and trans- Unknown. Firers noted
fer of heat in sustained the difficul-
automatic fire cause dif- ty in handling

ficulty in handling the the weapon from

weapon (S/T 19). rapid build-up
and transfer
of heat in
sustained auto-
matic fire.

Some left-handed firers Redesign sight. Some left.-
could not use the offset handed firers
(to the left) sights (SIT noted that

4) S/T 19). they could
not achieve
proper sight
picture and
sight align-
ment with the
offset sights.

Ejection pattern inter- Redesign eeceiver group to Causes some
fered with left hand on eject cartridge cases to firers to use
forestock (S/T 19). the right, alternate po-

sitions.

M60 Excessive numbcr of bent Make range scale of steel. 21 of 25 rear
MG rear sight adjustable sight adjust-

range scale. tsT 4,' S/T able range

16). scales bent.

Reversibility of the Stamp a:U on the up end and Firers assemm
gas piston (S/T 15). a D on the down end. bled M60 with

gas piston re-

versed.

M122 tripod legs easily Make legs of a harder Two M122
bent (S/T 16). steel. tripod legs

bent.

CONFIDENTIAL



CONFRDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

M60
MG Gas cylinder plug easily Use lacing on gas cylinder. Gas cylinder

lost (S/T 16). pasily became
loose and
then lost.

Code S Sight does not have Index the front sight, or Firers could

MG a visual scale for de- redesign sight system. not record
termining zero (S/T 4). zero on rifle

from a visual
scale.

Front sight requires a Redesign front sight, or Firers had to
tool or cartridge for ad- redesign sight system. adjust front
justment (S/T 4). sight with

special tool
or catridge.

Sight is not operable Redesign sight system. Firers used
with mir4 mtum motion (S/T too much mo-
4,ý S/T 19). tion and took

too much time
for elevation
adjustments.

Difficulty in making rapid Redesign rear sight with a Firer took
large range adjustments on quick release range scale too much time
rear sight (S/T 4, S/T 19). slide, in making

range changes.

The small aperture rear Redesign rear sight. Firers noted
sight make' use of the small size
sight difficult under low of peep aper-
illumination conditions ture.
and restricts the gunner's
field of view while en-
gaging wide -rea targets
(S/T 4, S/T 19).

One M2 tripod had no Improve quality control. One travers-
graduations on tra- ing bar of the
versing bar (S/T 9). M2 tripod did

not- have any
graduations.

The reversibility Redesign trigger housing Firers assem-
of the trigger housing cover. bled the
cover (S/T 15). weapon with

the trigger
housing coverCON DEN ALreversed.
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

Code S The reversibility of Redesign feed cover latch. Firers as-
MG the feed cover latch serr-led the

(S/T 15). weapon with
the feed
cover latch
reversed.

Incowolete maintenance Include recommended equip- Cleaning rod
package (S/T 15). ment in S/T 15. and bore clean-

ing brush were
not part of
the mainte-
nance package.

Incomplete POMM (S/T 15). Minimum requirements as POMM did not
noted in Army Regulations contain mini.-
should be followed, mum require-

ments for
training test
soldiers,

Too many brushes requir- Reduce the number of The number of
ed for cleaning (S/T brushes by design of a brushes pres-
15). universal brush or con- ently issued

solidation of brushes. is too many
for the indi'
vidual soldier
to handle.

Trigger pin easily lost Redesign trigger pin with Two trigger
(S/T 16). large detent, pins lost,

Feed cover assembly pin Redesign feed cover aso- Feed cover be-
easily loosened (S/T sembly with large detent, came loose,
16).

Windage knob easily Decrease length and increase Two windage
bent (S/T 16). diameter of windage knob. knobs bent.

Excessive number of Unknown. There was a
ruptured cartridges total of nine
(S/T 16). ruptured car-

tridges.

Weapon fires when the Redesign safety and se- Firers noted
safety and selector lector switch, weapon fired
switch is between the as described.
safe and semiautomatic
positions (S/T 18).

IVW28
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CONFIDEN'iAL
WEAPON SHORTCOMING SUGGESTED CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

Code S Ejection pattern inter- Unknown. Cartridge3
MG fered with operation of were ejected

the elevating handwheel onto the
when the gun was mounted elevating
on the tripod (S/T 19). handwheel.

Adjustment of the S-LMG Redesign bipod adjustable Noted during
bipod legs is difficult leg latch to be operated firing with
for soldiers wearing while wearing arctic cloth- arctic mittens.
arctic mittens (S/T ing.
19).

Cleaning Lack of durability (S/T 14, Reiuforce ghe cleaning rod Firers noted
Rod (MI1) S/T 15). joints and connections. breakirng and

cracking of
cleaning rods
throughout
the testing.

3. CORRECTED DEFICIENCIES/SHORTCOMINGS

WEAPON DEFICIENCY/SHORTCOMING CORRECTIVE ACTION REMARKS

M60- Bolt plug lock pin The bolt plug was redesigned In disassembly,
MG easily lost (S/T 16). and no further incidents the bolt plug

occurred. lock was noted

falling out
of bolt.

4. PREVIOUS DEFICIENCIES

WEAPON DEFICIENCY PREVIOUS TEST FINDINGS THIS TEST

A-R The last=round bolt stop holds Corrected.
the bolt to the rear while
rounds remain in the maga-
zine. (USATECOM Project No
8-4-0110-02 A)

The lack of durability of the Not corrected. One take-down
curved extension of the buffer plunger housing broke off. The
assembly (take'down-plugger guide rod weld assembly was
housing of the guide rod weld modified to strengthen the housing
assembly) which is used to during the test.
disassetable the weapon.
(USATECOM Project No 8-4-0110-
02 A)
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CONFIDENTIAL
WEAPON DEFICIENCY PREVIOUS TEST FINDINGS THIS TEST

A-R Failure of the extractor to Corrected. Nine failures to
remove empty cartridge cases extract (FX) were noted in 68,622
from the chamber. (USATECOM rounds fired.
Project No 8-4-0110-02 A)

Lack of durability of the nylon Corrected.
cap which holds the spring in
the last-round bolt stop.
(USATECOM Project No 8-4-0110-02 A)

Lack of durability of the stock Corrected.
and pistol grip causes them to
crack and separate from the
weapon. (USATECOM Project No
8-4-0110-02 A)

Sights could not be zeroed at Corrected.
500 meters range. (USATECOM
Project No 8-4-0110-02 A)
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M4. Hithout Birod, M42

N. Wi~th Bipod, M2
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Figure 2

Rifle, 5,56-ra, XKIN6EI

M, Without Dipod, 13.

N, With Dipod, 13,
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Figure 3

Automatic Rifles

M. Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14E2

N. Rifle, 5,56-mm, C-AR

0. Rifle, 5.56-mnm, S-AR
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Figure 4

Mlachine Guns

M. Machine Gun, 7.62-mm, M60, on bipod

N. Machine Gun, 7.62-mm, M60, on tripod
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Figure 5

Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-R

M. Without bipod

N. With bipod
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Figure 6

Rifle, 5.56-un, H-R

M. Without bipod

N. With bipod
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Fisure 7

Rifle, 5.56-mm, A-R

M. With Bipod, M3.

N. Without Bipod, M3.

0. With Butt Stock folded.
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Figure 8

Carbine, 5,56-mm, S-C

H. With butt stock extended

N. With butt stock folded
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Figure 9

Carbine, 5.56-mnm, C-SMG

M. With telescoping butt stock closed

N. With telescoping butt stock extended
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Figure 10

Machine Gun

d. Machine Gun, 5 .56-mm, S-LMG

N. Machine Gun, 5,56-rmm, S-MMG
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Figure 11

Y:..ron6 f"Irincl I~osjitofl

M. Machine Gun, 5.56-nmi, ý-LMG.

N. Machine Gun, 5.5 6 -twn, S4MMG
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Figure 1.2

Sights- Rifle, 7 .62-imm, N114

M. .Rear view of rear sight.

N. ToL 4ear view o.C front sight
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OtNRIQEWNTIAL
STEBC-SA kP-3110) I APR 1966
SUBJFCT: Change 3 to Servicc Test Report for Small Arms Weapons System

(SAWS). USATECOM Proj.ct No 8-5 0400-04 (U)

Wcipon Ammo Tgts Hit HP

XMl6E. M193 85
M196 91

H-R M193 61
M196 82

A-R M193 77

M196 68

c. Chart 7-5., Page II-11;

Weapon Ammo Tgts Hit

M14 M198 38

d. Chart 7-14, Page 11-20:

Weapon Ammo Tgts Hit

M14 M80 21

e, Add the following to the bottom of Chart 7-4, Page II-10:

Rds Tgt Tgts
Weapon Ammo Fired Hits HC Hit HP PTH H/PD H/S

A-R M196 512 20 3.9 10 2.0 33.3 1.6 1.1

f. Add the words, Semiautomatic Fire, to the titles of Table 8-1,
page 125; Table 8.2, page 126; Table 8,3 and Table 8-4, page 127.

g, Add the wordo, Automatic Fire, to the titles of Table 8-5,
page 129; Table 8-6, page 130; and Table 8-7. page 131.

FOR THE PRESIDENT:

CHANGE NOTICE NO 3 RUTH M. HAERR
Major WAC

Adjutant

2
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.CONFIDENTIAN
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

UNITED STATES ARMY INFANTRY BOARD
Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 Maj Ball/mae/545,'3456

STEBC".SA ,P-3110) 11APR M

SUBJECT: Change 3 to Service Test Report for Small Arms Weapons System
(SAWS), USATECOM Project No 8-50400-04 (U)

TO: See Distribution

(C) Request that addressees make the following pen and ink c•hanges

in the subject document:

a. Table 7-'1, Page 108:

Weapon Ammo Tgts Hit HP PTH

M14 M80 293
M62 333
M198 344 49.4

S=R M193 2.5
M196 65

XMI6EI M193 2.8
M196 78

H-R1 M193
M196 78

A-R1 M193 78

M196 79

b. Table 7-,2, Page 109:

Weapon Ammo Tgts Hit HP

M14 M80 322
M62 311 2.3
M198 322

S-R M193 92 2.2

M196 90

Group 4 (downgraded at 3 yem intervals
LaOafled After 12 Years

pODDir5200o.1) CONrrD;EN.TI AL



STEBC-SA (P-3110) 1 1 AR 166
SUBJECT. Change 3 to Service Test Report for Small Arms Weapons System

(SAWS). USATECOM Project No 8:5.0400 04 tU)

DI STRIBI.r ION:
Commanding General. US Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN: AMSTE-BC,

Aberdeen P'roving Ground., Maryland 21005 (50 copies)
Commanding Officer, US Army Combat Developments Command Infantry Agency,

Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 "200 copies)
Commanding Officer, Springfield Armory, ATTN. SWESP-RE, Springfield A-mory,

Springfield, Massachusetts 01101 (3 copies)
Commanding Officer, Frankford Arsenal, ATTN: SMUFA-5500. Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19137 (3 copies)
Commanding Officer, Aberdeen Proving Ground, ATTN: STEAP-DS, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, Maryland 21005 (3 copies)
President, US Army Infantry Board, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 (3 copies)
President, US Army Armor and Engineer Board. Fort Krox, Kentucky 40121

(3 copies)
President, US Army Aviation Test Board, Fort flucker, Alabama 36362 (3 copies)
Commanding Officer, US Army Arctic Test Center., APO Seattle 98733 ý3 copies) I

3
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DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY
UNITED STATES ARIY INFANTR" BOARD

Fort Benning, Georgia 319-t5

STEBC-SA (P-3110) 2 MAR A 'O

SUBJECT: Change 2 to Service Test Repor:t for 3mall Arms Weapons System
(SAWS), USATECOM Project No 8-5-0400-04 (U)

TO, See Distribution

(C) Request that addressees make the following pen and ink changes

in the subject document:

PAGE TABLE/CHA RT WEAPON AMMUNITION H/_VD H/S

108 7-1 M14 M198 1.5 1.6
109 7-2 Mi4 M198 1.1 1.5
11-7 7-1 M14 M198 4.4 5.6
11-8 7-2 M14 M198 2.9 3.2
11-9 7-3 M14 M198 1.7 1.8
11-10 7-4 M14 M198 1.2 1.7
II.11- 7-5 M14 M198 0.7 0.8
11-12 7-6 M14 1i98 0.6 0.5
11-13 7-7 M14 M198 0.2 0.2
11-14 7-8 M14 M198 3.3 6.8
11-15 7-9 M14 M193 2.2 3.3
11-16 7-10 M14 M!98 0.9 1.3
11-17 7-11 M14 M198 0.7 1.1
11-18 7-12 mi44 M198 0.4 0.5
11-19 7-13 M14 M1.98 0.5 0.4
11-20 7-14 M14 M198 0.2 0.2

FOR THE PRESIDENT:

RUTI1 M. HAERR
Major WAC
Adjutant

CHANGE NOTICE NO 2 Group 4 (downgraded at 3 year intervals
_Dechssified After 12 Years

W DOD Dir 5200.10)

CON FIDENT.TAI.



STEBC-SA (P-3110) 2 MAR Ir3
SUBJECT: Change to to Service Test Report for Small Arms Weapons System

(SAWS), USATECOM Project No 8-5-0400-04 (U)

DISTRIBUTION:
Commanding General, US Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN: AMSTE-BC

Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005 (50 copies)
Commanding Officer, US Army Combat Developments Command Infantry Agency,

Fort Benning, Gecrgia 31905 (200 copies)
Commanding Officer, Springfield Armory, ATTN: SWESP-RE, Springfield,

Massachusetts 01101 (3 copies)
Commanding Officer, Frankford Arsenal, ATTN: SMUFA-5500, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19137 (3 copies)
Commanding Officer, Aberdeen Proving Ground, ATTN: STEAP-DS, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, Maryland 21005 (3 copies)
President, US Army Infantry Board, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 (3 copies)
President, US Army Armor and Engineer Board, Fort Knox, Kentucky 36362

(3 copies)
President, US Army Aviation Test Board, Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

(3 copies)
Commanding Officer, US Army Arctic Test Center, APO Seattle 98733 (3 copies)

2



CONCOiDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

UNITED STATES ARMY LNFANTRY BOARD
Fort Benning, Gctorgia 31-905

10 F~i 1966
STEBC-SA (P-3110)

SUBJECT: Change 1 to Servi.2 ,,:st .,,.' . - Wctipons System

(SAWS) , USATECOM1. P .: 2- .7 ' i ( (

TO: See Distribution

1. (U) Request that addressees ithcra• the following pages from
the subject document and subsLitute the inclosed corresponding pages:

a. Page 192,

b. Page 197.

c. Appendix II, Page 106.

d. Appendix I1, Page 108.

e. Appendix II, Page 114,

f. Appendix II, Page 115.

g. Appendix II, Page 117.

2. (U) Disposition of withdrawn pages shall be in accordance with

the provision of AR 380-5.

FOR THE PRESIDENT:

7 Incl RUIY'li M. HAERR
as Major WAC

Adjutant

CHANGE NOTICE NO I

RfERPfED .

WHEN ,EPAý•I ED FROM
CLASSIFI INCLOUSLRES

o CO1F 1 Lo

L -. -- --- ,



CONFIDENTIAL
STEBC-SA (P-3110)
SUBJECT: Change 1 to Service Test Report for Small Arms Weapons System

(SAWS), USATECOM Project No 8-5-0400-04 (U)

DISTRIBUTION:

Commanding General, US Army Test and Evaluation Command, ATTN: AMSTE-ýC,
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005 (50 copies)

Commanding Officer, US Army Combat Developments Command Infantry Agency,
Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 (200 copies)

Commanding Officer, Springfield Armory, ATTN: SWESP-RE, Springfield,
Massachusetts 01101 (3 copies)

Commanding Officer, Frankford Arsenal, ATTN: SMUFA-5500, Philadelphia,
Pennsylvania 19137 (3 copies)

Commanding Officer, Aberdeen Proving Ground, ATTN: STEAP-DS, Aberdeen
Proving Ground, Maryland 21005 (3 copies)

President, US Army Infantry Board, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 (3 copies)
President, US Army Armor and Engineer Board, Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121

(3 copies)
President, US Army Aviation Test Board, Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362 (3

copies)
Commanding Officer, US Army Arctic Test Center, APO Seattle 98733 (3

copies)

2
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C OINFIDENTIAL
TABLE 16-1

TOTAL AND RATE OF MALFUNCTIONS-'.RIFLES AND CARBINES

TOTAL 1(i) F
RDS FF FFR FX FJ FBC FMR BUB DF

WPN FIRED r.....
(2) TOTAL 200 16 18 19 29 4 ... 4

M14 445,268 (3) RATE 2221 27829 24737 23435 15354. 111317 111317
TOTAL 17 39 20 17 3 4 42

S-R 110 371 RATE 6492 2830 5519 6492 36790 27593 `2628
TOTAL 75 39 86 251 3 33 33

XM16EI 95,720 RATE 1276 2454 1113 381 13907 2900 "" 2900
TOTAL 45 2 18 170

H-R 76,026 RATE 1689 38013 4224 - ..... 447

TOTAL 46 6 9 .39 4 69
A-R 68,622 RATE 1492 11370 7625 1760 17155 995

TOTAL 60 14 65 1 3 42
S-C. 83,107 RATE 1385 5636 1278 83107 -" 27702 1978

TOTAL 29 4 43 2 11
C-SMG 81,871 RATE 3823 20467 11904 40935 74443

(Continted)._ _ _._..

(4) (5)
BOB FBF FBR FTR BCS TOTAL TOTAL MINUS

WPN ,. (FBR)
TOTAL 1i 5 6 1 313 ... 307

M14 RATE 40479 89054 74211 445268 .1423 1450
TOTAL - 10 2 155 145

S-R RATE 110371 11037 55186 712 761
TOTAL 188 532 2 1242 710

XM16E1 RATE 509 180, .47860 77 135
TOTAL 1 7 243 236

H-R RATE 76026 10861 313 322
TOTAL 64 3 240 237

A-R RATE 1072 22873 286 290

TOTAL 42 2 5 1 _'231 226
S-C RATE 1978 41553 16621 83107 354 368

TOTAL 11 1 122 222 100
C-SMG RATE 7443 81871 671 369 818

LEGEND: (1) Abbreviations (ref para 2.16.2.1.4).
(2) Total of each type of malfunction for each type candidate weapon.
(3) Rate--Malfunction occurred: 1:rounds fired. (Example: M14,

200 Failures to Feed (FF), 1 FF occurred every 2,221 rounds
fired.)

(4) Total malfunctions for each type candidate weapon.
(5) Total malfunctions minus the total FBR for each type candidate

weapon (computed because of excessive XM16EI and C-SMG FBR's).

CONFIDENTIAL 192



CONFIDENTIAL
2.16.3.2.6 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the S-C:

a. Two incidents of bolts bein~g cracked or broken.

b. Three incidents of bolt stops being broken.

c. One incident of the carrier and piston assembly being sep-
arated.

2.16.3.2.7 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
reliability of the S-C:

a. One incident of the front sight post being frozen.

b. Seven incidents of the gas port rings being frozen.

C. Two hundred thirty-two (232) incidents o.Z malfunctions.
(Rate., 1:358 rounds fired.)

2.16.3.2.8 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
durability of the C-SMG: Two incidents of bolts being cracked or
broken.

2.16.3.2.9 (C) The following were significant with respect to the
-reliability of the C-SMG:

a. One hundred twenty-two (122) incidents of the bolt failing
to remain to the rear after the last round in the magazine had been
fired. (Rate, 1:671 rounds fired.)

b. Two hundred twenty-two (222) incidents of malfunctions.
(Rate, 1:369 rounds fired.)

2.16.3.3 (C) Automatic Rifles (U)

2.16.3.3.1 (C) The total and rate of malfunctions by type for each
candidate automatic rifle are listed in Table 16-3. The total and
rate of malfunctions by type for each candidate automatic rifle are
listed in Charts 16-15 through 16-17, Appendix HI.

2.16.3.3.2 (C) The total and rate. of malfunctions, including broken,
damaged, and lost parts, by category for each type candidate automatic
rifle are listed in Table 16-4. The total and rate of malfunctions,
including broken, damaged, and lost parts, by category for each candi-
date automatic rifle are listed in Charts 16-18 through 16-20, Appendix
ii.

CONFIDENTIAL 19
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CONFIDENTIAL
CHART 16-6

M14--MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

"SLOT SERIAL ROUNDS CATEGORY CATEGORY CATEGORY 0\TEGOInY
NO NO FIRED TOTAL

1 361762 7599 8 2 10

2 362843 5786 1 1
3 362985 6110 __________ 1 __ 1

4 348587 4544 2 1 1 4
5 362845 5298 4 , 4
16 360537 6519 8 2 10
7 363119 6116 2 2- 4
8 517306 4723 1____ 1_____ _____

9 355524 5563 4 1 i 53
10 359687 6252 16 1- 1 18
11 359440 4271 2 21 3
12 361756 4695 4 i4,' 8
13 363367 1440 2 , 2
14 361036 6752 9 2 12 12
15 357681 3553 1 1 1_____ ____ 3

16 362231 6578 7 1I4 8

15238 3756 __ __ _ I _

17 362648 5398 4 418 1527075, 4185 2 2
19 361252 1 4010 6 1 58
20 3630201 3675 3 3

_______ M14_________ _____

21 362741 6824 18 2 2 22

224 3626071 5317 1_____
23 1526384 3756 _____ ___

25 361389 5662 7 1 1 9
26 363035 6439 8 I 8
27 358991 6598 2 2 2
28 361718 7257 9 1 5 15
29 360277 4716 2 2 2
30 362710 5813 7 ______ 2____ 9

31 361284 5264 22 2 28
32 362010 4589 1 1____ . 2
33 363056 4963 6 1 __ __ 7

34_ 35737 4017 1__ 2_ _ 3

35 358465 4707 4 1________ ___ 5
36 1521665 3666 1 _____~*~--

37 1522227 5015 1 _________1__

38 1.527945 4304 3 3
39 360722 4655 6 3 9
40 1537013 4264 ._ _ ....

LEGEND: *Category defined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2)

CONFIDENTIAL 11-115
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CONFIDENTIAL

Ml'4-- -MAL. [.!TNGI',"i.ONS AND 1P[Ws.K ANT).XN LOST PARTS 13Y (;ATEW.RY

SLOT~~~J QkiA T E.j... '''O~ GlTCR CTEGORY
NO NO R. T C11 IV T OTA 1

41 362015 i4
42 919291 7~i
43 36326 5' "72____

44 9051.53 3863 3
45 361227" 38W0 i

47 1524923 460Q. _ _-_ _- .
48 1521267 384.3 1-
49 36302 4 0 8 5 . . ____

50 360922; 4885 _____ ___ 2

51 12/996 3190
52 12801 T9 9 3026 ___

54 124 2L 1 7_

55 1.278193 45l 1..
56 1277818 I4881. 2
.57 13806 503 . ..

58 j12823 11 3 38~ .,.J____

609 1272,2917 4134 9 ~ IL___2

61 1. 27 6 j. 8 ? 2?-
-62 4 12.7894.3 3 3:ý6 ...

63 1 2'7l2 9-1 -3 2.6 3
64 U"1869 3j 336.5 ___

65 11278406 128/ 7___ 7I
_66 12 8.0.3 6 "2~

67 12 69' 2- 8( I--.
68 1279- 1 ''
69 :33 9688 5~1~-~--

70 341-790 )3,7
71 12 7888 Ff9 74ý 60
72 3 36 0 15 38! . 2
7.3 1282665 50~681
74 341L5 98 383 2.
75 .33600'4 238) 1
76 339636 36 363t

77 3 4 I2
79 .33959,L 3 38, .. . L

.1.i. 116
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CONFIDENTIAL
CHART 16-6 (Continued)

M14--MALFUNCTIONS AND BROKEN, DAMAGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

M14
sLoT SERIAL ROUNDS CATEGORY CATEGORY CATEGORY CATEGORY
NO NO FIRED I II III IV TOTAT

81 1323461 3111 1 1 2
82 1324207 4766 '
83 1277629 4016 " '
84 340418 4341 __
85 337948 3945 2 2
86 338411 3932 4 4
87 340709 4649 1 -1 , i 1
88 339441 4835 2 2
89 341931 5224 16 16
90 340463 4678 2 , ._2
91 340255 3173
92 335590 3655 2 _ 2. "•__ _.,_

93 334570 5710 10 1 1 12-
94 342221 5144 4 4 4
95 339693 4618 ..... .

96 338976 6329 _ __ _

97 338202 3800 1 1 2 2
98 338700 4752 1_ 1 i 1
99 331046 4187

100 339621 4483 ...... 1 - 'i

TOTALS: 445,268 261 23 46 1 331

CONFIDENTIAL



C~4FWENT61A.
CHART 1-6 - 1

RIFLES- -MALFUNC.T IONS A-N1) BROKEN, ].AMGED, AND LOST PARTS BY CATEGORY

-,-R

SLOT ,'[,RIAL TOUb•fK [.p- I•Y'.. ,- . CATEGORY CATEGORY

NO NO FI&Ef ) 1 1 III IV TOTAL
121 000467 6732 12 3 2 17
122 000475 5717 3 3 _ _

123 000463 5848 6 6
124 000439 5651 9 _ 1 1 11
125 000468 6765 5- 2 2 9
126 000471 7219 17 1 18
127 000466 6380 2 ] 3 5
128 000469 6518 16 2 1 19 19
129 000474 6770 8 __._ 8
130 000473 4768 1 J_" 1 2
131 000459 1564 - 2 2______
132 00-0476 3000 4 _ _4

133 000432 5836 6 i _1 7
134 000465 4072 10 1 1 -i

135 000433 5576 3 1 1 1 5
136 000445 7049 _| 1,,,.T_
137 000472 4962T__ _

138 000470 5241 15 2 3 . 20 _.,, _ 2
139 000429 6658 5 2 1 8
140 000429 40451 3 3

TOTALS: 110371 122 15 19 2 158

S .. .. E l _... . .... _.....

101 156076 5226 80 - .2 2 94
102 154065 5638 40 3 2 45
103 153691. 4542 59 8 2 69 41
104 153299 5868 76 7 4 87
105 153492 5299 87 7 4 98 98
106 153809 5198 69 4 3 76
107 156266 4539 43 1 2 46
108 154-911 4956 40 42
109 1.48537 4631 29 1 30
110 145774 5450 48 2 6 56
111 148007 4493 82 7 6 95
112 124508 5093 51 4. 4 59
113 142902 4463 50 2 6 58

14 147663 4438 21 22

115 147064 4462 69 10 79
116 148500 3732 80 2 1 83
117 148057 4862 60 4 4 68
118 155495 4036 63 1 2 66
1 148497 4154 "42 1 _] -,2 1 46
120 145879 4640 51 1 3 - " 54

TOTALS: 95720 1140 74 55 5 1274

LEGEND: *Category de~fined (ref para 2.16.2.1.2) 11-118
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WNFIDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

UNITED STATES ARMY INFANTRY BOARD
Fort Benning, Georgia 31905

STEBC-SA (P-3110) 4 JAN 1966

SUBJECT: Approved Service Test Repqrt for Small Arms Weapons Systems
(SAWS), USATECOM Project No. 8-5-0400-04 (U)

TO. See Dihribution

(U) Subject document is forwarded for information and retention.

FOR THE PRESIDENT:

2 Incl RUTH M. HAERR
1. USATECOM Action Letter Major WAC
2. Approved S/T Report Adjutant

DISTRIBUTION:
Commanding Officer, US Army Combat Developments Command Infantry Agency,

Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 (200 copies)
Commanding Officer, Springfield Armory, ATTN: SWESP-RE, Springfield,

Massachusetts 01101 (3..copies)
Commanding Officer, Frankford Arsenal, ATTN. SMUFA-5500, Philadelphia,

Pennsylvania 19137 (3 copies)
Commanding Officer, Aberdeen Proving Ground, ATTN: STEAP-DS, Aberdeen

Proving Ground, Maryland 21005 (3 copies)
President, US Army Infantry Board, Fort Benning, Georgia 31905 (3 copies)
President, US Army Armor Board, Fort Knox Kentucky 40121 (3 copies)
President, US Army Aviation Test Board, Fort Rucker Alabama 36362 (3 copies)
Commanding Officer, US Army Arctic Test Center, APO Seattle 98733 (3 copies)

REGRADED,
WHE SEPARATED FROM
CLASS E INCLOSURES

ION,1DEN1tIAL



C BONFDENTIAL
DEPARTMENT OF THE ARMY

HEADQUARTERS, U.S. ARMY TEST AND EVALUATION COMMAND
ABERDEEN PROVING GROUND, MARYLAND 21005

AMSTE-BC 29 Dec 65

SUBJECT: Reports of Engineering, Service, and Service-Type Tests of
Small Arms Weapons Systems (SAWS) (USATECOM Project Nos.
8-5-0400-03 Through 8-5-0400-06)

TO: Commanding General, US Army Weapons Command, ATTN: AMCPM-RS,
Rock Island, Illinois 61200

Commanding General, US Army Combat Developments Command, ATTN:
USACDC Liaison Officer, USATECOM, Aberdeen Proving Ground,
Maryland 21005

1. References:

a. Headquarters Department of the Army, Chief of Staff Memo-
randum No. 64-555, 17 Dec 64, subj: Army Small Arms Weapons Systems
(Class CONF).

b. Ltr, Hq USAMC (AMCPM-RS), 28 Apr 65, subj: Army Small Arms

Weapons Systems (SAWS) (U) (Class CONF).

c. TT, USAWECOM 19371, 15 Dec 65.

2. Forwarded herewith are reports of tests of Army Small Arms Weapons
Systems (SAWS) which were conducted by the US Army Test and Evaluation

Command in accordance with the requirements of references la and lb.

3. The Report of Engineering Test (Incl 1) is partial because test-

ing is still in progress. A final report of engineering test covering
those tests still in progress will be forwarded when available.

4. These reports are forwarded for information and to meet the dead-
lines established for the SAWS Program. A Headquarters USATECOM position
with respect to these reports and their conclusions and recommendations
will be provided upon completion of detailed analysis, now in progress;
pending completion of this analysis, addressees are cautioned in the use
of certain of the data presented for the reasons indicated below.-

FOUO MARKING NO LONGER

APPLICABLE AFTER -o -

REGRADED
WHEN SEPARATED FROMS/ CONRDENTIAL CLASSIFIED INCLOSURES



SNFIDENTIAL
AMSTE-BC 29 Dec 1965
SUBJECT. Reports of Engineering, Service, and Service-Type Tests of

Small Arms Weapons Systems (SAWS) (USATECOM Project Nos.
8-5-0400-03 Through 8-5-0400-06)

a. Tactical Firing Exercises (USA Infantry Board Report).- The
results obtained in tests of this nature are primarily dependent upon
human performance; troop samples should be matched in size and quality,
and test conditions should be identical for each weapon insofar as
possible. However, although every effort was made, it was not possible
to maintain optimum controls in SAWS testing d~ue to circumstances that
were largely unavoidable and beyond the control of the test agency,

(1) Weapons were not available in uniform quantity, and in
some cases were delivered after testing had been initiated, because of
contractor inability to meet the desired schedule. In consequence, the
size of troop samples varied and in some instances the learning factor
could not be kept equal for all weapons.

(2) Delays and suspensions imposed on the test agency for
safety considerations and/or because of weapon malfunctioning resulted

itt some variance in test conditions.

b. Reliability and Durability (Engineering and Service Test
Reports).-Weapons tested varied from some which have been in production
for several years to others which are in an early stage of development.
Data bearing upon reliability and durability must be carefully analyzed
to correlate Engineering and Service Test results and to determine, where
possible, whether malperformances are considered to be correctable in
future development or reflect basic design deficiencies.

c. Ammunition (Engineering and Service Test Reports).-In SAWS
test ammunition of "average" quality, representative of that available
for issue to troops, was used. In testing it was found that occasional
unacceptable wide dispersion was obtained with the 7,62mm M80 ball
cartridge, and that the 5.56mm M193 ball cartridge apparently contributed
to relatively low functional reliability of some weapons. The degree to
which anmmunition contributed to these results must be analyzed in detail.

5. This Headquarters, in coordination with the USA Ballistic
Research Laboratories, the USA Human Engineering Laboratories, and other
agencies, is presently conducting the necessary analysis to determine
whether and to what degree, SAWS test results were affected by the factors

2
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gONEDENTIAL
AMSTE-BC 29 Dec 1965
SUBJECT: Reports of Engineering, Service, and Service-Type Tests of

Small Arms Weapons Systems (SAWS) (USATECOM Project Nos.
8-5-0400-03 Through 8-5-0400-06)

enumerated above. It is expected that this analysis will be forwarded on
or before 31 January 1966.

FOR THE COMMANDER:

/s/ AUSTIN TRIPLETT, JR.
4 Incl /t/ AUSTIN TRIPLETT, JR.

1. Proj No. 8-5-0400-03 (APG) Colonel GS
(Partial Report) Dir, Inf Mat Test

2. Proj No. 8-5-0400-04 (USAIB)
3. Proj No. 8-5-0400-05 (USAAB)
4. Proj No. 8-5-0400-06 (USA Avn Test Bd)
(AMCPM-RS, w/5 cys ea incl)
(USACDC Ln 0, USATECOM, w/12 cys ea incl)

Copies furnished:
CG, USAMC (AMCPMSO-RS) w/3 cys ea incl

(AMCRD-DW) w/5 cys ea incl
(AMCPM-AI) w/3 cys ea incl

CG, USAWECOM (AMSWE-RDS) w/5 cys ea incl
CG, USAMUCOM (AMSMU-RE) w/5 cys ea incl
CO, USABRL (AMXBR-WD) w/3 cys ea incl
CO, USAHEL (AMXHE-SYS) w/3 cys ea incl
USMC Ln 0, USATECOM, w/2 cys ea incl
CO, APG (STEAP-DS) w/o incl
Pres, USA Inf Bd (STEBC-SA) w/o incl
Pres, USA Armor Bd (STEBB-CB) w/o incl
Pres, USA Avn Test Bd (STEBG) w/o incl

3
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Figure 13

Sights- Rifle, 5.56-nun, S-R

M. Rear view oP: rear sight

N.' Tov' rear view of front si.',ht

V-i13
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Figure 14

Sights- Rifle, 5 .5 6 -mm, XM16E1

M. Rear view of rear sight-

N. Top rear view of" front sl.ght

V-14
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Figure 16

Sights- Rifle, 5.56-mm, H-R

M. Rear view of rear sight
N. Rtight side view o:.I$ rear sight
0. TEor front vi~ew o' front sight
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Figure 17

Sights- Rifle, 7,62-umn, Ml4E2

M. Rear view of rear sight

N. To1 view of front sight
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Figure 18

Sig-ehts - Rif le, 5.56-ra,. C-AR

M. Rear view W-f rear i.i::-,ht

N. Tor: view ofi fr'ont si,,ht
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Figure 19

SighLs - .Lle, 5.56-mm, S -A.

M. Rear view o.': rear si,,ht

N, Toj viej of front s.,i'ht
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Figure 20

Rear Sight Assembly of Machine Gun, 5,56-mm, Code S

1. Windage Knob.
2. Range Scale.
3. Range Elevation Knob.
4. Battle Sight.
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Figure 21

Rear Sight Assembly of Machine Gun, 7,62-mm, M60

1. Windage Knob,
2, Range Scale.
3. Elevation Release Assembly.
4. Range Elevation Knob.
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Figure 22

Magazines

M. Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14.
N. Rifle, 5.56-trrd, XMl6El.
0. Rifle, 5.56-mi, H-R
P. Rifle, 5.56-mm, A-1l
Q. Rifle, 5,56-mm, S-R

V-22
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Figure 23

Magazines

M. Rifle, 7.62-mm,IMl4E2,
N. Rifle, 5.56-mm, C-AR.
0. Rifle, 5.56-mm,'S-AR.
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Figure~ 24

Signature Characteristics
(Firer in the Standing Foxhole Position - Without Bipods)

M. Rifle, 7.62--mm, M14
N. Rifle, 5.56-umm, S--R 0. Rifle, 5.56-mm, XMl6El
P. Rifle, 5.56-umm, H-R Q. Rifle, 5.56--mm, A-R

V-24



Figure 25

Signature Characteristics
(Firer in the 2i3anding Foxhole Position -With Bipods)

14. Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14
N. Rifle, 5.56-mnm, S-R 0, Rifle, 5.56-turn, XMl6E1
P. Rifle, 5.56-mm, H-R Q, Rifle, 5.56-num, A-R

V- 25
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Figure 26

Sirnature Characteristics
(Firer in the Standing Foyhole Y."osi~tion - lithout Bipods)

M. Rifle, 7,52-rma, 1114
N. Carbine. 5.56-mm. S-C 0. Carbine, 5.56-v.1m, C-SMG V-26
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Figure 27

Signature Characteristics

M. Rifle, 5.56-nun, C-SMG, firing one Cartridge, Ball, 5.56-mm, M193.

N. Rifle, 5.56-nun, S-SMG, firing a burst oý three Cartridz-es, Ball,
5.56-nun, M193~.
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Figure 28

Si~nat FigChraerisic

(Firer in the Standing Foxhole Position)

M. Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14E2.
N. Rifle, 5.56-'mm, C-AR..
0. Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-~AE

V- 28



Figure 29

;:gna ure Charecteristics

Muzzle flash of the Rifle, 7.62-nat, M14E2,
firinz one Cartr'id-e, Tracer, 7,62-iim, X62.
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Signature Characteristics

Muzzle flash of the Rifle, 5 .56-mm, C-AR
firing one Cartridge, Tracer, 5.56-mm, M196.
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Figure 31

Signature Characteristics

Muzzle flash of the lifle, 5.56-nir, .-AR,
firing one Cartridge, Tracer, 5.56-nmi, M196.
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Figure 35

Sinaur Charactristic

(Fre in th tnigFxhl oiin

M. Mahn uV5-m -M

N. Mchin Gun 7,2m , .M6 -
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Figure 36

Signature Characteristics

M. Machine Gun, 7.62-mm, M60, firing a burst of
six Cartridges, Tracer, 7,62-mm, M62,

N. Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S, firing a burst
of six Cartridges, Tracer, 5,56-mm, M196.
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Figure 37

Aerial Delivery

M. Rifle, 5.56-un, A-R (Butt Stock Assembly folded),
in Case, Individual Weapon, Parachutist.

N. Rifle, 5.56-nun, S-R (Stock Assembly folded), in
Case, Individual Weapon, Parachutist,

V 3
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Figure 38

Aerial Delivery

M. Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-R (Stock Assembly detached), inCase, Individual Weapon, Parachutist.
N. Rifle, 5.56-nun, H-R, in Case, Individual Weapon,

Parachutist,
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Figure 39

Aerial Delivery

Individual Parachutist rigged with the Case, Individual
Weapon, Parachutist, for deliveL'y of rifles, carbines,

or automatic rifles, with appropriate ammunition.
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Figur 40.

Indiidul Pracutit rgge wih te Rfle 5.6-m, X 16El

ndiid3. Pagachuinetariged wo ithlte. Rfe .6-m,~ 6l

* .Upper tie-downs to diagonal back strap andI
Main Lift Web-' .

5. Muzzle and Front Sight Assembly: taped.
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Figure 41

Individual Parachutist rigged with the Rifle, 5,56 trxj S-R.

1. Stock Assembly taped to Receiver Group.
2, Magazine taped to rifle.
3. Upper Tie-downs to Diagonal Back Strap and Main Lift Web.4. Muzzle and Front Sight Assembly taped.
5. Sting. passed between Barrel and Gas Cylinder.
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and 11 Butt Stock Asebytae1tjucin

2.dSlingalooe Parcunds rifle. ihteRfe,55-m -

3. Upper Tie-downs to Diagonal Back Strap and Main Lift Web.
4. Muzzle and Front SiLght taped,
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Figure 46

Aerial Delivery

M. Rifle, 5,56-nmm, C-AR in Case, Individual Weapon, Parachutist.
N. Rifle, 5.5G-rnwi, S-AR (Butt Stock Assembly detached), in Case,

Individual Weapon, Parachutist.
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Figure 47

Aerial Delivery

X~, Machine (sun, 5.56-mnt, S-M4MG, with Ammunition and Individual
Equipment over the "arachutist Adjustable Equipment Container,
prepared for rigging.

NI. Machine Gun, Ammunition, and Equipment in the Parachutist
Adjustable Equipment Container,
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Figure 48

Aerial Delivery

Individual Parachutist rigged with the Parachutist Adjustable
Equipmaent Container for delivery of the Machine Gun, 7.62-un,
M460, or the 11,achi~ne Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S, and appropriate
amnumnition and individual equipmTent.
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Figure 49

Rifle Bipod, W3, and Bipod Case.
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Figure 50

Bipod of-L Rifl1e, 5. 5 6 -iixmi H-R

1. Lockin3 Laich.

~.Retracting Sleeve.
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Figure 51

Rifle Bipod, 142 (Modified).
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Figure 52 .

Rifle, 7.62-t=,-M141

I. Cleaning Rod Case, 7. Stock with Butt 12. Connector Assembly.
2. Cleaning Rod Sections Plate Assembly. 13, Gas Cylinder Piston,

and Swab Holder. 8. Firing-Mechanism.. 14, Gas Cylinder Plug.
3. Bore Brush, 9, Operating Rod Spring 15. Breech Bolt.
4. Case, Lubricant. Guide, 16. Barrel and Receiver
5. Combination Tool. 10, Operating Rod Spring, Group.
6. Chamber Brush, 11. Operating Rod,
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Figure 53

Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-R1. Gas Cylinder Brush, 6. Forestock Assembly Pin. 11 Carrier and Piston
2. Chamber Brush. 7. Trigger Housing Group Assembly.3. Locking Lug Brush, Pin, 12 Driver Spring.4. Stock Assembly, 8. Stock Assembly Pin. 13. Barrel Assembly.5. Receiver Brush 9. Trigger Housing Group. 14. Receiver Group.

10. Forestock Assembly,

Sv- 3
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Figure 54

Rifle, 5.56-mn, XM16El

1. Cleaning Rod Sections. 6. Buffer Assembly.

2. Bore Brush. 7. Action Spring.

3. Lower Recei.ver Groui . S. Bolt Carrier Group.

4. Hand Guard (Left Half), 9. Up.e•: R.eceiver Group (Less

5. Hand Guard (Right Half), Hand Guards).
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Figure 55

1. Chamber Cleaning Rod. 7. Takedown Locking, Pin, Small,2. Chamber Brush, 
8. FrigMchns3. Sight Adjustment Tool. 9. Firnd Gu card sembl.4. Butt Stock Assembly.9 10, d Reoil Sri Assembly.5. Takedown Locking Pin, Small. 10. Reolt ASprembly, mly6. Takedown Locking" Pin, Large. 12. Barrel and Receiver Assembly.
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Figure 56

Rifle, 5.56-rmm, A-R

1, Cleaning Rod Sectiors. 8. Charging Handle.
2. Bore Brush. 9. Bolt Carrier Assembly and Bolt.
3. Lower Receiver Group. 10. Operating Rod Spring.
4. Upper Hand Guard Assembly. 11. O.erating Rod.
5. Guide Rod Weld Assembly. 12, Operator Rod Link.
6. Action Springs. 13, Operating Rod Cylinder.
7. Cam Pin. 14, Upper Receiver Grou-,,.
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Figure 57

Maintenance Package for Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-R

1. Carrying Case. 6, Barrel Bore Brush.
2. Gas Cylinder Brush. 7. Receiver Brush.
3. Combination Tool. 8. Cleaning Rod Sections.
4. Chamber Brush. 9. Bipod.
5. Locking Lug Brush.
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Figure 58

Carbine, 5.56-mm, S-C

1, Brushes. 7. Carrier and Piston Assembly.
2, Pivot Pin Nut-Folding Stock. 8. Forestock Assembly,
3, Forestock Assembly Pin, 9. Driving Spring.
4. Stock Assembly Pin. 10, Cocking Handle.
5. Stock Assembly. 11, Barrel Assembly,
6, Trigger Housing Group, 12. Receiver Group.
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Figure 59

Carbine, 5,56-mm, C-SMG

1. Buffer Assembly. 4, Charging Handle.
2. Lower Receiver Group. 5, Bolt Carrier Group.
3, Action Spring. 6. Upper Receiver and Barrel

Assembly.
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Figure 60

Rifle, 7.62-mm, M14E2

1. Stock Group. 7. Gas Cylinder Piston,
2. Firing Mechanism. 8, Gas Cylinder Plug.
3. Operating Rod Spring Guide, 9. Breech Bolt.
4. Operating Rod. 10. Stabilizer Assembly.
5. Operating Rod Spring. 11. Barrel and Receiver
6. Connector Assembly. Group.
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Figure 61

Rifle, 5.56-na, C-AR

1. Lower Receiver Group. 5. Charging Handle-.,0".
2. Hand Guard (Right Half). 6. Action Spripy,.~'ý
3. Hand Guard (Left Half). 7. Bo-l-t--CaVVir Group.
4. Buffer Assembly,__. 8. Upper Receiver and Barrel

Assembly (Less Hand Guards).

V-61
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Figure 62

Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-AR

1. Gas Cylinder Brush. 8. Pivot Pin Nut and Pivot Pin
2. Combination Tool. Screw,
3o Butt Stock Assembly. 9. Trigger Housing.
4. Chamber Brush. 10, Forestock Assembly.
5. Locking Lug Brush. 11. Carrier and Piston Assembly.
6. Receiver Brush. 12, Driving Spring.
7. Housing and Sight Assembly 13. Barrel Assembly.

with Magazine Adapter. 14, Receiver Group.
15. Cocking Handle.
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Figure 63

Maintenance Package for Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-AR and M~achine Gun, 5.56-mm,

Code S

1. Carrying Case 6. Chamber Brush

.2. Combination Tool 7 Gas Cylinder Brush

3. Receiver Brush 8. Cleaning Rod Sections

4. Barrel Bore Brush 9. Spare Barrel

5.Locking Lug Brush
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Figure 64~

Machine Gun, 7.62-mm, 1M60

1. Yoke. 5. Guide.

2. Trigger Mechanism Spring 6. Operating Rod Spring.

and Pin. '7. Operating Rod Assembly and Bolt

3. Stock Assembly Assembly

4. Trigger Mechanism Group 8. Barrel Assembly with Bipod Assembly

9. Receiver Group with Forearm Assembly
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Figure 65

Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S

1. Stock Assembly. 7. Trigger Housing Group.
2. Pivot Pin Screw. 8. Carrier and Piston Assembly with
3. Pivot Pin Nut. Bolt Assembly,
4. Feed Cover Assembly Pin. 9. Driving Spring.
5. Stock Retaining Pin. 10. Barrel Assembly.
6. Forestock Assembly. iU. Receiver Assembly with Feed Cover

Assembly.
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Figure 66

Maintenance Package for Machine Gun, 7 . 6 2-nm, M601. Barrel Assembly and Equipment 7. Ruptured Cartridge Case.Carrying Case. 
Extractor,2. Maintenancpe Literature. 8. Bore Brush.3. Maintenance Literature. 9. Chamber Brush.4. Asbestos Mitten. 

10. Receiver Brush,

5. MI Web Sling.I0 
Reivrrsh6. CMWbSinat g. di 11. Cleaning Rod Sections.6. Combination Screwdriver 

12. Spare Barrel Assembly with

and Reamer Wiench. 
io seby

VBipod Assembly.
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Figure 67

Chipped Extractor of Rifle, 7.62-mn, M14.
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Figuj'e 68

Mll Cleaning Rod

•.Flared Section Ends.
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Figure 69

Bolt of Ri.fle, 5.56.-mL, S-R"

1. Break Across Cam Pin Recess.
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Figure 70

Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-R, showing
sbpatation of Bolt CarrLer and Piston.
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Figure 71.

1.Take'-Dowzi Pin Keeper separated
from side of~ Triggor Housing.

2. Take-Down Pin with Take-Down Pin
Keeper pulled free ofE Tr-igger
Housi~ng,
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??il'cure 72

M. Left b'ide View o.E operating RK.seby
1. Ciperating Rod Handle

2. Operating Rod Tube.

3. Opeira ing R.-od Pin loose.

N. Right Sidle View o Front Sight.
1. Operating Rod Tube.
2. Set Screw recess with Set Screw

mi ssin- z
3. Bayonet A,.,apter,
4. Hand Guard.
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Figure 73

Magazines of Rifle, 5.56-mm, H-R, showing:

1.. Properl~y oriented Cartridge, Ball,
5.56-nmm, M193.

2. Cartridge, Ball, 5.56-mm, M193, damaged
by malfunction.
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Figure 74

Rifle, 5.56-mm, A-R

M. Bolt Carrier Assembly.
1. Burring preventing, removaliof

Firing ?in,

N. Broken Guide Rod Weld Assembly,
1. Guide Rod Plate.Cas'ting..
2, Guide Rod and Action Spring.
3. Guide Rod separated from Gu'.ide

I~od Plate Castityg~.
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Figure 75

Rifle, 5.56-mm, A-R

1. Guide Rod Plate Takedown Plunger sheared

from Guide Rod Plate Casting.

L. Shearv.

3. Guide Rod.

4. Action Spring.
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Figure 76

Rifle, 5.56-mm, A-R

M, Bottom View of Upper Receiver Group.
1. Crack in Barrel Extension.

N. Right Side View of Upper Receiver Group.
1, Receiver.
2, Broken Upper receiver Pivot.
3. Upper Hand Guard.
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Figure 77

,M~olt Carrier Assembly of Rifle, 5.56-mm, A-

1.* Burring preventing removalI of Firing Pin.

2. Firing Pin
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Figure 78

Rifle, 5.56-nmu, A-R

M. Left Side View of Lower Receiver Group.
1. Magazine Well.
2. Lower Receiver Pivots.
3. Crack in Magazine Housing.

N. Right Side View of Lower Receiver Weld and
Rivet Assembly with Pistol Grip.
1. Bottom Rear of Lower Receiver Weld and

Rivet Assembly.
2 and 4. Weld separation of Rear Plate from

Lower Receiver Weld and Rivet Assembly.
3. Bulkhead Veld Assembly.
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Figure 79

Rifle, Bipod, M2

M, Bipod wJih broken Jaw.

N. Bipod with broken Jaw re-ilaced.

0. Broken Jaw.
1. Broken Jaw vIft1h chip

showing breah.
2&3. Break.
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Figure 80

Rifle Bipod, M2 (Modified)

1. and 2.. Pieces of Broken Jaw.

-1
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Figure 81

Action Spring Guide Assembly

M - Multiple Break.

N - Clean Shear.
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Figure 82

Bolt of Rifle, 5.56-mm, C-AR

1. Break through side of Bolt to Cain Pin Recess.
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Figure 83

M - Rifle, 5.56-mm, S-AR.
1. Bent Gas Seal Ring on Gas Cylinder Plug.

N - Rifle, 5.56-mm, C-AR.
i. Bent Bolt Ring.
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Figure 84

Machine Gun, 7.62-mm, M160

1. Bottom of Adjustable Range Plate Bent.
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Figure 85

Mount, Tripod, Machine Gun, MI22
M - Bent Leg.

!I-Crack ait bend Occur ring when attempt wasmade to straighten leg.
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Figure 86

Machine Gun, 7,62-mm~, M60

1. Unejected cartridge case.
2. Partial. feed of new round.
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Figure 8Y

M and N, Elevating and Traveri~ng Mechanism
showing two pObitions in which the elevating
laandwheel "froze.f'
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'igure 88

Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S

M. Carrier end Piston Assembly s.howing broken Bolt,

M. Brokeu Bolt, Firing Pin, and Cam Pin.
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Figure 89

bolt of Machine Gun, 5.56-nrA, Code S,
showing break across Cam Pin recess.
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Figure 90.

Bolt of Machine Gun, 5.56-ftn, Code S.

1 and 2. Burred Locking Lugs.
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Figure 91

Carrier and Cap Assembly of Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S,
showing broken Roller Retaining Washer which caused inad-
vertent disassembly.
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Figure 92

Case of 5.56omm Cartridge showing
rupture sustained during firing of
the Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S.
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Figure 93

Cartridges, 5.56-m=s M193, showing
damage caused by occurrence of bolt
undervide with the Machine Gun,
5.56-nm, Code S.
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Figure 94

Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S

1. Burred Firing Pin.
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Figure 95

Machine Gun, 5.56-mrm,, Code S, Showing Damaged Feed Cover tssembly
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Figure 96

Machine Gun, 5.56-nun, Code S

1. Missing Feed Cover Latch Handle,
2. Damiage Preventing Closure of Feed

Cover Assdmbly.
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Figure 97

Machine Gun, 5.56-nim,. Code S

1. Missing Feed Cover Latch Handle.
2. Bent Windage Knob.
3. Be Feed Cover Assembly Hinge.
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Figure 98

Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, S-124G

N - Sepa�t ion of Barrel Assembly from Machine Gun.
N * Top figure is case of 5.56-mw cartridge showing shear. Bottom

figures are undamaged 5.56-nu� cartridge case, and Cartridge,
Ball, 5.56-mm, 14193.
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Fi~gure 99

Mac~hine Gun, 5,56-mm, S-LmG

M - Top view of Receiver Assembly and Head of Bolt.
1. Barrel Locking Pin Recess with Barrel Locking

Pin Missing.
2, Bow in side of Receiver.
3. Locking Lug Sheared from Bo~lt,

N -Same as M (side view) showing:
1. Bow in side of Receiver.
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Figure 100

Machine Gun, 5.56-mni, S-LMG

M - Oblique view of Carrier and Piston Assembly.
1. Crack in Bolt Carrier.
2. Locking Lug Sheared from Bolt.

N - Same as M (side view) showing-
'1):2;,and,3f.^Crdcks':in'Bo'lt"Carriet.
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Figure 101

Machine Gun, 5.56-mm, Code S

M - Oblique view of Receiver.
1. Bent Guide Rail.

N - Top view of Receiver.
1. Bent Guide Rail.
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Figure 102

Ma~chine Gun, 5.56-nmm, Code S

M- Bottom front view of Front Sight Housing with Gas Cylinder
Plug and Bayonet Stud.

.N- Same as H4 showing:
1. Perforation through Gas Cylinder Plug and Bayonet Stud.
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APPENDIX VI - - MAINTENANCE EVALUATION

1. S~ammary of Maintenance Operations.

a. General

The maintenance operations performed on all of the candidate
weapons were listed in three types: daily scheduled maintenance,
weekly scheduled maintenance, and unscheduled maintenance. Sub-Test
No 15, Maintenance, and Sub-Test No 16, Durability and Reliability,
contain an evaluation of the candidate weapons with respect to mainte-
rance,and durability and reliability.

b. Daily Scheduled Maintenance.

All of the candidate weapons were field stripped, cleaned,
and lubricated after each day's firing. The candidate weapons were
disassembled, cleaned, lubricated, and reassembled using the procedures
outlined in the appropriate POMM's. Test soldiers were instructed to
inspect for and report any broken, cracked, missing or worn parts dis-
covered. The candidate weapons were cleaned on the range or in the
field by laying the weapons out on strips of salvage canvas. While
this condition did not exactly duplicate conditions usually encountered
in combat, it facilitated the procedure and prevented the unnecessary
loss of parts.

c. Weekly Scheduled Maintenance.

When testing time permitted, all of the candidate weapons were
detail disassembled and cleaned on a weekly basis using solvent. The
candidate weapons were detail inspected by a test officer or test non-
commissioned officer for broken, cracked, missing, or worn parts.

d. Unscheduled Maintenance.

Throughout all testing whenever unscheduled maintenance was
required, it was performed and noted. During the conduct of sub-tests,
such as Sub-Test No 3, Rate of Fire, where large numbers of rounds
were fired in a short period of time resulting in heavy carbon build-
up, ammunition residue, and loss of lubrication, the candidate weapons
were cleaned or lubricated as was determined necessary by the test
officer. Any excessive requirement for cleaning of a particular weapon
was noted. Whenever malfunctions or excessive stoppages occurred, the
candidate weapons were inspected in an attempt to determine the cause.
Note was made of any action, such as parts replacement, necessary to
return the candidate weapon to operating condition.

2. Basis for Evaluating Maintenance Packages

a. General

Sub-Test No 15, Maintenance, contains an evaluation of the
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suitability of the maintenance package for each of the candidate
weapons. The suitability of items received in the maintenance
package was evaluated, and any items which were considered neces-
sary but were not received were listed.

b. Minimum Requirements for a POMM.

The POMM of each candidate weapon was evaluated using the
following format as the minimum information required in each manual:

(1) Description and Data.

(a) Description.

(b) Tabulated data.

(2) Operating Instructions.

(a) Service upon receipt of materiel.

(b) Controls and instruments.

(c) Operation under usual conditions.

(d) Operation of materiel used in conjunction with
major items.

(e) Operation under unusual conditions.

(3) Maintenance Instructions.

(a) Special organizational tools and equipment.

(b) Lubrication.

(c) Preventative raincenanoe aervices.

(d) Trouble shooting.

(e) Purpose, functioning and relationship of the
item.

(4) Repair Parts and Special Tools List.
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APPENDIX VIII -- DISTRIBUTION LIST
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AGENCY
ADDRESSEE FINAL REPORT

Commanding General 50
US Army TcL;L and Eval uatLion CoL.usm.',nd
ATTN: AMSTE-BC
Aberdeen Proving Ground, M,:cylni 2100i

Commanding General 3
US Army Materiel Cormmand
ATTN: AMCPMSO-RS
Washington, D. C. 20315

Commanding General 5*
US Army Weapons Command
ATTN: AMCPM-RS
Rock Island, Illinois 61200

Commanding General 3*
US Army Materiel Command
ATTN: AMCPM-AI
Washington, D. C. 20315

Commanding General 5*
US Army Materiel Coriuaand
ATTN: AMCRD-DW
Washington, D. C. 20315

Commanding Gener•.l 12*
US Army Combat Developments Command

ATTN: USACDC Liaison Officer, USATECOM
kberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

Commanding General 5*

US Army Munitions Command
ATTN: AMSMU-RE
Dover, New Jersey 07001

Commanding General 5*
US Army Weapons Command
ATTN: AMSWE-RDS
Rock Islind, Ili;noi,; 61200
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AGENCY
ADDRESSEE FINAL REPORT

USMC Liai!'on Officer 2*
US ,rmy Test and Evaluation Command
Aberdeen Prov-ngy GrounCd, Maryl-and 21005

Cormn,inding Officer 3*
US Army Ballistic Research Laboratories
ATTN: AMXBR-WD
Aberdeen Pr3ving Ground, Maryland 21005

Commanding Officer 3*
US Army Human Engineer'ing Lbor-,to,_ie
ATTN: AMXHE-SYS
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

Commanding General 4*
US Army Test and Evaluation Command
ATTN: AMSTE-BC
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

Commanding Officer 200
US Army Combat Developments Command Infantry Agency
Fort Benning, Georiga 31905

Commanding Officer 3
Springfield Armory
ATTN: SWESP-RE
Springfield, Massachusetts 01101

Commanding Officer

Frankford Arsenal

ATTN: SMUFA-5500
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania 19137

Commanding Officer 3
Aberdeen Proving Ground
ATTN: STEAP- DS
Aberdeen Proving Ground, Maryland 21005

President 3
US Army Infantry Board
Fort Benning, Georgia 31905

President 3
US Army Armor Board
Fort Knox, Kentucky 40121
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President
US Army Aviation Test Board
Fort Rucker, Alabama 36362

Commanding Officer 3

US Army Arctic Test Center
APO Seattle 937j3
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CONFIDENTIAL
USATECOM Project No 8-5-0400-04

Service Test of Small Arms Weapons System (SAWS) (U)

MANUFACTURERS' CODE SHEET

S-R - Cadillac Gage Corporation, Stoner 63 Rifle.

H-R - Harrington and Richardson, G-3 (Modified) Rifle.

A-R - Armalite, AR 18 Rifle.

S C - Stoner 63 Carbine.

C-SMG- Colt Patented Fireatms,, Cblt, '.Shortie'.' Carbine/Submachine
Gun.

C-AR- Colt Automatic Rifle, CAR-I5.

S-AR -'Stoner 63 Automatic Rifle (magazine fed light machine gun).

Code S Machine Gun Stoner 63 Machine Gun.

The SAWS candidate weapons were furnished by the above named con-
tractors. Reference to each type weapon will be made throughout this
report using the code names listed opposite the contractor. This code
sheet will be removed from the report when loaned or otherwise distribu--
ed outside the Department of Defense.
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